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Preface

This book began its life as a short follow-up to my earlier work on

word order in Herodotus. Naively, I reckoned that I would test my

conclusions about Greek word order in a diVerent corpus, and that

I could do this in a year at the Center for Hellenic Studies. In reality,

this project has taken me a good number of years which I have spent

in several diVerent places. I am grateful to acknowledge here the

friendship and expertise oVered by many along the way, as well as

the more formal assistance from institutions.

The story starts in Amsterdam, and what follows is still very much

an Amsterdam book. I am grateful to old friends, who have done

more than merely tolerate this foreign transplant who Xies in once in

a while and then pretends she is not a tourist. Harm Pinkster was a

supportive friend and unbelievably prompt reader throughout,

resigned to digging out his Sophocles text whenever new mail in an

unreadable Greek font arrived from Chicago. The conference on

the language of Sophocles organized in September 2003 by Irene de

Jong and Albert Rijksbaron was a wonderful occasion that brought

together outside speakers, but also two long-standing strengths of the

UvA Classics department: Greek tragedy and Greek linguistics.

A side eVect of emigration is the illusion that in one’s absence,

nothing really changes. The conference was a lively aVair, and only

reinforced the idea that Amsterdam was still the same Amsterdam.

Sadly, things have actually changed in the last few years, and quite

drastically. I want to record my gratitude here to Machtelt Bolkestein,

Siem Slings, and Cees Ruijgh, three inspiring linguists and teachers

who are greatly missed.

After a brief sojourn in Hamburg, my American adventure began

in September 1996. The Center for Hellenic Studies proved to be

everything that former fellows claim for it, and our cohort was of

course the most brilliant, creative, and outgoing group of junior

fellows ever. Movie nights and trips to the gym (allowing for a stop

on the way back for pistachios and ice cream) made this especially

evident. Debby Boedeker and Kurt RaaXaub, the joint directors of the



Center, did their utmost to advise us in our professional pursuits but

also to make everybody feel at home at 3100 Whitehaven Street. For

the European fellows, their inventive approach to everything from

pumpkin carving to Monticello made this a very special ‘American

Civ. 101’.

Thanks not least, I am sure, to this year at the Center, I landed

inChicago in 1997. I amgrateful tomycolleagues at the time for taking

a chance on this untested person, and I am grateful to our students

for being crazy enough to want to learn Greek, and for continuing to

teach me how to teach better. Their initial shock at my self-identi-

Wcation as a ‘linguist’, which most of them took to be a diVerent

profession rather than an area of research within Classics, has sub-

sided—Ithink! Successive chairs fromBobKaster to ShadiBartsch and

Humanities deans Phil Gossett and Janel Mueller provided the right

environment for junior faculty to thrive. In the last two years, it

was especially Elizabeth Asmis and Shadi Bartsch who could be

counted on for encouragement. Liz commented on large portions of

the manuscript, and if the text before you is now somewhat readable,

this is in no small part thanks to her.

The School of Historical Studies of the Institute for Advanced Study

awarded a membership for the academic year 2000/01 which provided

for a year in Princeton. This was punctuated by visits to the Classics

departments of Princeton and Yale, and the Columbia Classical Civil-

ization Seminar, all of which provided needed oxygen as a supplement

to the rareWed circumstances of the Institute and oVered varying

degrees of scepticism and enthusiasm about my account of word order

in Sophocles, which have helped me to articulate my arguments more

clearly. Oxygen was provided on Institute grounds by fellow members,

including Michèle Lowrie and Monroe Price, and in New York by

David Sider, who urged the undeniable fact that the city was only a

train ride away.

Back in Chicago, the book still needed to be Wnished. It now is,

thanks to the eVorts of some people whom I have not mentioned as

yet because they are not as easily placed in this narrative of changing

places. Some were there almost from the beginning, even if at quite a

distance. Fellow linguists Phil Baldi, Stephen Colvin, Eleanor Dickey,

and Andrew Garrett, both by their friendship and by their initiatives

for conferences and workshops, provide needed reassurance from
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time to time that there is such a Weld as synchronic classical linguistics

in the United States.

More importantly, if this book sometimes sounds informed about

tragic texts, it is due to David Sansone, who, much as he might deny

it, is a Greek linguist in his own right, but unlike me actually knows

tragedy. He patiently waited for the sequel to WOAG to materialize,

and without his encouragement it might never have done so. David

tried valiantly to explain Euripides to me, a Sophocles person, made

valuable suggestions of all kinds along the way, and saved me from

numerous errors and infelicities.

The Wnal stages of this project came with further readers, which

resulted in helpful feedback from, among others, Eleanor Dickey,

Donald Mastronarde, and Ruth Scodel. Two students helped out as

well. At a crucial time, John Paulas saved me a lot of work by helping

to compile the bibliography. Alison Lanski removed all ‘design’,

checked the references, prepared an index of passages, changed

abbreviations, removed oddities—and then sometimes, in fact

more times than we both care to remember, cheerfully put them

back in. Additional good cheer provided by the ARTFL crew and the

2004 Summer Classics students made it a liveable Wnal few months.

The text used throughout is that of the Oxford Classical Texts

series, and translations follow those of the Loeb Classical Library

unless indicated otherwise. Permission to reproduce is hereby gratefully

acknowledged.

All remaining errors are mine.

H. D.

Chicago, August 2004
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1

Introduction

Greek tragedy is a genre Wrmly rooted in time and place. The heyday

of the genre was the late Wfth century bce, and its focal point was

Athens. Ever since, audiences and readers have been enthralled by

what these few decades of great writing produced. Recent decades of

scholarship, besides continuing the fundamental work of editing

and annotating, have sought to understand these works more fully

as products of their time and culture on the one hand, and as

performance scripts for the stage on the other.

The book lying before you does not fall naturally into any of these

established categories of scholarship on tragedy. It does not edit or

annotate, it does not focus on Wfth-century culture or politics, nor

does it particularly address issues of performance. What I will study

here is an important component of the language of tragic dialogue

which has received surprisingly little attention, namely its word order.

Tragic dialogue was stylized in many respects. Its lexicon diVered

from that of everyday spoken Attic, and so did its syntax. It was

predominantly composed in iambic trimeters, so that in eVect the actors

on stage were speaking poetry, not prose, to each other (and to them-

selves in their monologues). Going by these formal characteristics, there

is much to be said for studying the language of tragic dialogue as poetry

Wrst and foremost; that is, to study the formal features of passages and

individual lines, such as the metrical constraints and variables of the

trimeter line, the use of speciWcally poetic words, and so on.

Butwhile it is undeniable that theAthenians did not hear Antigone or

Creon, or even the Guard, speak their own language in all details of

form, at the same time, they were listening to arguments and laments

and questions and answers (the universal functions served by language),



and they followed the action of the play from beginning to end. And

so do we when reading tragedy. We interpret the characters’ words,

anticipate their reactions, and form opinions on their moral character

or rhetorical prowess. It is this aspect of tragic language, its communi-

cative force, that will be central to my approach. I will be asking how

Athenians, andwe, should understand these lines, and howwe can judge

their communicative eVect. How can a poet eVectively characterize

Antigone and Creon, or how does he expect us to follow Oedipus’

interrogation of the shepherd, unless he draws on some common core

of Greek grammar that is shared by the spoken language and by written

prose? And so, rather than concentrating on all the formal attributes that

separate tragic language from ‘normal’ language, I will analyse tragic

language as language, or better: communication,1 Wrst of all. It seems

obvious, after all, that we can only truly determine what exactly is poetic

about tragic dialogue by trying to analyse it as prose (or ‘language’) Wrst.

The speciWc question Iwill address here is that of word order in tragic

dialogue. For this subject especially, the ‘poetry’ approach has been

predominant, while the fact that these lines were spoken on stage,

meant to be understood in ‘real time’, so to speak, by the audience,

will be my starting point here.

In fact, the position of words in the trimeter line of classical Greek

drama has not seen the thoroughgoing investigation that the canonical

status of these works might lead one to expect. While exceptions to

certain rules of syntax are noted, commentators by and large eschew

the larger question of where a Greek author will place the words that

are especially salient or otherwise vital to the information structure.2

This is unfortunate, sincemany questions of interpretation rely crucially

on a correct evaluation of what speciWc point a character is making at

1 I take (verbal) communication in the broadest possible sense here: lying, misin-
forming, manipulating, expressing emotion, etc., all make use of (among other things)
linguistic means and can be interpreted by (among other methods) linguistic methods.
Compare Leech and Svartvik’s 1994 A Communicative Grammar of English, aimed at
fairly advanced students of English as a second language. In a section on ‘Mood, emotion,
and attitude’, they state (1994: 152): ‘[W]e looked at the English language as a means of
giving and receiving information. But language is more than this: it is communication
between people. It often expresses the emotions and attitudes of the speaker, and the
speaker often uses it to inXuence the attitudes and behaviour of the hearer.’ It is a
common misconception that emotional utterances somehow do not involve grammar.
2 In this respect, the following non-committal text in a recent commentary (Mas-

tronarde 2002: 95) is typical: ‘AlthoughGreek word-order is highly Xexible even in prose
and the everyday spoken language, poetry is characterized by evenmore varied order . . .’
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a particular juncture in the play. Imagine, if you will, attending a play

where the actors speak their lines in a complete monotone: general

incomprehension or serious misunderstandings are bound to ensue.

What English expresses by means of intonation, and to a much lesser

extent by word order, is what we risk losing sight of when we ignore the

workings of Greek spoken verse.

The fact that dramatic dialogue is metrical has prompted scholars to

approach questions of word order and ‘emphasis’ in terms of metrical

structure (for the standard view see e.g. Campbell 1879: 76–9). If a

word is considered emphatic, this is taken to be a consequence of its

position in the trimeter line, rather than of its position in the clause

(whichmay or may not coincide with the line). This raises the question

of how the language of Greek drama relates to the spoken language of

the time, about which we can make certain assumptions on the basis

of Greek prose. Are the rules of word order rendered invalid when one

stops ‘speaking prose’? It seems unlikely that this would be the case.3

Past generations of scholarship have seen few dissenting voices, the

most important of them being Headlam, who insisted that the clause

and not the line should be the unit of analysis, and who correctly

observed that emphatic words precede non-emphatic words in the

Greek sentence.4 Since then, developments in pragmatics and discourse

analysis have brought a more sophisticated theoretical apparatus, in

which ‘emphasis’ has made way for a set of more precise notions

(Focus, contrastive Topic), and with these we are better equipped to

account for Greek word order, instead of relying on what in Headlam’s

case was often ‘just’ superior Sprachgefühl.

3 Work on discourse analysis—including that of living languages—often uses
dramatic texts. See for two examples Pinter in Burton (1980) or Molière in Kerbrat-
Orecchioni (1990). My approach takes as its working hypothesis that word order is part
of the ‘common core’ of the language, that part of the grammar that is shared by all
registers of the language (cf. Leech and Svartvik 1994: 34), so that tragedy, despite its
high-style characteristics in diction especially, is therefore not excluded as a source of
data on word order.
4 ‘It is a strange fact that the order of words in a Greek sentence has never been

clearly appreciated. Each clause or section of a clause normally contains one part
which is stressed more highly than the rest; and with regard to the position of stress
Greek is exactly the opposite of English. In English normally, as in the sentence I am
writing, the unemphatic words come Wrst; they are uttered in a monotone and lead
up to emphasis on the end; in Greek the emphatic are placed Wrst and the unemphatic
follow after. This principle I have found the surest of all keys to understanding Greek.’
(Headlam in Thomson 1938: ii.17).
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1.1 TOWARD A PRAGMATICS OF

TRAGIC DIALOGUE

What is Pragmatics?

‘Pragmatics is not at present a coherent Weld of study’ (Crystal 1997:

120).5 If we nevertheless try to deWne it, for instance as the study of all

those aspects of language that reXect its use in social interaction, it will be

clear that anyonework canonly address a tiny aspect of this larger subject

evenwhen one conWnes one’s data to one genre in one language. Looked

at from a diVerent perspective, there aremany aspects of Greek grammar

that are considered ‘Xexible’ in the standard grammars.On closer inspec-

tion, this typically means that if one studies only isolated sentences,

diVerent forms seem equally ‘grammatical’: they are syntactically well-

formed, and their semantics make sense. Yet the language has a set of

alternative expressions. Why? It turns out that many of these diVerences,

often discarded as ‘stylistic’ in the past, can be described either by

reference to the external context (e.g. forms of address6 or politeness

phenomena,7 for which the relationship between the speaker and ad-

dressee is important) or by the surrounding text (to greater or smaller

extent: aspect choice, deWniteness, deictic reference, discourse particles).8

Greek word order has traditionally been described as free, or Xexible,

meaning that, besides a number of rules that can be described in

syntactic terms, established categories of (especially) syntax cannot

adequately account for the variation found in texts. In Dik (1995),

5 Two introductions to pragmatics, in order of user-friendliness, are Yule (1999)
and Levinson (1983). More speciWcally relevant to the subject matter of this book is
work on discourse analysis, which can be considered a subWeld of pragmatics: ‘In
discourse analysis, as in pragmatics, we are concerned with what people using
language are doing, and accounting for the linguistic features in the discourse as
the means employed in what they are doing. (Brown and Yule 1983: 26).
6 See Dickey (1996) on Greek forms of address. As I said in my review of this book

(Dik 1997b), scholars working on individual texts ignore her Wndings at their peril.
Comparison of Dickey on friendship terms in Plato with Halliwell (1995) is instructive.
7 Perhaps the pragmatically inspired article with the widest impact in Greek studies

is Michael Lloyd’s (1999) article on the so-called tragic aorist, which he re-examines in
the light of performativity and politeness.
8 This ‘deWnition’ of pragmatics as ‘everything that syntax and semantics do not care

about or cannot deal with’ is similar to Yule’s ‘pragmatics wastebasket’ (Yule 1999: 6).
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I described the function of referents and events in the larger discourse,

and the point beingmade in an individual clause in the development of

this larger discourse, that is, the pragmatic status of these entities, as

central to accounting for the position of words in Greek clauses.

This was not an unprecedented claim. Other languages had long

been described along similar lines, and other scholars had pointed to

‘logical’ determinants in Greek word order (Dover 1960), or, in an

earlier era, to how Greek sentences form a ‘natural progression’

following human thought (e.g. Weil 1879).

Since 1995, several shorter studies have appeared (Davidson 1997–8;

Edwards 2001;Matic�2003). Davidson andMatic�are primarily directed

at a linguistic audience and are more quantitative in approach, but

appear to conWrm my earlier conclusions, which were based on quali-

tative analysis of smaller samples. Edwards is more daring than I in

applying a similar mode of analysis to Homeric epic and Aeschylean

lyric, but I am in great sympathy with his insistence that we pay

attention to the listener. His is an immensely readable introduction,

which urges that we take word order seriously, and which forcefully

argues against the terribly commonmisunderstanding that to translate

faithfully is to translate word for word (Edwards 2001: 12–13).

1 .2 THE CORPUS: TRAGIC DIALOGUE

In this study I propose an account of word order in tragic dialogue,

speciWcally the iambic trimeter in Sophocles. The other two major

tragedians, Aeschylus and Euripides, will feature less prominently,

mainly as material for comparison (in chapter 6 I will say more about

diVerences in techniques of composition that make Sophocles par-

ticularly suitable for my purposes here). By tragic ‘dialogue’ I will

simply mean the spoken passages more generally, regardless of how

many people on stage are talking to each other in a particular scene.

Since context is crucial in assessing the information structure of

utterances, I will not include the tragic fragments in this study. I also

exclude choral passages and lyrical monologues, although these may

occasionally be included for comparison. The reason for excluding lyric

The Corpus: Tragic Dialogue 5



is, Wrst of all, that a corpus that is homogeneous in text type is always to

be preferred, but also, once we leave dialogue, it becomes much harder

to ascertainwith any certainty the thrust of a particular line, witness the

amount of interpretation and reinterpretation that these choral

odes continue to inspire to this day. Thirdly, we do not know enough

about performance practice to decide whether some of the same basic

assumptions hold for choral passages as for dialogue. We do know

that we miss some crucial information: the musical setting and the

choreography that was part and parcel of the choral odes. Further,

the choral passages tendnot to propel a play’s plot forward. Rather, they

provide a more elaborate backdrop, create an atmosphere, and so on.

All of this makes it much harder to argue for lines in a choral ode

making a single ‘point’. All of this is not to say that pragmatic analysis of

lyric poetry is impossible, but merely that it is much harder to prove

or disprove arguments one way or the other.

Comedy may seem to present a more suitable corpus when one is

looking for language that is as close as possible to spoken classical Attic.

But while it is no doubt true that comedy resembled spoken Attic more,

the genre comes with its own set of complications. The comic poet

pursues two goals: furtherance of the plot, and the instant gratiWcation

of puns and double entendres in every other line. We cannot be conW-

dent that we are ‘getting’ all of Aristophanes’ jokes; in fact we probably

do not. The comic’s tendency to have his text play with his audience’s

expectations at every turn makes comedy a tricky kind of text to work

with—too tricky, especially, if one is looking for lines to inform us

about what ‘normal’ dialogue would have looked like.9 So Aristophanes,

too, will only make an occasional appearance in these pages.10

Instead, Plato’s dialogues will be my ‘control sample’, so to speak.

In the absence of any real spoken language of the classical period,

Plato’s dialogues are an excellent source for comparison if we want to

9 Werner (1969) oVers a short piece on Aristophanes as ‘master of word order’,
but it suVers from the premise that words at the end of the line are always emphatic. It
would be interesting to see a study on the interaction of Aristophanic word order and
para prosdokian eVects.
10 I should point out that an important requirement for successful communica-

tion (and consequently, for successful interpretation of communication) is that
speakers abide by Grice’s ‘co-operative principle’ (Grice 1975). Speakers in tragedy
can very well be antagonistic but will still abide by this principle; comedy, on the
other hand, Xouts it as a matter of course.
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determine what is speciWc to the tragic trimeter.11As Slings (1993, 1997,

2002) and others have argued, we should read both these types of texts

(tragic and Platonic dialogue) as ‘quasi-spoken’: a stylized form that

evokes actual spoken discourse with the audience (and invokes its rules)

despite the obvious touches of high art in diction and subject matter.

In my discussion of passages I will typically maintain the theatrical

illusion and refer to ‘what Antigone says’ or ‘howCreon reacts’—naive,

perhaps, but at least true to ideals ofmimesis. I will assume throughout

that the tragic poets wanted their audience to listen to stage dialogue

as dialogue, invoking the audience’s communicative competence as

speakers and listeners.

It may be countered that such an analysis will be fatally Xawed

because it fails to consider the communication which simultaneously

goes on at a higher level: that between author and audience. Admittedly,

the playwright has to incorporate into his characters’ lines material

which must be conveyed to the audience but is already known to the

characters. A straightforward example is formed by the elaborate

addresses that often open a play. Orestes’ paedagogus does not ‘need’

to address Orestes as fully as he does in the opening of Sophocles’

Electra, for instance. In principle, this might lead to rather artiWcial

dialogue, but the tragic corpus presents many inventive ways to supply

necessary information without breaking the illusion, or by breaking it

for only a short time. Again in the Electra, the prologue informs us of

the time and place of the action as part of a dialogue between Orestes

and the paedagogusupon their arrival inMycenae. This upholding of the

dramatic illusion by Sophocles stands in sharp contrast to many Eu-

ripidean prologues in which the audience is addressed directly, as for

instance by Dionysus in the opening of the Bacchae.

Conversely, in situations in which characters on stage lack important

information that the audience does possess, andwherewordsmaymean

one thing to a character on stage but something else to the audience,

I would argue that a character’s lines must still constitute a felicitous

(pragmatically appropriate) utterance to the character and to his

onstage interlocutors, even if the audience will construe the utterance

diVerently. More speciWcally, the prominence of a word in a character’s

11 Occasionally examples will also be taken from rhetoric (Lysias, Demosthenes)
and historical narrative (Herodotus, Thucydides).
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lines should follow naturally from the character’s assessment of its

importance. For instance, it would be out of character for Iocaste in

her account of Laius’ death to give the location of the accident any

prominence in her account.

1 .3 THE QUESTION AT HAND

What does one do when accounting for word order? As already

mentioned, Greek has been described as a language with ‘free’ word

order. In fact all this means is that the system of rules that governs

Greek word order shows variation of a kind that would not be

allowed in a language like English, in which syntax is the dominant

factor in determining word order. But the fact that Greek does not

have strict rules for the placement of subject, object, and verb does

not mean that there are no rules at all. Here I will investigate whether

the principles ruling word order in Greek, as described by Headlam,

Thomson, Dover, and others, which are pragmatic or communicative

rather than syntactic in nature, remain valid in tragic dialogue.

Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical framework for this study,

based on Functional Grammar, which oVers more precise deWnitions

for the intuitive categories found in earlier scholarship.

This approach will oVer an alternative to descriptions that have

ignored clause structure in favour of metrical structure. Scholars who

have favoured ametrical approach appear to have assumed that Greek

word order only has ‘optional’ rules which can easily be overridden by

metrical considerations, and have proceeded to explore the metrical

characteristics of the trimeter quite fully and admirably, achievements

which I will not even attempt to emulate, since I do not think there is

much left to be learnt here.

The studies of metrical structure have not yielded a systematic

account of word order in tragic dialogue, however, and the fact that

the rules of Greek word order are not always transparent to us is not

suYcient reason to assume that they are somehow irrelevant for the

production of meaningful utterances in metre. It seems high time to

redress the balance somewhat, and accordingly, I will start from the

other side, by applying to tragic dialogue what we know about word

order in prose.
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I will therefore be approaching spoken verse as spoken language Wrst

and foremost, and as verse/poetry second. As a consequence, I will not

focus on such traditionally ‘certiWed’ word-order phenomena as hyper-

baton, prolepsis, and postponed interrogatives. My aim is not so much

to shed light on an old anthology of sentences; rather, I want to Wnd out

how we can describe the trimeter line in such a way that it becomes

easier to appreciate its communicative structure. What I will present

here is therefore basically divided into the following parts. The core

chapters of this book, up to and including chapter 5, are devoted to my

main aim of discussing word order in tragic dialogue as if it were prose;

in the concluding chapters 6 and 7 I use this newly laid foundation to

reconsider the contributions of metre.

1 .4 A FIRST ILLUSTRATION

The following example can serve as a brief illustration of the approach

taken here. When at OT 122–3 we hear or read Creon’s lines,

(1.1) Cr. kg– star �Æ�Œ� �ı
�ı	�
�Æ� �P liAˆ

Þ��fi � Œ�Æ
�E
 
Ø
, Iººa �f
 pkÞhei 	�æH
.

(Soph.OT 122–3)

He said that robbers encountered them and killed him;

he died not through one man’s strength, but by the

hands of many.

we may well come to the conclusion—in fact we should—that ºfi �����

(robbers) and �Øfi A (one) are highly salient words here, reinforced in the

next line by �f
 �º�Ł�Ø 	�æH
 (with many hands).

Nothing controversial so far. But are we also entitled to associate the

salience of these two words, ºfi ����� and �Øfi A, with their position at the

extremes of the trimeter line? I have argued elsewhere that there is little

evidence to support such an association (Dik 1998; chapter 6 will revisit

this argument). On the other hand, there are other good reasons to

consider ºfi ����� and �Øfi A formallymarked as salient. In chapter 3, I will

argue that a description of Greekword order as following a basic pattern

of Topic—Focus—Verb—Remainder (see chapter 2, and for a fuller

discussion, Dik 1995) can be applied to tragic dialogue as well. Applying

such an analysis here, I would say that ºfi ����� is in the preverbal Focus
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position (this constituent presents the most salient piece of information

in the clause; and is even placed to precede the governing verb �Æ�Œ�,

an example of the ‘certiWed phenomenon’ known as prolepsis). As to

�Øfi A, it precedes its noun, with the entire noun phrase preceding the

inWnitive Œ�Æ
�E
. I will argue in chapter 4 that, as I proposed for prose

in Dik (1997a), this position of �Øfi A in relation to its noun constitutes

the marked position for modiWers in noun phrases.

It is only after looking at �Øfi A from the point of view of prose word

order, I believe, that we can fruitfully once again consider the line and

point out that its separation by the line boundary from the noun

reinforces the eVect of the modiWer-noun ordering. Moreover, it can be

shown that in cases where amodiWer like �Øfi A appears at line end without

such a runover into the next line, itwill not be as salient. Inotherwords, it

is not so much the position in the line as the position in the clause in

combinationwith that in the line that marks words as salient.

As to ºfi ����� and the beginning of the line, it will be obvious that

we cannot Wnd out much about the contribution of line-initial

position to the salience of a word, as long as the word we are looking

at is also clause-initial, since both the metrical and ‘prose’ approaches

predict that such initial words are salient. Rather, we should seek out

those cases where line and clause beginnings do not coincide. This

will help us better to estimate the contributions of line and clause.

Fortunately, there are many such instances, especially in Sophocles,

and in chapter 6 I will show how Sophocles manages to reconcile the

grammatical and metrical dimensions of word placement to optimum

eVect. While line and clause do reinforce each other often, things are

not always as straightforward as in our example from the OT, and

Sophocles introduces some interesting complications that are rarer in

the other tragedians.

1 .5 FROM METRE TO GRAMMAR AND

BACK: A SYNOPSIS

Before we return to metre, I will present the case for grammar in

chapters 3 to 5.

Chapter 2 will be devoted to an explanation of the theoretical frame-

work to be used, and to a further deWnition of what does and does not
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fall under the scope ofword order as studied in the rest of this book. The

twomain domains to be studied here are the clause (as inDik 1995) and

the noun phrase (as in Dik 1997a). For both of these, Greek allows

variation in word order; for instance, at the level of the clause, subjects

can precede or follow verbs, and at the level of the noun phrase,

adjectives and other kinds of modiWers can precede or follow nouns.

There are, however, somemuch stricter rules of word order, and they

concern the placement of postpositive elements. Because these can never

occur in clause-initial position, and are virtually restricted to clause-

second position, they constitute important markers for clausal bound-

aries, and it will be important to consider postpositives especially when

they appear in what seem to be later positions in a clause. As Dover

pointed out a long time ago, the distinction between postpositive and

so-called Mobile elements is not always clear, however. I have argued

elsewhere (Dik 2003) that some instances of the ‘emphatic’ personal

pronoun in both Platonic and tragic dialogue are in fact far from

emphatic, but should rather be analysed as postpositive. At various

points in the discussion I will deal with additional instances of post-

positive treatment ofMobiles, such as the use of forms of ±
�æ ‘theman’

as an anaphoric expression.

While the placement of postpositives allows us more clearly to see

the articulation of sentences into clauses,12 the order of constituents

within clauses and the order of words within constituents can be

explained with the help of pragmatic analysis. For clauses, I have

proposed a basic ordering pattern in terms of the pragmatic functions

of constituents. In short, pragmatically marked elements (constituents

with Topic or Focus status) will precede the verb, and elements that are

unmarked will follow the verb. In the noun phrase, I have argued

elsewhere that pragmatics plays a role as well: modiWers will precede

the noun only if they are the most salient element in the noun phrase.

In introducing the pragmatic functions I will be using in my

analysis, chapter 2 discusses the important diVerence between a

given-new distinction on the one hand, and the concepts of Topic

and Focus on the other. Describing Greek word order solely on the

basis of given-new distinctions may seem a more objective form of

12 By clauses, I mean the main and subordinate clauses of traditional grammar:
any clauses with Wnite verbs.
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analysis, but it falls short in accounting for the evidence. The role

of constituents in the presentation and structuring of utterances is of

crucial importance.

The next three chapters form the core of the book. Chapter 3 is an

investigation of constituent order in the clause on the basis of the

pragmatic framework set out in chapter 2, similar to the chapters

devoted to individual verbs in Dik (1995) on Herodotus. In com-

paring many occurrences of a group of semantically similar verbs,

that is, in examining a large number of sentences referring to similar

events, it becomes easier to compare the relative importance of, say,

subject constituents, in their context, and link this to where these

constituents are found in the clause. In keeping with one of the major

preoccupations of the genre, I study verbs of dying in Sophocles,

Aeschylus, and Euripides in order to assess word order in the clause.

Chapter 4 turns to the noun phrase and analyses the position of

modiWers, along the lines of Dik 1997a on Herodotus. Here I con-

sider two semantically very diVerent adjectives, ��ªÆ� and �Æ�æfiH��,

and the possessives K��� and ���. In chapter 5 I discuss an aspect of

the Platonic and tragic corpus that can be associated with the ‘quasi-

spoken’ style of both and which is also an all-time favourite of

students of pragmatics: questions and answers.

In chapter 6, Wnally, I return to a consideration of the trimeter and

its eVects. In Dik 1998, I argued that some positions in the line

appear less salient than others. The unavoidable consequence is that

other positions will be more salient. What position(s) are these, and

more importantly, how does the tragic author reconcile the two

dimensions of metre and grammar? To investigate this I will turn

to instances where line and clause do not coincide: enjambment, in

which sentences run on beyond line end; and what has been called

eidos Sophokleion, in which sentences start late in a line. I will show

how Sophocles’ trimeter can resolve a problem that is integral to

Greek word order, namely the positioning of marked constituents

after the very beginning of the sentence.

Consider again the clause pattern, Topic—Focus—Verb—Remainder.

The Focus, the single most important element of a clause, will often be

preceded by other elements, not only by an (optional) Topic but also by

conjunctions. All this ‘clutter’ can cause the Focus element to end up in a

position far from the beginning of the clause, the most prominent place.
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In poetry, the line boundary adds an extra opportunity for mark-

ing constituents as salient, and an author has two opportunities to

dole out the privilege of initial position: he can place one constituent

in clause-initial position, and another in line-initial position, thereby

giving each its own moment of prominence. This can be as straight-

forward as putting a conjunction at the end of a line, leaving the line-

initial position for the Wrst content word, as in:

(1.2) Mess. ¼
Æ�, �æ���E�Ø
 �P��
 K��� I������
.

ł����Ø ªaæ � � ��
�ØÆ �c
 ª
���
· Kped

�	�ºfi B ��Ł� l��Ø
 ��Fæ� i
 K���	�ı
 Kª� . . .

(Soph. Ant. 388–90)

King, there is nothing that mortals can swear is

impossible!

For second thoughts show one’s judgement to be

wrong; for

scarcely would I have thought I would come here

again . . .

The focal �	�ºfi B is here marked as salient in a number of ways: not

only is it line-initial (1), followed by a postpositive (2), the Wrst (and

of necessity, preverbal) constituent in a dependent clause, (3) which

precedes its governing verb (4), but also the conjunction K��� is

positioned so as practically to Xaunt a departure from the neat

symmetry between line and clause. It starts a new clause just as the

line is ending. The eVect is much like that of a musical upbeat: the

momentary suspense created by K��� reinforces the downbeat (5),

when with �	�ºfi B we return to the symmetry of line and clause.

I will return to more complex instances of the interplay of line and

clause in chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses four sample passages in the

form of a line-by-line word-order commentary. Among these is Electra

516–27, oVered as a pendant to Schein’s (1979: 46–50) explication de

métrique of these same lines.

By the last chapter, I hope to have presented readers with suYcient

evidence to re-examine the way they read trimeters, and appreciate

both dimensions of the tragic trimeter and their interplay: granted,

words in a line of verse form metrical patterns, but we should pay as

much attention to the communicative eVect of their position as to

their metrical shapes.
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2

Accounting for Word Order

Variation in Greek

Come voi sapete, io ho sempre avuto un morbido interesse

nella posizione delle parole.

(Fraenkel 1977: 46)1

2.1 THE PROBLEM

One can hardly do better for a short introduction to the problem of

Greek word order than Dover’s 1960 book. How is it, he asks in his

introduction, that we quite readily decide, given the three words ¼
,

ªæÆł�
, and ��
�Æ, that of six (mathematically) possible orderings,

(2.1) (a) i
 ªæÆł�
 ��
�Æ

(b) i
 ��
�Æ ªæÆł�


(c) ªæÆł� ��
�� ¼


(d) ��
�� ªæÆł�
 ¼


(e) ªæÆł�
 i
 ��
�Æ

(f) ��
�� i
 ªæÆł�


we can readily reject the Wrst three (a–c), Wnd a fourth awkward (d),

and Wnally decide in favour of just the one ‘normal’ order (f),

1 Due Seminari Romani, ad Phil. 116. Speakers of Italian will no doubt be amused
by the exact wording of this sentiment but the Italian editors chose to preserve
Fraenkel’s wording here as elsewhere (p. xiii: ‘Abbiamo . . . conservato alcuni suoi
caratteristici solecismi’).



��
�� i
 ªæÆł�
? Furthermore, how is it that when given the choice

between —æø�Æª�æÆ� lŒ�Ø and lŒ�Ø —æø�Æª�æÆ� we cannot even

begin to decide?

The answer that any Hellenist will give you is that the type of

words involved in ��
�� i
 ªæÆł�
 (and therefore, the type of rules

involved) is very diVerent from that in —æø�Æª�æÆ� lŒ�Ø versus

lŒ�Ø —æø�Æª�æÆ�, which orderings, after all, can both be found in

the opening section of Plato’s Protagoras:

(2.2a) ‘��Ø �b ��, ŒÆd ��F �
�ŒÆ ��
ØŒ��� I��Œ�ı;’ ‘Pqytac¸qar,’

��, ‘g” jei’ (Pl. Prt. 310b6–8)

‘What is it, and what business brings you here at such an

hour?’ ‘Protagoras has come’, he said.

(2.2b) K��Ø�c �b qºŁ�
 ŒÆd ����Ø�
�Œ���� q��
 ŒÆd K��ºº���


I
Æ�Æ���ŁÆØ, ���� ��Ø ±��º�e� º�ª�Ø ‹�Ø g” jei

Pqytac¸qar. (Prt. 310c5–7)

On my return, when we had Wnished dinner and were about

to retire, my brother told me, only then, that Protagoras had

come.

So while we have a strong preference in the case of (2.1), both

orderings of subject and verb in (2.2) are equally ‘grammatical’.2

The same can be said of the ordering of modiWer and noun: the

minimal pair ��
Æ ���º�
—���ºc
 ��
Æ from the Bacchae shows that

here, too, there is room for variation:3

(2.3) Di. Kªg ���ºH �� �ø���ø
 �ø ��º�
.

Pe. tßma stokÞm; q ŁBºı
; Iºº� ÆN��� �� 	�Ø.

Di. �PŒ��Ø Ł�Æ�c� �ÆØ
��ø
 �æ�Łı��� �r;

2 In Dover’s terms ��
�Æ is a preferential Mobile, which is more likely to be placed in
initial position than the semantically less interesting verb. The particle ¼
 is postpositive:
it prefers clause-second position. The ‘we’ used in remarks on the grammaticality of the
versions in (2.1) is, as Dover mentions, not only a reference to twentieth-century
conventional wisdom, but also backed up by the authority of Demetr. Eloc. 256. This
discussion should not lead to the conclusion that ¼
 can never follow the verb; but the
verb should be more salient than ªæÆł�
 (for an example see (2.15) below).
3 For further discussion of this pair of examples see ch. 5, example (5.E2).
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Pe. stokcm �b tßma �fi c� I��d 	æH�� K�e
 �Æº�E
;

(Eur. Bacch. 827–30)

Di. I will go inside and dress you.

Pe. With what kind of clothes? A woman’s? I feel shame.

Di. Are you no longer an eager viewer of maenads?

Pe. How did you say you would dress me?

Can we go beyond the statement that both orders are grammatical,

though, and explain why Plato chose one and then the other order of

subject and verb in (2.2), and why in (2.3) Euripides would prepose the

modiWer in one line and prepose the noun two lines later? Or shouldwe

throw up our hands and decide that Greek word order is free?

These three instances will suYce for a Wrst impression of the various

aspects of word order that we need to address, and some distinctions

we need to make in order to discern the forest for the trees. First of all,

as (2.1 a–f) make clear, we need to distinguish between diVerent types

of words. Secondly, we need to approach the problem of word order

on two levels: that of constituents within the clause, as in (2.2), and

that of words within constituents, as in example (2.3).4

This chapter introduces the basic concepts that form the theoretical

framework for my description of word order in Greek. I will here try to

make explicit the assumptions which subsequent chapters will take as

their starting point. Many of the points made will be familiar from

elsewhere in the literature, and I will be revisiting the main points of

my own work on Herodotus.5 A synopsis follows:

I will start (in § 2.2) with what is probably the most familiar

terrain, namely the important distinction in Greek between on the

4 Throughout, I will be ignoring questions regarding the ordering of clauses within
complex sentences, a higher level than that addressed here. I will only consider the
ordering of non-Mobile elements in so far as their placement can help us understand
the structure of clauses and the position of Mobile elements within them (see further
below, esp. § 2.2).
5 Essentially this chapter presents a condensed version of chapters 2–4 of Dik (1995),

to which I accordingly refer for a fuller presentation of the basic concepts involved.
For linguists, I recommendMatić (2003) for a recent critique. I would agree withMatić
that the preverbal Focus position I posit mostly concerns ‘narrow’ Focus (but not
exclusively—positing this would miss a generalization which captures some of the
more intriguing instances that I discuss, e.g. the preposing of Masistius in the catalogue
of troops (Dik 1995: 112–16)), but do not follow him on other points. Most import-
antly, where Matić sees much ‘free variation’ in ordering despite his more intricate
model, I believe that there is a qualitative diVerence between preverbal and postverbal
placement, of both new and presupposed information, and little free variation.
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one hand Mobile words, deWned as those words which can form a

sentence on their own and can in principle be placed anywhere, and

pre- and postpositives on the other hand.

Postpositives help us deWne clauses,6 the closest textual equivalent to

intonation units. The clause as a unit of analysis for word order, as

opposed to the entire sentence, is the next subject for this chapter

(§ 2.3). Within clauses, we distinguish diVerent constituents (§ 2.4),

which in turn are made up of single words, for whose ordering within

constituents we must also seek to account.

After deWning these two domains of analysis (the clause and the

constituent), I will turn to the explanatory framework that I will be

using here (§ 2.5). Pragmatics, the study of information structure, has

much to oVer to help our understanding of Greek word order. SpeciW-

cally, the notions of Topic (the constituent that a clause is about) and

Focus (the most salient piece of information in a clause) will be central

to my description of word order in the clause. I believe that the

fundamental characteristic ofGreekword order is to place pragmatically

marked constituents early in the clause. § 2.6 introduces the basic clause

pattern that is meant to capture this generalization.

As for the internal order of constituents (§ 2.7), these can sometimes

be ordered much like clausal constituents, in that a Topic and a Focus

can be identiWed within one noun phrase. More often, however, con-

trastive or otherwise salient words, whether they are a modiWer or the

‘head’ of a noun phrase, will be found to precede other, less salient

words, within the constituent, while the constituent as a whole will Wll

only one slot in the clause pattern.

2 .2 MOBILE AND NOT-SO-MOBILE WORDS

A look at Dover’s Wrst example ((2.1) above) will suYce to remind us

of the distinction between Mobile words like ��
�Æ and ªæÆł�
 on

the one hand, and postpositives like ¼
 on the other. Mobile words

are those that can be placed anywhere in a clause, including Wrst or

last. Postpositives, which cannot be placed at the beginning of a clause,

6 That is, they can reWne our ‘Wrst-pass’ syntactic demarcations. Syntax remains
the primary criterion. See further below.
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include unemphatic personal pronouns and particles; prepositives,

which cannot occur at the end of a clause, include the deWnite article

and prepositions (for a fuller listing see Dover 1960: 12–14).

The rules that govern the placement of pre- and postpositives are

predominantly syntactic and are relatively well established.7 For the

purposes of this study, I will regard clauses (c) and (e) in (2.1) as

equivalent and in contrastwith (d) and (f), since the orderof theMobile

constituents is constant. This reduces the six original permutations to

the problem of ordering the two constituents ��
�Æ and ªæÆł�
, a

much easier proposition (as a result of the intrinsic diVerence in salience

between the two) than the questionof how tophraseProtagoras’ arrival.

Inmost contexts, after all, whatwe are likely towant to say is: ‘Hewould

have written everything’ rather than ‘Hewould havewritten everything’.

Postpositives will be of considerable ancillary interest here, however,

for their strong tendency to occur in second position in the clause (as in

��
�� i
 ªæÆł�
). It is this tendency that explains why we would

discard the orderings (c) and (d) in example (2.1) above as problematic.

I should note in passing that ‘second position in the clause’ is not

as straightforward as it sounds. A postpositive can, but need not,

interrupt an article-noun unit, for instance:

(2.4) › �b ˚Fæ��

(2.5) I�e ��F ���Æ��F ª�æ . . .

This is not particularly problematic. We can postulate that preposi-

tives (the deWnite article, prepositions) may, but need not, form one

‘phrase’ with the noun, and that prepositives can follow the Wrst

Mobile, or the Wrst entire noun phrase, rather than the Wrst word of

the clause. These variations we will still consider to be instantiations

of second position. Postpositives may also occur still later in the

clause, however. In the rest of this section, I will explore the evidence

from postpositives for the segmentation of sentences into smaller

units.

As Fraenkel showed in his writings on Kolon und Satz, when

postpositives occur later than second position, we should usually

7 Stinton (1977a) and (1977b) are important applications of Fraenkel’smethodology
to tragedy. More work needs to be done for classical Greek along the lines of Ruijgh
(1990a), which studies the ordering of clustered postpositives in Homeric Greek.
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read the sentence with some kind of clause or colon boundary

(indicated here with j). Compare the position of �Ø
 in (2.6) with

its late position in (2.7):

(2.6) ŒÆ� lim KŒ��
� Kª	�Øæ��Ø�
 ��F�Æ ŒÆ�ÆŒæ����Ø (Hdt. 1.12.1)

And she gave him a dagger and hid him . . .

(2.7) ‰� �b ŒÆ�a 
���ı Kª�
��� N����� �B� ªı
ÆØŒe� K� �c
 Œ����
,

���Œ�f� K	�æ�� �ø. ŒÆd � ªı
c j K��æfi A lim K�Ø�
�Æ.

(Hdt.1.10.2)

When she turned her back upon him, going to her bed, he

slipped privily from the room. The woman [ . . . she] saw him

as he passed out.

The late position of �Ø
 in (2.7), as opposed to its clause-second or

‘Wackernagel’ position in (2.6), does not change anything about the

way in which we read this unemphatic pronoun itself, but its position

strongly suggests that we should not describe ªı
� as part of the same

colon as K��æfi A, and that K��æfi A should be described as opening a new

clause. The brunt of the explanatory work that remains, given such an

analysis of (2.7), is to account for the choice of presenting ŒÆd � ªı
� as

a separate ‘colon’, while the two resulting units have become too short

to have much word order left to explain (ŒÆd � ªı
� does not admit

alternative orderings, after all, and neither does the second colon).8

Here, however, there is something new to add. In the last few years,

work especially by J. N. Adams for Latin has shown that we should

8 Such ‘cola’ as ŒÆd � ªı
� have been described as Themes in Functional Grammar
(see S. C. Dik 1989 for an introduction). Theme constituents are extra-clausal, but
orient the listener to the subject matter of the clause that follows. In a description of
information Xow along the lines of Chafe, we would add that at this point the wife is
reintroduced in one intonation unit, while the verb is put in a second intonation unit.
Normally, one would only devote a separate intonation unit to an introduction of a
new participant, or a reintroduction of a participant who has not been mentioned for
some time. Why does � ªı
� get such treatment here so soon after she was last
mentioned? Perhaps an extra eVect of this reintroduction, which at Wrst sight only
draws attention to the change of subject, is to heighten the suspense before K��æfi A.
This would be along the lines of Slings’s approach to such ‘chunking devices’ (here:
colon formation) in literary texts: a strategy that in everyday speech helps to
distribute complex information (cp. Slings 1997: 179) is here used (along with the
historic present K��æfi A) to mark a narrative climax.
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not ‘over-colonize’ our sentences, so to speak.9 I here reproduce a few

of Dover’s examples which will illustrate the problem (again, jmarks

the colon boundary under discussion, located on the basis of where

the underlined postpositives occur).

(2.8) ŒÆd �æe� �b
 ��f� �æ���ı� ��f� �����æ�ı� j I�Ł�
c� ±m lou ›
º�ª�� �Y�, . . . (Thuc. 6.9.3)

Against tempers, indeed, like yours my words would be un-

availing, . . .

In this case, we can still happily assume that the �æ��-phrase is a colon

(on the somewhat dubious grounds that in English, the translation of

this phrase makes an acceptable intonation unit?), and that a new

colon starts with I�Ł�
��. I think we are stretching it, however, in

the case of the following examples:

(2.9) �ÆF�Æ �b
 �c j Y�Æ �æe� Y�Æ svi ª�
��ŁÆØ· ���a �b �ÆF�Æ

��̄ ºº�
Æ� ÆN���ı� �B� ��ı��æ�� I�ØŒ��� ª�
��ŁÆØ. (Hdt. 1.2.1)

So far, then, the account between them stood balanced. But

after this (they say) it was the Greeks who were guilty of the

second wrong.

(2.10) ‹�ø� �b j › lºm º�ª�� loi ��æd ����ø
, › �� Iªg
 �P �æe�

�a ����ø
 æªÆ Iººa �æe� ��f� �æ���æ�
 K�� ÆP��E�

�Næ�Œ��Æ�. (Lys. 2.2)

However, while my speech is about these men, my contest

is not with their deeds, but with the speakers who have

preceded me in praising them.

(2.11) ˇPŒ�F
 j £
 im �Y� � �ø�æ���
� ŒÆd � ����Æ;

(Pl. Prt. 333b4–5)

Then temperance and wisdom must be one thing?10

Dover (1960: 17–18) proposes that

9 Adams (1994a) and (1994b). He shows that postpositives are particularly fre-
quent following focused elements, such as the adjective magnus.
10 It is true that it is rare for �PŒ�F
 to be immediately followed by ¼
 or

other postpositives, but there are examples, such as Phd. 70b10, Soph. 238b4, Leg.
743b1.
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One eVect of breaking up a clause into word-groups is to distribute q

[postpositives]; and one consequence of this distribution is that q are

often to be found in close proximity to the words with which, as we should

say, they ‘go’.

But he goes on to say (18–19)

I doubt, however, whether the distribution of q over the constituent word

groups of a clause is motivated to any signiWcant degree by the desire to

bring together words which ‘belong together’. . . the many clauses in which

distribution has the eVect which seems ‘natural’ to speakers of modern

English are matched by an equally large number in which it has the opposite

eVect, e.g. [examples (2.12) and (2.13) below]

(2.12) ��Œ�F�Ø �b �Ł�
ÆE�Ø ŒÆd ��F�� loi �PŒ OæŁH� ��ıº����ŁÆØ

‹�Ø . . . ([Xen.] Ath. Pol. 3.10)

The Athenians seem to me to be wrong in this respect also,

that . . .

To make Dover’s comment somewhat more explicit: the postpositive

��Ø in (2.12) must be construed with the Wrst word in the sentence,

��Œ�F�Ø, rather than with anything nearer it. Similarly, ª�æ in (2.13)

is no less a sentential particle than it would have been if it had come

earlier in the clause:

(2.13) Di. 
c �e
 ˜�Æ �e
 �ø�BæÆ �ı�Œæ��ø� ª� 	ø·

› �b
 ���H� caq �r��
, › �� ���æ�� �Æ�H�.

(Ar. Ran. 1433–4)

By Zeus the Saviour, still I can’t decide.

One spoke sagely, the other clearly.

What in fact is going on with these examples, I would argue, is that

these postpositives all highlight a word later on in the sentence:

º�ª��, ŒÆd ��F��, ���H�. Much has been written in recent years on

this kind of behaviour of postpositives in Latin and Greek by Adams

and Janse,11 and we need to keep in mind that in Greek as in Latin, it

was probably prosodic peaks more generally, rather than only Wrst

words of clauses, that attracted postpositives.12 Postpositives, then,

11 See n. 9 above, and Janse (1997) and (2000) with further references.
12 Details in Devine and Stephens (1994).
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are not deWnitive evidence for the segmentation of sentences and

clauses into smaller units but can alert us to such segmentation, and

this is why, even though their position per se will not be the object of

study here, they will Wgure frequently in the discussion.

2 .3 DEFINING THE DOMAIN 1: THE CLAUSE

Syntactic analysis, combined with the placement of postpositives,

will allow us to divide sentences into clauses. The following two

lines from Electra contain three clauses, one main clause and two

conditional clauses:

(2.14) El. �N caq Œ��
�F��
 ¼ºº�
 I
�� ¼ºº�ı, �� toi

�æ��� Ł�
�Ø� ±m, �N ��Œ�� ce �ıª	�
�Ø�.

(Soph. El. 582–3)

For if we are to take a life for a life, you should die Wrst,

if you were to get what you deserve.

The postpositives in these lines occur in peninitial position (ª�æ, ��Ø);

following a Wrst Mobile (ª�);13 and Wnally, following the verb Ł�
�Ø� (in

fact creating an order similar to our despised (2.1d)!). There is little

reason to assume a colon boundary before Ł�
�Ø� here, since the position

of ¼
 following the verb is usual enough. In this instance, therefore, the

syntactic analysis into clauses need not be adjusted on the basis of the

postpositives.

It is important to make clear at the outset that my discussion of

such lines as El. 582–3 will in fact be a discussion of the internal

structure of these three separate clauses:14

(2.14’) �N caq Œ��
�F��
 ¼ºº�
 I
�� ¼ºº�ı,

�� toi �æ��� Ł�
�Ø� ±m,

�N ��Œ�� ce �ıª	�
�Ø�.

13 ª� is typically (less so in tragic dialogue than in prose) closely associated with the
word over which it has scope (here ��Œ��), and is not conWned to clause-second position.
14 The position of conditional clauses in relation to the main clause is discussed in

Wakker (1994: 50–90).
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One reason for referring to preceding or following clauses, besides

the obvious need to establish the context of an utterance in order to

analyse its pragmatic structure, would be if the ordering of one is

somehow directly related to the other, which is possible in cases of

chiasmus, as in (2.15), spoken by Creon:15

(2.15) Cr. K��F �b  H
��� �PŒ ¼æ��Ø ªı
�. (Ant. 525)

But while I live a woman shall not rule!

But again, even in such a case, I would only describe the position of

ªı
� in relation to �PŒ ¼æ��Ø, not to K��F or  H
���. This is a limitation

inherent to the present approach.

There are cases, however, in which it becomes virtually impossible

to restrict the analysis to a single clause because of the ‘overlap’

between main and dependent clauses, as in:

(2.16) Cr. kg– star �Æ�Œ� �ı
�ı	�
�Æ� �P liAˆ

Þ��fi � Œ�Æ
�E
 
Ø
, Iººa �f
 pkÞhei 	�æH
. (OT 122–3)

He said that robbers encountered them and killed him;

he died not through one man’s strength, but by the

hands of many.

Despite the syntactic aYliation of ºfi ����� with the inWnitive Œ�Æ
�E
,

it is placed to precede the Wnite verb �Æ�Œ� that governs the

inWnitival clause. The practical result is a ‘distribution’ of the

most salient information presented here, ºfi ����� and �P �Øfi A Þ��fi �,

over the �Æ�Œ� and Œ�Æ
�E
 ‘clauses’, so that both present one item

of salient information.16

15 While it is obvious that these clauses are formally chiastic, that is, we discern
an ABB’A’ pattern, it is unusual in that B’ is not a clear antonym of B, or otherwise
easily derived from it (see my discussion in Dik 1995: 51; for a fuller discussion of
chiasmus and parallelism see Slings 1997: 185–92). We must understand that for
Creon, his life is coterminous with his rule over the polis, so that in eVect ‘not rule’
is the opposite of ‘live’.
16 See especially Slings (1997: 200 f.) for a discussion of prolepsis and its analysis in

terms of pragmatic functions and ‘chunking’ of information. It will be remarked that
what I have called ‘two pieces’ of salient information are in fact identical for the
purposes of the plot (and they are followed by the Iºº� phrase, which reiterates the
plurality of the attackers once more). I do not think that makes either of them less
salient here, however.
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2.4 DEFINING THE DOMAIN 2: THE CONSTITUENT

Constituent is not a familiar category for many classicists, but many

designations that are at once more and less speciWc are familiar enough:

subject, object, adverbial phrase, etc. These syntactic roles can be Wlled

by word groups (�Øfi A Þ��fi �, �f
 �º�Ł�Ø 	�æH
) as well as by single words

(ºfi �����). Collectively, these word groups or single words that, as a unit,

fulWl a particular syntactic function, are referred to as constituents. Most

constituents consisting of more than one word can be analysed as

consisting of a ‘head’ (Þ��fi �, �º�Ł�Ø) and one or more modiWers (�Øfi A,

	�æH
).17 Linguists nowadays agree that when one studies word order in

the clause, one is actually studying constituent order: the ordering of the

various words and word groups that form the basic building blocks of

a clause. This distinction between words and constituents is important.

I will assume here that the most adequate description of Greek word

order starts by ordering constituents as opposed to single words.18 In the

case of (2.16) above, thismeans that, while the position of �P �Øfi A Þ��fi � is

accounted for in relation to the inWnitive Œ�Æ
�E
, �Øfi A is analysed

exclusively in relation to the other words that make up that constituent,

speciWcally, the head noun Þ��fi � (exceptions will be discussed below).

While constituents do introduce an additional layer of analysis, this

in fact makes matters simpler. The foremost complication which it

involves is that discontinuous constituents (for instance, constituents

featuring hyperbaton) must be treated diVerently from continuous

ones, but in a sense this does justice to the fact that most of us will

accept hyperbaton as a marked ordering of words.19 I will not go into

this phenomenon at length here (it has been extensively treated

in Devine and Stephens; for tragedy, see Baechle (2007)20), but the

17 This is too simplistic, but suYcient for the present purpose. I note for the
beneWt of syntacticians that in Functional Grammar, as opposed to some other
models, prepositions are not considered syntactic heads.
18 Dover (1960) in fact analyses sentences as strings of single words.
19 pace Dover, who rightly warns us against naively taking word order in our own

language as the benchmark for ‘natural’ order (Dover 1960: 6).
20 Baechle (2007) pays much attention to the distinction between tractable and

intractable word shapes. I will be taking the position here that word shape is not
necessarily a given in the process of composing a line that has priority over ordering.
Conversely, Baechle considersmuchvariation stylistic that Iwould consider pragmatic. All
in all, I hope that these approaches will complement rather than contradict one another.
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following two points need mentioning: Wrst, both in cases of prolepsis

(see (2.16) above) and of hyperbaton, I will assume that the element

that occurs ‘early’ (i.e. the word subject to prolepsis, and the Wrst

element of a phrase in hyperbaton) should always be considered

marked.21

Secondly, I should point out that I will only consider intervening

Mobiles as bringing about hyperbaton proper, and discontinuity

more generally. In other words, while the cluster of postpositives in

(2.17) does not cause the constituent I
�æ . . . ¼ºº�� to be formally

discontinuous,22 the participle ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�
��� does make the otherwise

similar ���Ø� . . . ¼ºº�� discontinuous in (2.18).23

(2.17) I
cæ ��
 ��Ø i
 ¼ºº�� ª�
�Ø��, �N �Æ��ø
 KŁ�º�Ø, ŒÆd ��Œ
Æ

¼ººÆ, �N �ÆF�Æ I����º�Ø�Ø· (Hdt. 3.119.6)

Another husband I may get,24 if heaven so will, and other

children, if I lose these;

(2.18) An. ���Ø� �b
 ¼
 ��Ø ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�
��� ¼ºº�� q
,

ŒÆd �ÆE� I�� ¼ºº�ı �ø���, �N ��F�� X��ºÆŒ�
, . . .

(Soph. Ant. 909–10)

If my husband had died, I could have had another,

and a child by another man, if I had lost the Wrst, . . .

21 In the case of hyperbaton, both the early and the later element can in fact
become marked, especially in the case of what Devine and Stephens (2000: 97 f.) call
Topic Y2 hyperbaton. See further ch. 4.
22 While formally, we do need to draw the boundary somewhere, it will neverthe-

less be clear that even in (2.17) the presence of the postpositives makes it easier for
someone speaking this clause to treat I
�æ and ¼ºº�� as separate constituents. The
only way I can think of to paraphrase this in English is ‘a husband I can get again’. See
next note on the pragmatic analysis of this clause.
23 Since ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�
��� must be analysed as a clause by itself, (2.18) is not best

analysed as an instance of hyperbaton, I believe. Rather, ���Ø� is a Theme constituent,
ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�
��� forms a Setting, and ¼ºº�� is the Focus of the clause proper. A para-
phrase to bring this out would be ‘As for a husband, if he should die, I could have
another one’. In (2.17) we can either analyse I
�æ as contrastive Topic, or as part of
the Focus of the clause with ¼ºº��; and while there are no formal indications, we
cannot exclude the possibility that here, too, I
�æ is the Theme: ‘As for a husband . . .’
For more on Settings and Themes, see § 2.6.
24 The ��
 ��Ø ¼
 ordering here is strange (Sophocles has the expected �b
 ¼
 ��Ø

with the personal pronoun following the modal particle). I have not found further
examples of this in Herodotus. Examples I found in Plato (Rep. 349b, 434a) involve
��Œ�E plus inWnitive, so they are not quite equivalent to this clause.
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It has been argued (Slings 1997: 173) that like the absolute parti-

ciple ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�
���, all circumstantial participles and their heads such

as ºfi ���a� . . . sumtuw¸mtar in (2.16) should be treated as two separate

constituents.25 Here I will not do so, however. I believe that the

formal syntactic expression as a modiWer is of more inXuence on

the placement of these participles than their semantic function; that

is, they behave more like adjectives than adverbs.26 I will therefore

treat the placement of such (conjunct) participles as a question of

ordering on the level of the constituent, not ordering at the level of

the clause. This will apply to both attributive and predicative parti-

ciples, such as ��æÆ��ª��Æ
��� and �Ææ�
�Ø in the opening of Electra:

(2.19) Pae. Ð� ! ��F ��æÆ��ª��Æ
��� K
 "æ��fi Æ ���b

�ªÆ���
�
�� �ÆE, 
F
 KŒ�E
� ����� ��Ø

�Ææ�
�Ø º�����Ø
,z
 �æ�Łı��� q�Ł� I��. (Soph. El. 1–3)

Son of Agamemnonwho once led the army before Troy,

now you can gaze with your own eyes

on what you have always longed to see!

2 .5 THE EXPLANATORY FRAMEWORK

In dialogue as in other uses of language, speakers will try to convey to

listeners, and listeners will try to reconstruct, any number of referents

(e.g. characters in a story), events (e.g. a plot), evaluations, etc. All

but the simplest stories need to organize a complex network of many

diVerent relationships into a linear progression of words; conversa-

tions would be cumbersome aVairs if speakers and listeners did not

establish shared frames of reference. How does a speaker help the

listener establish the links between all the bits and pieces, and keep

25 Slings actually does not argue explicitly for an analysis of these participles as
separate constituents, but he does argue that they should be considered Setting
constituents, proposing to analyse a clause like › �b ˚Fæ�� N��
 . . . as Topic followed
by Setting. I think that constituents which actually function as Settings come earlier
in the clause, and precede Topic constituents. See below, § 2.5.
26 Participles will then be placedwith their head noun as a rule, following the principle

of domain integrity (set out in S. C. Dik 1997a: 402). This is in essence the same
generalization as that formulated by Dover, above, speaking of words that ‘go’ together.
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the story ‘straight’? For that matter, how can improvising speakers

keep their own stories straight? A crucial part of the answer is how

speakers help listeners Wt every bit of new information into a grow-

ing network of shared information. This is typically accomplished

with a mixture of given and new information, of the expected and

unexpected, in every sentence, and as the story—or the argument—

continues, there is a constant re-evaluation of what is given, new, and

expected or unexpected for the listener. Also, speakers and listeners

are aware of certain shared frames of expectation both about refer-

ents and about events: people, for instance, are embedded in net-

works called families and others which are more culturally speciWc

(the polis, the university department), in which particular scenarios

take place: birth, death, dokimasia, tenure. Events create expectations

as well: leaving implies going somewhere, which implies getting

somewhere; oVers meet with acceptance or refusal. In linguistics,

such frames have been explored by Tannen; in Homeric studies, we

are familiar with ‘typical scenes’.

In this book I will argue for pragmatic explanations of word order

in tragic dialogue. More speciWcally, the area of pragmatics that

will be relevant here is the study of the communicative structure

of sentences: how does Greek word order, in particular, help in

managing the ‘information Xow’ in communication? While theoret-

ical schools diVer in their terminology, some important principles,

which I think can be fruitfully applied to Greek, emerge from

the literature (I recommend Chafe 1994 for an introduction to the

basic issues):

(i) Speakers typically use a starting point for an intonation unit;

(ii) New or salient information is typically restricted to one item per

intonation unit.

I should note Wrst of all that these two principles are cognitive

rather than more narrowly linguistic or grammatical. The claim,

however, is that they will be reXected, in one way or another, in the

grammar of all languages: speakers and listeners need reliable means

of identifying starting points and salient information, but these

means are not necessarily identical in all languages. The restriction

of new or salient information to one item per intonation unit is most

clearly borne out by research on spontaneous conversation, but
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Chafe, among others, has shown that it is much more generally

applicable.27

In Greek, word order is an important mechanism in conveying

information structure. By making use of what essentially is not much

more than Chafe’s concepts of ‘starting point’ and ‘salient piece of

information’, we can account for word-order variation in Greek, and

not only in prose, as I have proposed elsewhere, but also in tragic

dialogue, which is what I will argue here.

2.5.1 Not a Matter of Given versus New;
not a Matter of Numbers

At this point I need to digress brieXy on earlier approaches to Greek

word order. It is especially important to realize the diVerence between

principles (i) and (ii) above and an approach that assumes that order-

ing can be explained solely on the basis of classifying information as

‘given’ or ‘new’, or on the basis of Dover’s distinction between ‘Nuclei’

(N) and ‘Concomitants’ (C), which he deWned as follows (1960: 40):

An element is N if it is indispensable to the sense of the utterance and cannot

be predicted from the preceding elements, and C in so far as it is deWcient in

either of those qualities.

First of all, we Wnd an important point in common. Whether we are

identifying something as the starting point for a clause or as the most

salient piece of information in it, identifying it as Nucleus or Con-

comitant, or identifying it as given or new, clearly all these distinctions

rest on interpretation of utterances in their context. Taking Dover’s

terminology, the utterance ‘dogs bite’ (cf. Dover 1960: 40 f.), depend-

ing on the context, can be analysed as two NN, CN, or NC:

(a) Come here, Johnny! NN

(b) What do dogs do? Dogs bite! CN

(c) What animals bite? NC

27 See Chafe (1994) on the primacy of spoken language for grammar, and for
various applications to diVerent types of spoken and written text in English. While
our corpus is clearly not a record of spontaneous conversation, it is certainly a
conscious imitation of it. We will indeed meet exceptions to this constraint, but
these very exceptions form perhaps the best proof. For an example of the distribution
of new information over more than one unit, see my discussion of (2.16) above.
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Needless to say, this English sentence looks exactly the same on paper,

regardless of the pragmatic analysis (it would not, of course, sound the

same), but the claim would be that in Greek, those Ns and Cs make a

diVerence for word order. More speciWcally, Dover described the

preferred order inGreek as NC, Concomitants always followingNuclei,

the unpredictable, indispensable information. This description left two

major problems: the ordering of multiple Ns and multiple Cs within

one sentence, and the uncomfortable fact that elements that are indis-

putably C do in fact occur at the beginning of sentences. The following

example can illustrate the latter point (cf. Dover 1960: 49):

(2.20) Jßssioi �b ��æÆ��ı���
�Ø

�a �b
 ¼ººÆ ŒÆ�� ��æ —�æ�ÆØ K�Œ�ı��Æ��,

I
�d �b �H
 ��ºø
 �Ø�æ���æ�Ø q�Æ
.

Jissßym �b qæ	� �
���� › � ˇ��
�ø. (Hdt. 7.62.2)

The Cissians in the army

were equipped like the Persians,

but they wore turbans and not caps.

Their commander was Anaphes son of Otanes.

Here, the two mentions of the Cissians are N and C, respectively, by

Dover’s rules. Yet both times, the Cissians appear at the beginning of

the sentence. How can we make sense of this? This, I believe, is where

we have to bring in Chafe’s notion of starting point to account for

the ordering. The Cissians are not just new or old information in

these clauses, they are used as a starting point for these sentences: the

Cissians are what these sentences are about and that is what decides

their initial position in the sentence.

By the same token, ‘new’ information is not suYcient to describe

the position of the various pieces of new information in (2.20). We

have already discussed the position of the Cissians in the Wrst clause:

Herodotus uses them as a starting point for a clause, despite the fact

that they present new information at their Wrst occurrence here.28

28 Similar to Chafe’s example of unexpected ordering in a context of ritual thank
yous (1994: 83). Halliday remains helpful: ‘The constituent speciWed as new is that
which the speaker marks out for interpretation as non-derivable information, either
cumulative to or contrastive with what has preceded; the given is oVered as recover-
able anaphorically or situationally. These are options on the part of the speaker, not
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We are in the middle of a catalogue of troops here, and the organizing

principle of the list is the ethnicity of the contingents. With these as

starting point, we get information about their dress, their weaponry,

and their commander, before moving on to the next group. The

Cissians’ commander Anaphes, however, is not granted such prefer-

ential treatment: he is relegated to the end of a clause. I have argued

elsewhere (1995: 111–16) that the position of Anaphes at his intro-

duction may well have to do with the fact that we will not encounter

him in the remainder of Herodotus’s text; Herodotus does not

present Anaphes as ‘salient’ information.

In sum, while I will certainly be using ‘given’, ‘new’, ‘predictable’,

and similar terms in our discussion, such classiWcation of informa-

tion in a text is not suYcient. We need an extra dimension, that of

the function that particular elements in a sentence fulWl in the overall

organization of information.

Hand in hand with an approach that looks beyond mere ‘given’

and ‘new’ status comes, necessarily I believe, a qualitative rather

than a quantitative approach (compare Bolkestein 1985). Any num-

bers or percentages in later chapters will appear early on in those

chapters, serving as starting points for further discussion rather

than as independent arguments for analysis. Quantity is important

in other ways: with Denniston (1954: p. vi), I believe that ‘the reader

should be enabled to bathe in examples’. I have further aimed to

facilitate interpretation independent of my argument by supplying

the relevant context and a standard translation (not mine). Finally,

I do not sum up a chapter with a score (‘my description works

n per cent of the time’) because ultimately it is up to readers to

decide where they agree and disagree with my analyses, and not all

instances will weigh equally heavily in their decision. For those who

wish to keep score, however, I have aimed for completeness in the

data (‘all forms of X in author Yor work Z’), especially for chapters

3, 4, and 5, and I have signalled in the text where my description

runs into problems.

determined by the textual or situational environment; what is new is in the last resort
what the speaker chooses to present as new, and predictions from the discourse have only
a high probability of being fulWlled ’ (Halliday 1967: 211; my italics).
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2.5.2. Terminology: Topic and Focus

For the element that Chafe calls the starting point, I will here use the

term Topic, deWned as follows: Topic function is assigned to an ele-

ment which the speaker regards as an appropriate foundation for

constructing a message which is relevant to the subject matter of the

discourse.29

This is a deWnition that brings out the crucial role of choice on the

speaker’s part: it is the assessment of what is necessary and appro-

priate in grounding a message for the listener that is decisive. Need-

less to say, we cannot recover speaker or author intent. We can,

however, analyse the structure of a passage as a whole and conclude

that certain elements of (usually) given information can be fruitfully

analysed as providing the grounding for the other information pre-

sented (a listener or reader can construe a clause as being about this

constituent), while other given information is not crucial for the

structure of the passage in quite the same way.

As indicated before, this approach assumes that there can be no more

than one Topic (I will use Topic as shorthand in referring to an element

fulWlling Topic function) in a clause.30 I have discussed the extremely rare

exceptions elsewhere.31Many clauses do not have an expressed Topic at

all: when there is no change of Topic fromone clause to the next, or when

a Topic is otherwise unnecessary or irrelevant (in ‘all-new’ sentences, for

29 This deWnition is based on Hannay (1991: 141), which, in full, says: ‘Topic
function is assigned to a term that refers to an entity which the speaker takes to be part
of or inferable from the shared pragmatic information of speaker and addressee and
which the speaker regards as an appropriate foundation for constructing a message
which is relevant to the subject matter of the discourse.’ The stipulation that the topic
be given or inferable information is, as we saw above, not an absolute rule; I believe
that the preference for given or inferable information is suYciently captured by the
wording ‘appropriate foundation’. Hannay’s deWnition is an attempt to address the
perceived methodological problems of an earlier deWnition of Topic (S. C. Dik 1978:
130): ‘A constituent with Topic function presents the element ‘‘about’’ which the
predication predicates something in the given setting.’
30 Some of the terminology and metaphors used in the literature (aboutness, point of

orientation, anchor, hitching post)make this pointmore clearly than others (a foundation
might well be taken to include a number of elements).
31 Dik (1995: 27–8; 207 f.) discusses the rare instances of multiple constituents

with Topic function. These can only occur, in my opinion, when the constituents
stand in a hierarchical relationship (Topic and Sub-Topic), or (even more rarely)
when a group of words together forms the Topic of a clause.
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instance). If a Topic is expressed, it ismost likely new (theWrstmention of

the Cissians in (2.20) above, or contrastive (the second mention of the

Cissians in (2.20),32 see further below).

For the most salient piece of information in a clause, I will use the

term Focus, deWned as follows: Focus function is assigned to an element

expressing the information that the speaker considers the most urgent

part of the message s/he wants to convey to the listener.33 To avoid any

misunderstanding, I should add that ‘information’ here and elsewhere

should be taken as broadly deWned. Driving directions, emotions, and

lies can all be communicated and they all fall under the umbrella of

‘information’ for the purposes of this discussion.

While the deWnition of Topic stipulates a maximum of one

per clause, every clause must have (at least) one Focus element: the

Focus is not merely any piece of new and/or salient information in a

clause: it is the reasonwhy that clause came to be formulated in the Wrst

place. It is rare to have more than one Focus constituent in a clause

(this, of course, is the contention of principle (ii) above), and I will

only be arguing for more in cases where it is precisely the combination

of elements that makes the information salient. This last point will

become especially relevant in chapter 5, on questions.

2.5.3. Contrast, Topic, and Focus

As mentioned earlier, Topics can stay unexpressed much of the

time. An important exception is formed by contrastive Topics. I have

argued elsewhere (Dik 1995: 27) that contrast is compatible with both

Topic and Focus. Contrastive Topics do not present the most salient

information in the clause, but provide the necessary grounding for

that information. The Focus constituents, on the other hand, do

32 The text switches to the next ethnic group in the catalogue of troops after
this sentence: Jissßym dº qæ	� �
���� › � ˇ��
�ø. �Uqj›mioi dº ŒÆ�� ��æ —�æ�ÆØ
K����	Æ��, . . . ‘The Cissians’ commander was Anaphes son of Otanes. The Hyrca-
nians were armed like the Persians.’
33 This deWnition is meant to stress the speaker’s assessment of the relative

importance of diVerent pieces of information. It is based on an earlier deWnition
(S. C. Dik 1978: 130): ‘A constituent with Focus function presents the relatively most
important or salient information with respect to the pragmatic information of the
Speaker and the Addressee.’
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present what the speaker considers salient. In (2.21), Philoctetes

complains about the unfairness of the scoundrel Odysseus’ survival

as opposed to the deaths of the morally upright Ajax and Antilochus:

(2.21) Ph. ��F ��F· �� �B�Æ ��E �Œ���E
, ‹Ł� oi” de lºm

��Ł
A�� , �Odusseùr d‘ ��Ø
 Æs ŒI
�ÆFŁ� ¥
Æ

	æB
 I
�d ����ø
 ÆP�e
 ÆP�A�ŁÆØ 
�Œæ�
;

(Soph. Phil. 428–30)

Wheremustone look,when they[AjaxandAntilochus]are

dead, and Odysseus is alive, even when

he ought to be pronounced dead instead of them?

The subject constituents are contrastive, but their primary role is

organizational. The salient information for Philoctetes here consists

in the fates of Ajax andAntilochus as opposed to that of Odysseus. Iwill

discuss further instances of contrastive Topic and Focus in chapter 3.

2.5.4. Topic and Focus—Interpretation,
Subjectivity, Circularity?

Topic and Focus are the two concepts at the centre of my analysis of

Greek word order. It will have become clear that identifying them is

crucially a matter of interpretation, and strongly dependent on context.

And so a few words are in order on what is at stake here. My approach

proposes to account for variation that so far has not been explained.

I believe that, to describe Greek word order beyond gratuitous state-

ments about its being ‘free’, what we should primarily pay attention to is

information structure. As a result, in analysing these texts, I will con-

tinually, and I believe necessarily, make assumptions whichmay remind

literary scholars especially of naive structuralism: I assume texts to be

coherent, and all sentences to have a point. Most importantly, even in

Sophocles, I claim that somewords are necessarily more important than

others. At Wrst blush, it will strike some readers as problematic that an

analysis in terms of Topic and Focus as proposed here singles out only a

handful of words in a given passage of Sophocles (or Plato, or one of the

other authors used in this book) and dismisses others as less important.

But on reXection, is it really possible to come to a diVerent conclusion? It
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is not humanly possible, or ultimately meaningful, to claim that every

word in every line is of equal importance: this would in eVect leave us

with the same end result as the claim that all words are equally unim-

portant. The ultimate aim of these pages is precisely the opposite: to

provide the basis for a better than merely impressionistic judgement on

what words are pragmatically marked (as Topic or Focus) in a given line

of dialogue.34

With formally inclined linguists an approach such as this may well

raise the spectre of circularity, since it relies heavily on interpretation

and admits that the description oVered cannot predict word order by

some mathematical formula. Elsewhere in this book, my main strat-

egy to counter this suspicion is a full discussion of a wide range of

examples in their contexts, in order that the reader may judge

whether this approach is productive. Here I would like to oVer an

analogy fromEnglish. Compare the following sentences, which I adapt

from Hannay (1991: 150):

(a) My mother lives in a town near Amsterdam.

(b) My mother still plays tennis every week.

(c) She is 64.

(d) 64 she is.

The fact that (d) is a more natural sequel to (b) than it is to (a) shows

that (d) is not a mere stylistic variant of (c) that can be used felicitously

in just about any context. An analysis of English word order should not

reject a posited meaning for (d) merely because at any time, the choice

of (d) over (c) cannot be predicted. All the more so in the case of Greek

word order, we should take word order variation seriously rather than

treat it as statistical noise or as ‘stylistic’.

2.5.5. Themes, Tails, Settings

Topic and Focus, and how to identify them in a line of Greek, are the

two important concepts that much of the rest of this book will

34 Needless to say, I do not mean to imply that word order is the only feature
which is of importance in interpreting texts. Cumulation of vocabulary (regardless of
marked or unmarked position), imagery, and many other factors play a role in a fully
Xedged interpretation. In this study I limit myself to word order, however. For a
sensitive account of a multiplicity of other factors see e.g. GriYth on the Antigone.
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concentrate on. But before concluding this section, I should introduce

three more terms: Theme, Tail, and Setting.35

Theme and Tail describe constituents that fall outside the clause

proper. Theme describes constituents that precede the clause proper,

such as �æe� ��f� �æ���ı� ��f� �����æ�ı� ‘against your character’ in

(2.8), discussed above:

(2.8) ŒÆd �æe� �b
 ��f� �æ���ı� ��f� �����æ�ı� j I�Ł�
c� ±m lou ›

º�ª�� �Y�, . . . (Thuc. 6.9.3)

Against tempers, indeed, like yours my words would be

unavailing, . . .

As we saw earlier, the clause proper starts with I�Ł�
��. Theme

constituents form a separate intonation unit. Such separate units are

especially suitable when the speaker introduces a new (Discourse) topic,

as in (2.8); but the eVect of such segmentation may also be that the Wrst

element of the clause proper (viz. I�Ł�
��) receives additional promin-

ence, an eVect that may well be present in (2.8) and which we saw earlier

in (2.7):

(2.7) ‰� �b ŒÆ�a 
���ı Kª�
��� N����� �B� ªı
ÆØŒe� K� �c
 Œ����
,

���Œ�f� K	�æ�� �ø. ŒÆd � ªı
c j K��æfi A lim K�Ø�
�Æ.

(Hdt. 1.10.2)

When she turned her back upon him, going to her bed, he

slipped privily from the room. The woman j saw him as he

passed out . . .

We may compare this to the musical eVect of a ritardando at the end

of a bar (i.e. the intonation unit), which creates a suspense that is

then resolved with the following downbeat (i.e. the Wrst word of the

clause that follows: I�Ł�
�� and K��æfi A, respectively). The deviation

from the dominant rhythm in eVect reinforces it on the downbeat.

Tail is the name for a similar phenomenon at the end of a clause,

when a speaker adds an extra constituent to a complete clause, by way of

afterthought, further speciWcation, or correction. Tail constituents, like

Theme constituents, will always be pragmatically marked: they are

35 As with the terms Topic and Focus, I again use terminology from the theory of
Functional Grammar, as set out in S. C. Dik (1978) and subsequent work.
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allotted a separate intonation unit, after all. Within those intonation

units, Theme and Tail constituents should by deWnition be analysed as

Focus (the most salient part of the intonation unit),36 but the clause

itself will have its own Focus constituent within it.

In (2.22), we see a typical example of a Tail constituent.`YªØ�Ł�
 is

co-referential with �e
 ÆP��	�ØæÆ �Æ�æfi��ı ��
�ı; as Thomson (1938:

ii. 369) noted, ‘the speaker throws it in as an appendage to a sentence

already complete’.

(2.22) El. 
F
 �� �
�Œ� �PŒ��� ��Ø
, K� �b �c �º��ø,

‹�ø� tem aPt¸weiqa patqþ‰ ou v¸mou

�f
 �fi B�� I��º�fi B �c ŒÆ��Œ
���Ø� Œ�Æ
�E


AYcishom· (Soph. El. 954–7)

But now that he is no more, I look to you,

not to be afraid to kill with me your sister

the author of our father’s murder,

Aegisthus;

As I said above, Theme and Tail constituents are extraclausal by

deWnition. While it is in the nature of studying Greek or any other

dead language that prosodic contours cannot be directly identiWed,

evidence of colon formation is a good proxy in the case of Theme

constituents (viz. the postpositives occurring in later than clause-

second position in (2.7) and (2.8)), as is syntax. An element that

cannot be left out, without the resulting clause becoming ungram-

matical, cannot be a Theme or Tail; conversely, elements that are

co-referential with constituents in the main clause are good candi-

dates for identiWcation as Theme or Tail, as in (2.22).

Setting constituents are a diVerent matter. I will use the term Setting

for adverbial phrases at the opening of clauses. Such phrases are like

Topics in that they provide an orientation for the clause that follows,

but they tend to be part of the spatial or temporal (or causal) organ-

ization of the text rather than themselves a participant about whom the

36 Describing Theme and/or Tail constituents as just another Focus misses the
point, however. Their use is much more restricted than that. For a more general
introduction, see S. C. Dik (1997b: 379–407—on Orientation and Theme speciWcally,
387–95; on Tail, 401–3).
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speaker provides information. Even more often than Topic constitu-

ents, Settings will provide information that is not previously given, yet

has to be considered as presupposed. If adverbial phrases do present

salient information, they can be given Focus function. Compare the

routine use of Setting constituents in (2.23a) with the temporal adverb

as Focus in (2.23b):37

(2.23a) KmteFhem K��ºÆ�
�Ø ��ÆŁ��f� �æ�E� �ÆæÆ��ªªÆ� �YŒ��Ø
 �N�

˚�ºÆØ
��, �B� #æıª�Æ� ��ºØ
 �NŒ�ı��
�
, ��ª�º�
 ŒÆd

�P�Æ���
Æ. KmtaFha ˚�æfiø �Æ��º�ØÆ q
 . . . (Xen. An. 1.2.7)

From there he marched three stages, twenty parasangs, to

Celaenae, an inhabited city of Phrygia, large and prosperous.

There Cyrus had a palace . . .

(2.23b) �� tgmij›de I�E�ÆØ, t ˚æ��ø
; (Pl. Cri. 43a1)

Why have you come at this time, Crito?

There is no reason to consider the Setting constituents in (2.23a)

extraclausal. This changeswhenwe think about other familiar adverbial

phrases: genitive absolutes, for instance: since these are really clauses in

their own right, they cannot simply be considered part of another

clause. While the choice between an analysis as extra- or intraclausal

will often seem arbitrary, I have decided to treat all Setting elements as

intraclausal here, unless they contain a verbal component or are in

some way set oV from the main clause.

2 .6 THE CLAUSE PATTERN

There appears, then, to be an ordering pattern in Seneca that

can be stated as follows: a noun expressing a referent that is

more newsworthy than the event or state in which it partici-

pates appears before its verb, while a noun expressing a less

newsworthy referent appears after its verb.

(Chafe 1994: 157)

37 This is a case of multiple Focus, I believe: the point of the question is not ‘why have
you arrived’, but ‘why have you arrived at this hour ’ (this early, that is). In other words,
both the interrogative and ��
ØŒ��� have Focus. In what follows, Crito explains how he
got in early, not why he has come. See § 5.2 for further discussion of this type of question.
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I have quoted Chafe here since his description of word order in the

American-Indian language Seneca is so similar to my description of

Greek clauses. In this section, I will discuss the positions I associate

with the pragmatic functions introduced above: I assume that Greek

clauses can be described by the following clause pattern, an abstract

representation of the order of constituents in a Greek clause:

Setting—Topic—Focus—Verb—Remainder

This ‘formula’ needs to be read in the following way:

Any Setting constituent will open the clause.

If a Topic is present, it will follow a Setting, if present.

A Focus constituent will follow the Setting and/or Topic (if any) or

open the clause.

If the verb is not the Topic or (more likely) the Focus of the clause,

it follows the Focus constituent.

Any remaining constituents follow the verb.38

As noted before, this pattern does not concern itself with the position of

constituents that are notMobile (see above, § 2.2). If there ismore than

one Focus constituent, these will all be placed in the preverbal Focus

position.

The most important prediction that can be derived from this

clause pattern is that important information comes early in the

clause. I am not the Wrst to suggest this. In eVect this is fundamentally

an endorsement, with some reWnements, of the position held by

Headlam and later Thomson, namely that in Greek, the emphatic

word stands at the beginning of the sentence. Ignoring Setting con-

stituents for the moment, I divide ‘emphatic’ words into two cat-

egories, Topic39 and Focus, thereby making room for two diVerent

‘emphatic’ constituents at the beginning of the sentence, and I

assume in addition that these will be ordered Topic—Focus. An

important further addition is the importance of the position of the

verb in this schema: unless it is itself the Topic (which happens very

rarely),40 the verb will be the dividing line between pragmatically

38 I gratefully adopt ‘Remainder’ from Edwards (2001: 9), to replace the clumsier
‘Remaining elements’.
39 Such Topics will typically be new or (more frequently) contrastive.
40 See Dik (1995: 207–35) and chapter 3 below, examples (3.19) and following.
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marked information and the rest of the clause. The schema predicts

that the preverbal position will always be occupied by a constituent

that is pragmatically marked.

The priority for pragmatically marked constituents is in accord-

ance with the general principle introduced by Givón (1983: 20) as

‘Attend Wrst to the most urgent task’, the task typically being to

communicate a salient piece of information (Focus). Sometimes,

the point of orientation will be so Wrmly established that the bit of

new information can virtually stand alone, in which case it comes Wrst

in the clause. Usually, though, it will be anchored to information

provided earlier, serving as a point of orientation (Setting and/or

Topic). Chapter 3 further explores the various permutations that are

possible under this clause pattern.

2 .7 THE INTERNAL ORDER OF CONSTITUENTS

In a paper on the position of attributive adjectives in Herodotus (Dik

1997a) I Wrst explored this terrain. There I proposed that for purposes

of word order it was unnecessary to distinguish diVerent semantic

types of adjectives, but that a more general rule held for all nouns and

their attributive adjectives. I proposed that bydefault, adjectives follow

their nouns, and this will also be the preferred order if the noun is the

most salient element in the noun phrase; if, however, the modiWer is

contrastive, or otherwise the most salient element of a noun phrase, it

will precede the noun.

In chapter 4 I present data on a number of frequent adjectives

and consider two semantically very diVerent adjectives, ��ªÆ� and

�Æ�æfiH��, in greater depth, in order to see how this general descrip-

tion holds up in Sophocles. These two adjectives are commonly

classiWed as quantifying and determining, respectively, and since it

has been suggested in the literature (fromMarouzeau’s work on Latin

(1922) onwards; Devine and Stephens (2000: 20–1) is a more recent

defence of the position), that the semantic type of adjectives is a large

factor in their placement in the noun phrase, they also serve to put

that alternative account of adjective placement to the test.
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The default ordering of head noun and adjective is important

when new referents are introduced into the text. This rule predicts

that when both noun and adjective present new41 information, the

noun will precede the adjective. This is understandable since the

noun will virtually always be the best single descriptor of the referent.

Matters get more complicated, however, when we consider diVerent

types of modiWers. In the case of possessive or partitive genitives or

other nominal modiWers, it will often be the modiWer which is the

more readily accessible referent, as in ‘the Athenians’ defences’ or ‘the

South Side of Chicago’.

In Greek, this results in a high frequency of preposed nominal mod-

iWers, as for instance at Thuc. 1.20.2 �Ł�
Æ�ø
 ª�F
 �e �ºBŁ�� ‘the great

majority of Athenians . . .’. This is a newly introduced referent, in which

‘Athenians’ is more accessible than the vague ‘multitude’.42 Another

frequent construction in which such an adnominal genitive precedes

is the so-called chorographic genitive, as in Thuc. 1.114.2 �B� ���ØŒB�

K� � ¯º�ı�E
Æ ‘to Eleusis in Attica’, in which the more accessible whole of

Attica precedes the less accessible speciWcation Eleusis.

Unlike adjectival modiWers, then, such nominal modiWers will

tend to precede the head noun, unless the head noun is somehow

contrastive. In the case of possessives (K���, ���, and the like) a

similar tendency can be expected. This is most particularly the case

when possessives act as modiWers of abstract nouns. Their status

as intrinsically more accessible and salient (not particularly in the

sense of new and exciting, but in the sense of likely to get a person’s

attention because of their reference to other persons) than the

abstract noun (which typically refers to a property or action on

the part of the possessor) often leads to a prominent position in the

noun phrase. In the second part of chapter 4, I look at the possessives

K��� and ���.

41 Literally ‘new’, or ‘unused’ in the preceding context. For a fuller account of all
the shades of given and new, see the now classic Prince (1981).
42 In the presence of the deWnite article, this position can be formally contrasted

with preposed contrastive genitives, such as 1.31.2 �a� �Ł�
Æ�ø
 ���
��� ‘the Athen-
ian confederacy’ in which the genitive presents given information.
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2.8 CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have aimed to provide suYcient background for the

general classicist to follow the discussion in the coming chapters.

I have condensed much of the discussion in the early chapters of

Dik (1995) and simpliWed or ignored many of the questions that

theoretical works on pragmatics should (and do) deal with more

fully, in an eVort to Wnd a via media between weighty orthodoxy and

dangerous oversimpliWcation. I trust that any further complications

will be easier to digest in the context of discussing ‘real live’ examples

from Greek tragedy, which will be plentiful in coming chapters.
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3

Tragic Ways of Dying: Word Order

in the Clause

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I will examine word order in the clause by means of

a Wrst case study. As set out in § 2.6, the basic pattern assumes that

constituents with Topic and Focus function precede the verb, and

that any remaining constituents follow the verb:

(Setting)—Topic—Focus—Verb—Remainder

—unless the verb itself has Topic or Focus function, in which case it

will be in the position speciWed for Topic or Focus.

In what follows we will explore the workings of this general schema

in a series of clauses that are semantically very similar. I have chosen

clauses with the verbs Ł
fi ��Œø and Zººı�ÆØ in Sophocles as an initial

sample. The rationale for this method of selection is simple. All kinds

of possible variables are ruled out by not starting to discuss a random

set of lines from a play. The clauses in this sample share a core

meaning, which makes it easier to compare them and their contexts.

The contexts especially should make it possible to decide why some

subjects precede and others follow the verb, why some verbs occur in

initial position in the clause, and so on. In other words, it is precisely

because these sentences share a common meaning, that it becomes

easier to link the diVerences between the sentences to diVerences in

the surrounding context. Finally, an additional, rather trivial, advan-

tage of this particular set of verbs is that, because of the prominence

of death and destruction in the plots of tragedy, the context of the

lines at issue will typically be easy for the reader to reconstruct.



Note that in general, I will not discuss ordering phenomena in the

lines surrounding this set of instances. I will merely be concerned

here with constituent order within the clauses that contain the forms

of Ł
fi ��Œø and Zººı�ÆØ.1 Also, for the purposes of the present dis-

cussion, I will ignore the placement of words in the trimeter line. We

will return to the interaction between meter and word order in the

clause in chapter 6, but for now we will pretend to be reading prose.

To reinforce this, let me start with a pair of passages from Plato. In

(3.P1) the subject, › ¼
Łæø���, precedes the verb I��Ł
fi ��Œfi �; in

(3.P2), it follows I��Ł�
fi �:

(3.P1) $ ! %�ŒæÆ���, �a �b
 ¼ººÆ ��Øª� ��Œ�E ŒÆºH� º�ª��ŁÆØ, �a

�b ��æd �B� łı	B� ��ººc
 I�Ø���Æ
 �Ææ�	�Ø ��E� I
Łæ���Ø�

��, K��Ø�a
 I�ÆººÆªfi B ��F ���Æ���, �P�Æ��F �Ø fi q Iºº�

KŒ��
fi � �fi B ���æfi Æ �ØÆ�Ł��æ��Æ� �� ŒÆd I��ºº���ÆØ fi w i
 ˙

±mhqypor IpohmÞ§ sjg‰ , �PŁf� I�ÆººÆ�����
� ��F ���Æ���,

ŒÆd KŒ�Æ�
�ı�Æ u���æ �
�F�Æ j ŒÆ�
e� �ØÆ�Œ��Æ�Ł�E�Æ

�Y	��ÆØ �ØÆ�����
� ŒÆd �P�b
 �Ø �P�Æ��F fi q:
(Pl. Phd. 69e6–70a7)

Socrates, I agree to the other things you say, but in regard to

the soul men are very prone to disbelief. They fear that when

the soul leaves the body it no longer exists anywhere, and

that on that day when the man dies it is destroyed and

perishes, and when it leaves the body and departs from it,

straightway it Xies away and is no longer anywhere, scatter-

ing like a breath or smoke.

(3.P2) � ¯

��E� �s
, ��, K��Ø�a
 Ipoh›mg‰ ˙ ±mhqypor, �e �b
 ›æÆ�e


ÆP��F, �e �H�Æ, ŒÆd K
 ›æÆ�fiH Œ����
�
, n �c 
�Œæe


ŒÆº�F��
, fiz �æ���Œ�Ø �ØÆº���ŁÆØ ŒÆd �ØÆ�����Ø
 ŒÆd

�ØÆ�
�E�ŁÆØ, �PŒ �PŁf� ����ø
 �P�b
 ����
Ł�
, Iºº� K�Ø�ØŒH�

�ı	
e
 K�Ø��
�Ø 	æ�
�
, . . . �˙ �b łı	� . . . (Phd. 80c2–d5)

1 In footnotes, I will cite parallel instances from Euripides; the Aeschylean in-
stances, and a selection from Euripides, are discussed at the end of the chapter.
Numbered examples in the text (3.1, etc.) are examples from Sophocles, which are the
main interest in this chapter; (3.P1) etc. will be used for instances from Plato; (3.A1)
etc. for Aeschylus; and (3.E1) etc. for Euripides.
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‘Observe,’ he went on, ‘that when a man dies, the visible part of

him, the body, which lies in the visible world and which we

call the corpse, which is naturally subject to dissolution and

decomposition, does not undergo these processes at once, but

remains for a considerable time, . . . But the soul . . .’

I believe we can account for this variation as follows. In (3.P1), ‘aman’

contrasts with ‘his soul’: his soul will perish when the man does.

› ¼
Łæø��� is the most salient part of the clause, or in other words,

it is the Focus of the clause. In (3.P2), on the other hand, the body-

soul contrast comes into play only after the K��Ø��
 clause with

�e �b
 ›æÆ��
 ‘the visible part’ being opposed to the soul, � �b

łı	�, in 80d. In the second instance, then, I��Ł�
fi � is themore salient

constituent, and › ¼
Łæø��� is a rather predictable, non-contrastive

subject (which, however, cannot be omitted here: a listener would be

at a loss for the reference of the verb). In terms of the clause pattern,

the subject is in the position of ‘Remainder’. Clauses such as this one

show that while Verb—Subject order is not frequent, there is little

reason to attribute special emphasis to such clause-Wnal subjects. We

can instead explain the rarity by the tendency not to express subjects

at all when they constitute given, non-contrastive information.

3 .2 THE CLAUSE PATTERN IN SOPHOCLES

These two clauses from Plato’s Phaedo are quite typical of what we

will Wnd in Sophocles, as well. While the clause pattern allows for a

Topic, Focus, verb, and more, it is only rarely that clauses in fact have

as many constituents as would be necessary to instantiate the clause

pattern in its entirety.2 As we turn from Plato to Sophocles, we will

start with some examples that come close, however. The Ł�
�Ø� clause

in (3.1) exhibits the full Topic-Focus-verb pattern:

2 Finite forms of I��Ł
fi ��Œø and synonyms are generally rare, and many of them
take the form K��Ø�a
 I��Ł�
ø��
 vel sim., with the verb the only Mobile that is
present. Some instances of Focus constituents with ��º�ı��ø are Phd. 58c9 ’qglor
K��º���Æ, 58e4 ‰� IdeHr jad cemmaßyr K��º���Æ, 59e6–7 º��ı�Ø ª�æ, ��, �ƒ �
��ŒÆ
%øŒæ��� ŒÆd �ÆæÆªª�ºº�ı�Ø
 ‹�ø� i
 tfi Bde tfi B g“ le† qa‰ ��º�ı�fi A.
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(3.1) [Agamemnon did not sacriWce Iphigenia for Menelaus’ sake,

but even if he had, was that reason for him to die at your

hands? By what law? Beware that in laying down that law for

mortals, you don’t cause yourself to come to grief ]

El. �N ªaæ Œ��
�F��
 ¼ºº�
 I
�� ¼ºº�ı, �� ��Ø

pqþtg Ł�
�Ø� ¼
, �N ��Œ�� ª� �ıª	�
�Ø�. (Soph. El. 582–3)

For if we are to take a life for a life, you should die Wrst,

if you were to get what you deserve.

In adopting her mother’s logic here, Electra points out that if revenge

is a proper motive for killing, Clytemnestra herself is next in line.

From a general ‘mortals’ and ‘we’, the subject �� is singled out as the

Topic. �æ��� is Focus of the clause: ‘You would die Wrst’.3

(3.2) similarly has a Topic-Focus-verb pattern in the ��Ł
�Œ�


clause. There are two parallel clauses in which the subjects are

(contrastive) Topics. Antigone makes the contrast between Ismene

and herself the more poignant by not following up with the exact

parallel ‘(you’re alive, and) I’m dead’, but instead adding ��ºÆØ (in

Focus position), stressing that there is nothing that can be done

about this any longer:

(3.2) An. Ł�æ��Ø· �f �b
  fi B�, � �� K�c łı	c ��ºÆØ

��Ł
�Œ�
, u��� ��E� ŁÆ
�F�Ø
 T��º�E
. (Ant. 559–60)

Be comforted! You are alive, but my life has long been

dead, so as to help the dead.

I will discuss the internal order of constituents such as � �� K�c łı	�

in chapter 4. SuYce it to say at this point that the possessive is in clear

contrast with �f ��
 and therefore precedes the noun. The adverb

��ºÆØ provides an example of an adverbial element which will often

3 Surrounding clauses: Focus on Œ��
�F��
 in the conditional clause, as often
on the verb: If we really are going to engage in revenge killing, . . . In the second
conditional clause, Focus on ��Œ��, which is more salient than the bland �ıª	�
�Ø�.
Metre: line-initial position for Focus constituent �æ��� (see further below, chapter
6). Examples from Euripides with Focus on predicate nominative: Alc. 56 ªæÆF�, Hec.
420 ���º�, 548 'Œ�F�Æ, 550 Kº�ıŁ�æÆ, HF 192 ÆP���, Hipp. 687–8 �PŒº��E�, Tro. 97
ÆP���, 380 	BæÆØ (text uncertain; possibly this is the subject).
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be used as Setting (‘A long time ago, . . .’ vel sim.); here, ��ºÆØ does

not present presupposed information that serves to orient the lis-

tener, but it is part of Antigone’s assertion.4

A comparable example of Topic-Focus structure can be found in

(3.3), but here there are three parallel clauses, in which the dative

constituents Wgure as contrastive Topics:5

(3.3) Tec. K��d �ØŒæe� ��Ł
�Œ�
 fi w Œ��
�Ø� ªºıŒ��,

Æ��fiH �b ��æ�
��· z
 ªaæ Mæ��Ł� �ı	�E


KŒ���ÆŁ� Æ��fiH, Ł�
Æ��
 ‹
��æ XŁ�º�
. (Aj. 966–8)

For me his death is bitter as it is sweet to them,

but to him it brought pleasure; for he got for himself

what he longed for, the death he wished for.

In each of these three clauses ((1) K��d �ØŒæe� ��Ł
�Œ�
, (2) fi w Œ��
�Ø�

ªºıŒ��, (3) Æ��fiH �b ��æ�
��), ��Ł
�Œ�
 has to be understood as the

verb. Tecmessa is reXecting on how she and others feel about Ajax’s

death, which for herself is bitter, for his enemies sweet, and for Ajax

himself a pleasure. The predicate adjectives have contrastive Focus in

these clauses.6

4 Metre: enjambment of ��Ł
�Œ�
, which is necessary to complete the sense of the
previous line (on enjambment, see below, chapter 6). A similar case with Focus on the
temporal phrase is Ant. 460–2: ŁÆ
�ı��
� ªaæ K�fi ���; �� �� �h; j Œ�N �c �f �æ�PŒ�æı�Æ�:
�N �b ��F 	æ�
�ı j pq¸shem ŁÆ
�F�ÆØ; Œ�æ��� Æh�� Kªg º�ªø. ‘I knew I would die, of
course I knew, even if you had made no proclamation. But if I die before my time
(Focus), I account that gain.’ In this case, ‘dying’ has been established by the
context. This in contrast to Theseus’ promise to Oedipus in OC 1040–1, where
the sense remains the same if we leave out �æ��Ł�
 and translate ‘unless I die’:
j
 �c Ł�
ø � ªg �æ��Ł�
; �P	d �Æ����ÆØ j �æd
 ¼
 �� �H
 �H
 Œ�æØ�
 ����ø ��Œ
ø
.
‘If I do not die Wrst, I shall not rest till I have placed your children in your hands!’
See also OT 855–6, where Iocaste tells Oedipus that Laius was supposed to die
at the hands of her son: ŒÆ���Ø 
Ø
 �P Œ�E
�� ª� › �����
�� ���� j ŒÆ��Œ�Æ
� , Iºº�
aPter p›qoihem þº���. ‘Yet that poor child never killed him, but he himself perished
before (him)’, with Focus on both of the underlined constituents (on clauses with
more than one Focus constituent, see also below, (3.22) and following).
5 See ch. 2. The Topic constituents do not present the most salient information in

the clause, but provide the necessary grounding for that information. The Focus
constituents, on the other hand, do present what the speaker considers salient. Here
Tecmessa highlights the diVerent reactions to Ajax’s death.
6 While this example follows a general principle that humans are likely candidates for

Topic function, Eur. Andr. 575–6 oVers an intriguing variation: ÞF�Æ� �� �æe� Ł�H
· �N �b
��, ŁÆ
����ŁÆ j ÆN�	æH� �b
 ��E
, �ı��ı	H� �� K���, ª�æ�
. Following the linebreak, the
adverbs are presented as Topic, and the dative pronouns as Focus.
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(3.1) to (3.3) were all clauses with the complete pattern of Topic,

Focus, and Verb. It is relatively rare, however, to see all three elements

present as separate constituents.7 First of all, it is often the verb that

has Focus function, so that one may only see a Topic constituent

followed by the Focus/verb. Secondly, not all sentences need an

explicit Topic. In Greek, the syntactical subject can be left implicit

when it is given from the context and uncontrastive, and the same is

true for the Topic. In fact, there is a strong correlation between the

syntactical function of subject and the pragmatic function of Topic.

The clearest instances of Topic function are thus to be found in

parallel clauses marked by ��
 and ��, as above in (3.2) and in (3.4)

below, an example from Philoctetes, which I repeat here from chapter

2 (§2.5.3):

(3.4) Ph. �Y��Ø, ��� Æs ���� ¼
�æ� º��Æ�, �x
 Kªg

lŒØ��� i
 MŁ�º��� Oºøº���Ø
 Œº��Ø
.

��F ��F· �� �B�Æ ��E �Œ���E
, ‹Ł� oi” de lºm

��Ł
A�� , ‘ Odusseùr d‘ ��Ø
 Æs ŒI
�ÆFŁ� ¥
Æ

	æB
 I
�d ����ø
 ÆP�e
 ÆP�A�ŁÆØ 
�Œæ�
;

(Phil. 426–30)

Alas, again you have spoken of two men

whom I should least have wished to learn were dead!

Ah, ah! Where must one look, when they are

dead, and Odysseus is alive, even when8

he ought to be pronounced dead instead of them?

7 Examples from Euripides: Med. 714–15 �o�ø� æø� ��Ø �æe� Ł�H
 ��º����æ�� j
ª�
�Ø�� �Æ��ø
 ŒÆP�e� Zº�Ø�� Ł�
�Ø�. Here ÆP��� is a contrastive Topic, Zº�Ø�� is
Focus: ‘and may you yourself die happy’; Phoen. 1313 (for the text, see Mastronarde
ad loc.) K��� �� ªaæ �ÆE� ªB� Zºøº� ���æŁÆ
�
 ‘my son is dead, perished for his
country’, where ªB�, preverbal, is to be construed with ���æŁÆ
�
, but is in Focus
position in relation to the main verb (similar Focus elements in Tro. 387 ��bæ ���æÆ�
Ł
fi ��Œ�
, Or. 1232 �Q ��Ł�
 Ł
fi ��Œ�ı�� o��æ); Rhes. 761 (to die a glorious death is one
thing . . . ) ���E� �� I���ºø� ŒIŒº�H� Oº�ºÆ��
.
8 With Lloyd-Jones I assume that the clause ends with Æs, rather than translating

with Jebb ‘while Odysseus survives in this case also’. The expression ŒI
�ÆFŁÆ like
ŒÆd �ÆF�Æ plays its familiar role of adding an additional circumstance that (here, as
often) contributes to the speaker’s outrage.
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The verbs ��Ł
A�[Ø] and ��Ø
 have (contrastive) Focus function, so

that we see the two (contrastive) Topic constituents opening the

clause, followed by the verbs.9

Since more often than not, such explicit Topic constituents are not

used, a clause can start with a Focus constituent, which is then

immediately followed by the verb. This is the case in (3.5), from Ajax :

(3.5) Tec. [�� �B�Æ ��F�� K��ªª�ºfiH�
 i
 Œ��Æ;]

Ł��E� ��Ł
�Œ�
 �y���, �P Œ��
�Ø�Ø
, �h. (Aj. 969–70)

How can they exult over him?

It is the gods that killed him, not they, no!

It is clear both from the context and from the addition �P Œ��
�Ø�Ø
 that

the Focus of this clause is Ł��E�, and this is well brought out by Lloyd-

Jones’ translation. The subject, �y���, follows the verb. It falls in my

category of ‘Remainder’, that is, of those constituents that do not have

Topicor Focus function. Placing it earlier in the clausewould presumably

have had an unwanted contrastive eVect.10Wewill see more examples of

such subjects following the verb below, but Wrst here are three examples

from Electra in which there is again no Topic, but only a Focus constitu-

ent followed by the verb. In (3.6) Clytemnestra is speaking:

(3.6) Cly. Kªg �� o�æØ
 �b
 �PŒ 	ø, ŒÆŒH� �� ��

º�ªø ŒÆŒH� Œº��ı�Æ �æe� ��Ł�
 ŁÆ��.

�Æ�cæ ª�æ, �P�b
 ¼ºº�, ��d �æ��	��� I��,

9 A typical use of contrastive Topic for subjects is for Topic ‘shift’, that is, change
of subject, as in Ant. 750–1: (Creon) �Æ���
 ���� �PŒ �Ł� ‰� �Ø  H�Æ
 ªÆ��E�
(Haemon) g” d‘ �s
 ŁÆ
�E�ÆØ ŒÆd ŁÆ
�F�� Oº�E �Ø
Æ. When Creon tells Haemon ‘You
shall never marry this woman while she is alive!’, Haemon answers, ‘then she (Topic)
will die (Focus)’. Oedipus asks Creon to take care of his daughters (at OT 1504–5),
because the parents cannot: 
g ª�æ, S � �ı����Æ��
, Oº�ºÆ��
 ��� Z
�� ‘Since we two
(contrastive Topic) who were their parents have perished (Focus).’
Examples from Euripides in which the subject is the Topic, followed by a verb with

Focus: Alc. 284, Andr. 413, El. 11–12, 1112, Hec. 231, Hel. 280, 714 (t), IT 368, 615,
1002, Tro. 641–2. This pattern preceded by a Setting constituent (underlined): Or.
58–9 z
 u“ p‘ ‘ (kßy— j �ÆE��� ��Ł
A�Ø
, 939–40 mFm �b
 ªaæ � �æ���F�Æ º�Œ�æ� K��F
�Æ�æe� j ��Ł
�Œ�
 (t). Contrastive Topics with diVerent syntactic functions: El.
1091–2 Œ�h�� I
�Ø���ª�Ø �ÆØ�e� I
�d ��F ���Ø� j �h�� Imt‘ KloF ��Ł
�Œ�, Hel. 286
toEr pq›clasim ��Ł
�ŒÆ, ��E� �� æª�Ø�Ø
 �h.
10 That there is an explicit subject, however, seems to me to speak in favour of

retaining line 969 (which is bracketed by Lloyd-Jones and Wilson), since Ajax is the
subject of the previous sentence.
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‰� Kn KloF ��Ł
�Œ�
. K� K��F· ŒÆºH�

��Ø�Æ· �H
�� ¼æ
��Ø� �PŒ 
���� ��Ø. (El. 523–7)

I do no violence, but I abuse you

because you often abuse me.

Your father, and nothing else, is always your pretext,

because I killed him. I know it well;

I cannot deny it.

Clytemnestra’s patience at an end, she tells Electra that she has had

enough of the endless complaints to the eVect that her father was

killed K� K��F ‘by me’. The Agent phrase is the Focus of this clause,

and in this case it is not only the context, but also the fact that the

phrase is repeated, that makes it clear that this must be intended: the

problem is not so much that Electra’s father is dead, but that her

mother killed him.11

The next two examples come from the end of the play. Orestes is

speaking to Aegisthus:

(3.7) Ae. �� �� K� ����ı� ¼ª�Ø� ��; �H�, ���� �N ŒÆºe


��hæª�
, �Œ���ı ��E, Œ�P �æ�	�Øæ�� �r Œ�Æ
�E
;

Or. �c �����· 	�æ�Ø �� 
ŁÆ��æ ŒÆ��Œ�Æ
��

�Æ��æÆ �e
 I��
, ‰� i
 Km taPty— Ð Ł�
fi ��. (El. 1493–6)

11 Besides (3.5) and (3.6), the following have Agent phrases with Focus: OT 1454
(bring me to Cithaeron, the grave my parents chose for me,) ¥
� K� KŒ��
ø
, �¥ ��
I�øºº���
, Ł�
ø. Not quite an ordinary Agent, but close: �æe� �B� ��	�� ‘at the
hands of Fate’ with Focus in OT 948–9: ŒÆd 
F
 ‹�� j �æe� �B� ��	�� Zºøº�
 �P�b
��F�� o��. ‘He has died a natural death, not at his hands.’ Similarly Aj. 842 (deleted by
most editors) �æe� �H
 �Øº���ø
 KŒª�
ø
 Oº��Æ�� ‘may they perish . . . through their
most beloved oVspring’, 1033 �æe� ��F�� Zºøº� ‘perishing by this weapon’. Examples
from Euripides: (Zººı�ÆØ) Alc. 718 �æe� ��H
, Andr. 1126 ���Æ� Zººı�ÆØ �æe� ÆN��Æ�,
Hel. 930–1 ��	
ÆØ� Ł�H
, Ion 254 �H
 ŒæÆ���
�ø
 I�ØŒ�ÆØ�, 1256 �fiH 
��fiø, IA 941 �Ø�
K�[�]; the following preverbal constituents are less clearly Focus:Or. 361 �æe� ���Ææ���
(t) and Tro. 8–9 �æe� � `æª���ı ��æ��. Compare also Ion 1220–1: $ ! ªÆEÆ ���
�, �B�
� ¯æ�	Ł�ø� o��, j ��
�� ªı
ÆØŒ��, �Ææ��Œ�Ø�Ø Ł
fi ��Œ���
. ‘The daughter of Erechtheus,
a foreign woman, has tried to poison me.’ While the context here appears to require
analysing the Agent phrase as Focus (‘Creusa is to blame for this!’), the status of
�Ææ��Œ�Ø�Ø is less clear. In Med. 1364, what appears to be the Focus follows the verb.
Medea’s ‰� þº��Ł� �Æ�æfi�fi Æ 
��fiø ‘you have perished by your father’s fault’ comes
in response to Jason’s ���æe� T� ŒÆŒB� KŒ�æ�Æ�� ‘what an evil mother you got.’
Here we might argue that þº��Ł� is the topic, and that Medea is in fact saying: your
death is due to your father. See below for further instances of verbs with Topic function.
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Ae. Why do you force me into the house? If this act is

honourable,

why must it be in darkness, and why are you not

ready to kill me?

Or. Give me no orders! Go to where you killed

my father, so that you may die in the same place!

Orestes has very speciWc plans for the murder of Aegisthus, not least

that his act of vengeance shall take place in the very spot (
ŁÆ��æ)

where Aegisthus killed his father. The mere fact that Aegisthus is

going to die is not at issue for Orestes here (Aegisthus himself realizes

this), but the location is: K
 �ÆP�fiH has Focus.12

(3.8), a similar instance, follows only a few lines later:

(3.8) Or. ��ºº� I
�Ø�ø
�E�, � �� ›�e� �æÆ��
��ÆØ.

Iºº� �æ�� . Ae. ���ª�F. Or. ��d �Æ�Ø����
 ��æ��.

Ae. q �c ��ªø ��; Or. �c �b
 �s
 jah‘ g“ domcm

Ł�
fi ��· �ıº��ÆØ ��E �� ��F�� ��Ø �ØŒæ�
. (El. 1501–4)

Or. You utter long replies, and the going is delayed!

Go! Ae. Lead the way! Or. You must go Wrst!

Ae. In case I should escape? Or. No, in case you should die

where you please; I have to see that this tastes bitter for

you.

12 Similarly Trach. 802 ���� ÆP��F Ł�
ø (let me not die here). Other adverbials:
Ant. 58–9 �Œ���Ø j ˆsy— j›jist‘ Oº����Ł[Æ], El. 291 ŒÆŒH� Zº�Ø�, Phil. 1035 ŒÆŒH�
Zº�Ø�Ł[�]. Similarly IæÆE�� inOT 644–5: �� 
ı
 O
Æ���
, Iºº� IæÆE��, �Y �� �Ø j ���æÆŒ� ,
Oº����
 . . . Examples from Euripides: Andr. 903 �Æ
�Æ	fi B, Hel. 162, 1215, Med. 788
ŒÆŒH�, Hel. 1241 ��
�fiø, HF 550 �æe� ��Æ
, Heracl. 559 Kº�ıŁ�æø� (t), Hipp. 1045
�o�ø, 1299 ��� �PŒº��Æ�, Or. 1040 ÆP��	�ØæØ, Tro. 904 �P �ØŒÆ�ø�. In Tro. 630–1, the
genitive of comparison has Focus: Iºº� ‹�ø� K��F j  ���� ª� Zºøº�
 �P�ı	����æfiø
����fiø. ‘But her death is a happier lot than mine, who am alive.’ Participle phrases
may open these sentences, as in HF 1382–4 Iººa ªı�
øŁ�d� ‹�ºø
; j �f
 �x� �a
Œ�ººØ��� K���æÆ�� K
 � ¯ºº��Ø, j K	Łæ�E� K�Æı�e
 ����Æºg
 aNswqHr Ł�
ø; Ion 1120–1
���ı���
ÆØ ª�æ, �N ŁÆ
�E
 ��A� 	æ��
, j g” diom i
 Ł�
�Ø��
, andOr. 781 ŁÆ
g
 ª�F
 z��
j›kkiom ŁÆ
fi B. In the following instances from Euripides, the verb is followed by
predictable, unemphatic subject constituents: Ion 1019 ����fiø ŁÆ
�E�ÆØ �ÆE�, Or.
1027–8 –ºØ� ��� � `æª��Æ� 	�æe� j ��Ł
�	� › �º��ø
, Rhes. 800–1 �æ��fiø �� ‹�fiø j
��Ł
A�Ø
 �ƒ ŁÆ
�
���. The following adverbials are probably better interpreted as
Settings: Ion 565 Y�ø�, IT 1420–1 �ıªª�
�ı ���Æ j ŁÆ
fi B . . . Adverbials do also follow
the verb (which has Focus, here often: ‘I’mdone for’): Soph. El. 674 ZºøºÆ �fi B�� K
 ���æfi Æ,
El. 1482 ZºøºÆ �c ���ºÆØ��, Phil. 962 Ł�
�Ø� ŒÆŒH�, Phil. 1030 ��Ł
�	� ��E
 ��ºÆØ.
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Aegisthus asks why Orestes does not lead the way. Is it so that

Aegisthus will not escape? But this possibility is dismissed by Orestes.

No, it is in order that Aegisthus may not die as it pleases him. Again,

Aegisthus’ dying is a foregone conclusion. At issue is the way in

which Orestes will make him die.13

I turn to the next group of cases. Quite frequently the verb has Focus

function and there is no Topic constituent. Sometimes this leads to a

one-word clause, as in the following example from Antigone:

(3.9) [Messenger: Fortune makes straight and fortune brings

down . . . Creon was once enviable; now all is lost . . . ]

Cho. �� �� Æs ���� ¼	Ł�� �Æ�Øº�ø
 lŒ�Ø� ��æø
;

Mess. ��Ł
A�Ø
· �ƒ �b  H
��� ÆY�Ø�Ø ŁÆ
�E
. (Ant. 1172–3)

Cho. But what is this new burden for the princes that you

come bringing?

Mess. They are dead! And those who are alive are guilty of

their deaths!

Themessengerdoes not deem it necessary to specify anything beyond the

bare Focus in his Wrst clause. Greek allows him not only to dispense with

explicit syntactical subjects, but also to leave out a Topic. Examples such

as this one can bemultiplied, but they are obviously not very informative

in a study of word order.14What is important to point out is that such

clause-initial verbs with Focus may be followed by constituents I classify

as ‘Remainder’. Subjects in this position are predictable from the context,

as in (3.10), in which Athena is interrogating Ajax:

(3.10) Ath. q ŒÆd �æe� ��æ���ÆØ�Ø
 fi X	�Æ�Æ� 	�æÆ;

Aj. u��� �h���� `YÆ
Ł� �¥�� I�Ø����ı�� �Ø.

Ath. ��Ł
A�Ø
 –
�æ��, ‰� �e �e
 �ı
BŒ� Kª�. (Aj. 97–9)

13 For further discussion of this line, and the eVect of the line-initial position of
the verb, see ch. 6.
14 For the sake of completeness, I list the instances from our corpus with just one

Mobile: Sophocles (Ł
fi ��Œø) Aj. 513, 1344; Ant. 522; El. 437, 924; OC 1441; OT 118;
Phil. 334, 497, 1444; Trach. 3, 708; (Zººı�ÆØ) Aj. 791, 896; El. 927, OT 822, 1166, Phil.
76, 961, 1019, 1285; Trach. 383, 1144 (bis). Euripides: (Ł
fi ��Œø) Alc. 247, 363, 725 (2);
Andr. 48, 254, 845, El. 770; Hel. 138 (bis), 824, 833, 1176; HF 47; Heracl. 320a, 1020;
IA 1007 (bis); Ion 952, 1301; IT 102, 321 (1), 378, 549, 625; Med. 354, 386; Or. 446,
1033, 1301, 1557; Rhes. 841, 870; Supp. 529; Tro. 510, 904 (1); (Zººı�ÆØ) Alc. 140;
Andr. 453; Cyc. 665;Hec. 312, 513, 520, 668, 784;Hel. 1194, 1199;HF 1268;Heracl. 52,
442; Hipp. 329, 664, 1325, 1408, 1447, 1457; IA 1353 (troch.); IT 532, 535; Med. 704,
1329; Phoen. 1689; Tro. 630 (bis), 772, 1181.
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Ath. Did you arm your hand against the sons of Atreus

too?

Aj. So that never again shall they refuse honour to Ajax.

Ath. The men are dead, if I understand your words.

What Athena does in line 99, in a rather matter-of-fact way, is

interpret successfully Ajax’s statement of the line before: ‘these men

will not dishonour Ajax any more because they are dead.’ The subject

–
�æ�� (practically ‘they’) is predictable and uncontrastive and can

therefore follow the verb.15

This verb-subject pattern, with Focus on the verb, is especially

common with ��Ł
�Œ� in questions to messengers, when we have

already heard clear indications that a character has died, as in the

following exchange between Iocaste and the messenger:16

(3.11) Io. �� �� ; �P	 › �æ���ı� —�ºı��� KªŒæÆ�c� �Ø;

Mess. �P �B�� , K��� 
Ø
 Ł�
Æ��� K
 ����Ø� 	�Ø.

Io. �H� �r�Æ�; q ��Ł
�Œ�
 ˇN����ı �Æ��æ; (OT 941–3)

Io. How so? Is not the aged Polybus still in power?

Mess. No, for death holds him in the tomb.

Io. What have you said? Is Oedipus’ father dead?

The messenger’s circumlocution in line 942 can hardly be misunder-

stood but Iocaste makes doubly sure with her question. The subject

15 Similarly uncontrastive subjects can be found in Aj. 496: fi w ªaæ Ł�
fi �� �� ‘for on
the day when you perish, . . .’, OC 582: Theseus asks when Oedipus’ reward will be
his, and Oedipus tells him that will be when he dies (Focus) and Theseus buries
(Focus on �Æ����) him: ‹�Æ
 Ł�
ø � ªg ŒÆd �� ��ı �Æ��f� ª�
fi �. With Zººı�ÆØ: Aj. 979
Zºøº�
 ±
�æ, OC 1583 Zºøº� ªaæ �����
��; I believe that Ant. 546 belongs in this
category as well. The verb here has Focus and is the Wrst Mobile in the sentence; the
subject pronoun and the adverb Œ�Ø
� are less salient and follow: �� ��Ø Ł�
fi �� �f
Œ�Ø
� (I follow GriYth against Lloyd-Jones in reading ��Ø rather than � ���). Examples
from Euripides: (Zººı�ÆØ) Alc. 633, Hec. 767, Hel. 1216, Hipp. 788, 801, IT 60 (t),
1074, Med. 1035–6, (Ł
fi ��Œø) Alc. 527, 541, El. 769, Hec. 431, Hel. 279, HF 539,
Heracl. 712, Hipp. 305, 958, IT 58, 548, Phoen. 1076, 1193 (t).
16 These questions, then, are yes-no questions (is he or isn’t he), which most often

result in Focus on the verb. As it happens, the Sophoclean instances in this chapter do
not feature X questions (question word questions) in main clauses (see below, (3.27),
andAnt. 58–9 for indirect questions). Examples from Euripides, with the questionword
opening the clause, followed by the verb: Bacch. 1290 ��F �� þº��[�];,Hec. 695 (lyr.) ��
Ø
��æfiø Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø�, . . . ;, Hel. 841 �H� �s
 ŁÆ
����Ł[Æ] . . . ;,Med. 1134 �H� þº�
��;
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constituent, ˇN����ı �Æ��æ, follows the verb.17 It is uncontrastive and

predictable. Examples of this kind abound, and I present a few more.

(3.12) has Philoctetes reacting to Neoptolemus’ news from Troy:18

(3.12) Ne. t �ÆE —��Æ
���, K��æH, ��ºØ� �� KæH,

–ªøª� ��� ÆP�H
 K��ºø��Ł�
 ��º�
.

K��d ªaæ �	� ��Eæ� �	Øºº�Æ ŁÆ
�E
—

Ph. �Y��Ø· �æ��fi �� ��Ø �c ��æÆ, �æd
 i
 ��Łø

�æH��
 ���� · q ��Ł
�	� › —�º�ø� ª�
��; (Phil. 329–33)

Ne. Son of Poeas, I will tell you, and much as it costs me to tell,

the outrage I suVered at their hands when I went there.

For when fate had caused Achilles to die . . .

Ph. Alas! Tell me no more, before I learn

this Wrst: is the son of Peleus dead?

Neoptolemus has only managed one temporal clause to start his

narrative of deception, when Philoctetes interrupts him (no doubt

we are to understand that Neoptolemus means for him to do just

that). ‘You mean to say Achilles is dead?’ Again, the verb is the most

salient constituent, and the predictable subject follows.

(3.13) is an exchange between nurse and chorus in Trachiniae:

(3.13) [Nurse: Heracles’s gift proved to be the start of no

small evils.

Chorus: How so?]

Nurse: ����Œ� fĩ ��
�ØæÆ �c
 �Æ
ı�����


›�H
 ±�Æ�H
 K� IŒØ
���ı �����.

Cho. �P �� ��Ł� ‰� ŁÆ
�F�Æ; Nurse: ��
�� IŒ�Œ�Æ�.

Cho. ��Ł
�Œ�
 � ��ºÆØ
Æ; Nurse: �����æ�
 Œº��Ø�.

(Trach. 874–7)

Nurse: Without movement of her foot Deianeira

has gone on the last of all journeys.

Cho. Surely not in death? Nurse: You have

heard it all.

17 The text of 943 is uncertain (MSS have ��Ł
�Œ� —�ºı���); but this uncertainty
does not aVect the analysis.
18 From Sophocles we can add El. 1426 (lyric trimeters): ��Ł
�Œ�
 � ��ºÆØ
Æ;With

Zºøº�: OC 1583. From Euripides, we can add Hipp. 788, 801.
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Cho. Is the poor lady dead? Nurse: You are

hearing it a second time.

In line 877 we see the pattern which will by now be familiar. The verb

with Focus (‘is she dead?’) comes Wrst in the clause, followed by the

predictable subject. Consider, however, the nurse’s words in line 874,

the Wrst line quoted here: ����Œ� fĩ ��
�ØæÆ Œ�º. Does the same

analysis hold for this line? Clearly it does not. The chorus has

heard a cry from within the house and sees that the nurse is upset,

but surely that does not make her news in 874 predictable in any way?

In fact, we are here dealing with a diVerent pattern. Line 874 is an

example of an ‘all-new’ sentence, also called ‘thetic’ (as opposed to

categorical), the main characteristic of which is that the information

cannot be neatly divided into old and new, or Topic and Focus.

Rather, everything is new information. In many languages, and

Greek is one of them, these sentences are characterized by verbs in

initial position.19 There are a number of examples of this with the

verb Ł
fi ��Œø, but two instances from Electra will serve as illustration

here. The Wrst comes from Orestes’ instructions to his old slave:

(3.14) Or. ¼ªª�ºº� �� ‹æŒ�
 �æ���ØŁ�d� ›Ł��
�ŒÆ

��Ł
�Œ� � ˇæ����� K� I
ÆªŒÆ�Æ� ��	��,

¼Łº�Ø�Ø —ıŁØŒ�E�Ø
 KŒ �æ�	�º��ø


���æø
 ŒıºØ�Ł���· z�� › �FŁ�� '����ø. (El. 47–50)

Tell them, speaking on oath, that

Orestes is dead by an accident

having fallen from his moving chariot in the

Pythian Games;

Let that be your tale!

And sure enough, this exact formula20 comes back when the message

is delivered:

19 Note that the correlation works one way only: all-new sentences are always
verb-initial, but not all verb-initial sentences are all-new.
20 It may be countered that Orestes’ name is of such a shape (�– –, bacchius) that

the word can only go in this position in the trimeter (in all cases except the vocative),
and that this is a suYcient explanation of the word order found. However, the verb
��Ł
�Œ(�) is amenable to diVerent positions in the trimeter line, and so I consider the
order of verb and subject a legitimate point of enquiry. For what it’s worth, Orestes
precedes the main verb in El. 602: �º��ø
 � ˇæ����� �ı��ı	B �æ���Ø ���
.
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(3.15) Cly. �e ��E�
, t ��
� ; �N��· �Ææa ��º�ı ªaæ J


I
�æ��, ���� �r�Æ, �æ���Øº�E� º���Ø� º�ª�ı�.

Pae. ��Ł
�Œ� � ˇæ�����· K
 �æÆ	�E �ı
Ł�d� º�ªø. (El. 671–3)

Cly. What is that, stranger? Tell me, for you come, I know,

from a friend, and the words you utter will be

friendly words.

Pae. Orestes is dead! There you have it in a word!

If we ignore the circumlocution, Iocaste’s death in OT is announced

in the same way, with the verb in clause-initial position, and the

subject immediately following:

(3.16) Mess. › �b
 ��	Ø���� �H
 º�ªø
 �N��E
 �� ŒÆd

�ÆŁ�E
, ��Ł
�Œ� Ł�E�
 � (�Œ����� Œ�æÆ. (OT 1234–5)

The news I must Wrst speak and you must Wrst

learn is that the august Iocaste is dead.

We do not Wnd this ‘all-new’ formula in all cases where a death is

announced, but I think the exceptions can be explained.21 (3.17), for

instance, is another exchange between chorus and messenger (on line

1173 see above, (3.9)):

(3.17) Mess. ��Ł
A�Ø
· �ƒ �b  H
��� ÆY�Ø�Ø ŁÆ
�E
.

Cho. ŒÆd ��� ��
���Ø; ��� �� › Œ����
��; º�ª�.

Mess. `¥�ø
 Zºøº�
· ÆP��	�Øæ �� Æƒ������ÆØ. (Ant. 1173–5)

Mess. They are dead! And those who are alive are guilty

of their deaths . . .

Cho. And who is the murderer? and who lies low? Tell me!

Mess. Haemon is dead; and his own hand has shed

his blood.

21 With the exception of Eur. Bacch. 1030: —�
Ł�f� Zºøº�, �ÆE� � ¯	��
�� �Æ�æ��,
and Hel. 1196 )�
�ºÆ�� . . . ��Ł
�Œ� ��Ø. In these cases, there is only a more generic
indication that bad news is about to be delivered. Alc. 518 and 821 are of the same
type as (3.17), in which it is clear that a death has occurred, and the question is
merely, who. ªı
� is Focus in both cases.Med. 1125 is verb-initial: Zºøº�
 � ��æÆ

��
Iæ��ø� Œ�æ�. Other all-new sentences from Euripides, where, incidentally, it is
frequently the dying who speak these lines: (verb-subject) HF 492 (bis), IT 56,
Phoen. 1349, Tro. 622; (verb-initial but no explicit subject) IT 704, Or. 1296.
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In line 1174 the chorus, puzzled by themessenger’s laconic announce-

ment, asks who killed whom, and in the reply Haemon has Focus.22 In

an exaggerated paraphrase, ‘It’s Haemon who is dead’.23 I would

propose a similar reading for the next example, concerning the

death of Eurydice:

(3.18) [Messenger: Lord, you carry sorrows in your arms, but soon

you will enter the house and see yet more]

Cr. �� �� ��Ø
 Æs Œ�ŒØ�
 KŒ ŒÆŒH
 �Ø;

Mess. ªı
c ��Ł
�Œ�, ��F�� �Æ����øæ 
�Œæ�F,

�����
��, ¼æ�Ø 
������Ø�Ø �º�ª�Æ�Ø
.

(Ant. 1278–83)

Cr. What is there that is yet more evil, coming

after evils?

Mess. Your wife is dead, own mother of this dead man,

unhappy one, through wounds newly inXicted.

Creon hears from the messenger that there is more bad news in store

for him at home. In his response he does not ask in so many

words who has died, but with Eurydice being the latest in quite a

series of deaths, it is understandable that the messenger answers in a

way that suggests ‘it’s your wife this time’ rather than ‘your wife has

died’, with the verb no longer qualifying as the most salient part of his

message.

There remains one more type of verb-initial sentence which is

quite rare and, unlike the all-new sentences, can be analysed as

22 The messenger answers both questions, starting with the second one. In both
his clauses the ‘answering’ constituents (Focus) take initial position.
23 Focus on the subject also in Phil. 435, where Philoctetes is piecing together who

has died at Troy, and who is still alive: (What about Patroclus?) 	�y��� ��Ł
�Œg� w

‘he too was dead’ (while I have generally excluded participial phrases from the
corpus, I make an exception for Phil. 435, since the periphrasis amounts to a main
clause predicate). See also Phil. 414 Iºº� q 	�y��� �Y	��ÆØ ŁÆ
�
; ‘is he also dead and
gone?’ Other instances (Zººı�ÆØ) Ant. 517 �P ª�æ �Ø ��Fº��, Iºº� I��º�e� þº��� ‘it was
not a slave, but my brother who had died’, Ant. 763 �hŁ� l�� Oº�E�ÆØ ‘she shall not die’.
Examples from Euripides: Alc. 518, 821 (see above, note 21), HF 537 (Kovacs: ‘it was
my children who were being killed’), Heracl. 545, Med. 1309 (not Jason but his
children), Tro. 730, IT 985. Given the state of the text, it is impossible to decide
whether Tro. 380 	BæÆØ belongs here as well. The text of Rhes. 847 ��� ��Ł
�Œ�
y�ı���	ø
y is also uncertain.
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an instantiation of the basic clause pattern. In this case, the verb

functions as Topic, and is followed by a Focus constituent.24 Here is

an extended example from Electra:

(3.19) El. 
F
 �� KŒº�º�Ø�� �ÆF�� K
 ���æfi Æ �Øfi A

ŁÆ
�
�Ø �f
 ���· ��
�Æ ªaæ �ı
Ææ���Æ�

Ł��ºº� ‹�ø� ����ŒÆ�. oYwetai �Æ��æ·

te† hmgj‘ Kªg ���· vqoFdor ÆP�e� �r ŁÆ
�
·

cekHsi �� K	Łæ��· laßmetai �� ��� ���
B�

����æ I���øæ, w� K��d �f ��ºº�ŒØ�

���Æ� º�Łæfi Æ �æ�������� ‰� �Æ
����
��

�Ø�øæe� ÆP���. (El. 1149–56)

And now this has vanished in one day,

with your death; like a whirlwind,

you have gone, carrying oV everything! My father is gone;

you have killed me; you yourself are dead and gone.

Our enemies are laughing; and our evil mother

is mad with delight, she whom you often said,

in secret messages, that you yourself

would come and punish.

The constituents in bold (four verbs and one predicative adjective)

are each the predicate of their clause, so syntactically speaking, they

are the thing said of the subject. But in this case syntax and pragmat-

ics do not map as easily on to each other. Pragmatically, the analysis

is the converse of the syntax: the predicates are the psychological

subject, or Topic of the clauses, and it is the subjects that have

become the psychological predicate, or Focus of the clauses. What

Electra does is to explain how Orestes has swept away everything:

there is no hope for revenge for her father, Electra has ceased to have

a meaningful existence, Orestes is gone himself. These three predi-

cates can be seen as instantiations of the ‘sweeping away’ (�ı
Ææ-

���Æ�) that Orestes has done, and as such they are accessible for use

as Topics, with the subjects in each case the Focus of the clause. From

24 For more discussion of verbs as Topics see Dik (1995), ch. 7, ‘Predicates
can be Topics’. See also Browne (1996). This particular passage is discussed in Slings
(1997: 185).
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this disappearance ‘theme’ Electra switches to its corollary: the other

side is now happy, even ‘mad with delight’.25

A similar series can be observed in OC 610–11:

(3.20) Oe. t ��º�Æ�� `Nª�ø� �ÆE, ��
�Ø� �P ª�ª
��ÆØ

Ł��E�Ø ªBæÆ� �P�b ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�E
 ����,

�a �� ¼ººÆ �ıª	�E ��
Ł� › �ÆªŒæÆ�c� 	æ�
��.

vhßmei �b
 N�	f� ªB�, vhßmei �b ���Æ���,

hmg– ´ sjei �b ����Ø�, bkast›mei �� I�Ø���Æ, . . .

(OC 607–11)

Dearest son of Aegeus [Theseus], for the gods alone

there is no old age and no death ever,

but all other things are submerged by all-powerful time!

The strength of the country perishes, so does the

strength of the body,

loyalty dies and disloyalty comes into being, . . .

25 Instances in Sophocleswith Zººı�ÆØ:OC1613 �PŒ ��� Ł� ��E
 �fi B�� K
 ���æfi Æ �Æ��æ:
j flkyke ªaæ �c ��
�Æ �I��, ‘On this day your father is no more! For gone is every-
thing . . .’; Phil. 1035 ŒÆŒH� Zº�Ø�Ł� · OkeEshe �� M�ØŒ�Œ���� j �e
 ¼
�æÆ ��
�� ‘May you
perishmiserably!Andyouwill perish for thewrong youdid thisman.’ InEuripides, IWnda
clear example in Tro. 677: ŒÆd 
F
 flkykar �b
 ��, 
Æı�Łº�F�ÆØ �� Kª�. In Tro. 935 L ��
�P��	���
 � ¯ºº��, y‘ k¸lgm Kª� ‘But Hellas’s good fortune was my ruin’, Tº���
 can be
interpreted as contrastive Topic. The peculiar order ofMed. 83 flkoito �b
 �� ‘curse him I
will not’, suggests that the thought ‘Zº�Ø��’ is entertained before being rejected. Kovacs
(Loeb) translates aptly: ‘A curse on him!—but no’. With Ł
fi ��Œø, Alc. 725 (1) hamfi B ª�
��
��Ø �ı�Œº��� ‘and your deathwill be infamous’,Andr. 381 j
 h›mg– r �� ‘if it is youwho
dies’ (not (as in the Loeb translation) ‘if you die’: Menelaus is pointing out that either
Andromache or her sonmust die), El. 687 te† hmgja ŒIª� ‘(if youdie,) it is the death ofme,
too’,Hec. 773 hmg– ´ sjei �b �æe� ��F ‘By whomwas he killed?’ asks formore details about the
death of Hecuba’s son Polydorus; in IT 321 (2) ŁÆ
����Ł� , Iºº� ‹�ø� hamoúleha j Œ�ººØ�-
[�Æ], the second instance of ŁÆ
����ŁÆ is the Topic of its clause: ‘We are going to die, see to
it that our death (Topic) be most glorious (Focus)’; similarly the adverb �ÆªŒ�Œø� is the
Focus inMed. 1135:�H� þº�
��; �d� ����
 ªaæ i
 j ��æł�ØÆ� ��A�, �N tehmAsi �ÆªŒ�Œø�.
‘How did they die? You will give me twice the pleasure if they died in agony’; Tro. 906 �c
h›mg– ��F�� K
���� ‘let her not die without this’ (Hecuba entreating Menelaus, taking for
granted that he will kill Helen, as he has said in line 905)? 1168–9 (Hec. to the dead
Astyanax) �N �b
 ªaæ ’hamer �æe ��º�ø� l��� �ı	g
 j ª��ø
 �� ŒÆd �B� N��Ł��ı �ı-
æÆ

����, j �ÆŒ�æØ�� q�Ł� ¼
. ‘(Your death is unlucky,) for if it had been in defence of the
city, at the proper age, married and as a divine king, youwould have been blessed’. It is not
the fact of Astyanax’s death that Hecuba calls unlucky, but its timing. Another instance
that possibly belongs in this group is Tro. 375. Cassandra is arguing that the Trojans are
more fortunate than theGreeks inmanyways. One of these is that the Trojans at least died
in defence of their fatherland, whereas the Greeks died for no comparable reason: K��d ��
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Again, the Wrst three verbs that function as Topics (in bold), can be

seen as part of time’s destruction of everything (�ıª	�E ��
�Æ). Then

in �ºÆ���
�Ø there is a switch to the growth of evil as a result.

Interestingly, Sophocles chooses parallelism rather than chiasmus.26

The next example does not involve such a long series, and has a

chiastic arrangement.27 (3.21) is part of the messenger’s description

of Iocaste’s suicide in OT:

(3.21) Mess. ��ºÆ� �� , ‹�ø� �N�BºŁ� , K�Øææ��Æ�� �ø

ŒÆº�E �e
 X�� ¸�Ø�
 ��ºÆØ 
�Œæ�
,

�
���
 �ÆºÆØH
 ���æ���ø
 	�ı�� , ��� z


h›moi �b
 ÆP���, tcm dº tßjtousam º���Ø

��E� �x�Ø
 ÆP��F �����Œ
�
 �ÆØ��ıæª�Æ
. (OT 1244–8)

And when she entered she slammed shut both

panels of the door,

calling on Laius, now long a corpse,

remembering their love-making long ago, which

had brought him to death, leaving her to bring forth

a progeny accursed by one that was his own.

The Focus of the Ł�
�Ø clause,28 ÆP���, provides the starting point for

the next one. From Laius himself to his wife is a small step, and so

Iocaste can serve as the Topic in the next clause.

K�� IŒ�a� XºıŁ�
 %ŒÆ�Æ
�æ��ı�, j ’hmg– sjom �P ªB� ‹æØ� I�����æ����
�Ø j �P�� �ł�-
�ıæª�
 �Æ�æ��[Æ] ‘When they came to the banks of the Scamander, they perished not
because they were deprived of land or of their city’. Alternatively, we can read the verb as
Focus and the participial phrases as attendant circumstances following the verb as less
salient: ‘When they arrived, they died, . . .’

26 In Eur. Alc. 720, a sarcastic comment from Pheres to Admetus, �
����ı� ��ºº��,
‰� Ł�
ø�Ø �º���
�� ‘Woo many wives, so that more may die’, I am not sure whether we
should analyse Ł�
ø�Ø as Topic (dying is never far away from one’s thoughts in this
play, after all) and �º���
�� as Focus, or that the two constituents both have Focus
(line 720 does not form a proper response to 719 ‘If only you might come to need my
help one day!’, so that the context provides little help). Both analyses seem possible;
similarly, in reading the line in English, we may choose to stress ‘more’ and downplay,
as presupposed, ‘die’ (this would be the equivalent of a Topic-Focus interpretation of
the Greek), or stress both. I tend toward the former.
27 On chiasmus and parallelism see further Slings (1997), Dik (1995: 51, 216).
28 Within the ‘subdivided’ relative clause, that is. The particle ��
 allows us to

assume a boundary that coincides with the line, eVectively giving Ł�
�Ø clause-initial
position. See Ruijgh (1990a), Dik (1995: ch. 3).
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By way of conclusion to this section, I recapitulate the instances

discussed so far in tabular form. Table 3.1 sums up the various

possible instantiations of the basic clause pattern (the ‘all-new’ sen-

tences discussed in (3.14)–(3.16) form a separate category).

3 .3 COMPLICATIONS: FOCUS

The previous section provided an overview of the most frequent

permutations of the basic clause pattern. I hope to have shown that

the variety in word order that we Wnd in these passages can be mean-

ingfully described with the proposed clause pattern. In the following

pages, I will discuss a number of passages that present problems of

various kinds. I will start with some instances of multiple Focus.29

Table 3.1 Instantiations of the basic clause pattern

Topic Focus Verb Remainder ex. no. similar examples

�� ��Ø �æ��� Ł�
�Ø� ¼
 — (3.1) (3.2), (3.3)
�¥�� �b
 ��Ł
A�� , — — (3.4) —
— Ł��E� ��Ł
�Œ�
 �y��� (3.5) —
— K� K��F ��Ł
�Œ�
 — (3.6) (3.7), (3.8), (3.17), (3.18)
— ��Ł
A�Ø
 — (3.9) —
— ��Ł
A�Ø
 –
�æ��a (3.10) (3.11), (3.12), (3.13)
��Ł
�Œ� Kª� — — (3.19) (3.20), (3.21)

a Other constituents classiWed as ‘Remainder’ were already mentioned above, n. 12: El. 674
ZºøºÆ �fi B�� K
 ���æfi Æ, El. 1482 ZºøºÆ �c ���ºÆØ��, Phil. 962 Ł�
�Ø� ŒÆŒH�, Phil. 1030 ��Ł
�	� ��E

��ºÆØ. In all of these, the verb presents the most salient information. Examples of verb-initial clauses
from Euripides include many curses (‘May X die’ (Zº�Ø��) Hipp. 407–9, 693 (with additional Focus on
subjects), 1028, IA 658, Rhes. 875) and oaths (‘May I die’ (Ł�
�Ø�Ø) Alc. 1096, El. 281, 663), in which the
verbs will typically have Focus. Other instances of the pattern in Euripides: Supp. 944 (verb Zº�Ø
�� . . . ¼

provides the answer to �H� in line 943), (Ł
fi ��Œø) Alc. 178 (actually, ��æ�� practically functions like
o��æ), 666, 690, Andr. 334 (t), Hel. 781, IA 519, 1419, IT 489, Rhes. 683 (troch.), Tro. 391, 740–1, 879,
1223; (participial phrases following clause-initial verb:) Heracl. 547 �PŒ i
 Ł�
�Ø�Ø �fi B ��	fi � ºÆ	�F��
Kª�. ‘I shall not die by the chance drawing of lots’ (but I am willing to volunteer). �fi B ��	fi � is preposed in
the participial phrase; similarly Ion 951 ��Ł
�Œ�
, t ª�æÆØ�, Ł�æ�d
 KŒ��Ł���, Ion 1112 ‰� Ł�
fi �
���æ�ı��
� (but cf. Bacch. 356–7 ‰� i
 º�ı����ı ��Œ�� �ı	g
 j Ł�
fi �, in which practically the same
information is presented in a diVerent order); Ion 1207 Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø �� I�Æ��Æ�æ�ı�Æ; *�Ø
ØŒ��Œ�º�E� j 	�-
ºa� �Ææ�E�Æ; 1259 (troch.) Œi
 Ł�
fi �� ªaæ K
Ł��� �s�Æ.

29 Examples from Euripides include questions: in Alc. 534 Heracles asks, given that
Admetus has denied a blood-relationship to the deceased, �H� �s
 K
 �YŒ�Ø� ��E�Ø

þº���
 ���
; ‘How did she come to die in your house [of all places]?’ Both the
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The following passage from Antigone juxtaposes �æe� �Ø�ºB�

���æÆ� and ��Æ
 ŒÆŁ� ���æÆ
, and both of these precede the verb:

(3.22) Cr. ‹�� �s
 KŒ�E
�Ø �æe� �Ø�ºB� ���æÆ� ��Æ


ŒÆŁ� ���æÆ
 þº�
�� �Æ��Æ
��� �� ŒÆd

�º�ª�
��� ÆP��	�ØæØ �f
 �Ø���Æ�Ø,

Kªg Œæ��� �c ��
�Æ ŒÆd Łæ�
�ı� 	ø

ª�
�ı� ŒÆ�� Iª	Ø���EÆ �H
 Oºøº��ø
. (Ant. 170–4)

So now that they have perished by

twofold ruin on a single day, striking and

being struck by the polluting violence of one another,

I hold the throne by reason of

my kinship with the dead.

In explaining the twist of fate that has landed him on the throne,

Creon points to the remarkable fact of the two deaths occurring on

one day. I take it that these two constituents together have Focus,

following the Topic KŒ�E
�Ø. Elsewhere in the play as well, these

numerals tend to be highlighted, as in Ismene’s words earlier in the

play:

(3.23) Is. K��d �b
 �P��d� �FŁ��, �
�Øª�
�, ��ºø


�hŁ� ��f� �h�� Iºª�Ø
e� ¥Œ��� K� ‹��ı

duoEm I��º��E
 K���æ�Ł���
 ���,

liAˆ ŁÆ
�
��Ø
 ���æfi Æ dipkfi B 	�æ�· (Ant. 11–14)

To me, Antigone, no word about our friends

has come, either agreeable or painful, since

we two were robbed of two brothers,

who perished on one day, each at the other’s hands.

In this passage, the underlined numerals all precede the noun they

modify; �ı�E
 I��º��E
 is in the preverbal Focus position, and �Øfi A is

placed in hyperbaton.

question word and K
 �YŒ�Ø� ��E�Ø
 have Focus here. Similarly, in Hel. 1212, the story
of Menelaus’ shipwreck raises the question �H� ‹�� �PŒ Zºøº� Œ�Ø
ø
H
 �º����; ‘How
did this man survive? He shared the same ship’, and in IT 998, Iphigenia asks, [when
I’m found out,] �H� �P ŁÆ
�F�ÆØ; ‘how will I not be put to death?’ Tro. 1055–6
highlights the terrible death that awaits Helen with a polyptoton in Focus position:
KºŁ�F�Æ �� @æª�� u���æ I��Æ ŒÆŒH� j ŒÆŒc ŁÆ
�E�ÆØ ‘When she reaches Argos, the
wretch will die a wretched death, as she deserved.’
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In the following passage from OT, Iocaste explains how oracles

cannot be trusted, since Laius was supposed to die at the hands of her

son, which has apparently failed to come true:

(3.24) Io. ŒÆ���Ø 
Ø
 �P Œ�E
�� ª� › �����
�� ����

ŒÆ��Œ�Æ
� , Iºº� aPter p›qoihem þº���. (OT 855–6)

Yet that poor child never killed him,

but he himself perished before him.

Both of the underlined constituents represent the counter-presupposi-

tional information that, taken together, explainswhyLaius’son cannotbe

responsible for his father’s death: he died himself rather than killing

anyone, and did so earlier than Laius.

I also propose a multiple Focus analysis for the following passage

from Antigone. Creon is saying that Antigone should die before

Haemon’s eyes:

(3.25) Cr. ¼º�Ł��; Iºº� �P ��
�� � …ºı���
, Y�Ł� ‹�Ø,

	Æ�æø
 �Ø ł�ª�Ø�Ø ��

���Ø� K��.

¼ª��� �e �E��� ‰� ŒÆ�� Z��Æ�� ÆP��ŒÆ

�Ææ�
�Ø Ł
fi ��Œfi � �º���Æ �fiH 
ı���fiø. (Ant. 758–61)

Do you say that? Why, by that Olympus which we see,

be sure of it,

you shall not continue to abuse me with your

reproaches with impunity!

Bring the hateful creature, so that she may die

at once close at hand, in the sight of her bridegroom!

Creon had already condemned Antigone; but in his rage at Haemon

here, he wants his son to suVer even more by making him watch

Antigone’s death right before his eyes. The‰� clause has no fewer than

three constituents preceding the verb Ł
fi ��Œfi �, all of which express the

immediacy with which this death sentence has to be carried out: both

immediacy in time (ÆP��ŒÆ) and immediacy in space with regard to

Haemon (ŒÆ�� Z��Æ�½Æ�, �Ææ�
�Ø).30 I take it that these constituents

30 In all fairness, �º���Æ ‘close by’ expresses this as well, of course, although I think
that the earlier expressions are stronger. �fiH 
ı���fiø, on the other hand, is predictable
and merely completes the sense. For another instance of Focus on �Ææ�
�Ø, compare
Soph. El. 2–3 
F
 KŒ�E
� ����� ��Ø j �Ææ�
�Ø º�����Ø
 ‘now you can see those things
while present’, i.e. with your own eyes (cited above, § 2.4, as (2.19)).
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all have Focus. Indirectly, Lloyd-Jones’s translation of the lines shows

how awkward suchmultiple Focus constituents are: In translation, we

feel the need to add commas, which serve to distribute the salient

information over more than one intonation unit.

The following example from Electra I Wnd less amenable to

straightforward analysis:

(3.26) El. Æo�� ªaæ � º�ª�Ø�Ø ª�

Æ�Æ ªı
c

�ø
�F�Æ ��Ø��� K��
�Ø�� �Ø ŒÆŒ�,

‘t ���Ł��
 �����Æ, ��d ��
fi � �Æ�cæ

��Ł
�Œ�
; ¼ºº�� �� �h�Ø� K
 ��
Ł�Ø �æ��H
;

ŒÆŒH� Zº�Ø�, ���� �� KŒ ª�ø
 ���b

�H
 
F
 I�Æºº���ØÆ
 �ƒ Œ��ø Ł���.’

(El. 287–92)

Yes, this woman [Clytemnestra], who is said to be

so noble,

gives tongue and utters insults such as these:

‘Accursed, hateful creature, are you the only one

that has lost a father? Does no other mortal mourn a loss?

May you perish miserably, andmay the gods below never

release you from your lamentations!’

I assume that we here have one of the rare instances where not one

but two constituents have Focus,31 both ��d ��
fi � and �Æ��æ: are you

the only one who’s lost a father? To some extent, this reading is

supported by the following line, in that ��d ��
fi � contrasts neatly

with ¼ºº�� �� �h�Ø�, but the context does not force an interpretation

of �Æ��æ as Focus. The closer the relative, the more likely one is to

stay in mourning for a longer period; even so, Clytemnestra (as

represented by Electra) would seem to argue, enough is enough,

and Electra should give up her obsession with her father.32

31 For what I have called ‘complex’ Focus, see Dik (1995) ch. 3. For another
example see Aesch. Ag. 1318.
32 For the prominence of �Æ��æ in the exchanges between Electra and her mother

(is �Æ�cæ ��Ł
�Œ�
 Electra’s favourite way of starting a conversation with her
mother?) see lines 525 (Electra’s topic of choice reported by mother) and 558
(mother’s words reported by Electra).
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The following passage from the messenger speech inOC presents a

similar problem. Again, a subject constituent (Œ�E
��) is in preverbal

position, but is it really a Focus constituent?

(3.27) Mess. [When we left, after a short time we turned and saw

that the one man was nowhere there any longer but

that the king himself to shade his eyes held his hand

before his face, as if some terrifying sight had

appeared that was unbearable to see]

��Ø�Æ ��
��Ø �ÆØe
 �P�b �f
 º�ªfiø

›æH��
 ÆP�e
 ªB
 �� �æ��Œı
�F
Ł� –�Æ

ŒÆd �e
 Ł�H
 � …ºı���
 K
 �ÆP�fiH 	æ�
fiø.

��æfiø �� ›���fiø jeEmor þº��� �P�� i
 �x�

Ł
��H
 �æ���Ø� �ºc
 �e ¨���ø� Œ�æÆ.

�P ª�æ �Ø� ÆP�e
 �h�� �ıæ��æ�� Ł��F

Œ�æÆı
e� K���æÆ��
 �h�� . . . (OC 1653–9)

But then after a moment, with no word spoken,

we saw him salute the earth and the sky,

home of the gods, at the same moment.

But by what death that man perished

none among mortals could tell but Theseus.

For no Wery thunderbolt of the god

made away with him, nor . . .

The beginningof theþº��� clause is easy enough tomake senseof.��æfiø

‘death’ introduces the Topic of the question, ›���fiø the Focus: ‘As to his

death, how exactly he died, . . .’ We will see more such instances in

chapter 5, which will be devoted to questions. But what are we to make

of Œ�E
��?33 Obviously, there cannot be a question as to who died. It is

necessary, however, to indicate a shift of subject from Theseus to Oedi-

pus in this clause, andboth the subject of thenext clause ‘noone’ and the

next mention of Theseus are obvious Focus constituents. The strong

33 I am here concerned with the position of the subject. The choice of pronoun is a
natural one for someone removed from the scene. (K)Œ�E
�� tends to be a highly
marked pronoun in general. Very few instances occur postverbally (and in these cases
still arguably Focus, as in Creon’s �N �Øº����
, ��º�Ø j Œ��
�ı� (Ant. 524–5, see further
below, § 6.2), and when used in the genitive, such possessive modiWers tend to
precede their noun.
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reference appears to be shifting our attention from Theseus, the

central participant in the preceding clauses, to Oedipus, who in subse-

quent clauses is again referred tobyweaker anaphora:ÆP��
 in 1658 and

±
�æ in 1663.34

3.4 THE LIMITS OF THE CLAUSE: THEMES,

TAILS, AND SETTINGS

The participial phrase �Ææ�
�Ø in (3.25) seems to be integrated in the

Ł
fi ��Œfi � clause as much as the other constituents that describe the

circumstances under which Antigone is to die. In this section, I will

discuss a number of participial phrases and other problems that

concern the boundaries of the clause.

The present corpus has at least one more instance where I would

argue that a participle has Focus in the clause containing the Wnite

verb, rather than functioning as a clause on its own.35 The example is

a complicated passage from Ajax, with Ajax speaking with Athena:

34 So there appears to be an argument, in part syntactical (Focus on Œ�E
�� in
parallel with the subject of the next phrase), in part from the point of view of
participant reference (the need for distinction between Theseus and Oedipus) for
Œ�E
�� as pragmatically marked. On the other hand, we will see more instances of
subject pronouns (broadly deWned) that are of questionable Focus status, which all
have in common that they follow, like postpositives, the Focus of a clause (compare
�����
�� below, n. 37).
35 See also Ant. 195, Creon’s decree about the burial of Eteocles, who died in

defence of the city (as opposed to his brother, who also died, but on the opposite side):
� ¯���Œº�Æ ��
, n� ��º�ø� ���æ�Æ	H
 j Zºøº� �B���, ��
�� IæØ�����Æ� ��æØ, j ���fiø ��
Œæ�łÆØ ŒÆd �a ��
�� K�Æª
��ÆØ . . .Alc. 180–1 is an example from Euripides:
�æ���F
ÆØ ª�æ �� OŒ
�F�Æ ŒÆd ���Ø
 j Ł
fi ��Œø ‘It is because I shrank from abandon-
ing you and my husband that I now die.’ I argued above (n. 25) that in Tro.
1168–9 �N �b
 ªaæ ŁÆ
�� �æe ��º�ø� l��� �ı	g
 Œ�º. the participial phrase, with
�æe ��º�ø�, has Focus following the verb ŁÆ
�� which functions as Topic, and that
Tro. 375 may be similarly analysed, with the main verb as Topic and the participial
phrase as Focus. Other kinds of constituents which would usually function as Setting
are occasionally also used as Topic or Focus, such as KŒ�E ��
 and K
 �b ���Æ�Ø

which function as contrastive Topics in Eur. El. 8–9: ŒIŒ�E �b
 �P��	���
·
K
 �b ���Æ�Ø j Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø ªı
ÆØŒe� �æe� ˚ºı�ÆØ����æÆ� ��ºfiø . . . ‘In Troy his fortunes
were good, but at home he was treacherously slain by his wife Clytemnestra . . .’ Alc.
534 is an example of Focus on a locative phrase (see above, n. 29), and see (3.2) for an
example of a temporal adverb with Focus. In IT 373–4 it is less clear whether we
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(3.28) Aj. l�Ø����, t �����Ø
Æ, �������� �ø

ŁÆŒ�E· ŁÆ
�E
 ªaæ ÆP�e
 �h �� �ø Ł�ºø.

Ath. �æd
 i
 �� �æ��fi �� j �� Œ�æ��
fi �� �º��
;

Aj. �æd
 i
 ��Ł�d� �æe� Œ��
� 'æŒ���ı ���ª��—

Ath. �� �B�Æ �e
 �����
�
 Kæª��fi � ŒÆŒ�
;

Aj. ����ØªØ �æH��
 
H�Æ ��Ø
Ø	Ł�d� Ł�
fi �. (Aj. 105–10)

Aj. Mistress, he sits inside, the most welcome of prisoners!

For I do not want him to die yet.

Ath. Before you have done what or have got what advantage?

Aj. Before, bound to the pillar of the hut I live in . . .

Ath. You will have done what mischief to the wretched man?

Aj. He has perished, after Wrst having his back made

bloody by my whip.

Ajax does answer Athena’s �æd
 �� question, but his actual answer is

to be found in the participles embedded in his �æ�
 clause, rather

than the verb Ł�
fi � itself. As Jebb remarks, ‘we should have had �æd


i
 . . . ��Ø
Ø	Łfi B. But the emphasis on ����ØªØ �æH��
 
H�Æ ��Ø
Ø	Ł�d�

serves to excuse the presence of Ł�
fi �,—added for the sake of greater

clearness, after the long interval.’ In my analysis, the preverbal pos-

ition of the participial clause (i.e. preverbal with regard to Ł�
fi �)

makes it the Focus of the clause, rather than the more usual function

of scene setter (as the ��Ł��� clause does).

We can compare (3.P3) from Plato’s Phaedo. Here too, the parti-

cipial phrase, ��æ�ÆŒ�
 �Ø�
 has Focus, ‘the only thing I’ve heard for

certain [about how he died] is that he died by drinking poison’, rather

than functioning as a Setting, ‘the only thing I’ve heard for certain

[about how he died] is that, after he took poison, he died’:

(3.P3) [Nobody has been to Athens, and nobody has been here . . . ]

‹��Ø� i
 ��E
 �Æ��� �Ø Iªª�EºÆØ �x�� �� q
 ��æd ����ø
, �º�


ª� �c ‹�Ø v›qlajom pi¿m I��Ł�
�Ø· (Plato Phd. 57a–b)

should interpret 
F
 as Setting or Focus: I��º�e
 �h�� I
�Øº���
 	�æ�E
, j n� 
F
 Zºøº�

‘I did not take my little brother up in my arms, (and now he is dead).’ Similarly open
to interpretation is the status of the KŒ-phrase (Setting or Focus?) in Andr. 1003–6:
�P�� 
Ø
 ������Æ�Ø� j ª
���� O
���Ø Ł�fiH �Ø��
�Æ 
F
 ��ŒÆ�, j Iºº� ’j t‘ Kjeßmou
diabokaEr te taEr KlaEr j ŒÆŒH� Oº�E�ÆØ· ‘His change of heart shall do him no
good as the god punishes him. Thanks to Apollo and my accusations he will die a
painful death.’
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. . . who could tell us anything deWnite about this matter,

except that he drank poison and died.

More regularly, however, the participial clauses function on their

own. Typically a series of actions is represented by a number of

participial clauses, culminating in a clause with a Wnite verb, as in

(3.29) below, again from Ajax :

(3.29) Aj. �PŒ ��Ø ��hæª�
 �º���
. Iººa �B�� Ng


�æe� æı�Æ "æ�ø
, �ı����g
 ��
�� ��
�Ø�

ŒÆd �æH
 �Ø 	æ����
, �r�Æ º���ŁØ�
 Ł�
ø; (Aj. 466–8)

The thing is not to be endured! But am I to go

to the Trojan wall, challenge them all single-handed,

achieve some feat, and at last perish?

In this case the main clause starts with �r�Æ, which recapitulates the

participial phrases. The adverb is a formal indication that the parti-

ciples are not an integral part of the Wnite clause. Together with

º���ŁØ�
, �r�Æ functions as the Setting for the clause; Ł�
ø has Focus.36

In (3.30) I assume that the participial phrase forms a separate

clause as well:

(3.30) Tec. ŒÆd �c
 ����Ø�� ª� ÆP�e
 K��ºı����
.

Aj. K
 ��E��� ��E� ŒÆŒ�E�Ø
; j �� ��Ø º�ª�Ø�;

Tec. �c ��� ª� ��ı �����
�� I
���Æ� Ł�
�Ø. (Aj. 531–3)

Tec. Why, I was afraid and sent him [Eurysaces] away.

Aj. Because of these troubles, do you mean?

Tec. I was afraid the poor boy might encounter you and die.

Tecmessa had removed her son by Ajax, Eurysaces. When Ajax asks

K
 ��E��� ��E� ŒÆŒ�E�Ø
 ‘these troubles’, meaning his own temporary

36 Another formal sign that the participial clause functions independently from the
Wnite clause is present in Soph. OC 1305–7. The participial clause �e
 '���º�ª	�
 . . .
Iª��æÆ� functions as background for the subdivided purpose clause, in which X
introduces the alternatives: ‹�ø� �e
 '���º�ª	�
 K� ¨��Æ� ���º�
 j �f
 ��E��� Iª��-
æÆ� j Ł�
�Ø�Ø �Æ
��Œø� j j ��f� ���� KŒ�æ��Æ
�Æ� KŒ��º�Ø�Ø ªB�. ‘[I gathered allies],
so that with their aid I could muster the expedition against Thebes with seven spears
and either die (Focus) in a just cause or expel (Focus) from the land those who had
done this (Topic)’: I take it that the substantivized participle ��f� . . . KŒ�æ��Æ
�Æ� is
integrated into the KŒ��º�Ø�Ø clause.
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madness,Tecmessa responds in the aYrmative:��� is in initial position

‘yes you’. She had fearedAjaxwouldmake Eurysaces another victim. In

this case, while there is no formal indication thatwe should analyse the

participial phrase as separate, the verb Ł�
�Ø is not topical, as are its

counterparts Ł�
fi � in (3.28) and I��Ł�
�Ø in the parallel from

the Phaedo. That last factor is the primary reason why I think an

‘integrated’ analysis (paraphrase: ‘lest he die by meeting you’) is less

appropriate than an analysis as two separate clauses: ‘lest he meet

you (Focus of participle clause) and die (the Focus in the one-word

Wnite clause)’.37

Besides participial clauses there are other extra-clausal constitu-

ents that can sometimes be formally identiWed as such, as in (3.31)

from Philoctetes:

(3.31) Ph. �Y��Ø ��ºÆ�. Iºº� �P	 › "ı��ø� ª�
��,

�P�� �����º��e� %Ø����ı ¸Æ�æ��fiø,

�P �c Ł�
ø�Ø· ������ ªaæ �c  B
 ��Ø. (Phil. 416–18)

Alas for me! But the son of Tydeus, and he who was

palmed oV on Laertius by Sisyphus,

they will never die! For they ought not to be alive!

The clause proper starts with �P ��.38 In the context, with Philoc-

tetes’ indignation that a worthy man like Ajax has died, we can expect

his next inquiry to be along the lines of ‘but what about Diomedes and

Odysseus, these scoundrels are still alive, I suppose?’. Instead, we get a

statement of absolute certainty: ‘they will not die’. The eVect of having

these subjects in a separate intonation unit from the verb is to allow

both subjects to be the main point of information in their unit, before

they become the subject of �P �c Ł�
ø�Ø, the Focus of the clause

proper. A similar example from Euripides, in that the subject phrase

functions as a Theme, preceding the rest of the sentence, is (3.E1)

37 �����
�� forms an interesting problem. I believe that it functions here as a
postpositive.
38 �P �� regularly opens clauses, as in Pl. Ap. 29d4 �ø���æ i
 K��
�ø ŒÆd �x�� �� t,

�P �c �Æ��ø�ÆØ �Øº����H
. It can be preceded by contrastive Topics as in Grg.
494d2–4 "�Øª�æ��Ø, t ˚Æºº�Œº�Ø�, —Hº�
 �b
 ŒÆd ˆ�æª�Æ
 ŒÆd K���º��Æ ŒÆd
ÆN�	�
��ŁÆØ K�����Æ, �f �b �P �c KŒ�ºÆªfi B� �P�b �c ÆN�	ı
Łfi B�· Soph. OT 328 is
similar: ��
��� ªaæ �P �æ�
�E�� · Kc¿ d‘ �P �� ���� j �¼�� , ‰� i
 �Y�ø �c �a �� , KŒ��
ø
ŒÆŒ� ‘Yes, for all of you are ignorant; I shall never . . .’
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from Troades. Cassandra is presenting her argument that Troy

is more fortunate than the Greeks (365 ��ºØ
 �b ����ø ��
�� �ÆŒÆ-

æØø��æÆ
 . . . ) and after discussing the Greeks (368 f.), she switches to

the Trojans in 386:

(3.E1) Ca. "æH�� �b �æH��
 ��
, �e Œ�ººØ���
 Œº���,

��bæ ���æÆ� Ł
fi ��Œ�
·

(Eur. Tro. 386–7)

As for the Trojans, in the Wrst place—their greatest glory—

they died for their country.

The Theme "æH�� is followed by a typical Setting constituent, signal-

ling the structure of Cassandra’s argument, �æH��
 ��
 ‘Wrst’. Follow-

ing the apposition �e Œ�ººØ���
 Œº���, which justiWes why this Wrst

point ought indeed to come Wrst, the clause proper consists of a Focus

constituent ��bæ ���æÆ� (this is what sets the Trojans apart from the

Greeks, who died without such good reasons, line 375) and the verb.

I conclude this section with an example of a Tail constituent, i.e. an

element following the clause proper, in a new intonation unit, as in

(3.32), where the clause proper ends with Ł
fi ��Œ�ı�Ø ª�æ ‘they died’:

(3.32) [Were there no eye witnesses to Laius’ murder?]

Cr. Ł
fi ��Œ�ı�Ø ª�æ, �ºc
 �x� �Ø�, n� ���fiø �ıªg


z
 �r�� �ºc
 £
 �P�b
 �r	� �N�g� �æ��ÆØ.

(OT 118–19)

No, they were all killed, except one, who ran away in

terror

and could tell nothing of what he saw for certain,

except one thing.

‘Except one’, �ºc
 �x� �Ø� forms a new unit after the main clause,

which had given the short answer to Oedipus’ question: no.39

39 Another instance of a one-Mobile clause, followed by extra-clausal ‘Tail’
constituents is Soph. Phil. 334 [Is Peleus’ son dead?] ��Ł
�Œ�
, I
�æe� �P��
��, Ł��F
�� o��, j ����ı���, ‰� º�ª�ı�Ø
, KŒ #����ı �Æ����. ‘He is dead, (and he died) at the
hand of no man, but of a god, shot dead, they say, by Phoebus.’ The diVerent pieces of
information are delivered in short bursts. Again, as in (3.32) the verb opening the
sentence answers the question. What follows expands on the short version of the
answer, ��Ł
�Œ�
 ‘yes, he is’.
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This concludes my discussion of the set of Sophoclean instances.

Throughout, I have adduced parallels from Sophocles and Euripides

in footnotes. In the following sections I will discuss all Aeschylean

instances, which are in fact quite few in number, and some problem-

atic passages from Euripides.

3 .5 AESCHYLUS

Of the many instances in the corpus, there are only fourteen Wnite

forms of Ł
fi ��Œø and Zººı�ÆØ in non-lyric passages in Aeschylus,

which I will treat in order:

(3.A1) Ca. ŒÆd 
F
 › ��
�Ø� ��
�Ø
 KŒ�æ��Æ� K�b

I��ªÆª� K� ��Ø���� ŁÆ
Æ����ı� ��	Æ�.

�ø��F �Æ�æfi��ı �� I
�� K����
�
 ��
�Ø,

Ł�æ�fiH Œ������� ��Ø
�fiø �æ����ª�Æ�Ø.

�P �c
 ¼�Ø��� ª� KŒ Ł�H
 ��Ł
�����
.

l��Ø ªaæ ��H
 ¼ºº�� Æs �Ø���æ��, (Ag. 1275–80)

And now the prophet, having undone me, his

prophetess,

hath brought me to this deadly pass.

In place of my father’s altar a block awaits me,

butchered by the stroke of a hot bloody sacriWce.

Yet, unavenged of Heaven, shall we not die;

for there shall come in turn another, our avenger . . .

Cassandra announces her own death (ŁÆ
Æ����ı� ��	Æ�, K����
�
 . . . )

in lines 1276–8. In 1279, however, she moves on and announces

that Agamemnon’s and her death (on the plural see Fraenkel ad

loc.) will not go unavenged. ¼�Ø��� ª� KŒ Ł�H
 is the Focus of the

clause, and the following ª�æ clause takes up this very point of the

revenge to come.

(3.A2) Ca. �h��Ø �ı��� ø Ł��
�
 ‰� Zæ
Ø� ���fiø

Iºº� ‰� ŁÆ
���fi � �Ææ�ıæB�� ��Ø ����,

‹�Æ
 ªı
c ªı
ÆØŒe� I
�� K��F Ł�
fi �,
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I
�æ �� �ı����Ææ��� I
�� I
�æe� ���fi �.

K�Ø��
�F�ÆØ �ÆF�Æ �� ‰� ŁÆ
�ı��
�. (Ag. 1316–20)

Not with vain terror do I shrink, as a bird that

misdoubteth bush.

After I am dead, do ye bear witness for me of this—

when for me, a woman, another woman shall be slain,

and for an ill-wedded man another man shall fall.

I claim this boon from you now that my hour

is come.

Fraenkel summarizes:40 ‘I raise this grim cry of woe not from fear, but

in order that after my death you may bear witness of this (this injury

done me), at the time when the guilty receive their punishment for

my death and Agamemnon’s.’ The Ł�
fi � clause and the line following

I would analyse as having Focus on both the nominatives and the

prepositional phrases (a woman for a woman, a man for a man).41 As

a general rule, more than one Focus in a clause is unlikely, unless the

point of the clause is precisely the connection between these elem-

ents, of which these lines are a good example.

The contrasting terms ªı
� and I
�æ are fronted, after which, in

1318, the prepositional phrase starts with ªı
ÆØŒ�� for the perfect

polyptoton (see Fraenkel ad loc. for further examples); in the follow-

ing line, I
�æ�� is put at a distance from I
�æ but the fronting of its

modiWer �ı����Ææ��� (a hapax) gives that word additional promin-

ence, while we observe at the same time that the arrangement of the

I
�� phrases is chiastic. It is hard if not impossible to determine

which factors are more important than others in lines such as these,

whose ordering seems overdetermined.

(3.A3) El. �YŒ�Øæ� ŁBºı
 ¼æ��
�� Ł� ›��F ª��
.

ŒÆd �c � �Æº��łfi �� ���æ�Æ —�º��Ø�H
 ����·

�o�ø ªaæ �P ��Ł
�ŒÆ� �P�� ��æ ŁÆ
�
. (Cho. 502–4)

Have compassion for the joint lament of woman andman,

and do not blot out this seed of Pelops’ line;

for then, in spite of death, thou art not dead.

40 Following Fraenkel and Denniston-Page, I adopt Orelli’s �Ææ�ıæB�� in line 1317.
41 Cf. above, on (3.22) and following, for examples of multiple Focus constituents.
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The appeal to Agamemnon to come to his children’s aid is supported

by the topos that man lives on through his descendants: ‘If you help

us (�o�ø is the favourable response to �YŒ�Øæ� and �c � �Æº��łfi ��), you

are not truly dead (Focus), despite your death (Tail).’

(3.A4) Slave �e
  H
�Æ ŒÆ�
�Ø
 ��f� ��Ł
�Œ��Æ� º�ªø.

Cly. �D � ª�. �ı
BŒÆ ��h��� K� ÆN
Øª���ø
.

��º�Ø� Oº����Ł� , u���æ �s
 KŒ���
Æ��
. (Cho. 886–8)

Slave The dead are killing the living, I say.

Cly. Oh me! I catch the meaning of the riddle.

By guile we are to perish, even as we slew.

Clytemnestra construes the servant’s words accurately, and concludes

that she and Aegisthus will die by ��º�Ø�, treachery (Focus), just as

they killed.

(3.A5) Cly. ���� �Ø� I
�æ�Œ�B�Æ ��º�Œı
 ‰� ��	��·

�N�H��
 �N 
ØŒH��
, j 
ØŒ���ŁÆ·

K
�ÆFŁÆ ªaæ �c ��F�� I�ØŒ���
 ŒÆŒ�F.

Or. �b ŒÆd �Æ���ø· �fiH�� �� IæŒ��
�ø� 	�Ø.

Cly. �D � ª�. ��Ł
�ŒÆ�, ��º�Æ�� `Nª��Ł�ı ��Æ.

(Cho. 889–93)

Cly. Someone give me a battle-axe, and quick!

Let us know if we are victors or vanquished;

for even to this have I come in this evil business.

Or. Thou art the very one I seek. He yonder—he has

had enough.

Cly. Oh me! Dead, valiant Aegisthus, my beloved!

Clytemnestra sees the dead Aegisthus, and if she were still in any doubt,

this should be over with Orestes’ words IæŒ��
�ø� 	�Ø. ��Ł
�ŒÆ� is

a one-word clause consisting of the Focus only, as in (3.9) above.

(3.A6) Or. ��Ø�F��
 i
 Œ���ÆØ�� ��º���� I
�æ,

��
ø
 I�ÆØ�º��Æ ŒIæªıæ����æB

���
 
��� ø
, �fiH�� �� i
 ��º��Æ�Ø

��ºº�f� I
ÆØæH
 ��ººa Ł�æ�Æ�
�Ø �æ�
Æ.

��Ø��� K��d ��
�ØŒ�� K
 ����Ø�Ø �c

ª�
�Ø�� · Oº����
 �æ��Ł�
 KŒ Ł�H
 ¼�ÆØ�. (Cho. 1001–6)
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This were the sort of thing a highwayman might get,

who tricks strangers and plies a

robber’s trade; and with this cunning snare

hemight slay many aman and gladden his heart thereby.

May such a woman not dwell with me in my house!

Ere that God grant I perish childless!

Optatives such as Oº����
 commonly occur clause-initially (with

Focus) or in one-word utterances.42 Garvie is right to comment

here that while for Orestes this is a rhetorical wish, ‘the audience may

sense a deeper meaning. Orestes will shortly be pursued by the Erinyes

intent on his destruction, and the emphatic Oº����
 provides

an eVective transition to the Chorus’s change of sentiment in the

following lines.’

(3.A7) Mess. ‰� K
 �Øfi A �º�ªfi B ŒÆ���ŁÆæ�ÆØ ��ºf�

Zº���, �e —�æ�H
 �� ¼
Ł�� �Y	��ÆØ ����
.

þ��Ø, ŒÆŒe
 �b
 �æH��
 Iªª�ºº�Ø
 ŒÆŒ�·

‹�ø� �� I
�ªŒ� �A
 I
Æ����ÆØ ��Ł��,

—�æ�ÆØ· ��æÆ�e� ªaæ �A� Zºøº� �Ææ��æø
.

(Pers. 251–5)

How at a single stroke has all your plenteous weal been

shattered, and the Xower of the Persians fallen and

perished!

Woe’s me—it is an evil oYce to be the Wrst to herald ill.

And yet, ye Persians, I needs must unfold the whole

disaster—

the whole barbarian host is lost.

Of the two modiWers of ��æÆ���, the salient �A� (Focus) precedes the

verb. The predictable �Ææ��æø
 follows. I believe we should interpret

��æÆ��� as Topic, reading the syntactic subject as made up out of two

diVerent ‘pragmatic’ constituents: in one unitary constituent, we

would expect �A� to take its usual marked position in the noun

phrase and precede the noun ��æÆ���, with or without hyperbaton,

as is the case in line 254 with �A
 . . . ��Ł��.

42 For examples see above, table 3.1 n. a.
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(3.A8) At. ��� �P ��Ł
�Œ�, ��
Æ �b ŒÆd ��
Ł�����


�H
 Iæ	�º��ø
, ‹��� K�d �Œ����ı	�fi Æ

�Æ	Ł�d� ¼
Æ
�æ�
 ���Ø
 Mæ���ı ŁÆ
�
; (Pers. 296–8)

Who is there that is not dead? Whom have we to bewail

of our leaders, who, appointed to wield the truncheon

of command,

by death left desolate his post without its chief?

‘Who has not died?’ The news of the Persian disaster is known in

general terms, but now Atossa demands speciWcs of the messenger.

The question word (Focus) comes Wrst in this question.

(3.A9) Mess. —�æ�H
 ‹��Ø��æ q�Æ
 IŒ�ÆE�Ø ���Ø
,

łı	�
 �� ¼æØ���Ø Œ�Pª�
�ØÆ
 KŒ�æ���E�,

ÆP�fiH �� ¼
ÆŒ�Ø ����Ø
 K
 �æ���Ø� I��,

��Ł
A�Ø
 ÆN�	æH� �ı�Œº������fiø ��æfiø.

(Pers. 441–4)

What Persians were in their life’s prime,

bravest in spirit, pre-eminent for noble birth,

and ever among the foremost in loyalty unto the

King himself—

these have fallen ignobly by a most inglorious doom.

All the best men (as described in the three lines preceding the main

clause) are dead. That they did so ÆN�	æH� �ı�Œº������fiø ��æfiø is sad

but of secondary importance. The verb has Focus.

(3.A10) Mess. ŒI
��FŁ�
 ��A� ªB� �	ÆØ���� ����


ŒÆd ¨���ÆºH
 ��º�Ø� �����Æ
Ø���
�ı�

��æA� K���Æ
�� · 
ŁÆ �c �º�E���Ø � Ł�
�


��łfi � �� ºØ�fiH �� · I�����æÆ ªaæ q
 ����.

(Pers. 488–91)

Thence the soil of the Achaean land

and the cities of the Thessalians received us, sore

in want of food.

There it was that full many perished

of thirst and hunger—for wewere oppressed by both.

The notion of starvation had been introduced in 483–4, and is

brought up again with �����Æ
Ø���
�ı� in 489. The Setting 
ŁÆ is
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followed by the Focus �º�E���Ø. The clause is syntactically complete

at the end of line 490, and this allows ��łfi � Œ�º. some prominence at

the beginning of the next line.

(3.A11) Et. �N ªaæ ��	�Ø�
 z
 �æ�
�F�Ø �æe� Ł�H
,

ÆP��E� KŒ��
�Ø� I
����Ø� Œ������Æ�Ø
·

q �i
 �Æ
�º�Ø� �ÆªŒ�Œø� �� Oº��Æ��. (Sept. 550–2)

Oh! would they might but get from Heaven the things

whereof they dream, themselves with all their unhal-

lowed boastings;

full surely then in utter ruin and in utter misery

would they be destroyed.

Focus is on the damning modiWers (�Æ
�º�Ø� �ÆªŒ�Œø� �[�]) that

precede the verb. While adverbials do also follow the verb, it is

probably fair to say that superlatives and these �Æ
- compounds

stand a better chance of being treated as Focus than a simple ŒÆŒH�.43

(3.A12) [Nothing is more evil than evil partnership, and its harvest

is death]

Et. j ªaæ �ı
�Ø��a� �º�E�
 �P���c� I
cæ


Æ��ÆØ�Ø Ł�æ��E� ŒÆd �Æ
�ıæª�fi Æ �Ø
d

Zºøº�
 I
�æH
 �f
 Ł�������fiø ª�
�Ø,

j �f
 ��º��ÆØ� I
�æ��Ø
 ��ŒÆØ�� J


K	Łæ���
�Ø� �� ŒÆd Ł�H
 I�
����Ø
,

�ÆP��F Œıæ��Æ� KŒ��Œø� Iªæ���Æ���,

�º�ª�d� Ł��F ����ØªØ �ÆªŒ��
fiø � ����. (Sept. 602–8)

It may be that the godly man, embarked together

with sailors hotly bent on some piece of villainy,

perishes along with the heaven-detested crew;

or, in the other case, though just himself, if that he

consorts with

fellow-citizens who hate all strangers and remember

not the gods,

he falls, beyond his due, into the selfsame snare

and is tamed when smitten byHeaven’s impartial lash.

43 For examples from Sophocles and Euripides, see above n. 12.
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[just so the seer, son of Oecles, a virtuous man in

league with impious ones, Zeus willing, will be

dragged down along with them]

The equation set out in this lengthy extract is quite straightforward:

a good person, plus bad company, equals death. The individual

instances build up from three lines, to four, to six in the case of the

seer.44As for the Zºøº�
 clause, the verb (with Focus) opens the clause

proper, following the lengthy participial phrase. While the following

words I
�æH
 �f
 Ł�������fiø ª�
�Ø are strictly speaking a restatement

of 
Æ��ÆØ�Ø Œ�º., that is, referentially equivalent to �f
 ÆP��E� or the

like, the fronted adjective Ł�������fiø brings out the important con-

trast between the pious man and his company. The second case, that

of the righteous man with evil fellow citizens, has the same structure,

up to line 607, where the participial phrase �ÆP��F Œıæ��Æ� ‘suVering

the same fate’ recalls Zºøº�
 of line 604, but in this case the doom is

elaborated on in the next line and a half.

(3.A13) Cho. �� �� ��Ø �æAª�Æ 
��Œ���
 ��º�Ø �º��
;

Mess. ��ºØ� ���ø��ÆØ· �Æ�Øº��� �� ›�����æ�Ø—

Cho. ��
��; �� �� �r�Æ�; �ÆæÆ�æ�
H ���fiø º�ª�ı. 805

Mess. �æ�
�F�Æ 
F
 ¼Œ�ı��
· ˇN����ı ��Œ�Ø—

Cho. �D � ªg ��ºÆØ
Æ, ��
�Ø� �N�d �H
 ŒÆŒH
.

Mess. �P�� I��Øº�Œ�ø� �c
 ŒÆ���������
�Ø—

Cho. KŒ�EŁØ Œ�E�Ł�
; �Ææ�Æ �� �s
 ‹�ø� �æ���
.

Mess. –
�æ�� ��Ł
A�Ø
 KŒ 	�æH
 ÆP��Œ��
ø
.

(Sept. 803–10)

Cho. What fresh event is there further to aZict the city?

Mess. The city, it is safe! But our princes, of the self-same

seed—

Cho. Who? What is’t thou meanest? My wits are

distraught from dread of what thou hast to tell.

Mess. Keep now thy wits and listen. The sons of Oedipus—

44 �o�ø� �� › ��
�Ø�, ıƒe
 ˇNŒº��ı� º�ªø, j ���æø
 ��ŒÆØ�� IªÆŁe� �P���c� I
�æ, j
��ªÆ� �æ������, I
����Ø�Ø �ı��Øª�d� j ŁæÆ�ı�����Ø�Ø
 I
�æ��Ø
 ��fi Æ �æ�
H
, j ���
�ı�Ø
����c
 �c
 �ÆŒæa
 ��ºØ
 ��º�E
, j ˜Øe� Ł�º�
��� �ıªŒÆŁ�ºŒı�Ł����ÆØ. This last clause
stretches over six lines, but it is construed along the same pattern as the preceding
ones, viz. subject, bad company, doom.
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Cho. Ah, unhappy that I am! I am a prophetess of ill.

Mess. In truth, past all questioning, smitten to the dust—

Cho. Do they lie yonder? Dread though thy tidings be,

yet speak out plainly.

Mess. Dead are the men, by hands that slew their own.

In line 810 the messenger can Wnally complete the sentence he started

in 804, and started anew in 806. –
�æ�� is Topic, ��Ł
A�Ø
 Focus

(see (3.10) above, however, for a very similar example using verb-

subject order instead).

(3.A14) Herald � ¯���Œº�Æ �b
 ��
�� K�� �P
��fi Æ 	Ł�
e�

Ł����Ø
 ���� ªB� ��ºÆØ� ŒÆ�Æ�ŒÆ�ÆE�·

��ıªH
 ªaæ K	Łæ�f� Ł�
Æ��
 �¥º��� K
 ��º�Ø

ƒ�æH
 �Æ�æfi�ø
 �� ‹�Ø�� J
 ����B� ¼��æ

��Ł
�Œ�
 �y��æ ��E� 
��Ø� Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø
 ŒÆº�
.

�o�ø �b
 I��d ��F�� K����Æº�ÆØ º�ª�Ø
·

(Sept. 1013–18)

Eteocles, who lieth here, seeing that he hath

shown loyalty to his country,

it is decreed to bury with kindly interment in its soil;

for that, hating the foe, he courted death in the city,

and pure of oVence towards the shrines of his

fathers he has fallen,

free of reproach, where it is an honour for the

young to fall.

Thus, touching him, it hath been enjoined upon

me to proclaim.

Following the participial phrase, ����B� ¼��æ (Focus of the main

clause) precedes the verb.

3 .6 EURIPIDES

In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss those few passages

from Euripides which could not be accommodated in mere foot-

notes. Where analysis was relatively straightforward, I have included
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the Euripidean instances of Ł
fi ��Œø and Zººı�ÆØ in the footnotes, but

a few remain that merit separate discussion, in part simply because

there are no obvious parallels in Sophocles.45 The Wrst is an interest-

ing case of chiasmus (or parallelism?) from Medea :

(3.E2) Med. ŒÆd �c � �d ŒæÆ�d ����Æ
��, K
 ���º�Ø�Ø �b


���� ��æÆ

�� Zººı�ÆØ, ���� �r�� Kª�.

(Med. 1065–6)

Already the crown is on her head and

the royal bride is perishing in the robe, I know it

well.

After K
 ���º�Ø�Ø we may well expect merely a subject constituent.

This would result in a straightforward structure of two locative

phrases each followed by a subject (parallelism of syntax), if it were

not for the added twist that, whereas in the Wrst clause, the wreath is

subject and the head a locative phrase, in the second clause it is the

robes (the element conceptually parallel to the wreath) which is

expressed as a locative phrase, and the subject is the bride (chiasmus

in meaning). But the sentence, which might have ended with 
����

��æÆ

��, in fact concludes with Zººı�ÆØ. This forces us to reanalyse

the pragmatic structure and understand not the subject, but the Wnite

verb as the Focus of the second clause. The second clause becomes

not ‘(the crown is on the head, and) the robe (Topic) is worn by the

bride (Focus)’, but ‘in her robes (Setting), the bride (Topic) is

perishing (Focus)’.

Another example of a chiastic structure that is rather more com-

plicated than a simple ABBA pattern is (3.E3) from the prologue of

Troades:

(3.E3) Pos. [Here is Hecuba, weeping for many reasons . . . ]

fi w �ÆE� �b
 I��d �
B�� �	Øºº���ı ����ı

45 The most striking deviation from normal usage in this corpus is probably Hel.
74–7, with the accusative I��ºÆı�Ø
 construed with ŁÆ
�� ¼
. But this is a syntactic
oddity, not a problem of word order. Ł��� �� , ‹��
 ������ 	�Ø� j � ¯º�
��, I�������ØÆ
.
�N �b �c � 
 ��
fi � j ªÆ�fi Æ ���� �r	�
, �fiH�� i
 �P���	fiø ���æfiH j Ip¸kausim eNjoFr ŁÆ
�� i

˜Øe� Œ�æ��. ‘The gods’ hatred be yours for being Helen’s double! If I were not standing
on foreign soil, this unerring arrow would have killed you for looking like Zeus’s
daughter.’ In other words, this arrow (Topic) would have been your reward (Focus).
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º�Łæfi Æ ��Ł
�Œ� �º���
ø� —�ºı��
�·

�æ�F��� �b —æ�Æ��� ŒÆd ��Œ
� · m
 �b �ÆæŁ�
�


��ŁBŒ� ���ººø
 �æ����Æ ˚Æ���
�æÆ
 ¼
Æ� . . .

(Tro. 39–42)

Unbeknownst to her, her daughter Polyxena

had been piteously killed at the tomb of Achilles;

Priam and her sons are dead; and her daughter

Cassandra,

whom lord Apollo left an untamed virgin . . .

While the skeleton for a chiastic arrangement is clearly present (�ÆE�

�b
 ��Ł
�Œ�, �æ�F��� �b —æ�Æ���), and the ABBA structure is con-

tinued with another ‘A’ in l
, the further modiWcations muddy the

picture. º�Łæfi Æ is obvious enough as a candidate for Focus, but the

locative phrase seems to have gained undue prominence—except for

the fact that it will immediately identify Polyxena for the audience,

of course.

Another preverbal locative that seems unnecessarily prominent

occurs twice in Helen:

(3.E4) Hel. łı	Æd �b ��ººÆd �Ø� �� K�d %ŒÆ�Æ
�æ��Ø�

Þ�ÆE�Ø
 ŁÆ
�
· (Hel. 52–3)

Many lives were lost by Scamander’s stream because

of me.

(3.E5) Hel. Ð� ! �ÆºÆ��øæ�Ø #æ�ª��

��
��� �� �	ÆØ��, �Ø� �� K�d %ŒÆ�Æ
�æ��Ø�

IŒ�ÆE�Ø
 � „æÆ� ��	Æ
ÆE� KŁ
fi ��Œ���,

��Œ�F
��� � ¯º�
�
 �PŒ 	�
�� 	�Ø
 —�æØ
.

(Hel. 608–11)

You poor Phrygians

and all you Greeks, day after day you perished for

my sake

on the banks of the Scamander by Hera’s contrivance,

thinking that Paris had Helen, which he never did!

I consider these instances the most problematic preverbal constitu-

ents in my Euripidean sample. They share an obvious characteristic
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in that it is proper names, and lengthy ones at that, that precede the

verb. It has been shown that proper names generally are prone to

highlighting in prosody (Devine and Stephens 1994: 479), and per-

haps these instances are a reXection of this phenomenon as well. In

(3.E4) and (3.E5), however, perhaps we need to read the locative

more closely with �Ø� �[�] than is usually done, and realize that for

the Helen of this play, ‘me at Troy’ is a pernicious Wction.

When it comes to problematic postverbal constituents, we are

confronted with the opposite case: constituents that would seem to

require a prominent position appearing after the verb. Theoretically,

given a Topic-Focus-Verb clause pattern, this should only happen

when the verb functions as the Topic of a sentence (compare above,

(3.19) through (3.21)), or when a constituent is not part of the clause

proper but a so-called Tail (above, (3.32)). When neither of these

explanations applies, the question remains whether another constitu-

ent has been highlighted for some reason.

In the case of (3.E6) from Alcestis, I wonder whether indeed we can

interpret the verb as Topic here,46 especially given Admetus’ previous

line, ‘I will never bury anyone dearer to me’:

(3.E6) Adm. �P ª�æ �Ø
� ¼ºº�
 ��º��æ�
 Ł�łø 
�Œæe


��F�� �P�� I���
�
� �N� �� · I��Æ �� ��Ø

�Ø�B�, K��d ��Ł
�Œ�
 I
�� K��F ��
�.

(Alc. 432–4)

For I shall never bury one I love more

or who has been kinder to me. She deserves my

honour since she died for me as would no one else.

In eVect, Admetus is saying that he will never be more indebted to

a dead person (¼ºº�
 . . . 
�Œæ�
). Given this peculiar context, we

can argue that ��Ł
�Œ�
 is really the Topic of the K��� clause, with

I
�� K��F ��
� as Focus constituents: ‘Her death is the only one that

happened in my stead’.47

46 See n. 25 above for further examples of verbs with Topic function in the
Euripidean sample.
47 ��
��, �æH��� typically are combinedwithother Focus constituents, as��
� is here.
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The remaining problems follow a distinct pattern: in three cases,

a preverbal �H� or ‹�ø� is followed by postverbal constituents

(underlined) that seem good candidates for Focus function as well:

(3.E7) Cly. º�ª� , �Y �Ø 	æfi � �Ø�, ŒI
��Ł�� �Æææ���fi Æ,

‹�ø� ��Ł
�Œ� �e� �Æ�cæ oPj Kmdßjyr. (El. 1049–50)

If you so desire, speak and tell me in perfect liberty

how it was unjust that your father was killed.

(3.E8) Hel. ŁÆ
�E
 Œæ��Ø���
· �H� Ł�
�Ø�� i
 oP jakHr;

(Hel. 298)

Death is best. How can it not be right to die?

(3.E9) Hel. [AfterParis died, I tried to leaveTroy for theGreek camp]

�H� �s
 �� i
 Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø�� i
 Kmdßjyr, ���Ø . . . ;

(Tro. 961)

How then should I be justly put to death, dear

husband . . . ?48

Despite the similarity in these questions, the pragmatic status of the

verb is not at all constant. In the case of (3.E7), the verb and its

subject can be considered completely presupposed: the only thing

Clytemnestra and Electra disagree about is the legitimacy of Aga-

memnon’s killing, not whether it happened or not. As in the case of

(3.E6), then, at a stretch, we might interpret the verb in (3.E7) as

Topic (in this case, in combination with the subject). Such an analysis

is completely out of the question in (3.E9), where Helen is arguing

that she does not deserve to die. Here we are perhaps more entitled to

ask how salient K
��Œø� really is compared to the verb and, accord-

ingly, we can settle on a status of ‘Remainder’ for the adverb. In the

case of (3.E8), however, neither a reading of the adverb as ‘Remain-

der’ or a reading of the verb as Topic seems to apply. Moreover, we

have seen instances above49 of �H� followed by preverbal Focus

constituents, of which I will repeat one in (3.E10), so that there

appears to be no reason to assume that an additional Focus constitu-

48 As seen by Murray, there must be a lacuna between this line and line 962, �æe�
��F �ØŒÆ�ø� Œ�º.
49 See n. 29 above.
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ent following a question word should come at the end of the clause.

All in all, I see no single satisfactory explanation for these last

examples, particularly for (3.E8).50

(3.E10) [Heracles asks Admetus what woman the house is in

mourning for]

Her. OŁ
�E�� j ��d �ıªª�
c� ª�ªH�� �Ø�;

Adm. OŁ
�E��, ¼ººø� �� q
 I
ÆªŒÆ�Æ ����Ø�.

Her. �H� �s
 K
 �YŒ�Ø� ��E�Ø
 þº���
 ���
;

Adm. �Æ�æe� ŁÆ
�
��� K
Ł��� Tæ�Æ
�����. (Alc. 532–5)

Her. Was it someone related to you by blood or not?

Adm. Not by blood, but she was in other ways closely

connected to the family.

Her. How did she come to die in your house?

Adm. After her father died, she spent her orphan years here.

The locative phrase K
 �YŒ�Ø� ��E�Ø
 has Focus, in addition to the

Focus on �H�: how is it, that if the woman was no blood relation of

Admetus’s, she died in his house?

3.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have surveyed word order in clauses featuring

Ł
fi ��Œø and Zººı�ÆØ in tragic dialogue. In what is essentially a

random sample for the purposes of word order and pragmatics, the

large majority of cases discussed here appears to conform well to an

account assuming that pragmatically marked constituents precede

the verb. I would submit that the structure of the clauses studied in

this sample shows important similarities with Greek prose, and

strengthens the presumption that we should not discard our know-

ledge of the rules of Greek word order in prose when we start reading

tragic dialogue. Nevertheless, problems remain, as will be clear from

the discussion of the individual passages, especially those near the

end of this chapter. Also, certain aspects (word order within noun

50 I will return to word order in questions in ch. 5.
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phrases, questions) have only been mentioned in passing, since these

will be treated at length in the chapters to follow. Moreover, I have

virtually ignored the metrical structure of the passages discussed; this

too is an issue which I will return to later (chapter 6). However, a few

remarks are in order on this last point. The question may be posed

whether metrical form can give a satisfactory account of the prob-

lematic passages. No doubt, metrical form is a factor, and a factor

that is bound to be still greater where proper names are involved:

while an author can choose a near synonym of a common noun or a

verb to Wt the exigencies of both metre and pragmatic structure, this

is much less likely with proper names.51 However, it is clearly dubi-

ous from a methodological standpoint to subject exclusively those

passages which have proved problematic for pragmatic analysis to

metrical scrutiny. Instead, I will use the early chapters of this book to

suggest a diVerent way of reading trimeters, and return to a more

systematic approach of the role of metre in chapter 6.

51 See Baechle (2007) on this point.
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4

Word Order in the Noun Phrase

[W]e fail to see that the fundamental diVerences in order

between Plato’s language and ours are at least as great as that

between Sitting Bull’s and ours. One consequence of this failure

is our tendency to regard as ‘natural’ such elements as are

common to Greek and English order; we therefore seek explan-

ations of the diVerences, but do not trouble to explain what is

familiar; theses are written about ŒÆd IªºÆa ��	ŁÆØ ¼��Ø
Æ

(Il. 1,23) but not about ��æø
 �� I��æ���Ø� ¼��Ø
Æ (ibid. 13).

(Dover 1960: 6)1

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I turn from the ordering of constituents in the clause

to the internal ordering of constituents themselves. In particular,

I will discuss the position of some frequent adjectives and other

modiWers vis-à-vis their nouns. In section 4.2, I discuss the adjectives

��ªÆ� and �Æ�æfiH��; in 4.3, I discuss the possessives K��� and ���.

Section 4.4 sums up this chapter and takes a brief look at numerals

modifying nouns.

For noun phrases in Greek prose, I have argued (Dik 1997a) that

the default order is for nouns to precede their (attributive) adjectives.

Nouns will also precede adjectives when they are the more salient

element in the context, so that, on this account, it is only when the

adjective is the more salient element that it will precede the noun.

1 Not much, if anything, has changed since. Hyperbaton is the subject of Devine
and Stephens (2000), and Baechle (2007).



This account departs from traditional descriptions of adjective-

noun ordering, which originate in Marouzeau’s work on Latin word

order (Marouzeau 1922). Much has been made of the statistical

diVerences, in placement preceding or following nouns, between

diVerent types of adjectives. Determining adjectives (‘stone’, ‘Greek’,

and the like), according to the rule Wrst oVered by Marouzeau for

Latin and taken over for Greek by Bergson (1960), will follow their

nouns, whereas qualifying (‘good’) and quantifying (‘big’) adjectives

will precede their nouns.

Rather than deciding to consider semantics an independent factor

for purposes of word order,2 I take it that determining adjectives are

simply less likely to constitute the most salient part of a noun phrase

than are qualifying or quantifying adjectives. Pragmatic salience,

then, trumps what one might consider the natural tendencies of

adjectives, as illustrated by the examples from Herodotus below.

We can place adjectives denoting material, which belong to the

larger group of determining adjectives, at the low end of an imagin-

ary scale of ‘intrinsic salience’ in modiWers. This, however, does not

result in a strict rule for either their salience in every context or their

placement in a noun phrase. A determining adjective like ‘stone’ can

be salient when contrasted with ‘brick’, as in the following example:

(4.1H) ���æ�Æº��ŁÆØ �b ��ıº���
�
 ��F��
 �e
 �Æ�Øº�Æ ��f�

�æ���æ�
 'øı��F �Æ�Øº�Æ� ª�
���
�ı� `Nª����ı �
����ı
�


�ıæÆ���Æ ºØ���ŁÆØ Kj pkßmhym ��Ø��Æ
�Æ, K
 �fi B ªæ���Æ�Æ

K
 º�Łfiø KªŒ�Œ�ºÆ���
Æ ���� º�ª�
�Æ K���· �� �� ŒÆ��
��Łfi B�

�æe� tar kihßmar puqalßdar . . . (Hdt. 2.136.3–4)

Moreover, being desirous of excelling all who ruled Egypt

before him, this king left a pyramid of brick to commem-

orate his name, on which is this writing, cut on a stone:

‘Deem me not less than the pyramids of stone . . .’

2 As proposed by Devine and Stephens (2000: 21). In their words, I would indeed
argue that adjective type is ‘redundantly correlated’ with salience. When adjective
placement is driven by pragmatics, it should not come as a surprise that adjectives of
diVerent types show statistically signiWcant diVerences in placement. For a similar
point, compare the diVerent statistics of the position of arguments with the seman-
tically similar verbs ¼æ	ø and �Æ�Øº��ø (Dik 1995: ch. 5). These verbs are used in
diVerent contexts, which leads to great diVerences statistically, but there is no need to
ascribe these diVerences to syntactic or semantic verb ‘types’.
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Here the adjective º�ŁØ
��, which is most often postposed in Herod-

otus, precedes the noun, which can be explained from the contrast

established in the context between brick and stone.3 In the present

account, we do not need to pose separate rules for this adjective or

for any other kind of adjective. Rather, the meaning of this word

leads naturally to the statistics on its placement, but those same

statistics and, more interestingly, the individual instances can still

be accounted for pragmatically. The pragmatic approach also oVers

an explanation for why statistics can vary widely from author to

author and even within texts.4 In the case of º�ŁØ
�� and adjectives

like it, one can expect a treatise on geology to show a diVerent set of

statistics than a work of history. The pragmatic rules stay the same,

but the demands of the text are diVerent.5

At the other end of this imaginary scale of salience, one could place

quantifying and qualifying adjectives, but also a diVerent type of

modiWer, the possessive. While it can be argued that possessives are

intrinsicallycontrastive, in somecontexts such intrinsiccontrastwillbe

more to the point than in others. To take an example fromHerodotus,

when Gyges responds to Candaules’ proposal to spy on his naked

wife, we can be conWdent (pace Cairns 1996: 78) that he does not

mean to give the possessive more emphasis than he does the noun:6

(4.2H) ˜�����Æ, ��
Æ º�ª�Ø� º�ª�
 �PŒ �ªØ�Æ, Œ�º��ø
 �� de† spoimam

tcm Klcm Ł���Æ�ŁÆØ ªı�
�
; (Hdt. 1.8.3)

3 The most frequent attributive use (‘stone statue’, ‘stone building’, etc.) does not
involve preposing (see e.g. Hdt. 2.69.2, 2.91.2 º�ŁØ
�Ø, 2.110.1, 2.111.4, 2.121.Æ1). But
º�ŁØ
�� is also preposed when ‘a statue of X’ is expressed as ‘a stone X’, as in Hdt.
7.225.2, º�ŁØ
�� º�ø
 ‘a statue of a lion’.
4 For a diVerent view, see especially Devine and Stephens, who argue (2000: 21–2),

on the basis of statistical diVerences between Herodotus and Thucydides, that the
relatively high frequency of postposed adjectives in Herodotus must be a feature of
the Ionic dialect. I would argue that while we lump these two authors together as one
genre, it is naive to expect that any diVerence in their usage is necessarily related to
dialect. In the particular case of postposed adjectives, I would point out that there is
more description for the sake of description (as opposed to description in the service
of argumentation) in Herodotus than Thucydides, and this calls for more postposed
adjectives (on the diVerence between Herodotus and Thucydides in description see
also Crane 1996: 3–5). One of the few passages in Thucydides in which adjectives are
postposed with some frequency is precisely the description of the plague.
5 For a similar treatment of a question of Latin word order, see Pinkster (1990b).
6 The ‘grammar of possession’ in Greek makes clear, however, that the possessive is

certainly not colourless here: a less emphatic alternative would be a deWnite noun
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‘Master,’ said he, ‘what a pestilent command is this that you

lay upon me! that I should see her who is my mistress

naked!’

The passage below shows the same noun preceding and then follow-

ing the possessive. The noun ZłØ� Wrst precedes the possessive K��

(ZłØ� introduces a list of items), and then follows it, when the latter

presents a more salient contrast with `Nªı����ı�:

(4.3H) )�	æØ �b
 �����ı flxir te Klc ŒÆd ª
��� ŒÆd ƒ���æ�� �ÆF�Æ

º�ª�ı�Æ K���, �e �b I�e ��F�� `Nªı����ı� æ	��ÆØ º�ª�ı�

Kæ�ø
 ŒÆ�a �a XŒ�ı�
· �æ�����ÆØ �b ÆP��E�� �Ø ŒÆd tBr KlBr

flxior. (Hdt. 2.99.1)

Thus far, all I have said is the outcome of my own sight and

judgement and inquiry. Henceforth I will record Egyptian

chronicles, according to that which I have heard, adding

thereto somewhat of what I myself have seen.7

The thrust of this account of modiWer placement, then, is to suggest

that we should read preposedmodiWers as marked. A caveat is in order,

however. In a range of contexts, a Greek author could choose whether

to mark the modiWer or the noun. For us as modern readers, this

implies that it is often impossible to exclude alternative readings on

the basis of the context: should one chargeOedipus with killing his very

own father, or his father? Is Greek word order a big problem, or a big

problem? But inGreek, as in these English examples, it is clear that there

exists variation in linguistic form (whether in word order, or prosody,

or both) and the fact that in some contexts, alternative expressions are

possible, does not imply that these expressions are synonymous.

Following Simon Dik’s motto that we should take languages ser-

iously,8 in the pages to follow I will consider the surrounding context

of the noun phrases under consideration, and contrast instances of

phrase �c
 �����Ø
Æ
 (since Gyges’ mistress is uniquely identiWable); the genitive of
the enclitic Wrst person pronoun is out, given the Wrst person singular subject.
Foregrounding the possessive idea is possible either by preposing K��
 or by using
the reXexive: �c
 K��øı��F �����Ø
Æ
.

7 Godley’s Loeb translation. Note that this translation introduces some intensiWers
that are not present in the Greek: ‘my own’, ‘myself ’.
8 See e.g. S. C. Dik (1997: 17–18). In resolutely functionalist manner, the passage

continues (18): ‘Whenever there is some overt diVerence between two constructions
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the same or similar nouns in diVerent contexts to investigate how

this account holds up in Sophocles.

I will not be discussing hyperbaton in this chapter. Although much

progress has beenmade in the syntactic description of hyperbaton (on

which see below), a pragmatically sensitive study of hyperbaton in

Greek prose remains a desideratum. Such a study would have to

predate work on hyperbaton in Greek poetry. The grammar of the

Greek noun phrase is an understudied area, which I am conWdent

Hellenists will be exploring in years to come. One aspect that I trust

will prove particularly fruitful for tragedy is the study of deixis. The

frequency of proximal deictics, especially, is extremely high in tragedy

as compared to other genres. This andmany other matters fall outside

the scope of this chapter.9

4.1.1 Alternative Accounts

Two important recent contributions need to be mentioned here.

Much work on modiWer placement in the tragic and comic trimeter

has been done by Baechle (2007), who concentrates on the eVects of

intractable word shapes. He argues that hyperbaton can be ascribed

to the poet’s need to accommodate such word shapes in the line, so

that on this view there is at best a marginal role for pragmatic factors.

While mindful of the problem that metrical structure poses, I do not

consider lexical selection (the source of particular word shapes,

tractable or intractable) to have such primacy in composition that

all other factors must be considered on the basis of the word shapes

as we Wnd them.10 However, I have selected some particularly ‘tract-

able’ word shapes for the modiWers in this chapter, so as to avoid

looking only at a collection of overdetermined ordering patterns.

X and Y, start out on the assumption that this diVerence has some kind of functionality
in the linguistic system . . . Try to Wnd out why X and Y are diVerent, on the working
assumption that such a diVerence would not be in the language unless it had some
kind of task to perform.’ X and Y in this chapter are preposed and postposed
modiWers, of course.

9 I am aware of work in progress on the Greek noun phrase generally by S. Bakker,
on deWniteness by A. Rijksbaron, and speciWcally on hyperbaton by S. R. Slings.
10 Another problemwith this approach is that many of the intractable verbs which

intervene between modiWer and noun are not the vox propria at all. See, for instance,
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Devine and Stephens (2000) present a wide-ranging study of the

syntactic characteristics of, and restraints on, hyperbaton in Greek

prose and poetry.11 One important conclusion that emerges from

both of these accounts, however, is that discontinuous noun phrases

in tragedy, as opposed to comedy and prose, are not as easily distin-

guished pragmatically from continuous noun phrases. Accordingly,

I will take preposing and postposing of modiWers as my primary con-

cern in this chapter, abstracting for the moment from the question of

continuity. In doing this, I also aim to restore the balance of scholarly

attention somewhat.AsDover (1960: 6) has pointedout (quoted at the

opening of this chapter), scholars have consistently paid much atten-

tion to hyperbaton (Sperrung, Spaltung, discontinuity) and virtually

ignored ‘normal’ ordering; in this chapter I will do the opposite.12

I will start (section 4.2) with adjectives. In section 4.3 I discuss the

placement of the possessives K��� and ���. In 4.4, I conclude with

a brief discussion of how the placement of numerals, too, can be

interpreted along the lines suggested in this chapter.

4 .2 ADJECTIVES

Some of the most frequent adjectives in Sophocles are listed in table

4.1 below, with the most frequently preposed adjectives Wrst.13

the use of K����Æ�
ø in (4.45) below. This verb is attested in other authors, but it is
hardly the regular expression for ‘be at a certain place’. I do agree that the incidence of
hyperbaton is a style marker whose use was carefully calibrated, as Baechle shows, but
I would add that selection of where to use it was still made by pragmatic criteria.

11 In Dik (2001) I give a somewhat longer account of this work. I am in basic
agreement with Devine and Stephens’s views on the main types of hyperbaton they
discuss and many of their observations. I especially recommend Devine and Stephens
(2000: 33–70) for a succinct introduction to the most frequent form of hyperbaton,
the types of focus involved, etc.
12 For a full bibliography on hyperbaton, a perennial favourite, see Baechle (2007)

and Devine and Stephens (2000). Bolkestein (2001) addresses discontinuity in Latin.
13 The total number of occurrences of all these adjectives is much larger, but all

substantive, predicative, and adverbial uses were excluded, as well as occurrences
outside the spoken parts. The 44 instances of attributive ŒÆŒ�� were gleaned from
over 300 total instances, whereas the 39 instances of �Æ�æfiH�� and ���æØ�� derive from
a total of only 54 instances in the seven tragedies.
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Metrically, these adjectives all produce wordshapes easily placed

in the trimeter. Most are disyllabic, with short (e.g. ŒÆŒ��) or long

(e.g. ��Ø
��) penults. Semantically, the group includes determining

(such as 
��� or 
Æı�ØŒ��), qualifying (such as K�Łº�� or ŒÆº��) and

quantifying (such as ��º�� or ��ªÆ�) modiWers. As I indicated above,

it has been argued (most recently, Devine and Stephens 2000: 20–2)

that the diVerent semantics of these adjectives result in diVerent

ordering preferences, viz. that in Attic Greek, determining adjectives

are more likely to be postposed than qualifying and quantifying

adjectives.

While numbers are small, it appears from the tables that neither

metre nor semantics can shed very much light on the placement of

these adjectives. The metrically similar ��Ø
��, K�Łº��, (�)�ØŒæ��, and

Table 4.1 Placement of selected attributive adjectives in Sophocles

adjective semantic type no. preposed (%) no. postposed (%)


��� determining 8 (100) 0 (0)
�ÆºÆØ�� determining 16 (89) 2 (11)
��º�� quantifying 50 (82) 11 (18)

Æı�ØŒ�� determining 4 (80) 1 (20)
(�)�ØŒæ�� quantifying 15 (79) 4 (21)
��Ø
�� qualifying 22 (73) 8 (27)
�Æ�æfiH��/���æØ�� determining 26 (67) 13 (33)
��ªÆ�a quantifying 11 (65) 6 (35)
K�Łº�� qualifying 4 (50) 4 (50)
��*�� qualifying 3 (50) 3 (50)
ŒÆŒ�� qualifying 21 (48) 23 (52)
�Æ*�� qualifying 3 (37) 5 (63)
	æ����� qualifying 1 (20) 4 (80)
ŒÆº�� qualifying 2 (18) 11 (82)

aComparative ��� ø
 has 10 preposed (77%), 3 postposed; superlative ��ªØ���� has 4 preposed (40%)
and 6 postposed instances.

Table 4.2 Placement of attributive adjectives by semantic

type in Sophocles

semantic type no. preposed (%) no. postposed (%)

quantifying 76 (78) 21 (22)
determining 54 (77) 16 (23)
qualifying 56 (49) 58 (51)
all 186 (66) 95 (34)
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	æ�����, on the one hand, do not show similar behaviour, nor, on the

other hand, do ŒÆŒ��, ŒÆº��, and 
���. Simple correlations between

word shape and placement of the modiWer are impossible, even in the

case of 
���, where all but two of these preposed modiWers appear at

line end, as in (4.1):14

(4.1) Tec. �YŒ�Øæ� �� , t
Æ�, �ÆE�Æ �e
 ��
, �N 
�Æ�

�æ��B� ���æ�Ł�d� ��F �Ø�����ÆØ ��
�� . . .

(Soph. Aj. 510–11)

And pity your son, my lord . . . if he is robbed

of his early sustenance and must live bereft of you!

As far as the semantic distinctions between qualifying, quantifying, and

determining adjectives are concerned, in this small sample we Wnd

adjectives with a strong preference for preposing in all three groups

(see table 4.2 above). The determining adjectives, which have been

claimed to prefer postposing, are in fact predominantly preposed,

which is the behaviour predicted for quantifying and qualifying adjec-

tives. Of these latter two, the quantifying adjectives do show a prefer-

ence for preposing, but the qualifying adjectives, while varying widely

(compare, for instance, ��Ø
�� and ŒÆº��), taken together, show an

almost equal distribution between preposing and postposing.

As I said in the introduction, this is not the place for extensive

discussion of the inXuence of semantic distinctions on word order.15

The adjectives studied here make clear that while ‘qualifying’ and

‘determining’ capture an intuitive diVerence between adjectives, and

one that is reXected in their use, it is probably better to think of

the phenomenon as scalar than as a black-and-white distinction.

The adjective ��ªÆ� is a case in point. I have classiWed it in table

4.1 above as ‘quantifying’ rather than ‘qualifying’ or ‘determining’

but, arguably, it is determining in expressions such as �Æ�Øº�f� ›

��ªÆ� ‘the Great King’ and the same is true of ��� ø
 in `YÆ� ›

14 The exceptions to placement at line end areOT 1 me† a �æ��� j and Aj. 735–6 
�Æ� j
��ıºa� me† oisim KªŒÆ�Æ ���Æ� �æ���Ø�.
15 As will become apparent below, I believe that what statistical signiWcance can be

shown by syntactic or semantic approaches tends to point to underlying pragmatic
factors. Compare Dover (1960: 31): ‘. . . all patterns of order which are describable in
syntactical terms are secondary phenomena.’ On adjectives speciWcally, see Dik
(1997a).
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��� ø
 ‘the greater Ajax’ (Phil. 411). On the other hand, ��ªÆ� is

better classiWed as qualifying in ��ªÆ� ˘��� ‘great Zeus’ (Trach. 399).16

Such examples can be multiplied. Looking back to 
�Æ� �æ��B� in

(4.1) above, for instance, how can we decide that the adjective here is

a neutral reference to early childhood (determining or quantifying?),

or a pathetic reference to helplessness (qualifying?)?17

In what follows, I will discuss what indications there are that

preposing can indeed be considered the marked order for the adjec-

tive, speciWcally in the case of ‘quantifying’ ��ªÆ� (section 4.2.1), and

go on to consider the instances of pre- and postposing of the adjec-

tive �Æ�æfiH��, which is considered a ‘determining’ adjective (4.2.2).

4.2.1 Marked Greatness or Unremarkable Size?
The Case of le† car

Noun phrases composed of a head noun plus an adjective do not

lend themselves to pragmatic analysis as easily as clauses do. Take for

instance English ‘big problem’. In many contexts, it is equally felici-

tous to emphasize the adjective as it is to emphasize the noun. This

does not necessarily mean that these alternatives are functionally

equivalent, however. Likewise, there may be contexts in which it is

equally felicitous to prepose or to postpose the adjective ��ªÆ�, but

that does not mean that the alternatives constitute meaningless

variations.

Roughly two thirds of the instances of ��ªÆ� are preposed, yet

I will argue in this section that there is good reason to maintain the

hypothesis that this is the marked position of the adjective. A Wrst

indication is its repetition in the aYrmative response in (4.2) below:

(4.2) Io. ŒÆd �c
 ��ªÆ� ª� O�ŁÆº�e� �ƒ �Æ�æe� ����Ø.

Oe. ��ªÆ�, �ı
���� · Iººa �B�  ���� �����.

(Soph. OT 987–8)

16 Similarly, perhaps, ��ªÆ� j ÆNŁ�æ in Ant. 420–1, but see below (n. 19). Inciden-
tally, I do not mean to suggest that the examples given here represent noun-adjective
combinations that are completely Wxed in order. The Great King occurs in many
diVerent orderings in Xenophon, for instance.
17 On the basis of my Wndings in the rest of this section, I lean to the more marked

interpretation.
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Io. Well, your father’s funeral is a great source of light.

Oe. Yes, I understand; but I am afraid while she still lives.

Oedipus has to admit to Iocaste that Polybus’s death comes as a relief

to him, even if he has already shifted his attention to his mother. The

repetition of the adjective leaves no doubt that we should read it as

the most salient part of the noun phrase.

The adverbial z�� in (4.3), whether or not construed strictly with

the noun phrase that follows, again suggests that we should read the

adjective as marked (Jebb: ‘Now wherefore hast thou come in this

Werce wrath . . .’):

(4.3) Ph. �s ª� , t ��Œ
�
· ��
�� ªaæ z�� �e
 ��ªÆ


	�º�
 ŒÆ�� ÆP�H
 KªŒÆºH
 Kº�ºıŁÆ�; (Phil. 327–8)

Well said, my son! What is the cause of the great

anger that leads you to accuse them?

For further examples of interrogatives, like ��
�� here, followed by

other Focus elements, see § 5.3.

The majority of the examples that I consider to support the hypo-

thesis, however, are cases in which the salience of the adjective is

apparent from the presence of contrastive words and/or more quanti-

fying adjectives in the immediate context, as in examples (4.4)–(4.6):

(4.4) Ag. le† car �b �º�ıæa ��F� ��e slijqAr ‹�ø�

����Øª�� OæŁe� �N� ›�e
 ��æ����ÆØ. (Aj. 1253–4)

A huge ox goes straight along the road,

guided by a small goad.

The contrasting element need not be an attributive adjective itself.

(4.5) is a case in point:18

(4.5) El. Œ�P�� ¼
 �� ºı���Æ�Æ ���Æ���
 bqawù

ÆP�c le† c‘ ��æ�E
 Œ�æ���· (El. 1304–5)

18 I would explain the late position of �æÆ	� from the greater importance of
ºı���Æ�Æ here. Electra is saying primarily that she does not want to inXict any
º��� on Orestes; this in contrast to the ���
Æ� of the previous lines. �P�b �æÆ	�
‘not even a little’ is secondary to this, but it does prepare for the contrast with ��ªÆ.
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And I would not accept great gain for myself

at the price of small pain to you;

In (4.6), ��ªÆ
 is accompanied by a second quantiWer, ���fi �. The two

noun phrases reinforce, rather than contrast with each other:

(4.6) Aj. q ��ı ��ºÆØ
Æ, ��
�� ‹�Æ
 Œº�fi � ���Ø
,

l��Ø le† cam ŒøŒı�e
 K
 p›sg– ��º�Ø. (Aj. 850–1)

Poor woman, when she hears this news

she will utter loud wailing in all the city!

With some hesitation I add here an instance from the guard’s

description of the sudden storm in Antigone:

(4.7) Guard ŒÆd ���� K�Æ��
�� 	Ł�
e�

�ı�g� Iª��æÆ� �Œ����
, �Pæ�
Ø�
 ¼	��,

����º��Ø �����
, pAsam ÆNŒ� ø
 ����


oº�� ���Ø����, K
 �� K�����Ł� le† car

ÆNŁ�æ· ���Æ
��� �� �Y	���
 Ł��Æ
 
���
. (Ant. 417–21)

And then suddenly a whirlwind on the ground

raised up a storm, a trouble in the air,

and Wlled the plain, tormenting all the foliage

of the woods that covered the ground there; and the

vast sky

was Wlled with it, and we shut our eyes and endured

the god-sent aZiction.

The storm’s overwhelming presence is represented indirectly by what

it overpowers: all the foliage, and the vast sky; more directly the

‘Wlling’ verbs ����º��Ø and K
 . . . K�����Ł� express how the storm

takes over the entire landscape.19

In (4.8), Wnally, the main motivation for the preposing of ��ªÆ� is

probably the contrast, but in addition to the contrastive ��ØŒæ�F,

there is a second quantiWer, ��ºº�
, in the same sentence, which is

again preposed.

19 It is not impossible that we should instead read ��ªÆ� j ÆNŁ�æ as we read ��ªÆ�
˘���, viz. ‘the Great Sky.’ However, this does not seem to be a frequent collocation
(once elsewhere in Sophocles, at OC 1471 (lyr.)), and there is also an instance of
noun-adjective order at Aj. 1192–3 (lyr.).
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(4.8) Men. �o�ø �b ŒÆd �b ŒÆd �e �e
 º��æ�
 ����Æ

slijqoF 
���ı� ��	� ¼
 �Ø� KŒ�
���Æ� le† car

	�Ø�g
 ŒÆ�Æ�����Ø� �c
 pokkcm ���
.

(Aj. 1147–9)

Just so shall a small cloud issue in a mighty tempest

that shall blow upon you and your loud mouth

and put a stop to all your shouting.

The seven preceding instances give more or less clear indications in

the context that the adjectives should be interpreted as marked. The

three remaining instances20 are compatible with such an interpret-

ation, but they do not have such markers in the immediate context as

we saw in the examples above. In (4.9), Theseus reacts to Oedipus’

statement that his (Oedipus’) body will protect the Athenians from

the Thebans:

(4.9) The. ��ª� i
 º�ª�Ø� ��æ��Æ �B� �ı
�ı��Æ�. (OC 647)

The gift of your presence that you speak of is a great one.

Similarly, Oedipus announces that he will be a ‘great saviour’:

(4.10) Oe. Ka
 ªaæ ���E�, t ��
�Ø, Ł�º��� K��d

�f
 �ÆE��� �ÆE� ���
ÆE�Ø �����	�Ø� Ł�ÆE�

IºŒc
 ���E�ŁÆØ, �fi B�� �b
 ��º�Ø ��ªÆ


�ø�Bæ� Iæ�E�Ł�, ��E� �� K��E� K	Łæ�E� ��
�ı�.

(OC 457–60)

For if you, strangers, are willing

with the aid of these awesome goddesses of your deme

to give me protection, you will acquire a great

preserver for this city, and cause trouble for my enemies!

The third and Wnal example is from Ajax:

(4.11) Ag. �ÆF�� �PŒ IŒ���Ø
 ��ª�ºÆ �æe� ���ºø
 ŒÆŒ�; (Aj. 1235)

Is it not a great scandal that we hear this from slaves?

This comes close to my introductory example of ‘big problem’. Aga-

memnon can express his outrage at this scandal by focusing on the

size of the evil, or the evil itself. This last example is not incompatible

20 There is a total of eleven preposed instances. I mentioned ��ªÆ� ˘��� above; this
leaves ten others.
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with the hypothesis, and given the indications for markedness in so

many of the other instances of preposing, I conclude that we should

most likely read this instance of a preposed adjective as marked as

well.21

4.2.2 Paternal Proprieties: patqy— Ð or

In the introduction to this chapter I discussed an example of a deter-

mining adjective, º�ŁØ
��, which is rarely preposed, butwhich, given the

right context, can become highly salient, and get preposed as a result. In

this section, I will discuss another adjective normally classiWed as

determining, �Æ�æfiH�� ‘belonging to one’s father’. Surprisingly, in

Sophocles, �Æ�æfiH�� is preposed as often as ��ªÆ� is (see above, table

4.1). In some cases, we can again see that there is an explicit contrast

which makes �Æ�æfiH�� salient, as in the following example:22

(4.12) Mess. `¥�ø
 Zºøº�
· ÆP��	�Øæ �� Æƒ������ÆØ.

Cho. ����æÆ �Æ�æfi�Æ� j �æe� �NŒ��Æ� 	�æ��; (Ant. 1175–6)

Mess. Haemon is dead; and his own hand has shed his blood.

Cho. Was it by his father’s hand or by his own?

Emotional appeal, however, if hard to prove, is likely a factor as well. In

this respect it is suggestive that we see precisely in Trachiniae, with

reference toHeracles, �Æ�æfi�fiø ˜Ø� / ˘�
� (Trach. 288, 753) rather than

the expected postposed adjective.23 We Wnd similar ordering patterns

21 This, of course, does also depend on the predominant absence of indicators of
markedness in the set of postposed instances. The following are the postposed
instances: Aj. 465, 1077, El. 320, 670, Phil. 59, Trach. 667. The one instance among
these which has a contrasting adjective in the context is Aj. 1077: Iºº� ¼
�æÆ 	æ�,
Œi
 �H�Æ ª�

��fi � le† ca, j ��Œ�E
 ����E
 i
 Œi
 I�e ��ØŒæ�F ŒÆŒ�F. Perhaps this ad-
jective should be taken as predicative, not attributive.
22 Even without the disjunction, 	�æ�� following ÆP��	�Øæ would not be salient.

One could paraphrase: ‘Did his father kill him, or he himself?’ Similarly Trach. 236,
�Æ�æfi�Æ� �Y�� �Ææ��æ�ı . . .
23 Jebb notes ‘Zeus as the god of his fathers, the protector of his race, rather than

with reference to the personal relationship,’ but this is surely not all there is to it.
Elsewhere, we Wnd �Æ�æfiH�� postposed with gods in three instances (not counting
Ant. 839 (lyr.)): �æe� Ł�H
/t Ł��d �. in OC 756, Phil. 933, El. 411. At Trach. 1168,
Heracles refers to Zeus’ oracle at Dodona as �B� �Æ�æfi�Æ� ŒÆd ��ºıªº����ı �æı��,
and here an interpretation as ‘oak of my fathers’ vel sim. is clearly impossible.
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in the orators where words like house, possessions, etc. are typically

preceded rather than followed by �Æ�æfiH��, as in this example from

Demosthenes:24

(4.1D) K���Æº�� �b
 �e
 �Æı��F Ł�E�
 ˝ØŒ�Æ
 KŒ �B� �Æ�æfi�Æ�

�NŒ�Æ�, . . . (Dem. 45.70)

You ejected your own uncle Nicias from the house of his

fathers, . . .

At this point we can brieXy revisit the options open to the descriptive

linguist when confronted with these data. Taking the numerical evi-

dence from Demosthenes and Sophocles as our starting point, various

conclusions are possible. Since in both authors �Æ�æfiH�� is predomin-

antly preposed, we can state that preposing is the default, unmarked

ordering. We would then need to formulate a separate rule for post-

posed �Æ�æfiH�� as an epithet of divinities. Such a description would

indeed account formost occurrences in prose, but it would not begin to

capture the variation we Wnd in Sophocles, where we Wnd both pre-

posing with divinities and postposingwith other nouns. Conversely, we

can hypothesize, as we did in the case of ��ªÆ�, that preposing consti-

tutes the marked option for the modiWer, even though it is the most

frequent use. The adjective will be postposed if it is unmarked. Another

explanation for noun-adjective order on this account is that it is also

the predicted ordering when it is the nouns that are the most salient

part of the constituent. Compare the instances of �Æ�æfiH�� with ªB in

examples (4.13)–(4.15), and its use with ��
�� in (4.16) and (4.17):

(4.13) Or. Iºº� , t �Æ�æfi�Æ ªB Ł��� �� Kª	�æØ�Ø . . . (El. 67)

But do you, my native land, and you, gods of the place . . .

This invocation (Phil. 1040 is very similar) represents the majority

use of �Æ�æfiH��, in that the adjective is preposed and there is no

reason to suspect salience of a contrastive kind in the adjective. We

can perhaps say, however, that the adjective here is more salient than

24 The only postposed instances I found in the Demosthenic corpus are the
expected ���ººø
�� �Æ�æfi��ı (Dem. 57.54, 67), and KŒ ��F Æ���F 	øæ��ı ��F
�Æ�æfi��ı ([Dem.] 43.72). Nineteen are preposed with such nouns as �rŒ��, �P��Æ,
and the like, where one wonders how informative the adjective actually is. The
potential of this adjective for emotional appeal is clear from its frequent collocation
with verbs like I�����æ�ø.
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the semantically light ªB, especially in view of the fact that Orestes

has newly returned to his father’s land, and has come to avenge his

father. The invocation as a whole shows a chiastic arrangement, with

the contrasting nouns juxtaposed, which is one option for nouns in a

series. Creon’s words about Polyneices in (4.14) combine the same

nouns in a diVerent ordering:

(4.14) Cr. �e
 �� Æs ��
ÆØ��
 ��F��, —�ºı
��Œ�
 º�ªø,

n� ªB
 �Æ�æfi�Æ
 ŒÆd Ł��f� ��f� Kªª�
�E�

�ıªa� ŒÆ��ºŁg
 MŁ�º��� �b
 �ıæd

�æB�ÆØ ŒÆ�� ¼ŒæÆ� . . .

(Ant. 198–201)

But his brother, I mean Polyneices,

who came back from exile meaning to burn to the

ground

his native city and the gods of his race . . .

This example shows the less frequent ordering. The nouns ªB
 and

Ł���� are preposed, which ordering can be seen as motivated—given

the possibility of chiasmus as in (4.13), not predicted—by the coordin-

ation of these two entities into a pair. In such enumerations nouns will

typically be the better single descriptors of new or unused entities than

adjectives. We can give a similar interpretation in the case of (4.15):

(4.15) Dei. . . . �e Œ�ºº�� ÆP�B� �e
 ���
 �Ø�º���
,

ŒÆd ªB
 �Æ�æfi�Æ
 �P	 'Œ�F�Æ �����æ��

��æ�� ŒI���ºø��
. (Trach. 465–7)

[I pitied her. . . because] her beauty had destroyed her life,

and by no fault of hers, poor creature, she had brought her

native land

to ruin and to slavery.

Deianeira observes that Iole has ruined her (own) life and her land.

Again, it is possible to see ªB
 as the more salient element given that it

follows as a second element that is ruined after ���
 in the earlier clause.25

25 Harm Pinkster (p.c.) points out another factor: the unmarked ordering is more
likely when other elements have Focus (here: �P	 'Œ�F�Æ �����æ��), while the noun
phrase under discussion is the Topic of the clause. I discuss a Wnal example of ªB
�Æ�æfi�Æ below (4.22).
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In the following set of examples, ��
�� ‘murder’ is the noun with

which �Æ�æfiH�� is combined. Oedipus (4.16) and Clytemnestra (4.17)

postpose this adjective, while Electra (4.18) preposes it:

(4.16) Oe. Iºº� �P ªaæ �h�� K
 ��E��� IŒ�����ÆØ ŒÆŒe�

ª���Ø�Ø
 �hŁ� �R� ÆNb
 K���æ�E� �� ��Ø

��
�ı� �Æ�æfi��ı� K��
�Ø�� ø
 �ØŒæH�. (OC 988–90)

No, neither this marriage nor the killing of my father,

which you never cease to cast in my teeth with bitter

reproaches,

shall prove me to be evil.

In Oedipus’ words, the murder of his father is contrasted with the

marriage with his mother. He has just defended himself against the

latter charge, now he turns to the murder.

(4.17) Cly. ŒÆ� �� , K��d �B��� 	Ł�
e�

K�BºŁ�
, �PŒ��� �r��
· KªŒÆºH
 �� ��Ø

��
�ı� �Æ�æfi��ı� ���
� K�����º�Ø ��º�E
· (El. 777–9)

After he left this land

he never saw me, but he reproached me

with his father’s murder and he swore to do terrible things.

Clytemnestra repeats Orestes’ charges. Again, as in (4.16), the noun

is preposed.

(4.18) El. 
F
 �� �
�Œ� �PŒ��� ��Ø
, K� �b �c �º��ø,

‹�ø� �e
 ÆP��	�ØæÆ �Æ�æfi��ı ��
�ı

�f
 �fi B�� I��º�fi B �c ŒÆ��Œ
���Ø� Œ�Æ
�E


`YªØ�Ł�
· (El. 954–7)

But now that he is no more, I look to you,

not to be afraid to kill with me your sister

the author of our father’s murder,

Aegisthus.

In (4.18), Wnally, it is Electra who remembers Agamemnon’s murder,

and she preposes the adjective.26 It is attractive to conclude that the

preposed adjective is the stronger version, which plays up the horror

26 We can add that ��
�ı is less newsworthy here given the preceding ÆP��	�ØæÆ.
Further discussion of this example follows in ch. 6, as (6.4).
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of patricide, as against the attempts on the part of Clytemnestra and

Oedipus to diminish their guilt.

Many of the postposed cases lend themselves to such readings,

giving prominence to the head nouns, which contrast with, or other-

wise react to, another noun in their vicinity, as in (4.19)–(4.21), or

downplay the ‘fatherliness’, as in (4.22):

(4.19) El. ��Ø�Æ ���Æ� ���æÆ� ��Œ�E� �� ¼ª�Ø
,

‹�Æ
 hq¸moir `YªØ�Ł�
 K
ŁÆŒ�F
�� Y�ø

��E�Ø
 �Æ�æfi��Ø�, �N���ø �� KshÞlata

��æ�F
�� KŒ��
fiø �ÆP��, ŒÆd �Ææ�����ı�

���
��
�Æ º�Ø�a� 
Ł� KŒ�E
�
 þº���
, (El. 266–70)

And then what kind of days do you think I pass

when I see Aegisthus sitting on my father’s throne,

and when I see him wearing the same clothes

he wore, and pouring libations by the same hearth

at which he murdered him . . . ?

Electra enumerates the ways in which Aegisthus’ presence in the

house makes her life unbearable. The nouns Łæ�
�Ø� and K�Ł��Æ�Æ

are preposed.27 The various instances of hyperbaton in this passage

are worth considering for a moment. The late position in the clause

of ��E�Ø
 �Æ�æfi��Ø�, postponed to the beginning of the next line,

makes it likely that we can regard it as Tail constituent, a unit of

additional, clarifying information that follows the main clause. We

might paraphrase with ‘. . . sitting on the throne, my father’s throne.’

The two following instances of hyperbaton are less far-reaching, with

only the governing participles (��æ�F
�Æ, ���
��
�Æ) intervening

between the two parts of the noun phrases. Nonetheless, this distance

allows for a pragmatically non-homogeneous noun phrase, which

can be said to have an internal Topic-Focus articulation: while

K�Ł��Æ�Æ represents new28 information, it functions at the same

time as the grounding of the modiWer phrase KŒ��
fiø �ÆP��.29

27 This changes in the last element in the series, �Ææ�����ı� . . . º�Ø���. We can see,
however, that the reference to the hearth that is made with the adjective is what gets
picked up by the relative 
ŁÆ.
28 ‘New’, in that the clothes are here mentioned for the Wrst time, so more

speciWcally, ‘unused’ rather than ‘brand new’. Clothes, throne, and the like are
accessible entities, in that they are attributes of a person of Aegisthus’ stature.
29 As to the third item, º�Ø���, this is not nearly as salient as the two earlier post-

verbal segments. A Wgura etymologica has been avoided (metrically impossible in this
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(4.20) El. fi w ��æ���Ø �b
 ���
�Ø


pkoútou �Æ�æfi��ı Œ�B�Ø
 K���æ���
fi �,

��æ���Ø �� Iºª�E
 K� ����
�� ��F 	æ�
�ı

±kejtqa ª�æ��Œ�ı�Æ
 I
ı��
ÆØ� ��. (El. 959–62)

You can lament

at being cheated of the possession of your father’s wealth,

and you can grieve a growing older to this point in time

without a wedding and without a marriage.

Electra reminds Chrysothemis that she (C.) is poor and unmarried.

The noun �º����ı, preceding �Æ�æfi��ı here, and ¼º�Œ�æÆ, two lines

later, together sum up her position best.

(4.21) Hae. ����æ, ��� �N�Ø· ŒÆd �� �� cmþlar 	ø


wqgstar I��æŁ�E�, Æx� ªøª� K��ł��ÆØ.

K��d ªaæ �P��d� I�Ø����ÆØ ª����

��� ø
 ��æ��ŁÆØ ��F ŒÆºH� �ª�ı��
�ı.

Cr. �o�ø ª�æ, t �ÆE, 	æc �Øa ���æ
ø
 	�Ø
,

ª
���� �Æ�æfi�Æ� ��
�� Z�Ø�Ł�
 '���
ÆØ. (Ant. 635–40)

Hae. Father, I belong to you, and you keep me straight with

your good judgments, which I shall follow.

Yes, in my eyes no marriage shall be more highly valued

than your right guidance.

Cr. Yes, my son, that is how your mind should be,

thinking that all things rank second to your father’s

judgement.

Before turning to ª
���� �Æ�æfi�Æ� in 640, we need to consider

Haemon’s words that precede. GriYth ad loc. notes that Haemon’s

‘pledge of Wlial allegiance is immediate, but not unequivocal. . . .

ª
��Æ� 	ø
 	æ����� could be causal (‘‘since you have . . .’’) or con-

ditional (‘‘if you have . . .’’).’ Iwould add that the ordering of noun and

modiWer in Haemon’s words further aids the ambiguity. We can

interpret the preposed noun as the most salient part of the noun

phrase, with an unimportant modiWer following (‘your ª
H�ÆØ will

be my guide’); but we can also see ª
��Æ� as a mere Topic to a Focus

position: ���
��
ta sp�
���), but the new information provided by this internal
accusative rests in the modiWer �Ææ�����ı�, not the noun.
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	æ����� (‘your ª
H�ÆØ will be my guide, in as far as they are good’).30

When we come to Creon’s response, there is no indication that he has

heard anything but a proper Wlial attitude in Haemon’s words (‘yes,

that is exactly how . . .’). How, then, are we to read the noun phrase

ª
���� �Æ�æfi�Æ�? I believe that by repeating the noun in this prom-

inent position (line-initial, and clause-initial in the '���
ÆØ clause),

Creon endorses Haemon’s reference to his ª
��Æ� here. In the lines to

follow, he will further praise the virtue of Wlial obedience.

(4.22) Pol. L �� qºŁ�
 X�� ��Ø Ł�ºø º��ÆØ, ����æ·

ªB� KŒ �Æ�æfi�Æ� K��º�ºÆ�ÆØ �ıª��, . . . (OC 1291–2)

But now I wish to tell you why I came here, father!

I have been driven frommy native land and into exile, . . .

In this Wnal example of postposed �Æ�æfi�Æ� there are again several

factors to be considered. In (4.14) and (4.15) above, I proposed that

it was the importance of the noun, which was part of a list of nouns,

that could account for this ordering. That factor is not present in

(4.22). On the other hand, we will see below (§ 4.3.3) that in very

similar expressions, the possessive tends to follow the noun.31 Finally,

there is the extra complication, to which even the self-centered

Polyneices may not be entirely oblivious, that his own father is

currently not in his fatherland. This may make it even less attractive

to prepose the adjective here.32

In the case of �Æ�æfiH��, then, it has appeared easier to account for

the instances of postposing as a result of the salience of nouns than to

account for most instances of preposed adjectives from special sali-

ence in the context, as was possible for ��ªÆ�. From the comparison

with Demosthenes, in which the adjective is also frequently found

30 In this chapter I have left such pragmatically non-uniform noun phrases out of
consideration, since they typically involve (‘Topic Y2’) hyperbaton; see Devine and
Stephens (2000: 97–103). A possible example from the corpus I consider here is Aj.
1077 �H�Æ ª�

��fi � ��ªÆ (see above, n. 21).
31 e.g. ªB� K�B� I��º�Ł�
 (below, example (4.44)).
32 I noted a similar contraindication to preposing with regard to ��
�Ø �Æ�æfiH�Ø in

(4.16) and (4.17) above. An important diVerence when it comes to nouns like ªB and
�NŒ�Æ (as opposed to e.g. ��
�� or ª
���) is that there is typically no identifying or
determining function to the adjective but only, for want of a better term, an
intensifying one.
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preposed, it emerged that this treatment of �Æ�æfiH�� is not a phe-

nomenon limited to tragic texts. Upon considering these two very

diVerent adjectives in turn, I conclude that interpreting preposed

adjectives as pragmatically marked is a reading strategy which

recommends itself for tragedy as well as for prose.

4 .3 MINE AND THINE IN OC—WHEN MODIFIERS

OUTRANK HEADS

This section presents the various ordering patterns in which the

possessives K��� and ��� are used inOC, supplemented with examples

from the rest of the tragic corpus. For our present purposes, a clear

advantage of these modiWers, besides their high frequency in the

tragic corpus,33 is their metrical shape: these short forms can be

accommodated virtually anywhere in the line. The possible orderings

are illustrated below: possessive-noun (a) and noun-possessive (b),

with discontinuous variants (a’) and (b’):

(4.23) (a) �e �e
 j Z
��Æ (OC 305–6)

(a’) ��P�e
 �ıº���Ø �� Z
��Æ (OC 667)

(b) �e �� Z
��Æ ��P��
 (Eur. Hel. 43)

(b’) ‹�Æ
 ��æ ��h
��� ÆY�Ł��ÆØ �e ��
. (OC 301)

In raw numbers, preposed possessives turn out to be more frequent

in my corpus than postposed ones: in OC, preposing is roughly twice

as frequent:

(a) 37 (47%)

(a’) 18 (23%)

Preposed total: 55 (70%)

(b) 19 (24%)

(b’) 5 (6%)

Postposed total: 24 (30 %)

33 A frequency also remarked on by Baechle (2007). Pace Baechle, however, I
would not conclude that possessives are colourless. While, admittedly, their presence
or absence will often not change the semantics of an utterance, they are very much at
home in the give and take of tragic dialogue, and add to the emotional charge of
expressions.
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The preponderance of preposed possessives is, if slightly more pro-

nounced, still similar to that of adjectival modiWers, whose place-

ment I summarized in table 4.1 above. If possessives indeed belong at

the ‘high end’ of frequently preposed adjectives, this can be explained

in various ways. First of all, these Wrst- and second-person possessives

are inherently contrastive; but more importantly, their reference to

human participants, present on the stage, makes them inherently

more salient than inanimate and/or abstract entities. While in the

case of ‘ordinary’ modiWers and heads, heads tend to be more

accessible than modiWers, in the case of human possessors, and

especially pronominal possessives, this is quite diVerent.

In some of the cases below, it seems as if the eVect of an accessi-

bility/empathy hierarchy which has humans near the top (and the

Wrst and second person at the very top), followed by inanimate and

more abstract notions further down, is that what is syntactically the

modiWer is conceptually the head of an expression. So for instance

when Antigone tells Oedipus that strangers are looking for ‘your seat’

or Creon invokes fear of ‘my arrival’, the particular nouns matter less

than the possessives:

(4.24) An. ��ªÆ· ��æ���
�ÆØ ªaæ �¥�� �� �Ø
��

	æ�
fiø �ÆºÆØ��, �B� ��æÆ� K���Œ���Ø. (OC 111–12)

Be silent. For here come some men

advanced in age, to spy out your seat! [i.e., looking

for you]

(4.25) Cr. ›æH �Ø
� ��A� O����ø
 �Nº����Æ�

����
 
��æ� �B� K�B� K��Ø����ı·

Æm ���� OŒ
�E�� ���� I�B�� ��� ŒÆŒ�
. (OC 729–31)

I see in your eyes a fear

newly caused by my arrival!

But do not be alarmed by me, nor let fall a hostile word!

The centrality of the personal pronoun is further borne out by the

relative ‹
 in OC 731.34 In such cases, the preposed modiWers are

clearly not contrastive (there is no question of multiple ‘seats’ or

34 As also noted by Jebb, but cf. Lloyd-Jones: ‘do not be alarmed by me’. Similarly,
the chorus that Antigone sees approaching in (4.24) is obviously looking for Oedipus,
not his ��æÆ (cf. 117, ��� ¼æ� q
; ��F 
Æ��Ø;).
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arrivals between which we must distinguish); rather, one could think

of them as the conceptual heads (though not syntactic heads) of the

noun phrase.

Possibly, we should therefore expect a default ordering of posses-

sive-noun rather than noun-possessive, or more generally, preposing

of the modiWer when the reference of the modiWer is higher in the

animacy/accessibility hierarchy than that of the noun. I will return to

this below in the discussion of individual examples, but will start

with the four examples with Z
��Æ and a possessive given above. The

Wrst passage, (4.26), includes two instances. While these illustrate two

diVerent placements of the possessives, despite their identical pos-

ition in the line, the context is not particularly conclusive as to the

diVerence in pragmatic force of the two:

(4.26) Oe. q ŒÆd ��Œ�E�� ��F �ı�º�F �Ø
� K
�æ��c


j �æ�
���� ���Ø
, ÆP�e
 u��� KºŁ�E
 ��ºÆ�; 300

Cho. ŒÆd Œ�æŁ� , ‹�Æ
 ��æ ��h
��� ÆY�Ł��ÆØ te s¸m.

Oe. ��� �� �Ł� › Œ��
fiø ��F�� ��h��� Iªª�ºH
;

Cho. �ÆŒæa Œ�º�ıŁ��· ��ººa �� K���æø
 ��

�Øº�E �ºÆ
A�ŁÆØ, �H
 KŒ�E
�� IØ¡ ø
,

Ł�æ��Ø, �Ææ���ÆØ. ��ºf ª�æ, t ª�æ�
, te sem 305

Z
��Æ �Ø�Œ�Ø ��
�Æ�, u��� Œ�N �æÆ�f�

�o��Ø, Œºı�
 ��F ��Fæ� I�����ÆØ �Æ	��. (OC 299–307)

Oe. Do you truly think that he will show any thought

or regard for the blind man, so as to come near in

person?

Cho. Indeed he will, when he hears your name!

Oe. And who shall bring that message to him?

Cho. The distance is great; but much talk of travellers

circulates; and when he has heard

be assured, he will be here. For your name, aged man,

has spread greatly to all, so that even if he sleeps and

moves slowly, when he hears of you he will be quick

to arrive.

While Oedipus questions Theseus’s concern for him, the chorus

assures him in 301 that when Theseus hears Oedipus’s name, he

will appear. While this cannot be proven from the context, the
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ordering suggests a paraphrase along the lines of ‘when he (merely)

hears your name’ rather than ‘when he hears your name (of all

names).’ At 305, on the other hand, the preposed possessive, followed

by the line break, should probably be given more weight: ‘your name’

is here equivalent with ‘you’ as it is in English ‘your name is dirt.’

In the following two instances it is easier to argue from the context

that the Wrst element of the noun phrase, be it the noun or the

possessive, is the more salient of the two:

(4.1E) Hel. #æıªH
 �� K� IºŒc
 �æ�ı��Ł�
 Kªg �b
 �h,

�e �� Z
��Æ toPl¸m, pŁº�
 � ‚ºº��Ø
 ��æ��.

(Eur. Hel. 42–3)

And for the Wght against the Trojans, I was put forward

for the Greeks

as a prize of war (though it was not me but only my

name).

This example from theHelen, illustrating the fourth ordering pattern

with Z
��Æ, is a clear instance of contrast on the noun rather than the

modiWer: Helen’s name was all that was present of her at Troy. In this

case, ‘name’ practically functions as an antithesis to the true Helen

herself, similarly to the familiar º�ª��/æª�
 distinction. Contrast

Theseus’s words in (4.27):

(4.27) The. ŁÆæ��E
 �b
 �s
 ªøª� Œ¼
�ı �B� K�B�

ª
���� K�ÆØ
H, #�E��� �N �æ�h���ł� ��·

‹�ø� �b ŒI��F �c �Ææ�
��� �r�� ‹�Ø

toPlem �ıº���Ø �� Z
��Æ �c ���	�Ø
 ŒÆŒH�.

(OC 664–7)

So Iwould advise you to be conWdent, even apart frommy

decision, if it was Phoebus who sent you;

and none the less I know that even when I am absent

my name will guard you from ill-treatment.

In this case, Theseus is claiming that his power will work even in his

absence; there is no sense of contrast between person and name,

rather, Theseus’ name is an extension of him as a person. We will see

more instances of this below, where the sense of the noun phrase

depends more on the possessive than on the particular noun. Note

that while we cannot possibly paraphrase (4.1E) with ‘?not I, but
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I was held out as a prize for the Trojans’, we can paraphrase (4.27)

with ‘even if I am not there, I will protect you’ without the result

becoming nonsensical.

4.3.1 Kinship Terms

After these examples of all four orderings with one and the same head

noun, I should point out that most nouns in my sample are not like

Z
��Æ in taking both pre- and postposed possessives. Devine and

Stephens (2000: 23–4) note that kinship terms, for instance, predom-

inantly take postposed possessives,35 as in (4.1L), not preposed ones,

as in (4.2L):

(4.1L) . . . K���	�ı�
 � ¯æÆ���Ł�
�� �c
 ªı
ÆEŒÆ �c
 K�c
 ŒÆd KŒ��
�


�� �Ø��Ł�Øæ� ŒÆd ��f� �ÆE�Æ� ��f� K��f� fi X�	ı
� ŒÆd K�b ÆP�e


o�æØ��
 �N� �c
 �NŒ�Æ
 �c
 K�c
 �N�Ø�
 . . . (Lys. 1.4)

Eratosthenes had an intrigue with my wife, and not only

corrupted her, but inXicted disgrace upon my children and

an outrage on myself by entering my house . . .

(4.2L) ��Ø �� , ��, � ¯æÆ���Ł�
�� � ˇBŁ�
 › �ÆF�Æ �æ���ø
, n� �P

��
�
 �c
 �c
 ªı
ÆEŒÆ �Ø��ŁÆæŒ�
 Iººa ŒÆd ¼ººÆ�

��ºº��· (Lys. 1.16)

‘It is,’ she said, ‘Eratosthenes of Oë who is doing this; he has

debauched not only your wife, but many others besides . . .’

In addition to noting the statistical tendencies, however, we can say

that in (4.1L) there is a listing of wife, children, and house which

takes precedence over the repeated possessive pronoun, while in

(4.2L), the marked case, the possessive is clearly contrastive.36

35 Exclusively › K��� and nouns (2000: 24). In OC, I in fact Wnd six postposed and
eight preposed instances of K��� and ���. However, looking only at �ÆE� in all of
Sophocles, I Wnd eight postposed instances and only one preposed ((4.37) below).
Sibling words (I��º���, ‹�ÆØ���, . . . ), however, I found more commonly associated
with preposed possessives.
36 For two examples from Herodotus see (4.2H) in § 4.1 above. In prose, too,

however, other factors play a role, such as the use of the marked form at thematic
boundaries. An example of this is Lys. 12.4 ˇ��e� �Æ�cæ ˚��Æº��. This use of the
preposed possessive is related to the strong forms of the personal pronoun at
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Turning to Sophocles, I Wrst discuss kinship terms with postposed

possessives.

(4.28) Oe. ŒÆd �ÆF�� K�� ��E
 #�E��� �Næ�Œg� Œıæ�E;

Is. u� �Æ�Ø
 �ƒ ��º�
��� �N� ¨���� ����
.

Oe. �Æ��ø
 �Ø� �s
 XŒ�ı�� �H
 KlHm ����;

Is. ¼��ø ª� ›���ø�, ŒI������Æ�Ł�
 ŒÆºH�. (OC 414–17)

Oe. And did Phoebus really say this regarding me?

Is. So say those who returned to the land of Thebes.

Oe. Then did either of my sons hear this?

Is. Yes, both alike, and they are well aware of it.

The possessive is not contrastive or otherwise salient here; in such

contexts these kin terms will typically precede the possessives.37 The

same will happen if the noun itself is contrastive, as in (4.29):

(4.29) Oe. ‰� �h�� i
 I��H
 �H
�� i
 K�����Ø�� �fiø

�h�� i
 ��Œ
�Ø�Ø ��E� K��E�, ���æªø
 ‹�ø�. (OC 1528–9)

For I would not reveal them to any of these citizens,

nor to my children, much though I love them.

The occurrence of multiple possessives in a clause often involves

chiastic ordering, with the possessives juxtaposed, as in (4.30).

Note that the Wrst noun phrase is in the expected ordering given

the context (compare �ÆE� ����� in 1173):

(4.30) Oe. �H� �r�Æ�, t �ÆE; An. �ÆE�Æ sÞm, Klcm �� ›æA


‹�ÆØ��
· ÆP�fi B �� ÆP��Œ� ����Ø
 �ÆŁ�E
.

(OC 322–3)

Oe. What did you say, my child? An. That I see

your daughter and my sister; and now we can know

her by her voice.

thematic boundaries, such as Kª� starting paragraphs in Lys. 1.5, 1.6, 1.35, K��� in
1.39, etc.

37 Other instances in OC include 979 ›�Æ���ı �B�, 1173 �ÆE� �����. See also Aj.
499, 510, 530;OT 854. In Aj. 510 �ÆE�Æ �e
 ��
 is one in a series of family members, so
that in this case it is the noun which is contrastive (note that the possessive is even left
out with ����æÆ in 507). See below ((4.35) and following) for possible counter-
examples.
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The preposed K��
 immediately follows its ‘antonym’ ��
 to strong

eVect.38 The polyptoton of K��� in (4.31) works similarly:

(4.31) Oe. �PŒ ��Ø ��Ø �ÆF�� , Iºº� ��Ø ���� ��� , KŒ�E

	�æÆ� Iº���øæ ���e� K

Æ�ø
 I��·

��Ø
 �b �ÆØ�d toEr KloEsi tBr KlBr

	Ł�
e� ºÆ	�E
 ����F��
, K
ŁÆ
�E
 ��
�
. (OC 787–90)

You [Creon] shall not have that, but you shall have this,

my vengeful spirit ever dwelling here;

and my sons can inherit this much only of my

country, enough to die in!

While �ÆØ�� contrasts with ‘you’ (Creon), and shows the expected

head-modiWer order, how can we account for the preposed �B� K�B�?

Clearly, it is not motivated by a logical contrast with anybody else’s

land. I would argue that the juxtaposition brings out the unexpected

claim by Oedipus to power he had relinquished a long time ago.

Neither Creon nor Eteocles or Polyneices would still consider Thebes

to belong to Oedipus. The salience of K�B�, then, is due to its

counter-presuppositional nature. Oedipus is practically reclaiming

Thebes as his to dole out to his children or anyone else.

In (4.30) above we saw a Wrst instance of a kinship term preceded

by the possessive (K�c
 . . . ‹�ÆØ��
). In OC, there are eight such

instances in total. In addition to the chiastic instances already men-

tioned, others have clear indications in the context that the modiWers

are contrastive, as in (4.32):39

(4.32) The. ����æÆ �a �H
 �H
 KŒª�
ø
 j ��F º�ª�Ø�; (OC 588)

Do your words concern your sons, or whom?

In the case of (4.33) and (4.34) the nouns appear less relevant than

the idea of ‘mine’ versus ‘thine’ in general, and they follow at the end

of the clause:

(4.33) Cr. Kªg �h�� ¼
Æ
�æ�
 ��
�� �c
 ��ºØ
 º�ªø,

t ��Œ
�
 `Nª�ø�, �h�� ¼��ıº�
, ‰� �f ���,

38 Similarly 1275: t ���æ�Æ�� Imdqer toFd‘ , Klad �� ›�Æ���
��.
39 Editors diVer on the exact words following KŒª�
ø
, but all possibilities (j

� ��F—the reading of the MSS—ŒI��F, j ��F) seem to imply a contrastive reading
of �H
.
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��hæª�
 ���� K���æÆ�Æ, ªØª
��Œø
 �� ‹�Ø

�P���� ���� ÆP��E� �H
 K�H
 i
 K�����Ø

 Bº�� �ı
Æ��ø
, u��� K��F �æ���Ø
 ��fi Æ. (OC 939–43)

I do not say your city has no men,

son of Aegeus, nor was my action rash, as you say,

but I knew that no desire for my relations

would ever fall upon your people

that they would keep them here against my will.

Creon stresses that he respects Athens, but that surely Athens

will not claim what is rightly his.40 The focal elements of the noun

phrase, �P���� and �H
 K�H
, come Wrst, and are separated by

postpositives.41

(4.34) The. j
 �c Ł�
ø � ªg �æ��Ł�
, �P	d �Æ����ÆØ

�æd
 ¼
 �� �H
 �H
 Œ�æØ�
 ����ø ��Œ
ø
. (OC 1040–1)

If I do not die Wrst, I shall not rest

till I have placed your children in your hands!

It is impossible to represent this in a smooth translation, but I would

read this primarily as a general promise by Theseus to restore to

Oedipus what is his (�H
 �H
 Œ�æØ�
 ����ø). Another factor that

plays a role in the ordering is again the juxtaposition of the pronouns

(�� �H
 �H
).

The remaining examples of preposed possessives in this category

are more problematic. They do not present a clear contrast in

context, nor do they feature the kinds of juxtaposition discussed

above. In both cases, the referent is Polyneices’ brother Eteocles:

(4.35) Pol. . . . ƒŒ�������
 ����Æ
��� K�ÆØ�����
�Ø

�B
Ø
 �Ææ�EÆ
 �NŒÆŁ�E
 ›æ�ø��
fiø

�fiH�� I
�æd ��P��F �æe� ŒÆ�Øª
���ı ���Ø
,

‹� �� K��ø�� ŒI����º���
 ���æÆ�.

(OC 1327–30)

40 It is also possible to read the possessive contrastively (‘nobody wants anything
to do with the likes of my family’), but I think the special features of Creon’s family
(�Æ�æ�Œ��
�
, ¼
Æª
�
) are presented as a separate argument.
41 In ch. 6 we will see more instances of conjunctions at line end.
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we all now beseech you in supplication . . .

to renounce your grievous anger in favour of myself,

as I set out

to take vengeance on my brother,

who drove me out and robbed me of my country.

In fact, we have if not a literal then a virtual juxtaposition of Wrst

person pronouns here (�fiH�� I
�æd ��P��F). To suggest a marked

reading ‘my brother’ for line 1329 may seem awkward, but if Poly-

neices casts himself as the victim of Eteocles’ actions, this problem

evaporates. In (4.36), Oedipus reproaches Polyneices:

(4.36) Oe. ‹� ª� , t Œ�ŒØ���, �ŒB��æÆ ŒÆd Łæ�
�ı� 	ø
,

L 
F
 › �e� ��
ÆØ��� K
 ¨��ÆØ� 	�Ø,

�e
 ÆP�e� ÆP��F �Æ��æÆ ��
�� I��ºÆ�Æ� . . .

(OC 1354–6)

You are the one, villain, who when you held the sceptre

and the throne

that are now held by your brother in Thebes,

drove away your own father here . . .

Again, the preposed possessive is not in logical contrast, but we

might speculate that an unmarked variant would be out of place

here as being simply too casual. This bit of speculation brings me to a

more general observation with which it is actually in line. Most cases

I found of further modiWers with these possessives were preposed

rather than postposed, as in (4.37), my Wnal example of a kinship

term with a possessive:

(4.37) Is. L �� I��d ��E
 ��E
 dusl¸qoim �Æ���Ø
 ŒÆŒa


F
 K��Ø, �ÆF�Æ ���Æ
�F�� Kº�ºıŁÆ. (OC 365–6)

[I will not tell you about what happened to me on my

journey]

but I have come to tell you of the evils that

now aZict your two unhappy sons.

Arguably, Ismene can be described as a �����æ�� �ÆE� of Oedipus

herself, so that it is the masculine dual ��E
 which logically identiWes

the referents Eteocles and Polyneices here more than any other word,

and this might account for its early position. But the presence of

�����æ��, clearly not a neutral descriptive adjective, must be an
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important factor here. The other adjectives that I found in combin-

ation with the preposed possessive are similarly emotive.42

4.3.2 Bodies and Body Parts

Surprisingly, the majority of possessives in this category precede their

noun. This might be due to the fact that usually, these inalienable

possessions do not need an indication of ownership,43 so that when

such indication is made, it is salient. This seems to be contradicted by

the fact that other easily inferred referents, such as ‘home’ and

‘country’, do not show the same preference for preposed possessives

(section 4.3.3 below). A more important factor that comes into play,

it appears, is the use of body or body part to refer more generally to

the person. The example that comes to mind is the formulaic ‘head of

X’ to refer to X, as in the opening of Antigone (4.38):44

(4.38) An. Ð� ! Œ�Ø
e
 ÆP����º��
 � (���
�� Œ�æÆ (Ant. 1)

My very own sister Ismene

But the tendency is more widespread than that, and preposed posses-

sives that at Wrst sight look surprising are better understood when we

think of them rather as elaborated personal references.45 So for

instance Iocaste’s report on the servant who wants to leave the palace:

42 Preposed modiWers: (i) in apposition with the possessor:OC 344 �I�a �ı���
�ı
ŒÆŒ�; (ii) additional modiWer: OC 370 �e
 �e
 ¼ŁºØ�
 ����
, 559 � �c �����æ��
�ÆæÆ����Ø�, 576 ��P�e
 ¼ŁºØ�
 ���Æ�, 621 ���e� �o�ø
 ŒÆd Œ�Œæı���
�� 
�Œı�, 794 �e
�e
 . . . ����º���
 ����Æ, 1200 �H
 �H
 I��æŒ�ø
 O����ø
, 1293 ��E� ��E�
�Æ
�æ	�Ø� . . . Łæ�
�Ø�. Postposed modiWers: 757–8 ����ı� . . . j ��f� ��f� �Æ�æfi��ı�,
1173 �ÆE� �����, t
Æ�, ��ıª
�� . . . The latter, the sole postposed adjective with
comparable emotive force, more likely functions as its own unit: my son, lord, my
hateful son, who . . .
43 True even in metaphor, as at OT 22–4: ��ºØ� . . . j I
ÆŒ�ı���ÆØ Œ�æÆ j

�ıŁH
 �� �P	 �¥Æ �� ��Ø
��ı ��º�ı.
44 ‘My X’ ¼ ‘me’: OC 1207 ����d� ŒæÆ����ø �B� K�B� łı	B� ����; 1340 �N �f �M�fi B

�ı��ÆæÆ����fi � �æ�
�.
45 Clear contrastive use of the preposed possessive, with the importance of the

noun retained, is rarer. One instance is Trach. 1133, where Heracles reacts to
Deianeira’s suicide �æd
 ‰� 	æB
 ��� K� K�B� ŁÆ
�E
 	�æ��; Trach. 603 is parallel to
(4.39): ��æ��� KŒ��
fiø �I
�æd �B� K�B� 	�æ��, ‘a gift for him from me’. At OC 963
Oedipus complains that Creon keeps raking up Oedipus’ troubles, and again the
contrast between second-person possessive and (here) the Wrst person is more
important than the particular noun: ‹��Ø� ��
�ı� ��Ø ŒÆd ª���ı� ŒÆd �ı���æa� j
��F soF �ØBŒÆ� ����Æ���, L� Kc¿ ��ºÆ� X
�ªŒ�
 ¼Œø
—‘You had to go on about it,
when it happened to me.’
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(4.39) Io. �P �B�� · I�� �y ªaæ Œ�EŁ�
 qºŁ� ŒÆd Œæ���

�� �� �r�� 	�
�Æ ¸�Ø�
 �� Oºøº��Æ,

K�ØŒ���ı�� �B� KlBr 	�Øæe� ŁØªg


Iªæ��� ��� ���łÆØ ŒI�d ��Ø�
�ø
 
����,

‰� �º�E���
 �Y� ��F�� ¼������ ¼���ø�. (OT 758–62)

No; for after he returned and saw that you

were in power and Laius was dead,

he clasped my hand in supplication, begging me

to send him to the Welds and to the pastures,

so that he could be as far as possible from the city.

The witness to Laius’ murder has good reasons to ask Iocaste rather

than Oedipus. We can read the possessive as contrasting with �� and

¸�œ��: ‘he pleaded with me.’

A similar emphasis on person-in-general rather than hand-

in-particular is present in (4.40), with Theseus speaking:

(4.40) The. ��F��
 �� Kª�,

�N �b
 �Ø� OæªB� wŒ�
, w� ‹�� ¼�Ø��,

¼�æø��
 �P ��ŁBŒ� i
 K� K�B� 	�æ��· (OC 904–6)

As for this man,

if I were as angry with him as he deserves,

I would not have let him go unwounded by my hand . . .

While the clause as a whole is complete with ��ŁBŒ� ¼
, the last words

give renewed emphasis to Theseus’ sense of authority. The decision

lies entirely with him, even when he decides not to use violence.46

Contrast (4.41). Here the inclusion of a possessive is most likely

necessary because of the following parallel clause;47 but the pronoun

does not have the force it has in (4.40) above:48

(4.41) Mess. ŒI��d �æ��BºŁ�
, �r��
 ‘ Ð� ! ��º�
 Œ�æÆ,

��� ��Ø 	�æe� �B� ����Ø
 Iæ	Æ�Æ
 ��Œ
�Ø�,

���E� ��, �ÆE���, �fiH��· � (OC 1631–3)

46 Similar preposed possessives occur elsewhere in Theseus’ speech, whether in
comparing himself as self-made man with the loner Oedipus (564), or professing his
self-conWdence (655). See alsoAj. 35 �fi B Œı��æ
H�ÆØ 	�æ�, Trach. 1102 �H
 K�H
 	�æH
.
47 In clauses with second-person verbs, as here, the second-person possessive can

be left out as shown by OC 1130: ŒÆ� ��Ø 	�æ� , t
Æ�, ���Ø�
 Zæ���
 . . .
48 Similar postposed examples: El. 296–7, Trach. 1066, OT 821–2 (	�æ�E
 . . . j�Ø�

z
��æ).
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And when he [Theseus] had approached, he said,

‘My dear friend,

pray give the ancient pledge of a handclasp to my

children,

and do you, children, give the same to him.’

It is more problematic to decide how to read 	�æ�d �ÆE� K�ÆE� in

(4.42), but I believe it is similar, despite the tendency to translate �ÆE�

K�ÆE� with ‘my own’, as in Lloyd-Jones’s translation:

(4.42) Oe. ��ºØ��� ª� · �r�� ª�æ �� ¸���Æ� ���b

	æB
ÆØ �ØªB
ÆØ ���æd �M�Æı��F, �� ��

�Æ�æfiH�
 Æx�Æ 	�æ�d �ÆE� K�ÆE� 'º�E
. (OT 994–6)

Yes! Loxias once said that I

was fated to lie with my mother,

and to spill my father’s blood with my own hands.

The exposition of Oedipus’ fate is ordered chiastically: sleep with my

mother, kill (	�æ�� . . . 'º�E
) my father (�Æ�æfiH�
 Æx�Æ). Since the

suggestion of violence is most clearly present in the noun 	�æ�� it

makes sense that it comes as the Wrst word of the second member of

the clause (sleep with my mother, do violence to my father).

4.3.3 Home and Country

The words for home and fatherland, ����Ø,49 ªB, �Æ�æ��,50 share with

body parts that their referents are easily inferred, and uniquely

49 Possessives with ‘home’, ����Ø, are typically postposed: OC 643 �� �B�Æ 	æfi � �Ø�;
q ����ı� ����	�Ø
 K����; 757–8 Ł�º��Æ� ¼��ı ŒÆd ����ı� ��º�E
 j ��f� ��f� �Æ�æfi��ı�,
1342 u��� K
 ����Ø�Ø ��E�Ø ��E� ����ø �� ¼ªø
. See also Aj. 568, Trach. 185. At Aj.
1015–16, a context that abounds with second-person pronouns, we nevertheless Wnd
the unmarked order but this has little probative value: ‰� �a �a j Œæ��� ŁÆ
�
��� ŒÆd
����ı� 
���Ø�Ø ����. At Ant. 1078–9, where Teiresias warns Creon of impending
doom on his house, we Wnd the marked order: �Æ
�E ªaæ �P �ÆŒæ�F 	æ�
�ı �æØ�c j
I
�æH
 ªı
ÆØŒH
 ��E� ����Ø� ŒøŒ��Æ�Æ—which would seem appropriate for the
antagonistic tone of the speech.
50 OC 849–50 Iºº� K��d 
ØŒA
 Ł�º�Ø� j �Æ�æ��Æ �� �c
 �c
 ŒÆd ��º�ı� . . . is the only

example with �Æ�æ��.
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identiWable, from the identity of the possessor.51 They can be thought

of as inalienable possessions in a non-technical sense, in that an exile

like Oedipus thinks of Thebes as ‘his’ country, even when he is no

longer there. Again as with body parts, with such words, the posses-

sive can be left out altogether, as in (4.43). When it does appear, it

tends to follow the noun, as in (4.44), unless there is clear contrast, as

in (4.45):

(4.43) Oe. ��ºÆ� �� ��Ø

�Ø��c ŒÆ������, cBr ‹�� K��ºÆı
���
· (OC 355–6)

You were my

faithful guardian when I was driven from the land.

(4.44) Oe. �o�ø� 	�Ø ��Ø· ªB� K�B� I��º�Ł�


�æe� �H
 K�Æı��F ���æ���ø
· (OC 599–600)

This is how it is with me: I was driven frommy country

by my own oVspring.

(4.45) The. �hŒ�ı
 ªøª� i
 sBr K����Æ�
ø
 	Ł�
��,

�P�� �N �a ��
�ø
 �r	�
 K
�ØŒ��Æ�Æ,

¼
�ı ª� ��F ŒæÆ�
�
���, ‹��Ø� q
, 	Ł�
e�

�hŁ� �xºŒ�
 �h�� i
 qª�
 . . . (OC 924–7)

I would never have entered your country,

even in the justest of all causes,

without the consent of the ruler of the land,

whoever he was, and dragged people oV . . .

Quite possibly it is again the presence of another personal pronoun

in (4.44) that makes the diVerence between use and non-use of the

possessive here. But the main distinction that concerns me here is

that between (4.44) and (4.45), and this seems easy enough to

explain. The latter features a strong contrast between Theseus and

Creon, as Theseus tells Creon how he would act if the roles were to be

reversed. There is no such contrast in (4.44).

51 Perhaps one can include in this category, if rather morbidly, graves. With a
postposed possessive at OC 402: Œ��
�Ø� › ������ �ı��ı	H
 › �e� �Ææ��, and pre-
posed at 411: �B� �B� ��� OæªB�, ��E� ‹�Æ
 ��H�Ø
 ����Ø� (or, with Lloyd-Jones
‘dubitanter’, ��E� ‹�� I
�H�Ø
 ����Ø�).
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4.3.4 Abstracts

This last group is the most skewed in its distribution toward pre-

posed possessives.52 It is here that the problem that I mentioned at

the opening of this section becomes most apparent. Some head

nouns, one gets the impression, might as well have been expressed

by means of prepositions instead, or have been left out entirely.

Consider again (4.24) above, where �B� ��æÆ� had little to do with

seating, and (4.46), where Ismene’s answer is a near equivalent to ��F

�
�ŒÆ:53

(4.46) Oe. ��Œ
�
, �� �� qºŁ��; Is. �fi B, ����æ, �æ���Ł�fi Æ.

Oe. ����æÆ ��Ł�Ø�Ø;

(OC 332–3)

Oe. Child, why have you come? Is. Out of concern

for you, father!

Oe. Was it that you missed me?

While in this case the possessive takes on the role of second argument

(Oedipus is the object of Ismene’s care), the same ordering is found

for the possessive expressing the Wrst argument, as in (4.47); (4.48) is

an example of the object argument expressed by the genitive of the

personal pronoun. In the latter case, the ��
-�� construction leads

naturally to fronting of �æ���Ł�Æ�:54

(4.47) Or. �y �e #øŒ�ø
 ����


���������Ł�
 �fi B �æ���Ł�fi Æ 	�æ�E
. (El. 1349–50)

The man by whose guidance I was conveyed

through your foresight to the Phocian plain

(4.48) El. Iºº� �s
 K����ø ª� �x �� I�Ø��Æ� ¼ª�Ø�.

Chr. I�Ø��Æ� �b
 �h, �æ���Ł�Æ� �b ��F. (El. 1035–6)

52 Findings in accordance with those of Devine and Stephens (2000: 25).
53 Oedipus’ question in 333 works better the less speciWcally we interpret

�æ���Ł�Æ. Oedipus does not ask what the concern for him was, but why Ismene
needs to see him.
54 Note that the English translation of (4.48) suggests Focus function for the

nouns (not A, but B), when the Greek presents them as contrastive Topics (with �h
as Focus in the Wrst clause).
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El. Well, know to what point of dishonour you are

bringing me!

Chr. Not of dishonour, but of care for you!

All in all, I have found six cases in OC of abstract nouns with

postposed possessives, as against eighteen with preposed possessives.

Given the sheer numbers it is appropriate to consider the exceptional

cases, in which the possessive is postposed, Wrst of all. In what

follows, I will examine these exceptional cases in order to see whether

the nouns are somehow more salient in these noun phrases, such as

was the case in (4.48) above.

(4.49) Oe. Z
��Æ ��
�
 ����Æ
���; �P ªaæ �c �� ª�

�H�� �P�b �¼æªÆ �¼�� · K��d �� ª� æªÆ ��ı

����
Ł��� Y�ŁØ �Aºº�
 X ���æÆŒ��Æ . . . (OC 265–7)

. . . simply from fear of my name? For it is not my person

or my actions that you fear; why, my actions

consisted in suVering rather than in doing . . .

(4.49) can stand as the archetypal example of noun-possessive order-

ing. Oedipus’ æªÆ contrast with his �H�Æ, so that the noun gets

fronted.55

(4.50) Oe. ��Œ
�
, ����
Æ�; Is. �PŒ ¼
�ı ��	Ł�ı ª� K��F.

(OC 328)

Oe. Child, have you appeared? Is. Not without trouble

for me!

Again in this case, the fronting of the noun seems logical.56 The

modiWer is omissible: ‘not without trouble.’ It is instructive to com-

pare (4.51), where the possessive precedes the noun ��
�ı�, and

where it is this noun that seems the more omissible part of the

noun phrase:

(4.51) Is. �ÆF�� �PŒ IæØŁ��� K��Ø
, t ����æ, º�ªø
,

Iºº� æªÆ ��Ø
�· ��f� �b ��f� ‹�fi � Ł��d

��
�ı� ŒÆ��ØŒ�Ø�F�Ø
 �PŒ 	ø �ÆŁ�E
. (OC 382–4)

55 See chapter 6 (6.70) for further discussion of this passage.
56 I should note, Wrst, that there is a variant ª� ��Ø; second, that the genitive K��F is

ambiguous between possessive and personal pronoun.
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This is not a mere heap of words, father,

but terrible actions; and when the gods will

take pity on your sorrows I cannot discover.

Humans are of course the proper object of pity (and hence the

typical object of pitying (�NŒ��æø) verbs).57 Compare, similarly, the

following pair of examples. In (4.52), the noun is fronted;58 in (4.53),

it is the possessive that comes Wrst, where again we could easily

construe the possessive as the notional head of the noun phrase

(lament Orestes for his misfortune), which makes little sense in the

former example:

(4.52) Oe. Iºº� ¥º�fiø �b
 �e
 ƒŒ���
 ���Æ�Æ��·

‰� �P	 ��æÆ� ª� �B��� i
 K��ºŁ�Ø�� �Ø.

Cho. �� �� K��d ��F��; Oe. �ı���æA� ��
Ł��� K�B�.

(OC 44–6)

Oe. May they receive a suppliant graciously,

for I shall never again leave this seat!

Cho. But what does this mean? Oe. It is the token of my

destiny!

(4.53) El. �Y��Ø ��ºÆØ
Æ· 
F
 ªaæ �N�H�ÆØ ��æÆ,

� æ̌���Æ, �c
 �c
 �ı���æ�
, ‹Ł� z�� 	ø


�æe� �B��� ��æ� fi � ���æ��. pæ� 	ø ŒÆºH�; (El. 788–90)

Ah, miserable me! Now I can lament

your disaster, Orestes, when in this plight

you are insulted by this mother of yours! Am I not

well oV ?

This concludes my survey of the placement of the possessive. Their

behaviour proves more complicated to describe than that of adjec-

tives, the modiWers par excellence, especially when it comes to their

use with abstract nouns, as discussed in this last section. There is

hardly a case where these possessives function as a logical restrictor

57 Other ‘non-human’ objects with humans implied or explicitly present include
��Ł�� (Trach. 855), ��æÆ
 (OT 14).
58 A postposed possessive with �ı���æ� also atOC 1014–15, where a clear contrast

is made between the man on the one hand and his misfortune on the other: � ˇ ��E
��,
t
Æ�, 	æ�����· Æƒ �b �ı���æÆd j ÆP��F �Æ
�º�Ø�, ¼�ØÆØ �� I�ı
ÆŁ�E
.
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(as in ‘your place or mine?’); conversely, the head nouns often

function to bring out one speciWc aspect of the ‘modiWer’. These

noun phrases, then, show a syntactic structure that is often at odds

with their semantics, in that an abstract property of a human par-

ticipant is treated as the head of a noun phrase, and the human is

degraded to mere modiWer status. The status of the possessives as

references to human participants, however, makes them intrinsically

more salient than reference to mere abstract concepts and this is an

important factor in their frequent preposing.59

4.4 CONCLUSION

A brief chapter such as this one cannot begin to do justice to the

complexities of the Greek noun phrase. Nevertheless I hope to have

shown that there is abundant reason to take a pragmatic approach

to the variation we Wnd in modiWer-noun ordering, and to do this

in tragedy as well as in prose. I want to conclude this chapter by

showing the consequences for the approach taken here for dealing

with yet another type of modiWer, namely the numeral ‘one’.

A recurring example in chapter 2 included the noun phrase �Øfi A

Þ��fi �:

(2.16) Cr. ºfi ���a� �Æ�Œ� �ı
�ı	�
�Æ� �P liAˆ

Þ��fi � Œ�Æ
�E
 
Ø
, Iººa �f
 �º�Ł�Ø 	�æH
. (OT 122–3)

He said that robbers encountered them and killed him;

he died not through one man’s strength, but by the

hands of many.

As I argued in that chapter, there is good reason from the context to

consider �Øfi A marked. This interpretation is in keeping with the con-

clusions from the rest of this chapter, but besides the logic of the

passage, and the formal marking by the �P . . . Iºº� ‘not X but Y’

construction, there is further evidence to support this: while the

noun Þ��� itself is not combined with ��Æ elsewhere in Sophocles,

59 Similar conclusions about higher frequency of preposing with abstract nouns,
based on Lysias and Demosthenes, in Devine and Stephens (2000: 25).
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the use of preposed andpostposed��Æwith the noun ���æÆ lends itself

well to an analysis along the lines of this chapter. Compare (4.54) and

(4.55) on the one hand with (4.56) and (4.57) on the other:60

(4.54) Is. K��d �b
 �P��d� �FŁ��, � `
�Øª�
�, ��ºø


�hŁ� ��f� �h�� Iºª�Ø
e� ¥Œ��� , K� ‹��ı

�ı�E
 I��º��E
 K���æ�Ł���
 ���

liAˆ ŁÆ
�
��Ø
 g“ le† qa‰ �Ø�ºfi B 	�æ�· (Ant. 11–14)

To me, Antigone, no word about our friends has come,

either agreeable or painful, since

we two were robbed of two brothers,

who perished on one day each at the other’s hand.

(4.55) Is. �æ���
 �� I��º�g ��� lßam ŒÆŁ� g“ le† qam

ÆP��Œ��
�F
�� �g �ÆºÆØ��æø ��æ�


Œ�Ø
e
 ŒÆ��Øæª��Æ
�� K�Æºº�º�Ø
 	�æ�E
. (Ant. 55–7)

Thirdly, our two brothers, on one day

killing each other, did themselves

both to death at one another’s hands.

These two Wrst examples, both spoken by Ismene in Antigone, strongly

resemble the instances of preposed ��ªÆ� discussed in section 4.2.1

above, in thatwe hereWnd the preposed numeral in the company of two

or more numerals besides, which is similar to the presence of �ØŒæ�� or

other quantiWers with preposed ��ªÆ�. There is again good reason to

conclude that this preposed modiWer is pragmatically marked. As we

look back oncemore at ourOT passage above, besides the crucial plural

ºfi ����� it contains, more relevantly for my argument here, another

lexical numeric reference in the form of �º�Ł�Ø ‘a multitude’.

In (4.56) and (4.57), on the other hand, the numeral is postposed:

(4.56) Oe. Iºº� K
 	æ�
fiø ª
��fi � ���� I��ÆºH�, K��d

	æ�
�� ��ŒÆØ�
 ¼
�æÆ ���Œ
ı�Ø
 ��
��,

ŒÆŒe
 �b Œi
 K
 g“ le† qa‰ ª
���� liAˆ . (OT 613–15)

But in course of time you will learn this with

certainty, since

60 The remaining examples of ��Æ ���æÆ / ���æÆ ��Æ in Sophocles are Ant. 170
(preposed), El. 1149 (postposed).
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time alone reveals the just man,

but the traitor you can learn to know in a single day.

(4.57) El. 	ÆEæ� , t ����æ· �Æ��æÆ ªaæ �N��æA
 ��ŒH·

	ÆEæ� · Y�ŁØ �� T� ��ºØ��� �� I
Łæ��ø
 Kªg

X	Ł�æÆ ŒI��º��� K
 g“ le† qa‰ liAˆ . (El. 1361–3)

Hail father—for I think I see a father—

hail, and know that I have hated you and loved you

in one day as I have no other mortal.

It is probably somewhat subjective to say that a paraphrase with ‘in

a day’ as opposed to ‘in one day’ seems more felicitous in these latter

two instances, that is, to interpret the postposed numeral as un-

marked. More objectively, we can point to the absence of other

numerals in both these cases; to the contrast between the nouns

	æ�
�� (typically referring to longer periods, cf. Modern Greek

	æ�
�� ‘year’) and ���æÆ in (4.56); and to the presence of another

element with Focus, ��ºØ��Æ �� I
Łæ��ø
 ‘you most of all people’, in

(4.57).61

In all, this brief consideration of a diVerent type of modiWer

suggests that reading the ordering of modiWer and noun as pragmat-

ically motivated is fruitful in interpreting noun phrases with mod-

iWers of various kinds. I do not wish to oversimplify matters,

however. We have seen above that a variety of motivations can be

detected behind a simple rule that derives straightforwardly from

Givón’s dictum (1983: 20) ‘attend Wrst to the most urgent task’.

How does my analysis address Wndings that point to semantic or

metrical factors? To take semantics Wrst, pace Devine and Stephens,

the evidence from Sophocles does not appear to bear out assump-

tions about the inXuence of semantics as a variable operating inde-

pendently from pragmatics (see Table 4.1 above).62

The metrical evidence is more intriguing. As is clear from table 4.1,

there is no apparent correlation between word shape of modiWers and

a tendency for pre- or postposing. However, as Baechle (2007) shows,

when one looks at the shapes of the verbs in the clauses in which these

61 For a similar observation see n. 25 above, on (4.15).
62 Since I have virtually left out discussion of syntactic issues, notably hyperbaton,

in this chapter, I cannot address those here.
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noun phrases are used, it turns out that when the verb is of a

metrically ‘intractable’ shape, hyperbaton is much more frequent

than when the verb is of a metrically ‘tractable’ shape. Does it follow

that a pragmatic argument fails here, since the variation in ordering

is explained fully by metrical characteristics? I would say that these

word shapes, while undeniably present, lead to a cum hoc ergo propter

hoc argument. The challenges of composition doubtless included an

eVort to accommodate word shapes that are more or less compatible

with the trimeter line, and an eVort to keep frequency of hyperbaton

and continuous noun phrases to stylistically appropriate levels.63 All

this, however, does not exclude equally careful monitoring of prag-

matic appropriateness. Lexical selection is an area where a poet had

a range of choices, with the exception of proper names, so that we

cannot take intractable shapes as a simple given that is prior to any

pragmatic analysis.

To consider the trimeter from the point of view of composition,

then, is to be confronted with a bewildering array of variables. My

claim in this chapter, and throughout this book, is essentially more

modest than that, however. Following Slings, I would argue that we

stand a better chance of success by approaching the problem from

the point of view of the audience. Given what we Wnd in Greek prose,

we can impute a set of linguistic expectations to the audience, which

includes the expectation that preposed modiWers should be inter-

preted as marked. This shift of perspective from production to

processing, or composing to listening, also means that we do not

need to strive toward a single uniform explanation of the Wnal form

of every single line, and can simply acknowledge that it is impossible

to recover how much weight any single factor had in the process of

composition. We would most probably conclude, for line after line,

that the end product is radically overdetermined. Rather, I have tried

here to apply ‘prose expectations’ to these tragic texts with, to my

mind, fruitful results.

63 DiVerent as between lyric and dialogue, for instance, and diVerent as between
comic trimeters and tragic trimeters (Baechle 2007).
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5

Enter Dialogue: Questions in

Sophocles and Euripides

O suitably-attired-in-leather-boots

Head of a traveller, wherefore seeking whom

Whence by what way how purposed art thou come

To this well-nightingaled vicinity?

(Housman, Fragment of a Greek Tragedy)

5.1 INTRODUCTION: THE PRAGMATICS

OF QUESTIONS

Questions, and question-and-answer pairs, are an obvious topic to

address here for several reasons. First of all, there is the linguistic pers-

pective: question-and-answer pairs have been seized on by linguists as

transparent examples in explaining the basics of pragmatic functions,

especially of Focus elements of diVerent kinds. It is generally accepted

that the question word, and the corresponding word group in the

answer, are the Focus in their clauses, as in (5.1) from Electra:

(5.1) Ae. poF �B�� i
 �r�
 �ƒ ��
�Ø; ���Æ�Œ� ��.

El. ’mdom· (El. 1450–1)

Ae. Then where are the strangers? Tell me!

El. Inside . . .

Questions and answers, then, would seem to make for much more

straightforward analysis than clauses in continuous narrative, in which



typically analysis of the larger context is necessary to arrive at a secure

judgement of what constitutes the ‘most salient’ piece of information.

This makes them a convenient testing ground for our description.What

will be ofmost interest here is to look at the elements that appear early in

questions. If question words have Focus, a Topic-Focus-verb pattern

would hardly seem to leave room for further (Mobile) words between

the question word and the verb.1 Do Sophoclean questions generally

bear this out, and what are we to make of any exceptions?

For Greek scholars, however, it is a small fraction of all questions

in our texts that have claimed by far the most attention. These are the

so-called postponed interrogatives, in which the interrogative comes

later in the sentence. I will discuss (§ 5.4) how this pattern can be

explained within the present account, without positing a separate

ordering pattern for interrogative sentences. (5.2) is an example of

such a ‘postponed interrogative’ from Ajax:

(5.2) Mess. Iºº� ��d
 `YÆ� poF � ��Ø
, ‰� �æ��ø ����;

��E� Œıæ��Ø� ªaæ ��
�Æ 	æc ��º�F
 º�ª�
.

Cho. oPj ’mdom, Ikka vqoFdor Iæ��ø� . . .

(Aj. 733–5)

Mess. But tell me where Ajax is, so that I can make this known

to him!

One must report every piece of news to those who are

responsible.

Cho. He is not in, but departed lately . . .

It will clearly be of especial interest to see Wrst of all what kinds of words

or wordgroups precede the postponed interrogative. The Topic-Focus-

verb pattern would lead us to expect Topics2 to precede the question

word. Secondly, exactly to what position is the question word ‘post-

poned’? Again, the fact that question words are considered to have

Focus function, combined with the clause pattern, would lead us to

assume that question words come in second position after the Topic,

preceding the verb.3 As we will see in our discussion of the examples,

1 Also, it would follow that we do not expect explicit Topic constituents in
questions in which the interrogative (Focus) comes Wrst in the clause, or in answers.
I believe that both points are borne out by the evidence from tragedy.
2 Or Setting constituents, of course. See below, e.g. (5.17).
3 If that is not itself the Topic. See below, e.g. IT 617 Ł���Ø �b ��� �� in (5.E1).
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this is true in themajority of cases; other examples need to be accounted

for in a diVerent way.

Finally, what is it that determines the choice for the postponed

interrogative as opposed to the ‘normal’ pattern? Contributing factors

will come up below; for the moment let me point out that there is no

need to accord the postponed interrogative the status of literary Wgure.

Thomson (1939a) already argued forcefully that the form of these

questions must Wnd its origin in spoken language: hence their use in

Plato and drama alike, with a higher frequency especially in Euripides

and Aristophanes. In literary texts, these questions can therefore be

considered as markers of ‘quasi-spoken’ language, as termed by Slings.4

In what follows, I will Wrst of all survey ‘normal’ questions based

largely on the Ajax and Electra; in the following sections, I will turn to

two sets of problematic questions. In section 5.3, I will consider

questions in which the question word opens the clause but is not

immediately followed by a verb, and in section 5.4 I will turn to an

analysis of postponed interrogatives in the Ajax, Electra, OT, and

Antigone. In 5.5, Wnally, I will turn to Euripides, and reconsider some

of the material examined in Battezzato (2000).5

5.2 ‘NORMAL’ QUESTIONS: YES-NO QUESTIONS

AND WH- QUESTIONS

In the introduction, both examples of questions were ‘question-word

questions’, also known (after English-language question words) as

‘Wh- questions’, in which the speaker seeks to have his interlocutor

‘Wll in the blank’ in his knowledge. An equally frequent6 type is that

4 Slings (1992: 101 f.).
5 Iwill here be concerned with Battezzato’s sections 1.5–11 (Battezzato 2000: 145–58),

in particular. Battezzato, unlike Thomson (1939a), discusses the position of the inter-
rogative beyond the mere fact of its ‘postponement’ from initial position. Even if my
analysis is not always in agreement with his (andmy discussion of his work will naturally
focus on the few points of disagreement), what I have to say about the Euripidean
material in section 5.4 is indebted to his data collection.
6 My counts are as follows: Ajax: 55 yes-no, 62 wh- questions (not counting post-

poned interrogatives, for which see below § 5.4); Electra: 66 yes-no, 72 wh- questions
(again, not counting postponed interrogatives). Indirect questions are not included in
these numbers, and I will not be discussing them in this chapter.
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of the yes-no question, in which the speaker seeks to verify the truth

of a proposition. Here are Orestes’ Wrst questions in Electra:

(5.3) Or. pæ� K��d
 � �����
�� � ˙º�Œ�æÆ; Ł�º�Ø�

���
ø��
 ÆP��F ŒI
ÆŒ���ø��
 ª�ø
;

Pae. lŒØ��Æ. (El. 80–2)

Or. Is it the unfortunate Electra? Would you like us

to stay here and listen to her laments?

Pae. But no!

We would expect the Focus elements of the questions (is it, or not?,

etc.) to come early and here they do. Orestes wonders whether the

person he hears is Electra or not (Focus on K���
), then asks if his

companion wants to stay or not. In the subordinate clauses ([do you

want to] stay here, and listen to her laments) the two verbs, Focus in

their clauses, again come Wrst.

The majority of both types of questions, viz. yes/no and wh- ques-

tions, will be of little interest for our purposes here: after all, like the

question-answer pairs that we saw in (5.1) and (5.3) above, answers will

typically consist only of a Focus constituent, and questions will usually

contain no more than two Mobile constituents. Let me brieXy survey

these least complex of questions nevertheless.

In its simplest form, the yes/no question can consist of just a verb

or other questioned term, and of course the wh- question can consist

of just the questioned term. These clauses with just one Mobile

constituent can be accompanied by connectors, question particles,

postpositives, and extraclausals such as vocatives, but ordering is

hardly an issue:7

Yes/no questions:

(5.4) Ath. q pe† veuce† ��; (Aj. 102)

Did he escape you?

7 Other examples of questions consisting of just one Mobile constituent: Aj. 48
q ŒÆd �Ææ���� (more initial verbs in yes/no: Aj. 95, 118, 334, 386, 589, 593, 791, 1026,
1051, 1158, 1273, 1291, 1328, 1364); El. 80 (see (5.3) above: postposed subject), 354
�P  H; 407 q �fiH �ı���
�����fiø �æ��H
; wh- questions: Aj. 519 ��� �º�F���; El. 579
���fiø 
��fiø, 671 �e ��E�
, t ��
� ; 1349 ���fiø. Initial verbs with Focus followed by
additional Mobiles: Aj. 95, 386.
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(5.5) Teu. t ��º�Æ�� `YÆ�, t ��
ÆØ��
 Z��� K���,

pæ� g‘ lp¸kgjar u���æ � ���Ø� ŒæÆ��E; (Aj. 977–8)

O dearest Ajax, O brother who gave me comfort,

have you in truth fared as the rumour said?

Wh- questions:

(5.6) Od. pHr, �Y��æ O�ŁÆº��E� ª� ��E� ÆP��E� ›æfi A; (Aj. 84)

How so, if he is seeing with the same eyes?

(5.7) Od. poßaisi t¸klair taEsde ŒÆd �æ�
H
 Łæ���Ø; (Aj. 46)

How could he dare such a thing?8 What gave him

conWdence?

The next simplest clause pattern involves only the question word

preceding the verb. Again, the question word can be preceded by a

connector and/or a setting constituent, and postpositives can accom-

pany these or the question word:9

Question word preceding verb:

(5.8) Od. tß �æfi A�, �Ł�
Æ; (Aj. 74)

What are you doing, Athena?

Focus constituent of yes/no question preceding verb:

(5.9) Chr. �� �� ��Ø
; �P pqer g“ domcm º�ªø ����; (El. 921)

What is it? Do my words not please you?

Questioned term consisting of two Mobiles:

(5.10) Tec. tß wqBla �æfi A�,

`YÆ�; (Aj. 288–9)

What are you doing, Ajax?

8 I will return to the frequent occurrence of deictic elements in questions below.
The ordering of the noun phrase here (interrogative, noun, demonstrative) is also
used in OT 2, ��
Æ� ��Ł� ��æÆ� ����� Œ�º. (discussed below, at (5.22)).
9 Other examples (with the question word sometimes part of a larger constituent):

Aj. 77, 107, 282, 341, 377, 393, 430, 463, 532, 540, 585, 747 (preverbal with pple.),
800, 809, 892 (modiWer in genitive forms one constituent with subject), 905, 920
(bis), 984 ��F ��Ø ªB� Œıæ�E, 1012, 1024 (bis), 1236, 1290, 1325, 1356.
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Plus connector and postpositive:

(5.11) Aj. K
 ��E��� ��E� ŒÆŒ�E�Ø
, j tß ��Ø º�ª�Ø�; (Aj. 532)

Because of these troubles, do you mean?

(5.12) Od. q ŒÆ�, ��º� �����Ø
Æ, pqer jaiqem ��
H; (Aj. 38)

Dear mistress, am I labouring to any purpose?

Plus postverbal object (predictable from context):

(5.13) Ath. q ŒÆd pqer Ztqeßdaisim fi X	�Æ�Æ� 	�æÆ; (Aj. 97)

Did you arm your hand against the sons of

Atreus as well?

(5.14) Od. ŒÆd pHr K���	� 	�EæÆ �ÆØ�H�Æ
 ��
�ı; (Aj. 50)

And how did he come to hold back his eager arm

from murder?

Plus postpositives and postverbal subject (predictable and non-

contrastive, see 1443):

(5.15) Ae. poF �B�� i
 �r�
 �ƒ ��
�Ø; (El. 1450)

Then where are the strangers?

Questioned term consists of two words, with intervening postposi-

tive:

(5.16) Ath. poF ��Ø túwgr ����Œ�
; (Aj. 102)

What is his situation?

Setting precedes question word (‘postponed interrogative’):

(5.17) El. 
F
 �b poE �� 	æc ��º�E
; (El. 812)

But now where can I go?

(5.18) El. ��Ø�Æ poßar g“ le† qar ��Œ�E� �� ¼ª�Ø
, (El. 266)

And then what kind of days do you think I pass, . . . ?
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5.3 Q-X-V QUESTIONS

Disregarding Settings, connectors, and pre- and postpositives, when

we assume a Topic-Focus-verb pattern and equally assume that

question words always have Focus, it quickly emerges that one

group of examples deserves special attention: those that have other

constituents intervening between the Focus constituent and the verb.

According to our stipulated sentence pattern, these elements could

only be additional Focus elements. Are they? At Wrst sight this seems

unlikely. Most sentences, after all, have only one Focus constituent.

However, sentences with multiple Focus constituents are not an

impossibility.10 Usually, the additional Focus elements will present

a diVerent kind of Focus than the question word, viz. selecting Focus.

Compare the following English examples:11

Why would you go there ?

(of all places, I wouldn’t have expected you to make that particular choice)

Why me?

(can’t this misfortune happen to somebody else?)

Greek prose oVers ready parallels:

(5.P1) "� tgmij›de I�E�ÆØ, t ˚æ��ø
; (Pl. Cri. 43a1)

Why have you come at this time, Crito?

(5.P2) ¯r�Æ �H� oPj ePhùr K��ª�Øæ�� ��, Iººa �Øªfi B �ÆæÆŒ�Ł��ÆØ;

(Cri. 43b1–2)

Then why did you not wake me at once, instead of sitting

by me in silence?

10 Housman parodies one of the most obvious counterexamples, the question with
multiple interrogatives. This construction is acceptable in Greek but not in English
and many other languages. Whereas Greek can say (Eur. El. 779–80 (cf. also Od.
1.170)) ��
�� j ��Ł�
 ��æ����Ł[�], English has to use two separate questions: who are
you, and where are you from?
11 Within limits, such selecting Focus constituents can be multiplied: Why did you

have to start arguing about Halliburton (of all things) with the vice president (of all
people) at his birthday party (of all occasions) at theWhite House (of all places) in the
presence of the press (of all circumstances)?
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Probably the most frequent usage of multiple Focus in questions

involves deictic/anaphoric elements as in (5.P1) and in the following:12

What did you have to do that for?

Why are you telling me this now?

What’s this all about?

I will now turn to the examples in Ajax and Electra that exhibit this

Q-X-V ordering. They too show a large incidence of deictic elements,

in particular, preceding the verb, as in (5.19), the simplest form of the

phenomenon:

(5.19) Tec. ���E� ¼æ� �P 
���F
��� I�����ŁÆ 
F
.

Cho. �H� toFt‘ º��Æ�; �P Œ���Ø�� ‹�ø� º�ª�Ø�. (Aj. 269–70)

Tec. Then now, when he is no longer sick, we are aZicted.

Cho. What do you mean by that? I do not understand

what you are saying.

Tecmessa is explaining to the choruswhy she thinks things have become

worse rather than better now that Ajax’s madness has subsided. The

chorus does not understand and asks ‘What makes you say that? ’

The same selecting Focus (why that of all things, why you of all

people) is possible with non-deictic elements, of course. In Electra,

Aegisthus asks his murderer two such questions in a row:

(5.20) Ae. �� �� Kr d¸lour ¼ª�Ø� ��; �H�, ���� �N ŒÆºe


��hæª�
, sj¸tou ��E, Œ�P �æ�	�Øæ�� �r Œ�Æ
�E
;

(El. 1493–4)

Why do you force me into the house? If this act is

honourable,

why must it be in darkness, and why are you not ready

to kill me?

Aegisthus does not understand why Orestes does not kill him on the

spot. Why inside the house, of all places, and why in darkness, not

12 As Rodie Risselada points out to me (p.c.), many of these questions are more
rhetorical than actual: speakers use these questions to express their annoyance or
other emotion at the state of aVairs they observe (as in the ‘Why me?’ example).
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broad daylight? These constituents have Focus in Aegisthus’ questions,

and come in preverbal position.13

Often, however, the situation gets more complicated than this. The

Wrst instances of the Q-X-V pattern in Ajax are two consecutive

questions Odysseus asks Athena. Athena has just conWrmed that Ajax

is the perpetrator of the cattle slaughter. We again see deictics as in

(5.21), in both lines 40 and 42, but in line 42 we see a combination of

both a deictic (��
��) and an additionalMobile constituent (����
ÆØ�):

(5.21) Od. ŒÆd �æe� �� dusk¸cistom zd‘ fi q��
 	�æÆ

Ath. 	�ºfiø �Ææı
Ł�d� �H
 �	Øºº��ø
 ‹�ºø
.

Od. �� �B�Æ poßlmair tÞmd‘ K��������Ø ���Ø
; (Aj. 40–2)

Od. Then why did he lash out so foolishly?

Ath. He was stung by anger on account of the arms

of Achilles.

Od. Why did he launch this onslaught on the Xocks?

In line 40 Odysseus asks a question which can be answered at two

levels: why did Ajax turn violent, and why did the violence take the

illogical form it did (�ı�º�ªØ���
 z�[�] 	�æÆ)? In the Wrst instance,

Athena answers the former question: it is Ajax’s anger over Achilles’

armour. Odysseus further speciWes in line 42: why this attack on the

animals, rather than on the individuals who had thwarted Ajax? Thus

the prominence of preposed ����
ÆØ� ‘Xocks’ in line 42 is easy to

account for: these were not the victims that one would have expected.

The two other preposed constituents contain deictic elements (z��

thus ill-reasoned, ��
�� this attack) which we would imagine accom-

panied by gestures in performance, even if nothing concrete can be

pointed to on the stage in this case, as in the opening lines of OT,

where question word and deictic are part of the same constituent,

and Oedipus reacts to the scene he Wnds outside his palace:

(5.22) Oe. Ð� ! ��Œ
Æ, ˚����ı ��F ��ºÆØ 
�Æ �æ���,

tßmar ��Ł� e” dqar t›sde ��Ø Ł�� ���

ƒŒ��æ��Ø� Œº���Ø�Ø
 K��������
�Ø; (OT 1–3)

13 See also Ant. 229–30 Œ�N ���� �Y���ÆØ ˚æ�ø
 j ¼ºº�ı �Ææ� I
�æ��, �H� sù dBt‘
�PŒ Iºªı
fi B;
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Children, latest to be reared from the stock of Cadmus,

why do you sit like this before me,

with boughs of supplication wreathed with chaplets?

It is diYcult to gauge the strength of the deictic element in all of these

cases. In (5.22), as in (5.7) above, we can analyse the deictic as a non-

contrastive, postposed element in the noun phrase, and the samemay be

said ofz�� in (5.21). ��
�� in (5.21), however, is placed in hyperbaton.14

(5.23) Ath. t �y���, `YÆ�, �����æ�
 �� �æ��ŒÆºH.

tß baiem ootyr K
�æ��fi � �B� �ı���	�ı; (Aj. 89–90)

You there, Ajax, I call you a second time!

Why have you so little regard for your ally?

This is more straightforward. Athena has called out to Ajax before

(71–3), without receiving a response, and now she rebukes him for it.

The question word �� and �ÆØe
 �o�ø� ‘so little’ both have Focus. The

object of K
�æ��fi � follows the verb. While, as Jebb points out,

the formulation is ironic given Ajax’s rejection of Athena’s help on

the battleWeld (774), the referent is entirely predictable, which in eVect

makes �B� �ı���	�ı equivalent to an unemphatic pronoun ��ı.

In (5.24), the extra preverbal element is not deictic, and unlike

examples we saw above—(5.P2), (5.20)—this is not simply a case of

selecting Focus either:15

(5.24) Aj. l�Ø����, t �����Ø
Æ, �������� �ø

ŁÆŒ�E· ŁÆ
�E
 ªaæ ÆP�e
 �h �� �ø Ł�ºø.

14 Complicating matters further is the fact that z��, ��
��, and ����� all three
follow the caesura, which might be taken to indicate that these three words must be
equally prominent. This is too simplistic; at the very least ��
�� derives some
prominence from the hyperbaton. For enjambment of the deictic, cf. (5.48) below.
15 I am here concerned with line 109. Line 107 is an unremarkable case of an

interrogative preceded by two non-Mobile elements; I discuss these lines (esp. 110) in
ch. 3 as well, at (3.28). As to line 109, Jebb argued that it should not be read as a
continuation of the structure: ‘In v. 107 she continued his sentence; here, feigning
keener alarm, she interrupts it.—Nauck reads Kæª��fi � (aor.), depending on �æd
 ¼
:
which not only is weaker, but requires ���Æ� instead of ��Ł��� in 108.’ The problem
with Jebb’s reading is that in removing the minor problem of the passive participle in
108, he introduces a major problem for the transition to line 110: while speakers may
at any time slip from subordinate to main clause syntax without notice, we Wnd an
unmarked return to the �æd
 ¼
 construction in 110.
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Ath. �æd
 i
 �� �æ��fi �� j �� Œ�æ��
fi �� �º��
;

Aj. �æd
 i
 ��Ł�d� �æe� Œ��
� 'æŒ���ı ���ª��

Ath. �� �B�Æ tem dústgmom Kæª��fi � ŒÆŒ�
;

Aj. ����ØªØ �æH��
 
H�Æ ��Ø
Ø	Ł�d� Ł�
fi �. (Aj. 105–10)

Aj. Mistress, he sits inside, the most welcome of prisoners!

I do not want him to die yet.

Ath. Before you do what or have got what advantage?

Aj. Before, bound to the pillar of the hut I live in . . .

Ath. You will have done mischief to the wretched man?

Aj. He has perished, after Wrst having his back made

bloody by my whip.

Clearly, �e
 �����
�
 does not serve to pick out Odysseus from a

group of Ajax’s possible victims. Rather, by this reference to Odysseus

as �����
�
 Athena expresses her dismay at what is being done to him.

Such reference is qualitatively diVerent from using a more permanent

characteristic like ����Æ	�� in (5.23) above. The evaluative adjective is

comparable to the deictic elements we have seen above in that the

speaker, with this choice of referent rather than a more neutral term, is

expressing her emotional reaction to Odysseus’s plight.16

In a following instance, the salience of the preverbal elements is

much more straightforward:

(5.25) Tec. ŒIªg � �Ø�º���ø ŒÆd º�ªø, ‘�� 	æB�Æ �æfi A�,

`YÆ�; �� tÞmd‘ ±jkgtor ohh‘ u“ p‘ Icce† kym

jkghedr I��æ�fi A� ��EæÆ
 �h�� ��ı Œºıg


��º�Øªª��; Iººa 
F
 ª� �A� �o��Ø ��æÆ���: �
(Aj. 288–91)

And I objected, saying, ‘What are you doing,

Ajax? Why are you starting on this expedition

unbidden, when you have not been summoned by

messengers

nor heard any trumpet? Why, now all the army

is asleep!

16 See ch. 3, n. 37, for adiVerent readingof�����
�� inAj.533.Aswithdeictic elements,
it is diYcult to say with certainty in individual cases whether this word has Focus or not.
Here (Aj. 109), as well, we may prefer to see both �B�Æ and �����
�
 as strengthening the
main Focus, ��, rather than treating �����
�
 as a separate Focus element.
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The deictic element is very similar to ��
�� in Ajax 42 (above, in

(5.21)), ‘what is this that you are doing here?’, inquiring why Ajax is

going out fully armed in the middle of the night. The lengthy third

element (after �� and ��
��), ¼Œº���� Œ�º., makes explicit why his

behaviour is so odd to Tecmessa: the only possible reason for such

nightly outings is a call to arms, and this has not taken place.

In (5.26), similarly, a non-deictic element accompanies the question

word. Ajax brieXy considers the possibility of leaving Troy, where

everybody hates him (458–60), and going home. But there, of course,

his father awaits him:

(5.26) Aj. ����æÆ �æe� �YŒ�ı�, 
Æıº�	�ı� ºØ�g
 ��æÆ�

��
�ı� �� � `�æ���Æ�, ��ºÆª�� `NªÆE�
 ��æH;

ŒÆd ��E�
 Z��Æ patqd ��º��ø �Æ
�d�

"�ºÆ�H
Ø; �H� �� �º����Æ� ���� �N�Ø��E


ªı�
e
 �Æ
�
�Æ �H
 IæØ����ø
 ¼��æ . . . (Aj. 460–4)

Shall I cross the Aegean, leaving behind

the station of the ships and the sons of Atreus and go home?

And what kind of face shall I show to my father Telamon

when I appear? However shall he bring himself to

look at me

when I appear empty-handed, without the prize

of victory . . .

Ajax envisages exchanging one evil for another: the hatred he

encounters in Troy will be matched by his own shame when he

comes home and confronts his father. His father is the last person

he wants to know about the indignities he has suVered.

Later on in this same speech by Ajax, we Wnd a similar example of

a non-deictic preverbal element. As in (5.24), however, this is not a

matter of selecting Focus:

(5.27) Aj. ÆN�	æe
 ªaæ ¼
�æÆ ��F �ÆŒæ�F 	æfi � �Ø
 ���ı,

ŒÆŒ�E�Ø
 ‹��Ø� ���b
 K�Æºº�����ÆØ.

�� ªaæ paq‘ qlaq g“ le† qa ��æ��Ø
 	�Ø

�æ��Ł�E�Æ ŒI
ÆŁ�E�Æ ��F ª� ŒÆ�ŁÆ
�E
; (Aj. 473–6)

When a man has no relief from troubles,

it is shameful for him to desire long life.

What pleasure comes from day following day,

bringing us near to and taking us back from death?
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Ajax’s stay on this earth has become unbearable for him.Day in, day out,

his life is only suVering. The prominent position and verbal repetition

of �Ææ� q�Ææ ���æÆ and, in the next line, �æ��Ł�E�Æ ŒI
ÆŁ�E�Æ both

impress what torture the passage of time has become for Ajax.

In Ajax and Electra, the plays which I have surveyed for this

section, it is rare but not impossible to Wnd multiple Mobile

constituents without a deictic element like (5.27). (5.28) is an

example from Electra with two Mobile constituents following the

interrogative:

(5.28) Or. �h���Æ ��
�Ø· �æe� ��Œ�� ªaæ �P ���
�Ø�.

El. �H� tem ham¸mt‘ Idekvem oP dßjg– ���
ø; (El. 1211–12)

Or. Say nothing that is ill-omened! You have no reason

to lament!

El. How can I have no reason to lament my dead brother?

A brother, of all people (selecting Focus), deserves lament. It is clearly

unthinkable to Electra that she would not lament him, and she

naturally takes issue with the stranger’s command to cease and desist.

In surveying the instances in the corpus inwhich additional preverbal

elements follow the interrogative, a minority in the corpus of question-

word questions,17 I have tried to show how we can interpret them as

clauses with multiple Focus elements. They clearly Xout Chafe’s prin-

ciple (1994: chapter 9) that restricts new or salient information to just

17 The total number of examples of this pattern in Ajax is 16 (of a total of 62
questions which have the interrogative as their Wrst Mobile). The remaining instances
are the following: 537 �� �B�� i
 ½r Kj tHmd‘ i
 T��º�E�� ��; ‘Given this situation,
how can I help you?’ 1049 ��
�� 	�æØ
 tos¸md‘ I
�ºø�Æ� º�ª�
; ‘For what purpose
have you wasted so many words?’, 1100–1 (bis) ��F sù ��æÆ��ª�E� ��F��; ��F �b sod
ke¿m j ����� I
����Ø
 z
 ‹�� XªÆª� �YŒ�Ł�
; ‘In what way are you his commander?
What right have you to command the people whom he brought from home?’, 1280 ���
taFt‘ I��Eæ��
; ‘Who put a stop to this?’ 1367 �fiH ª�æ �� lAkkom eNjer j ‘ lauty— Ð
��
�E
; ‘For whom am I more likely to work than for myself ?’ Problematic is 787–8:
�� �� Æs t›kaimam, Iæ��ø� ���Æı��
�
 j ŒÆŒH
 I�æ��ø
, Kn e” dqar I
���Æ��; ‘Why do
you get me up from my resting place, when I had just got rest from my sorrows
inexhaustible?’ While ��ºÆØ
Æ falls in the same category as �����
��, a word that can
be treated as Focus at any time, K� ��æÆ� is more problematic as a candidate for Focus
assignment here. In Electra, I count 24 instances total (of a total of 72 questions which
have the interrogative as their Wrst Mobile): 328, 388, 409, 558–9, 591, 612, 769, 773,
883–4, 923, 926, 975, 1001, 1103, 1174, 1176, 1184, 1191, 1193, 1212 (see above, in
(5.28)), 1346, 1358, 1493 (bis) (see above, in (5.20)).
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one item per clause. On the other hand, many of the elements with

Focus are present and given in the immediate context (most obviously,

the deictic elements, but not just those), so that it ismostly the particular

combination of known elements that leads to their collective salience, as

in Electra’s indignant question why she could be wrong to lament her

brother. It can hardly be coincidental that while these questions need not

be rhetorical questions in the strict sense (as in (5.27)),many even of the

informational questions such as (5.24) share an expressive function in

addition: speakers ask a question while at the same time making clear

the dismay or surprise they experience at a situation.

5 .4 POSTPONED INTERROGATIVES

Word order and sentence intonation work diVerently across languages.

In most modern Western languages, syntax predominates as a deter-

minant of order, i.e. placement rules can be formulated primarily in

syntactical terms. Interrogatives form a clear exception for syntactical

ordering rules in English (and many other languages). Whatever

their syntactical function, interrogatives will normally come at the

beginning of the clause: ‘What did you read?’ can correspond to ‘We

read the Antigone’, just as ‘Where did you go?’ can correspond to ‘We

went toNew York’. In English, the use of interrogatives anywhere later in

the sentence (henceforth ‘postponed’ interrogatives) is very restricted,

mostly to echo-questions (in disbelief to the avowed city hater: ‘You

went where? ’).

Since the rules in most Western languages are similar to those in

English, sentences with postponed interrogatives are striking to mod-

ern readers. This is understandable, but I will argue here, following

Thomson (1939a), that postponed interrogatives should not be con-

sidered stylistically marked in Greek, in the sense that a postponed

interrogative is more ‘artful’ or literary than a ‘straightforward’ initial

interrogative. It ismost probably the case that postponed interrogatives

were a feature of the spoken language, which would explain their

relatively high frequency in Plato, Euripides, and Aristophanes as

compared to Demosthenes, Aeschylus, and Sophocles. Quite to the
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contrary, then, to what might be expected, the unfamiliar feature of the

postponed interrogative can be seen as a sign of a style with aYnity to

spoken language, rather than of a high literary style.18 I will here start

with some examples from Plato and two passages from Euripides in

order to bring out how these questions can function in their contexts,

and suggest reasons why in these particular cases the interrogatives do

not come in initial position in the sentence.

Pace Thomson (1939a: 147), I think that we need not conclude

that ‘the eVect of postponing the interrogative is to reduce its force,

and [that] this is accompanied in most cases by a corresponding

increase in the force of the word which has supplanted it’; rather, we

can be more precise as to the pragmatic function of the word or

words that precede the interrogative, and assume that the force of the

interrogative is the same in both postponed and ‘normal’ initial

position. While Thomson, who argues for weakened emphasis, is

right that the particle �� is typically absent from postponed inter-

rogatives (1939a: 151), I take the occurrence of ���� and other

postpositives following these interrogatives as indicative of undimin-

ished prominence.19 The regular preverbal position of interrogatives

is another sign that these question words still have Focus function. In

sum, I take it that postponed interrogatives are a reXex of Givón’s

dictum (1983: 20) that language users ‘attend Wrst to the most urgent

task’; that is, if a point of orientation needs to be established for an

utterance, this will be established Wrst. In the case of clause-initial

interrogatives, the speaker deems it unnecessary to provide such

grounding for his question and goes straight to the next most

important element: the interrogative itself.

First of all, here are three examples from Plato:

(5.P3) [Socrates has just mentioned Euenus, and says he, Socrates,

would never make claims like Euenus’s. An imaginary re-

sponse follows:]

18 In this the postponed interrogative is similar to that other ‘certiWed phenom-
enon’, prolepsis, on which see Slings 1992 (the rather confused account in Budelmann
(2000: 31 f.) does not advance the discussion).
19 And see Trach. 403 �f �� K� �� �� �� ��F�� Kæø���Æ� 	�Ø�; which must have

escaped Thomson’s notice.
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���º���Ø i
 �s
 �Ø� ��H
 Y�ø�· Iºº� , t %�ŒæÆ���, te sem

�� K��Ø �æAª�Æ; ��Ł�
 Æƒ �ØÆ��ºÆ� ��Ø Æy�ÆØ ª�ª�
Æ�Ø
;

(Apology 20c4–6)

Now perhaps someone might rejoin: ‘But Socrates, what is

the trouble about you?Whence have these prejudices against

you arisen?

(5.P4) [Socrates has just told Meno what he means by �	B�Æ. Meno

reacts:]

te dº wqHla tß º�ª�Ø�, t %�ŒæÆ���; (Meno 76a8)

And what do you say of colour, Socrates?

(5.P5) [Socrates tells Crito that he has no deathbed requests. His

followers should conduct themselves ŒÆ�� Y	
� ŒÆ�a �a 
F


�� �Næ���
Æ ŒÆd �a K
 �fiH ��æ��Ł�
 	æ�
fiø. Crito replies:]

�ÆF�Æ �b
 ���
ı
 �æ�Łı������ŁÆ, ��, �o�ø ��Ø�E
·

h›ptylem �� �� tßma tq¸pom; (Phaedo 115c2–3)

‘We will certainly try hard to do as you say,’ he replied. ‘But

how shall we bury you?’

In all three instances, we can interpret the clause-initial constituents

that precede the interrogatives as Topics of their clauses. Socrates’

imaginary interlocutor in the Apology switches to Socrates’ reputation

(�e ��
 . . .�æAª�Æ), after his disavowal Iºº� �P ªaæ K����Æ�ÆØ,t ¼
�æ��

�Ł�
ÆE�Ø. The second example similarly announces the change of

Topic (from ‘Wgure’ to ‘colour’), with the interrogative following. In

the example from the Phaedo, Crito switches the topic of conversation

to Socrates’ burial. In this third example, the Topic is expressed by

means of a verb, but the principle is the same: the Topic opens the

clause, the interrogative follows in second position (disregarding the

postpositives �� and ��).

In conclusion to these three instances, we can say that unlike English,

Greek prose regularly places questionwords in the positionwhere other

Focus elements also appear, i.e. following Topic constituents. The great

majority of postponed interrogatives are of this type.20

20 ‘Exceptions’ fall in the following groups: Some elements preceding interrogatives
are more properly described as Settings than Topics (e.g. Ant. 7 ŒÆd mFm �� . . . ). Settings
and Topics have in common that they provide a point of orientation. Secondly, as
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Drama is no diVerent from Plato in ‘allowing’ postponed inter-

rogatives. I will here start with an extended passage from IT. Orestes

has just volunteered to send Pylades home safely. Orestes himself will

die, and here inquires as to the exact procedure:

(5.E1) Iph. K��d �b ���ºfi � �ÆF�Æ, ��
�� ���ł���


��º��
 ��æ�
�Æ, �f �b ŁÆ
fi B· ��ººc �� �Ø� 615

�æ�Łı��Æ �� ��F�� 	�ı�Æ �ıª	�
�Ø.

Or. húsei dº tßr le ŒÆd �a ��Ø
a �º����ÆØ;

Iph. Kª�· Ł�A� ªaæ �B
�� �æ���æ��c
 	ø.

Or. ¼ �º�
, t 
�A
Ø, Œ�PŒ �P�Æ���
Æ.

Iph. Iºº� �N� I
�ªŒ�
 Œ����Ł� , m
 �ıºÆŒ���
. 620

Or. ÆP�c ����Ø Ł��ı�Æ ŁBºı� ¼æ��
Æ�;

Iph. �hŒ, Iººa 	Æ���
 I��d �c
 	�æ
�ł��ÆØ.

Or. ˙ dº svaceùr tßr, �N ���� ƒ���æ�E
 �� 	æ�;

Iph. �ø ���ø
 �H
�� �N�d
 �x� ��º�Ø ����.

Or. t›vor dº poEor de† netaß l‘ , ‹�Æ
 Ł�
ø;

(Eur. IT 614–25)

Iph. But since this is your wish, I will send this man

with the tablet and you shall be killed. 615

For some reason you are very eager for this.

Or. Who will do the dread deed of sacriWcing me?

Iph. I will: this is service I render to the goddess.

Or. An unenviable and unhappy one, lady.

Iph. But I am under compulsion and must perform it. 620

Or. Will you, a woman, yourself kill a man with the sword?

Iph. No, I will pour the lustral water about your head.

Or. Who will do the killing, if I may ask?

Iph. There are people in this temple whose business that is.

Or. What kind of burial will I get when I have been killed?

Orestes’ questions concern Wrst of all the person oYciating over the

sacriWce (617). After Iphigenia has replied that she will be that

Thomson (1939a: 149) already noted, ‘postponement may also take place when the
speaker interrupts his interlocutor, or himself, with a question designed to continue the
interrupted construction’ as in e.g. El. 1402, for which see (5.36). Thirdly, I discuss
examples inwhich ��Ø takes initial position, as in Pl. Euthphr. 3e7, 4a9; Soph.OT 89. In
Euripides, there are more instances of interrogatives appearing in later positions in the
clause. See section 5.5 below on postponed interrogatives in Euripides.
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person, but will not herself wield the sword, Orestes again wants to

know who will be his killer (623). Iphigenia is evasive (we have

people for that, 624) and with the Wnal postponed interrogative of

this passage Orestes asks what funeral he can expect. It is interesting

to note that while Orestes’ questions mostly follow a Topic-Focus

pattern (with the exception of his reactions in 619 and 621), most of

Iphigenia’s responses front a Focus constituent (Kª�, �N� I
�ªŒ�
,

�hŒ) and are followed by a second, subsidiary move (variations on ‘a

girl’s gotta do what a girl’s gotta do’ in 618 and 620). For both sides of

this dialogue, the bare exchange of information needs less room than

the format of stichomythia provides. In Orestes’ case, lines are Wlled

out with second cola that are repetitive (617, 619) or otherwise

unremarkable, except for 621, which does heighten the pathos (and

has a pedigree in Aeschylus Ag. 1231 ŁBºı� ¼æ��
�� ��
���).

The next passage, taken from the Bacchae, I Wnd a stronger example of

stichomythia, despite the fact that there is more actual verbal repetition.

I cite the passage speciWcally for the alternation between ��
Æ ���º�


(828) and���ºc
 �b ��
Æ (830).21The question ofwhat Pentheus should

wear is Wrst brought up by Dionysus in 821. The verbal and nominal

expressions ‘outWt’/‘dress’ ���ººø, ���º� are highlighted below:

(5.E2) Di. steEkaß 
ı
 I��d 	æø�d �ı���
�ı� ���º�ı�.

Pe. �� �c ���� ; K� ªı
ÆEŒÆ� K� I
�æe� ��ºH;

Di. �� �� Œ��
ø�Ø
, j
 I
cæ O�Łfi B� KŒ�E.

Pe. �s ª� �r�Æ� Æs ���� · u� �Ø� �r ��ºÆØ �����.

Di. ˜Ø�
ı��� ��A� K������ø��
 ����. 825

Pe. �H� �s
 ª�
�Ø�� i
 L �� �� 
�ıŁ���E� ŒÆºH�;

Di. Kªg stekH �� �ø���ø
 �ø ��º�
.

Pe. ��
Æ stokÞm; q ŁBºı
; Iºº� ÆN��� �� 	�Ø.

Di. �PŒ��Ø Ł�Æ�c� �ÆØ
��ø
 �æ�Łı��� �r;

Pe. stokcm �b ��
Æ �fi c� I��d 	æH�� K�e
 �Æº�E
; 830

Di. Œ���
 �b
 K�d �fiH ŒæÆ�d �Æ
Æe
 KŒ��
H.

Pe. �e �����æ�
 �b �	B�Æ ��F Œ����ı �� ��Ø;

Di. ���º�Ø ����æ�Ø�· K�d Œ�æfi Æ �� ��ÆØ ���æÆ.

(Ba. 821–33)

21 For earlier discussion of the interrogatives in this passage, cf. Rijksbaron (1991:
101–2), with references.
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Di. Then dress yourself in a long linen robe.

Pe. Why that? Shall I become a woman instead of a man?

Di. So that they won’t kill you if you show yourself as

a man there.

Pe. Good advice again! You were quite the clever fellow

all along!

Di. It is Dionysus who has given me this education. 825

Pe. How then can your advice be successfully put into eVect?

Di I will go inside and dress you.

Pe. With what kind of clothes? A woman’s? I feel shame.

Di. Are you no longer an eager viewer of maenads?

Pe. But how did you say you would dress me? 830

Di. First on your head I will cause your hair to grow long.

Pe. And what will be the second item of my costume?

Di. A dress Xowing down to your ankles; and on your head

a headdress.

The use of ���ºH ‘I’ll dress you’ in 827 and the absence of a similar word

in 829 goes a long way toward accounting for the diVerence in ordering

between 828 and 830. Pentheus is continuing, not changing, the topic

in 828. He does not like what he is hearing fromDionysus, and protests

(Iºº� ), in eVect, that cross-dressing is too embarrassing. Dionysus

accordingly concludes in 829 that Pentheus no longer wants to go,

but just as soon Pentheus accepts that there is nothing for it but to take

Dionysus’ advice. Pentheus’ acceptance is left implicit, however. All we

see is that he changes the topic from his unwillingness back to the

practical: he is now cooperating and asking Dionysus for speciWcs.

Exaggerated paraphrases of the two questions might run:

(828) What is this dress you’re talking about? A woman’s?

(830) Getting back to the dress, what is it you want me to put on?

Incidentally, line 832 has another example of a postponed interrogative

after a Topic (‘the next feature of my costume’—Dodds). To retain the

order of presentation inanEnglish paraphrase, one practically needs two

clauses: ‘Now tell me about the next feature of my costume. What is it?’

With this introduction, I now turn to a discussion of postponed

interrogatives in Sophocles. The following is meant to be an exhaustive

discussion of all occurrences in Ajax, Electra, OT, and Antigone ;
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I discuss a handful of problematic instances from the remaining plays

at the end of this section.22

(5.29) Ath. ›æfi A�, � ˇ�ı���F, �c
 Ł�H
 N�	f
 ‹��;

�����ı ��� ¼
 ��Ø �I
�æe� j �æ�
�����æ��

j �æA
 I���
ø
 ��æ�Ł� �a ŒÆ�æØÆ; (Aj. 118–20)

Do you see, Odysseus, how great is the power of the gods?23

What man was found to be more far-sighted than this one,

or better at doing what the occasion required?

While Athena means, of course, that Odysseus can gauge the gods’

might from what has happened with Ajax, there is no mention of

Ajax in Athena’s Wrst line here (118). With �����ı she switches from

the general to the particular. The question word is followed by two

postpositives, which gives it extra prominence.24

(5.30) Aj. ¼æ	�
��� �N�Ø
, u�Ł� ���ØŒ���
. �� ��
;

ŒÆd ªaæ �a ��Ø
a ŒÆd �a ŒÆæ��æ��Æ�Æ

�Ø�ÆE� ����Œ�Ø· ��F�� �b
 
Ø����Ø��E� 670

	�Ø�H
�� KŒ	øæ�F�Ø
 �PŒ�æ�fiø Ł�æ�Ø·

. . .

���E� �b �H� �P ª
ø�����ŁÆ �ø�æ�
�E
; (Aj. 668–77)

They are the commanders so that we must bow to

them, who else?

Why, the most formidable and the most powerful of things

bow to oYce; winter’s snowy storms

make way before summer with its fruits;

. . .

And how shall we not come to know how to be sensible?

22 Like Thomson before me (Thomson 1939a: 147), I have not included instances of
conjunctions (e.g. Aj. 107 �æd
 i
 �� �æ��fi ��) or straightforward Setting constituents
(e.g.Aj. 457 ŒÆd 
F
 �� 	æc �æA
) preceding the interrogative. I havemade an exception,
however, for any cases Thomson includes in his discussion (see below, at (5.35)). El.
1430–1 is in a choral passage, but—unless the state of the text deceives us—unremark-
able: �N��æA�� is Topic, following the chorus’s º����ø in 1428.
23 Line 118 exhibits a diVerent strategy to present information in Topic-Focus

order, viz. prolepsis: the Topic of the question (�c
 Ł�H
 N�	�
) is formally the object
of the main clause, and the Focus element (‹��) is left as the only element of the
subordinate clause. I here only discuss direct questions, not indirect ones, and so will
only be concerned with 119–20, �����ı ��� Œ�º.
24 Two postpositives, not counting �I
�æ��, that is. Forms of › I
�æ often behave

as postpositives in tragedy. See e.g. Ant. 402.
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Ajax argues that he will have to yield (���ØŒ���
, 668) to the Atreidae,

just as the most powerful forces of nature have to yield (669–70), and

proceeds to give examples (670–6). In 677 he switches back to his

own condition with the Topic ���E�.

(5.31) Mess. º�ª�Ø �� æØ� �æÆ��F�Æ ��F �æ��ø���ø

I
�æH
 ª�æ�
�ø
 K
 �ı
ÆººÆªfi B º�ª�ı.

Iºº� ��d
 `YÆ� ��F � ��Ø
, ‰� �æ��ø ����;

��E� Œıæ��Ø� ªaæ ��
�Æ 	æc ��º�F
 º�ª�
. (Aj. 731–4)

The wish to quarrel had run to the furthest point

before it was arrested by the seniors with conciliatory

words.

But tell me where Ajax is, so I can make this known

to him!

One must report every piece of news to those who

are responsible.

In (5.31), the messenger has just told the chorus—and us—his news,

but of course he was really looking for Ajax. With a corrective Iºº�

he interrupts himself, and asks where he can Wnd him. Ajax is Topic

here. Postpositive ���
 is in ‘Wackernagel’ position.25

(5.32) Teu. ��E ªaæ ��º�E
 ��Ø �ı
Æ��
, �N� ����ı� �æ�����,

��E� ��E� Iæ��Æ
�� K
 ��
�Ø�Ø ���Æ��F;

q ��� <��> "�ºÆ��
, �e� �Æ�cæ K��� Ł� –�Æ,

���ÆØ�� i
 �P�æ��ø��� ¥º��� �� N�g


	øæ�F
�� ¼
�ı ��F. �H� ªaæ �h	; ‹�fiø ��æÆ

���� �P�ı	�F
�Ø ���b
 l�Ø�
 ª�ºA
.

�y��� �� Œæ�ł�Ø; ��E�
 �P	 Kæ�E ŒÆŒ�
 . . .

(Aj. 1006–12)

Where can I go, among what mortals,

I who was not there to help you in your troubles?

Smiling and kindly, I imagine, will be my welcome

from Telamon, your father and also mine,

when I come there without you! Of course, seeing

25 But it would also have been hard to place elsewhere if Iºº� is to be retained.
With weaker �� instead, we could have had *`YÆ� �b ��F � ��Ø
 ���
, ‰� �æ��ø ����;
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that even when fortune is good it is not his way to

smile more graciously!

What will he keep back? What evil will he not

speak of me . . .

Teucer has no place to go now that Ajax has died. Even going back to

Telamon, his father, is an option that holds little attraction. He

establishes for us why this is so: even in the best of times, Telamon

is diYcult. With �y���, the Topic constituent in his question in 1012,

he refers not just to Telamon, but our new understanding of him

from Teucer’s words in lines 1009–11.26

(5.33) Cho. q �c i
 Kªg ŁÆæ��F�Æ �Aºº�
 K� º�ª�ı�

��f� ��f� ƒŒ����
, �Y��æ z�� �ÆF�� 	�Ø.

El. ‰� 
F
 I��
��� ƒ���æ�Ø· �� ��Ø ��º�
;

Cho. ŒÆd �� �� Kæø�H, ��F ŒÆ�Øª
���ı �� ���,

l��
���, j ��ºº�
���; �N��
ÆØ Ł�ºø. (El. 314–18)

Cho. To be sure I would converse with you

with more conWdence, if indeed this is so.

El. Know that he is now away and ask your question;

what is your pleasure?

Cho. Well, I ask you, what do you say about your brother?

Will he come, or will he put oV coming? I would

like to know.

The chorus says it hesitates to speak to Electra with Aegisthus

around, and so we have to wait until the chorus has been told that

the coast is clear (316) for the ‘true’ beginning of the conversation. In

317, then, the chorus Wrst announces what it wants to talk about:

Electra’s brother. The question word, ��, which follows the Topic, is

really a place holder for the participles in the next line, which spell

out exactly what the chorus wants to know. In an exaggerated

paraphrase we can use three English sentences in retaining the

order of presentation: ‘Tell us about your brother. What is the

news? Is he on his way or still delayed?’

26 (5.32) is not included in Thomson (1939a).
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(5.34) El. Iºº� K��Œ�Ø�� ��F�� ª� �o
�Œ� K
 ��	�Ø.

Chr. ��
� , t ��ºÆØ
Æ, ��
�� K��æ��ø º�ª�
;

El. KºŁ�E
 KŒ�E
�
, �Y �Ø �H
�� �æA
 
��E.

Chr. ‹�ø� ��Łfi �� �� 	æB�Æ; ��F ���� �r �æ�
H
;

El. ‹�ø� I�� ��H
 ‰� �æ����Æ�� KŒ��ªø. (El. 387–91)

El. So far as that goes, let him arrive quickly!

Chr. Unhappy one, what is the imprecation that you

have uttered against yourself?

El. That he should come, if he is minded to do any

of these things.

Chr. So that what may happen to you? What kind of

madness is this?

El. So that I can escape as far away as possible from you all.

When Chrysothemis has told Electra of what punishment awaits her,

Electra does not react the way Chrysothemis expects her to. When

Electra should be fearing Aegisthus’s return, she wants him to come

back as soon as possible. The form of Chrysothemis’ question, which

fronts ��Łfi �� as Topic, implies that she is convinced only bad can

come of this.27

(5.35) El. � ˇæ���Æ ��º�ÆŁ� , u� �� I��º��Æ� ŁÆ
�
.

I������Æ� ªaæ �B� K�B� �Y	fi � �æ�
e�

Æ¥ ��Ø ��
ÆØ �ÆæB�Æ
 Kº���ø
 �Ø,

�b �Æ�æe� l��Ø
  H
�Æ �Ø�øæ�
 ����

ŒI��F �ÆºÆ�
��. 
F
 �b ��E �� 	æc ��º�E
; (El. 808–12)

Dearest Orestes, how you have killed me by your death!

You have carried away with you, out of my mind,

the only hopes I still possessed,

that you would one day come to avenge our father

and my wretched self. But now where can I go?

In this instance, a Setting constituent precedes the question word.

Electra has lived in hopes of seeing Orestes come back and act as the

avenger. Now that her hopes are dashed, she has to come up with

27 (5.34) is not included in Thomson (1939a).
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plan B. In line 812, 
F
 �b provides the transition from her sadness

over a lost illusion to current reality.28

(5.36) Cho. �H� ��; �� 
F
 �æ����ı�Ø
;

El. � �b
 K� ����


º����Æ Œ����E, �g �� K����Æ��
 ��ºÆ�.

Cho. �f �� KŒ�e� fi q�Æ� �æe� ��; (El. 1400–2)

Cho. How now? What are they about?

El. She is preparing

the urn for burial, and those two are standing by her.

Cho. But why have you darted out?

The chorus’s question in 1402 is the Wrst example in which the

postponed interrogative does not occupy the position expected for

Focus elements, i.e. following the Topic (or Setting) element, and

preceding the verb. The reason for this diVerence, presumably, is that

the chorus follows Electra’s presentation: the various characters are

placed Wrst as Topics (� �b
 . . . �g �� . . . �f ��), and their actions are

Focus in the respective clauses.29 In eVect they say, ‘And you (Topic)

rushed out (Focus). Why was that?’ turning this third of the series into

a question. The �æe� �� phrase, rather than being given the position

associated with Focus elements, follows the verb, thereby leaving the

earlier part of the clause in a form parallel with the earlier clauses.

(5.37) Oe. ¼
Æ�, K�e
 Œ���ı�Æ, �ÆE )�
�ØŒ�ø�,

��
� ��d
 lŒ�Ø� ��F Ł��F ����
 ��æø
;

28 The prominent position of �Æ�æ�� preceding both the predicate l��Ø
 and its
head noun �Ø�øæ�
 is surprising, but in a sense its ‘promise’ is fulWlled by
ŒI��F �ÆºÆ�
�� in the next line. As a result the line reads ‘that you would one day
come back alive both to avenge my father and me’, rather than ‘that you would one
day come back as an avenger of my father’. Looking at this as a question of compos-
ition, one wonders whether this formulation came about by the troubles associated
with inserting a word of the shape of �Ø�øæ�
 any earlier? At least �Ø�øæ�
 is given
some of the prominence needed by ����. To me, the question remains whether the
compositional problem posed by the molossus is the raison d’être of ŒI��F �ÆºÆ�
��.
29 The beginning of Electra’s answer, � �b
 K� ����
, is intriguing. Are we meant

to suppose, just for a moment, that what will follow is something much more sinister
than an anticlimactic º����Æ Œ����E? Admittedly, as Kells remarks ad loc., ‘the horror
and ignominy . . . is enhanced by the detail that, at the moment he stands over her, she
is actually tending the urn which she supposes to contain his ashes.’ But I am not sure
we have to make a choice between these two suggestions.
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Cr. K�Łº�
· º�ªø ªaæ ŒÆd �a �����æ� , �N ��	�Ø

ŒÆ�� OæŁe
 K�Ø�
�Æ, ��
�� i
 �P�ı	�E
.

Oe. ��Ø
 �b ��E�
 ��h���; �h�� ªaæ ŁæÆ�f�

�h�� �s
 �æ�����Æ� �N�d �fiH ª� 
F
 º�ªfiø. (OT 85–90)

Oe. Lord, kinsman, son of Menoeceus,

what word of the god have you come to bring us?

Cr. One that is good; I can say that even troubles hard to bear,

if they chance to turn out well, can bring good fortune.

Oe. But what is the message? What you are now saying

makes me neither conWdent nor apprehensive.

Oedipus here is obviously not satisWed with being given K�Łº�
 for an

answer. He wants the speciWcs, which he asks for in 89 with ��E�
.

The formulation with ��Ø
 in Wrst position may seem odd, but we

also Wnd it in similar contexts in Plato. In this passage from the

introduction of the Euthyphro, two of Socrates’ questions feature a

postponed interrogative following ��Ø. Socrates’ question in 3e7

takes up the question of Euthyphro’s, as opposed to his own, trial;

in 4a9 he moves from the question of whom Euthyphro is prosecut-

ing, to that of the charge he is bringing:

(5.P6) Euth. �ºº� Y�ø� �P�b
 ��ÆØ, t %�ŒæÆ���, �æAª�Æ, Iººa ��

�� ŒÆ�a 
�F
. Iªø
Øfi B �c
 ��Œ�
, �r�ÆØ �b ŒÆd K�b �c


K��
.

So. ‘¸stim �b �c ���, t ¯PŁ��æø
, ��� � ��Œ�; ���ª�Ø�

ÆP�c
 j �Ø�Œ�Ø�; (Euthphr. 3e5–8)

Euth. Well, Socrates, perhaps it won’t amount to much,

and you will bring your case to a satisfactory ending,

as I think I shall mine.

So. What is your case, Euthyphro? Are you defending or

prosecuting?

(5.P7) So. ‘¸stim �b �� �e ªŒº��Æ ŒÆd ��
�� � ��Œ�;

Euth. #�
�ı, t %�ŒæÆ���. (Euthphr. 4a9–10)

So. But what is the charge, and what is the suit about?

Euth. Murder, Socrates.
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This usage is by no means restricted to questions. It appears that

non-contrastive, given Topics (��Œ� above, �ØÆº�Œ�ØŒ���æ�
 below)

are avoided in favour of ��Ø in initial position:30

(5.P8) So. �N �b u���æ Kª� �� ŒÆd �f 
ı
d ��º�Ø Z
��� ���º�Ø
��

Iºº�º�Ø� �ØÆº�ª��ŁÆØ, ��E �c �æfi Æ���æ�
 �ø� ŒÆd

�ØÆº�Œ�ØŒ���æ�
 I��Œæ�
��ŁÆØ: ’sti dº Ysyr te

diakejtijþteqom �c ��
�
 �Iº�ŁB I��Œæ�
��ŁÆØ, Iººa

ŒÆd �Ø� KŒ��
ø
 z
 i
 �æ�����º�ªfi B �N��
ÆØ ›

Kæø����
��. (Meno 75d2–7)

But if, like you and me on this occasion, we were

friends and chose to have a discussion together,

I should have to reply in some milder tone and more

suited to dialectic. The more dialectical way, I suppose,

is not merely to answer what is true, but also to

make use of those points which the questioned person

acknowledges he knows.

(5.38) Cr. �����ı ŁÆ
�
��� 
F
 K�Ø���ºº�Ø �Æ�H�

��f� ÆP���
�Æ� 	�Øæd �Ø�øæ�E
 �Ø
Æ�.

Oe. �ƒ �� �N�d ��F ªB�; ��F ���� �Pæ�Ł����ÆØ

Y	
�� �ÆºÆØA� �ı���Œ�Ææ��
 ÆN��Æ�; (OT 106–9)

Cr. He was killed, and the god now tells us plainly

to punish his killers, whoever they may be.

Oe. Where in the world are they? Where shall the

track of an ancient guilt, hard to make out, be found?

Oedipus’ question switches the subject from Apollo to the perpet-

rators (��f� ÆP���
�Æ�) with the Topic shifter �ƒ �� followed by the

30 I should add that (5.P8) seems to be an instance of an extended Topic unit (as
deWned in Dik 1995: 207 f.). The Topic consists of the entire underlined segment of
the clause, the Focus consists of a replacive Focus construction: not only A (answer
the truth), but also B (in terms mutually agreed on). Extended Topic units instead of
simple Topics are used especially when referents are not given in the immediate
context, for instance in parenthetical statements such as the following from Herod-
otus (Dik 1995: 219): %ŒıŁ�ø
 �H
 
����ø
 Yº� I
�æH
 ��Æ�Ø��Æ�Æ ����BºŁ�
K� ªB
 �c
 )��ØŒ�
· Ktuq›mmeue dº tem wq¸mom toFtom LÞdym ˚ıÆ��æ�� › #æÆ�æ��ø
��F ˜�Ø�Œ�ø . . . (Hdt. 1.73.3). A mere K�ıæ�

�ı� would have been hard to interpret
as having reference to the Medes and not the Scythians, and we are one generation
removed from the narrative in 1.73.2, hence �e
 	æ�
�
 ��F��
.
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interrogative. Oedipus naturally wants to know where they can be

found.31

(5.39) Cr. ��Œ�F
�Æ �ÆF�� q
· ¸ÆØ¡ �ı �� Oºøº����

�P��d� Iæøªe� K
 ŒÆŒ�E� Kª�ª
���.

Oe. ŒÆŒe
 �b ��E�
 K�����
, �ıæÆ

����

�o�ø ��������, �ræª� ��F�� K��Ø��
ÆØ; (OT 126–9)

Cr. That is what people thought at the time. But when

Laius was dead there was no one to help us in our

troubles.

Oe. Trouble? What trouble got in the way, when a king

had fallen like that, of Wnding this out?

Oedipus picks up on Creon’s mention of ŒÆŒ�E�. What ŒÆŒ�
 could

prevent a full investigation of the assassination of a monarch? Com-

pare ���ºc
 �b ��
Æ Œ�º. in (5.E2) above.

(5.40) Tei. pæ� �r�Ł� I�� z
 �r; ŒÆd º�º�ŁÆ� K	Łæe� J
 415

��E� ��E�Ø
 ÆP��F 
�æŁ� ŒI�d ªB� ¼
ø,

ŒÆ� �� I��Ø�ºc� ���æ�� �� ŒI�e ��F �Æ�æ��

Kºfi A ���� KŒ ªB� �B��� ��Ø
���ı� Iæ�,

�º���
�Æ 
F
 �b
 ZæŁ� , ��Ø�Æ �b �Œ���
.

��B� �b �B� �B� ��E�� �PŒ ��ÆØ yºØ��
y, 420

��E�� ˚ØŁÆØæg
 �P	d ����ø
�� ��	Æ . . .

(OT 415–21)

Do you know from what stock you come? First, you

are unaware

of being an enemy to your own beneath and above

the earth,

and, next, the two-pronged curse that comes from

your mother and your father

with deadly step shall one day drive you from this land;

now you have sight, then you shall look out on darkness.

Of your laments what haven shall there not be,

what Cithaeron will not echo them soon . . .

31 It may be asked why we do not get * �N�d
 �b ��F ªB� here, along the lines of OT
89 (above, (5.37)). One important factor is that human referents are more likely to be
used as Topics (entities one talks about) than are inanimate referents.
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Whatever the exact wording of lines 420–1,32 it is clear that Teiresias is

saying that Oedipus’ ��� will be heard everywhere. As part of his

riddling utterance, Teiresias can present the new information ��B�

�B� �B� as given, adding a sense of inevitability.33 The interrogative is

in the expected position for Focus elements, preceding the verb.34

(5.41) Oe. ����
 �Ø
� X�� �BŁ� › ¸�œ�� 	æ�
�


Cr. ���æÆŒ� ��E�
 æª�
; �P ªaæ K

�H.

Oe. ¼�Æ
��� ææ�Ø ŁÆ
Æ���fiø 	�Øæ��Æ�Ø; (OT 558–60)

Oe. How long is it now since Laius . . .

Cr. Did what? I do not understand.

Oe. Vanished from sight by a deadly stroke.

Creon completesOedipus’ question (for a similar example seeEl.1400–2,

at (5.34) above).One expects a predicate toWnishOedipus’ question, and

accordingly Creon supplies the Allerweltsverb ���æÆŒ�, followed by the

interrogative. The order within the noun phrase ��E�
 æª�
 is reversed

in the otherwise very similar instance, Phil. 1227.

Interestingly, Oedipus’ question in 558 would seem to be a strong

candidate for a postponed interrogative (*› ¸�œ�� ����
 . . . ). After

all, as Jebb points out, ‘Creon has heard only what Oedipus said of

him: he does not yet know what Teiresias said of Oedipus (cp. 574).

Hence he is startled at the mention of Laius.’ If we want to go so far as

to say that Oedipus fails or even refuses to present his question in

a more comprehensible, step-by-step manner (in accordance with

Gricean principles), we could ascribe this to his being in ‘attack

mode’ at this point. Unfair questions are to be expected.

32 I print the OCT text. Whether one retains ºØ��
 or, following Blaydes, � ¯º�Œø
,
Lloyd-Jones’s choice in the Loeb translation, though not the text, does not make a
diVerence to my argument. Dawe’s printing of a full stop after the second ��E�� runs
counter to Thomson’s (1939a: 151) observation that one hardly ever sees anaphora of
postponed interrogatives (the only exception he cites being Ar. Eccl. 320, ‘a passage as
grotesque in form as it is in content’).
33 A classic example of the pernicious use of presupposed information is ‘Have

you stopped beating your wife?’, to which the unfortunate addressee cannot give a
reply that answers the accusation contained in it.
34 This type of hyperbaton is, if implicitly, recognized by Devine and Stephens

(2000) as the most frequent and natural, to be found in both poetry and prose: the
element that intervenes between the two parts of the noun phrase is the verb, and
the earlier element of the noun phrase (typically an adjective or other modiWer) is the
more salient of the two (‘Y1 hyperbaton’).
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(5.42) Oe. ŒÆd �c
 ����F��
 ª� K��� ��Ø �B� Kº�����,

�e
 ¼
�æÆ �e
 ���BæÆ �æ����E
ÆØ ��
�
.

Io. ���Æ���
�ı �b ��� ��Ł� � �æ�Łı��Æ; (OT 836–8)

Oe. Why, I have just so much of hope,

simply to wait for the herdsman!

Io. But when he has appeared, what is your desire?

Iocaste’s ���Æ���
�ı is comparable to 
F
 �� in (5.33) above. It func-

tions as a Setting for the question, since obviouslyOedipus’ wish for the

shepherd to appear is not his actual wish, but a step toward fulWlling it,

and this is how Iocaste takes it. ‘When he is here, what do you want?’

(5.43) Io. ¼Œ�ı� �I
�æe� ��F��, ŒÆd �Œ���Ø Œº�ø


�a ���
� ¥
� lŒ�Ø ��F Ł��F �Æ
����Æ�Æ.

Oe. �y��� �b ��� ���� K��d ŒÆd �� ��Ø º�ª�Ø; (OT 952–4)

Io. Listen to this man, and then ask

where the god’s revered oracles stand!

Oe. Who is he and what does he say to me?

The messenger from Corinth (�I
�æe� ��F��) is new to Oedipus, so

when Iocaste directs Oedipus to listen to him, he Wrst wants to know

who this person is. �y��� establishes the messenger as Topic, and

Oedipus’ two questions follow. For another instance of two questions

following the Topic, see Trach. 242.

(5.44) Oe. �f �� K���º��Æ� j �ı	�
 �� ÆP�fiH ���ø�;

Mess. ��æg
 
Æ�Æ�ÆØ� K
 ˚ØŁÆØæH
�� ��ı	ÆE�.

Oe. ‰��Ø��æ�Ø� �b �æe� �� ������ ��f� ����ı�;

(OT 1025–7)

Oe. Did you buy me or Wnd me before you gave me to him?

Mess. I found you in the wooded glens of Cithaeron.

Oe. And why were you travelling in those regions?

While 1025 is not a question with a postponed interrogative, I should

note that the structure of this question is very similar. ��, the Topic

constituent, switches back to themessenger after discussion of Polybus;

Focus is on the preverbal participles, which form the two alternatives

posed by Oedipus; the intervening elements (�� ÆP�fiH) are postpositive.
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In 1027, another question follows in Oedipus’ interrogation of the

messenger. ‰��Ø��æ�Ø� ‘you were travelling’ is treated as an inferable

Topic; nobody lives on the slopes of Cithaeron. The question is why

somebody would go there, and this is the Focus. The sentence is Wlled

out by the anaphoric reference to the place, ������ ��f� ����ı�.

(5.45) Oe. �y��� ��, �æ���ı, ��Fæ� ��Ø ��
�Ø �º��ø


‹�� ¼
 �� Kæø�H. ¸ÆØ¡ �ı ���� q�ŁÆ ��;

Slave q, ��Fº�� �PŒ T
����, Iºº� �YŒ�Ø �æÆ����.

Oe. æª�
 ��æØ�
H
 ��E�
 j ���
 ��
Æ;

Slave ����
ÆØ� �a �º�E��Æ ��F ���ı �ı
�Ø����
.

Oe. 	�æ�Ø� ��ºØ��Æ �æe� ���Ø ��
Æıº�� þ
;

(OT 1121–6)

Oe. You there, old man, look at me and answer

my questions! Did you once belong to Laius?

Slave Yes, I was a slave not bought, but brought up

in the house.

Oe. What work, or what way of life, was your care?

Slave For most of my life I have been with the herds.

Oe. In what places for the most part did you bivouac?

After ascertaining that the shepherdwas indeed a slave of Laius,Oedipus

inquires as to his activity. The Topic æª�
 is inferable: slaves have

particular jobs. So far, there is nothing remarkable about the word

order. The interrogative, however, does not follow in second position

(æª�
 �b ��E�
 vel sim., see (5.47) below); instead, the participle

��æØ�
H
 intervenes. This ordering is termed (Devine and Stephens

2000: 97 f.) ‘Topic Y2 hyperbaton’: the head noun æª�
 introduces the

Topic segment of the noun phrase, while the Focus segment follows the

predictable participle.35 (In § 5.5 we will encounter some very similar

instances from Euripides—(5.E8), (5.E9)—in which the semantics of

noun and verb are closely related, as here, or the verb is virtually empty

semantically—(5.E10)—so that in either case, the verb is not particu-

larly newsworthy.36) The postponed interrogative in 1126 is unprob-

lematic. From ����
ÆØ� in 1125, the question of location can be inferred.

35 See also above, ch. 4, (4.21) on cmþlar 	ø
 j wqgst›r in Ant. 635–6.
36 Phil. 1227 is similar in that, as in (5.45), two semantically related words precede

the interrogative, but there Odysseus Wrst supplies a verb which is missing from
Neoptolemus’ line: Od. � �� ±�Ææ��Æ ��� q
; j Ne. m
 ��d �ØŁ���
�� �fiH �� ����Æ
�Ø
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(5.46) Cho. º����Ø �b
 �P�� L �æ��Ł�
 fi X����
 �e �c �P

�Ææ����
� �r
ÆØ· �æe� �� KŒ��
�Ø�Ø
 �� �fi ��;

(OT 1232–3)

Even the things we knew before do not fall short

of being

grievous; what can you add to them?

The Topic KŒ��
�Ø�Ø
 (referring to �P�� L �æ��Ł�
 fi X����
) prepares for

the interrogative. ‘Mind you, we have been through quite a lot

already. What is it this time?’

(5.47) Cr. �a �� �s
 Œ�æÆ ���� �PŒ I�Æºº���Ø ��æ�ı.

Cho. ¼��ø ªaæ ÆP�a ŒÆd ŒÆ�ÆŒ��E
ÆØ 
��E�;

Cr. �P ��
 ª� �c ŁØª�F�Æ
· �s ªaæ �s
 º�ª�Ø�.

Cho. ��æfiø �b ���fiø ŒÆ� ��� ��ıº��fi � Œ�Æ
�E
;

(Ant. 769–72)

Cr. But he shall not save those two girls from death!

Cho. Then you have a mind to kill both of them?

Cr. Not the one that did not touch the corpse;

you are right!

Cho. And by what death do you plan to kill her?

The chorus’s Wrst concern is to make sure that Creon will not have

both sisters killed (770–1). In 772 they inquire as to the mode of

execution for Antigone.

From this discussion of postponed interrogatives in four Sophoclean

plays, we have seen that in general, constituents in clause-initial position

can be accounted for as Topics, and that the interrogative follows in

second position, the expected position for Focus constituents. So far, we

have seen only two exceptions: (5.36) and (5.45) above. In the former (�f

�� KŒ�e� fi q�Æ� �æe� ��;), the chorus followed the construction of earlier

declarative clauses; in the latter (æª�
 ��æØ�
H
 ��E�
), the noun and

verb were closely related in meaning.

��æÆ�fiH j Od. ’pqanar ’qcom poEom z
 �h ��Ø �æ���
; ‘What did you do wrong?’
‘Obeying you and the entire army—’ ‘You did what thing that was not proper for
you?’ (5.E8) and (5.E9) front the verb as well, so that the only exact parallel for (5.45)
is (5.E10). In Dik (1995) I discuss instances of extended Topic units in ch. 7 (207–21).
In Herodotus I only found such extended Topic units in verb-initial sentences.
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Of the remaining three plays, Iwill discuss just three instances that do

not (or not obviously) follow the regular pattern as described above, in

which the interrogative appears in second position, immediately

followed by the verb.37 First, (5.48) has multiple constituents preceding

37 The following show the regular ordering: (i) Trach. 192 ÆP�e� �b �H� ¼����Ø
.
Deianeirawishes toknowwhyHeracleshasnotarrivedyet. ‘Butwhy ishehimselfnothere,
if indeed fortune favours him?’Heracles (ÆP���) is contrastedwith his ‘surrogate’ Lichas,
the source for the messenger’s information. (ii) Trach. 242 Æy�ÆØ ��, �æe� Ł�H
,
��F ���� �N�d ŒÆd ��
��. The newly introduced referent ªı
ÆØŒH
 (line 241) is taken
up as a Topic in the question that follows. Whom do they belong to and who are
they? As in (5.41), two questions are attached to the Topic Æy�ÆØ. (iii) Trach.
403 �f �� K� �� �� �� ��F�� Kæø���Æ� 	�Ø�; Lichas is interrupted in his conversation
withDeianeiraby themessenger.He turns tothemessenger toaskwhy.�f �� indicates the
shift of interlocutor. (iv) Trach. 459 (K��d j �e �c �ıŁ��ŁÆØ, ��F�� �� Iºª�
�Ø�
 ¼
· j)
�e �� �N��
ÆØ �� ��Ø
�
; Shift of Topic from �e �c �ıŁ��ŁÆØ to �e �� �N��
ÆØ. (v) Trach.
545–6 �e �� Æs �ı
�ØŒ�E
 �fi B�� ›��F ��� i
 ªı
c j ��
ÆØ�� . . . I would argue that the
articular inWnitive as a whole functions as one constituent: ‘living with her’, so that
��� comes second in the clause. (vi) Trach. 742–3 �e ªaæ j �Æ
Łb
 ��� i
 ��
ÆØ��
<i
>Iª�
���
 ���E
; (vii) Trach. 817–18 ZªŒ�
 ªaæ ¼ººø� O
��Æ��� �� ��E �æ���Ø
 j
���æfiH�
 . . . The Wrst three Mobiles together form one constituent: ‘the dignity of
the name that she is given in vain’ (when she does not live up to her actions). Lloyd-
Jones appears to construe ¼ººø� with �æ���Ø
, however. He translates ‘Why
should one vainly honour the dignity . . .’ For discussion see Davies ad loc. and
GriYth (1978: 86). (viii) Trach. 1231 (�Y��Ø· �e �b
 
���F
�Ø Łı��F�ŁÆØ ŒÆŒ�
,) �e
�� z�� ›æA
 �æ�
�F
�Æ ��� ���� i
 ��æ�Ø; The whole of the articular inWnitive again
treated as one constituent. See above, Tr. 545–6. (ix) Phil. 111–12 ‹�Æ
 �Ø �æfi A�
�N� Œ�æ���, �PŒ OŒ
�E
 �æ���Ø. j Œ�æ��� �� K��d �� ��F��
 K� "æ��Æ
 ��º�E
; No Wnite
verb, but the core of the sentence runs through ��. ‘And the gain for me is what?’ (x) Phil.
1225 (º��ø
 ‹�� K���Ææ��
 K
 �fiH �æd
 	æ�
fiø: j ��Ø
�
 ª� �ø
�E�·) � �� ±�Ææ��Æ ���
q
; With ±�Ææ��Æ Odysseus picks up on Neoptolemus’s K���Ææ��
, and asks for
speciWcation. ‘What ±�Ææ��Æ do you mean?’ (xi) Phil. 1404 ÆN��Æ
 �b �H� � `	ÆØH

������ÆØ; Philoctetes has insisted that he does not want to hear anything more about
Troy and at 1402 Neoptolemus gives in. Line 1404 changes the direction of the
dialogue with ÆN��Æ
; a more marked break than most examples discussed in this
section, but the connection is clear enough. Neoptolemus has taken a decision, and
his thoughts turn to what the consequences may be for him personally. � `	ÆØH

intervenes between the interrogative but modiWes ÆN��Æ
 so that we do not have a new
constituent in preverbal position. (xii) OC 335 �ƒ �� ÆPŁ��ÆØ��Ø ��F 
�Æ
�ÆØ ��
�E
;
Ismene stresses that she has come alone, with just one servant. Oedipus’ reaction is
to inquire as to her brothers. If anyone, should not they have been the ones to
accompany her on her journey, or even have undertaken it in her stead? There is
no Wnite verb in this sentence, but the two Wrst constituents can be analysed as
Topic and Focus, with 
�Æ
�ÆØ and ��
�E
 not being strictly necessary. (xiii) OC
357–8 
F
 �� Æs ��
� lŒ�Ø� �FŁ�
, � (���
�, �Æ�æd j ��æ�ı�Æ; Setting followed by inter-
rogative; interrogative placed to precede verb. (xiv) OC 401 � �� T��º��Ø� ��� Ł�æÆ�Ø
Œ�Ø��
�ı; Ismene tells Oedipus that Thebes wants to bury him just outside the city
walls. Oedipus wants to know what good that will do for the city. (xv) OC 412
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the interrogative; secondly, (5.49) and (5.50) combine the characteristics

of questions discussed in this and the previous section, in that in these

questions,Mobile elements intervene between the postponed interroga-

tive and the verb.

(5.48) Dei. �e
 ªaæ �Æº�
�� ¼�æÆŒ��
 �r�Æ ŒÆd Ł�e


/��æø
Æ ����
Æ
�Æ, 	t
��æ i
 Ł�ªfi �,

�Ł��æ�Ø �a ��
�Æ Œ
��Æº� · KŒ �b ��F�� ‹��

��ÆªH
 �Ø�ºŁg
 Ne� Æ¥�Æ��� ��ºÆ�

�H� �PŒ Oº�E ŒÆd ��
��; ���fi � ª�F
 K�fi B.

(Trach. 714–18)

I know that the arrow that struck him

tormented even Chiron,

who was immortal, and it destroys all the beasts

whom it touches. How shall the black poison

of the blood,

coming from the fatal wound,

not destroy my husband also? That is my belief.

The notion of constituent becomes rather stretched, if we insist on

interpreting everything that precedes the interrogative �H� as merely

a subject constituent with Topic function. It makes more sense in this

case to consider the words up to ��ºÆ� a Theme, forming a separate

intonation unit which precedes the main clause. Jebb translates with

a Wnite clause, which would seem a better English equivalent than a

top-heavy subject phrase: ‘And since ’tis this same black venom in the

blood that hath passed out through the wound of Nessus, . . .’ On this

reading, �H� changes from ‘postponed’ to clause-initial, comparable

to interrogatives following Wnite subordinate clauses.38

(5.49) Oe. ¼æ	�Ø �Ø� ÆP�H
, j � �d �fiH �º�Ł�Ø º�ª��;

Cho. KŒ ��F ŒÆ�� ¼��ı �Æ�Øº�ø� ���� ¼æ	��ÆØ.

Oe. �y��� �b ��� º�ªfiø �� ŒÆd �Ł�
�Ø ŒæÆ��E;

Cho. ¨���f� ŒÆº�E�ÆØ, ��F �æd
 `Nª�ø� ��Œ��. (OC 66–9)

L �� K

���Ø�, Œºı�F�Æ ��F º�ª�Ø�, ��Œ
�
; The participle Œºı�F�Æ presents an infer-
able Topic; ��F takes second position in the participial phrase. (xvi) OC 1170 �� ��ı
���Łfi B�—:: �æ�ª�Æ��� ����ı; º�ª�.

38 As in e.g.OC 969–71, where the main clause is preceded by a conditional clause:
K��d ���Æ��
, �Y �Ø Ł���Æ��
 �Æ�æd j 	æ����E�Ø
 ƒŒ
�EŁ� u��� �æe� �Æ��ø
 ŁÆ
�E
, j pHr
i
 �ØŒÆ�ø� ��F�� O
�Ø�� �Ø� K���, Œ�º.
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Oe. Have they a ruler, or does the people have the say?

Cho. This place is ruled by the king in the city.

Oe. And who has power by his speech and by his strength?

Cho. He is called Theseus, the son of the old king Aegeus.

�y��� in 68 refers to ‘the king’, who is duly identiWed as Theseus

in the next line. The adjunct phrase º�ªfiø �� ŒÆd �Ł�
�Ø intervenes

between the interrogative and the verb, which is surprising, the more

so because the phrase seems rather trite. On the other hand, metrical

problems would have ensued if ŒæÆ��E had appeared earlier (*�y���

�b ��� ŒæÆ��E º�ªfiø �� ŒÆd �Ł�
�Ø). From a pragmatic point of view,

however, I do not see a persuasive explanation for the early position

of the adjunct phrase.39

The situation is less dire in the following instance:

(5.50) Oe. �� �B�Æ �����, j �� Œº���
�� ŒÆºB�

����
 Þ������ T��º��Æ ª�ª
��ÆØ,

�N ��� ª� � `Ł�
Æ� �Æ�d Ł����������Æ� 260

�r
ÆØ, ��
Æ� �b �e
 ŒÆŒ����
�
 ��
�


�fi� �Ø
 �¥Æ� �� ŒÆd ��
Æ� IæŒ�E
 	�Ø
;

j±loice poF taFt‘ Kstßm, �¥�Ø
�� ��Łæø


KŒ �H
�� �� K��æÆ
��� �r�� KºÆ�
���, . . .

Z
��Æ ��
�
 ����Æ
���; (OC 258–65)

What help comes from fame, or from a

Wne reputation

that Xows away in vain,

seeing that Athens, they say, has most reverence

for the gods,

and alone can protect the aZicted stranger,

and alone can give him aid?

How is this the case with me, when you have

made me rise from these ledges and are driving me away,

simply from fear of my name?

39 Donald Mastronarde (p.c.) suggests that the phrase ‘makes an additional point
about the assumed nature of a good kingship such as that of Theseus in Athens (that
it is a matter of intelligence and persuasiveness as well as of heroic strength and
valor).’ This interpretation would certainly work when contrasted with Creon’s
hamWstedness which will be evident later on in the play, but I am not sure that we
can already see such contrast at work here. In the absence of such contextual factors,
should we then take these words to be praise directed at the Athenian audience?
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Oedipus contrasts Athens’ reputation for taking in �e
 ŒÆŒ����
�


��
�
 with his own present treatment. He shifts from the generic

stranger to himself, speciWcally, with ��Øª� (Topic). The interroga-

tive is followed by a deictic, �ÆF�Æ. We have seen many examples of

such deictic elements in § 5.3 above, and once again, �ÆF�Æ allows an

interpretation that goes beyond bland reference: ‘that much vaunted

reputation of yours’, which stands in such stark contrast with the

actual behaviour that Oedipus Wnds himself confronted with (de-

scribed with the immediately following �¥�Ø
�� clause). As in many of

the examples discussed in § 5.3, the question is rhetorical. Oedipus is

not asking for directions to Athens, but concluding that Athens is not

all it has been made out to be.40

5.5 POSTPONED INTERROGATIVES IN EURIPIDES

In a recent article, Battezzato (2000) examines postponed interroga-

tives in Euripides, especially those cases in which an interrogative

modiWer follows a noun. He notes that in the majority of cases, this

noun will be in clause-initial position, as we have seen above with

����� �b ��E�� (IT 625, in (5.E1)), and the like.41 These nouns will

function as Topic, and the interrogatives follow as Focus of the

40 For a comparable use of ��F see Eur. Supp. 127 at (5.E7) below. For a diVerent
indignant ��F in questions see e.g. Soph. Aj. 1100 ��F �f ��æÆ��ª�E� ��F��; (more
exx. of the latter use in LSJ s.v.)
41 Battezzato cites the following (2000: 147). In 33 instances, the noun which is

modiWed by the interrogative comes in clause-initial position (I have added the
notation ‘P2’ to the citations where the interrogative follows the noun—sometimes,
the noun phrase—immediately): Cyc. 549 P2, Alc. 479 (assuming punctuation after
�N��) P2, Heracl. 86 P2, Hec. 878 P2, El. 237 P2, 254 P2, HF 548 P2, 559 hyperbaton
��º�Ø ª�æ �N�Ø
 I
�æd �ı��ı	�E ��
��;, 714 P2, Tro. 505 P2, 899 P2, IT 625 P2, 916 P2,
926 P2, 1168 P2, 1219 ��F�� ‹æ�� ��� P2, Ion 289 P2, 353 P2, 536 P2, 770 P2, 800 P2,
1004 hyperbaton N�	f
 	�
�Æ� ��
Æ, 1012 hyperbaton ��
Æ�Ø
 KŒ��æ�Ø ��
Æ, 1420
hyperbaton ��æ�c
 	�
 ��
[Æ], Hel. 113 hyperbaton 	æ�
�
 �� K���
Æ�� ¼ºº�

K
 "æ��fi Æ ����
;, 1208 P2, Or. 101 P2, 749 P2, 1611 P2, Bacch. 830 P2, 832 P2, IA
700 P2, 821 P2, a total of 33 cases. The exceptions are Cyc. 138, IT 499, Supp. 1060,
Bacch. 473 (presumably included in Battezzato’s count of exceptions, but not men-
tioned as such, is IA 712).
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clause. While I am in substantial agreement with many of his obser-

vations, below I suggest some modiWcations to his treatment.

Pace Battezzato, there is no need to assume Focus function for

constituents preceding postponed interrogatives, as he proposes for

examples like the following, in which a contrastive Topic opens the

clause:

(5.E3) Her. Ł��Ł� u���æ �r��
 �ÆE�Æ�. Am. Klº �b ���, ��Œ
�
;

(Eur. HF 1419)

Her. Bury my children, as I asked you. Am. But who will

bury me?

It is of course true that we need to supply the verb Ł�ł�Ø vel sim.

in the second clause, and that the conversation is ‘about’ burial

(Battezzato 2000: 153–4): ‘Il pronome K�� è in contrasto con

‘‘i Wgli’’, e li sostituisce come focus dell’ attenzione (il topic è ‘‘seppel-

lire’’); per questo motivo viene introdotto all’ inizio della frase, e

spodesta dalla P1 il pronome interrogativo’). However, that does not

mean that we need to assign Topic to an invisible constituent. Rather,

the direct object K�� is the contrastive Topic. Amphitryon uses it as

the starting point for his question.42

In (5.E4), we Wnd another personal pronoun, followed by a

noun plus interrogative modiWer, which Battezzato reads as Focus-

Topic-interrogative. Instead, I would analyse the pronoun simply as

a hierarchically higher Topic than the ‘Subtopic’ Z
��Æ that follows:43

42 As to the Euripidean parallels adduced in Battezzato’s n. 45 (2000: 154), these
should be analysed in the same way: In Eur. El. 1086–7 �N �� , ‰� º�ª�Ø�, �c
 ŁıªÆ��æ�
Œ��Ø
�
 �Æ��æ, j Kªg �� �� M��Œ��� K��� �� ��ªª�
��; ‘But if, as you say, my father
killed your daughter, whatwrong didmy brother and I do to you?’, Electra switches from
Agamemnon to herself and Orestes. Similarly HF 1415 �f ��E�� q�ŁÆ (contrasting
Heracles and Theseus), Phoen. 412 ŒÆd ��d �� Ł�æH
 O
��Æ��� ���B
 (Iocaste struggling
tomake the connection from the story of the oracle to her son’s marriage),Or. 745 �f �b
��
Æ� º�ª�ı� º��Æ� (Pylades switching back from Helen to Orestes). In Hel. 557
Menelaus asks Helen: ��� �r, to which she replies in 558: �f �� �r ���; ‘And you, who
are you?’ See also the passage in Ar. Eq. inwhichCleon’s and the Sausage Seller’s supplies
of oracles are compared, esp. lines 1003 and 1007. First the Topics are indicated, then the
questions are asked. For line 1005, see the discussion of (5.35) above.
43 Battezzato (2000: 154) does call Z
��Æ an inferred Topic (for all humans, we can

assume that they have names, just as they have a head and two arms), but does not
conclude that we here have two hierarchically ordered Topics. For discussion of
hierarchically organized Topics and examples from Herodotus, see Dik 1995: 27–8.
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(5.E4) Iph. ��d �� Z
��Æ ��E�
 Ł�Ł� › ª�

��Æ� �Æ��æ; (IT 499)

And you, what name did your father give you?

In more dynamic terms, we can say that with the Wrst word of the

clause, ���, Iphigenia changes the topic of conversation from the two

men together (are you brothers?), to Orestes alone. More speciWcally,

she wants to know his name, and this follows as the second constitu-

ent.44 Battezzato’s examples have in common that they all start with

personal pronounswhich inmy opinion function as contrastive Topics,

at a higher level than the subsequent constituent, as in (5.E5):

(5.E5) Cly. �f �b ���� , t ª�æ�
, ��Ł�
 �fi c� �N��
ÆØ ���ı���
��;

(IA 890)

But you, old man, where is it you say you heard

these things?

In lines 873–89, Clytemnestra’s trusted servant has told her what is about

to happen to Iphigenia. Now Clytemnestra turns from the news of

Iphigenia’s fate to the servant (�f ��), to ask him where (��Ł�
) he got

his information (����). There is no logical inherent relationship between

�� and ���� as there is between people and their names, of course.

Rather, the strong thematic break at 890 is achieved in a two-step

process.45 In an exaggerated paraphrase: ‘Now what about you, where

did you learn this?’ A similar case, with one more twist, is (5.E6):

(5.E6) Cly. Œ¼��Ø�Æ �Æ���Ø� ��f� ª���ı� K� o���æ�
;

Ag. Ł��Æ� ª� Ł��ÆŁ� ±�b 	æc ŁF�ÆØ Ł��E�.

Cly. ���E� �b Ł��
�
 ��F ªı
ÆØ�d Ł�����
; (IA 720–2)

44 A close parallel in Sophocles is formed by the indirect question �e
 �b ¸�Ø�

���Ø
 j ��
� �xæ�� �æ� �, ��
Æ �� IŒ�c
 l��� 	ø
 (OT 740–1), in which ���Ø� is a
Subtopic to the higher-level Topic Laius.
45 The distinction between Halliday’s interpersonal and experiential/topical

Themes comes to mind (see Halliday 1994: 52–4). Examples such as these, which
have more than one topical element, may remind readers of Prague School descrip-
tions of word order, which holds that sentences show a gradual progression from
given to new information throughout the clause, most famously explored in the
classical languages by Panhuis for Latin (Panhuis 1982). However, such a description
fails to recognize that the Wrst topical element in such sentences is typically a personal
pronoun (Halliday’s ‘interpersonal Theme’), aVecting a Topic switch as in IA 722.
Other types of constituents are extremely rare and will typically involve ‘subdivided’
clauses, in which the second Topic is accompanied by ��
 or �� (see previous note).
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Cly. And then you will have the marriage feast afterwards?

Ag. Yes, after sacriWcing what I need to sacriWce to the gods.

Cly. And where shall I arrange the feast for the women?

After inquiring about Agamemnon’s activities, Clytemnestra here

switches to her side of the wedding preparations. Following the shift

to ���E�, the speciWc Topic—like ���� above in (5.E5)—is Ł��
�
. The

twist here is that not only the interrogative, but also a (presumably

contrastive) ªı
ÆØ�� follows: you take care of the men’s aVairs; what

shall I (contrastive Topic) do for the women (contrastive Focus)?

While Battezzato is right to say that this order (�� . . . ����,

���E� . . . Ł��
�
) is precisely what one would expect,46 I believe that

this is due to the diVerent status of these Topic constituents, where

the second one is much more speciWc than the Wrst.47 An apparent

counterexample, such as (5.E7), has to be explained diVerently:

(5.E7) The. �����ıº�
 �s
 �� K�BºŁ��; j ��
�� 	�æØ
;

Adr. Œ����ÆØ ��, ¨���F, �ÆE�Æ� � `æª��ø
 Ł�ºø
.

The. �e �� `æª�� ��E
 ��F � ��Ø
; j Œ����Ø ����
;

Adr. ��Æº�
��� �N	����ŁÆ. �æe� �b �� lŒ���
.

(Supp. 125–8)

The. Have you come to me for advice? Or for what?

Adr. I want you, Theseus, to recover the Argos’ sons.

The. But where is your Argos? Is it merely an idle boast?

Adr. We have fallen and are in ruins. We have come to you.

46 ‘Si noti che l’ordine focus þ topic è quello che ci aspetteremo in linea di
principio; esso viene invertito in Eur. Supp. 127’, Battezzato 2000: 154. Needless to say,
it is unclear to me why we would expect Focus-Topic order; on Supp. 127, see below,
(5.E7). The nearest case is perhaps Aesch. Pers. 230–1: Œ�E
Æ KŒ�ÆŁ�E
 Ł�ºø, j t ��º�Ø,
��F tar ZhÞmar �Æ�d
 ƒ�æF�ŁÆØ 	Ł�
��. However, this is the Wrst mention of Athens in
the play, andAtossa tells the chorus that besides the interpretation of her dream, shewants
to ask only one question, and that question concerns Athens. The chorus’s explanations
about Athens take up the rest of this passage until the arrival of themessenger (announced
by the chorus in 246 f.).
47 Similarly IA 1366, switching from what Achilles will do to stop Iphigenia’s

sacriWce to Clytemnestra: K�b �b �æA
 �� 	æc ����; In Med. 565–6, Jason has laid
out his reasons for wanting the new marriage, and children from it too, to every-
body’s beneWt. Then, contrasting Medea and himself, he says: ��� �� ªaæ �Æ��ø
 ��
��E; j K��� �� º��Ø . . . Kovacs: ‘For your part, what need have you of any more children?
For me, it is advantageous . . .’
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Theseus is not saying here, ‘let’s talk about me, in general, and more

speciWcally what I have to do with Argos.’48Whether we read ��E
 or

��E
, this is an ethic dative, placed in Wackernagel position.

I now turn from the interpretation of the clause-initial elements in

clauses with postponed interrogatives to the precise position of the

interrogatives when they are ‘postponed’ (Battezzato’s § 1.10 (2000:

155–6)). As we have seen above, in the majority of Sophoclean

instances the postponed interrogative follows as the second constitu-

ent in the clause, following the Topic constituent. Most Euripidean

instances follow familiar patterns.

The exceptions to this in Sophocles were few and involved mainly

the type of question that appears to start out as a declarative (5.34),

but some of the Sophoclean exceptions turn out to be instances of a

pattern that recurs in Euripides. I refer to (5.43) æª�
 ��æØ�
H
 ��E�


and the similar example Phil. 1227 �æÆ�Æ� æª�
 ��E�
, in which the

interrogative is the third Mobile following two words that are se-

mantically closely related. Battezzato’s survey of the Euripidean in-

stances oVers a number of parallels:

(5.E8) Eu. K
�ÆFŁÆ ªaæ �c ŒÆºº�
ØŒ�� æ	��ÆØ.

Iph. 
ØŒH�Æ 
�Œ�
 ��
Æ; �ÆŁ�E
 	æfi � ø ��Ł�
.

(Supp. 1059–60)

Eu. Yes: I have come here in glorious victory.

Iph. That victory? I want to learn from you lips.

Iphis picks up on Euadne’s ŒÆºº�
ØŒ��. What victory is that? The

Wgura etymologica suggests even more strongly that we can read the

two constituents together as Topic of the clause. Similarly in (5.E9),

Clytemnestra, in discussing Achilles’ suitability as a husband for

Iphigenia, makes one of a series of predictable inquiries (696: ª�
�ı�

�� ›����ı 	‰��Ł�
) about a future son-in-law:

(5.E9) Cly. �P �������. �NŒ�E �� ¼��ı ��E�
 � ¯ºº����; (IA 712)

I Wnd no fault. In Greece where does he dwell?

48 Nor, reading ��E
, ‘let’s talk about you’. I have followed Diggle’s reading here.
The translation does not bring out the relationship between question and answer as it
works in the Greek. In eVect, ��Æº�
��� �N	����ŁÆ answers ��F ‘where’ with �P�Æ��F
‘nowhere’. See above, (5.31) for a similar ethic dative, and for a more likely Topic,
��Øª� in (5.50).
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So far, Achilles’ parentage and education with Chiron have been

discussed. It is time for the second part of Clytemnestra’s question,

	‰��Ł�
: and where is he from? �NŒ�E is an easily inferable Topic here:

for any human, we can assume a dwelling place as well as a family

tree.49

A similar group features not a semantically close, but rather an

‘empty’ verb, such as 	ø in (5.E10), involving Topic Y2 hyperbaton

(see above on (5.45)):50

(5.E10) Cr. �Œ�łÆ�Ł� n �ÆE� ���� �s�� o�Æ��� o��
� Kª�.

Ion ��E�
 �Ø; ��ººa �ÆæŁ�
ø
 �����Æ�Æ.

Cr. �P ��º��
, �x�
 �� KŒ���Æª�Æ Œ�æŒ����.

Ion loqvcm 	�
 ��
� ; u� �� �c �Æ��fi � º��fi ��.

(Ion 1417–20)

Cr. See, all of you, the weaving I did as a girl.

Ion What kind of weaving? Maidens weave

many things.

Cr. One not Wnished: you could call it my shuttle’s

apprentice work.

Ion And its design? Don’t try to trick me here!

In fact it is only in a very few cases that the interrogative appears

later than in second position in the clause. For the most part, the

examples furnished by Battezzato as clause-Wnal (‘Wne di frase’) are

indeed clause-Wnal, but they are also clause-second, as for example

(5.E11), so that they are not in conXict with my general analysis:51

49 See below, (5.E15), for discussion of line 698, the only instance in Euripides of
��� at the end of the trimeter line (there is a handful of instances of �� at line end, but
these are all in second position in their clause, as in IA 1354 I��Œæ�
ø �b ��; see also
Hel. 141, 604, Hipp. 519, Phoen. 1338, Tro. 74).
50 Similar examples: Ion 1004, Y�	ı
 	�
�Æ� ��
Æ (t), 1012 ��
Æ�Ø
 KŒ��æ�Ø ��
Æ.
51 To avoid confusion, I should note that in (5.E11) the verb Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø has Topic

function and is followed by the Focus constituent. Of the twelve instances cited by
Battezzato for his sample (2000: 50) the only case in which the interrogative comes in
later than second position is HF 559 (see (5.E14) below, where I discuss additional
examples). Battezzato’s other examples are Hec. 773 (5.E11), 878 (second in noun
phrase; see below), 1009, El. 248, 547, 640 (not counting postpositive K���), 974, HF
528, 1181, 1246, 1419. In the case of Hec. 878 (�H� �s
; �� �æ���Ø�; ����æÆ ���-
ªÆ
�
 	�æd j ºÆ��F�Æ ªæÆ�fi Æ �H�Æ ��æ�Ææ�
 Œ��
�E�,Þ j j �Ææ��Œ�Ø�Ø
 j � �ØŒ�ıæ�fi Æ tßmi; j
(��� ��Ø �ı
���ÆØ 	��æ; ��Ł�
 Œ���fi � ��º�ı�;) editors have adopted the reading ��
Ø on
the assumption that the indeWnite makes no sense, given that ���ªÆ
�
 and
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(5.E11) Ag. Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø �b pqer toF ŒÆd ��
�� �����ı �ı	�
;

(Hec. 773)

By whom was he killed? What was the fate he met?

However, the following do seem problematic to such analysis. In all

these cases, the interrogative word, or the constituent that contains it,

comes at the end of a clause, beyond the second position in the clause

and beyond the main verb. Do the examples below constitute a case

for a Focus position at the end of the clause? I believe that there is

another way to account for them, which avoids positing an extra

Focus position. In most cases, the constituents that precede these

interrogatives can be analysed as extended Topic units.52 Consider

the following example from Orestes:

(5.E12) Or. g” nei d � Kr oYjour �Eqli¸mg ��
�� 	æ�
�ı;

‰� �¼ººÆ ª� �r�Æ�, �Y��æ �P�ı	�����
,

Œ�ººØ�Ł� . . . (Or. 1211–13)

But when will Hermione return?

All else you have said is excellent provided

we can succeed . . .

In (5.E12), after having endorsed Electra’s plan of action and praising

her in more general terms, Orestes asks for one more detail. Electra

had suggested taking Hermione hostage when she came home (1189

‹�Æ
 ����	fi � ��ºØ
). The remaining detail is, how soon will that be?

The constituents K� �YŒ�ı� � ¯æ�Ø�
� need to be supplied precisely

because of the distance between the Wrst mention and this request for

further detail.

�Ææ��Œ�Ø�Ø
 also constitute K�ØŒ�ıæ�Æ. I wonder whether the diVerence is that the
latter signiWes human help rather than an instrument that Hecuba can use, so that in
fact the indeWnite makes good sense after all. But leaving this question aside, given the
structure of the sentence, Hec. 878 cannot be considered an example of an interroga-
tive beyond second position in the clause. Line 877 forms a complete clause, to which
the extra alternatives are added in separate intonation units. Both �Ææ��Œ�Ø�Ø
 and
K�ØŒ�ıæ�fi Æ ��
Ø have Focus in 878.

52 See above, n. 30, for discussion of an example from Plato (5.P8), and references
to Herodotus.
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In the following cases, the constituents preceding the interrogative

present easily inferred information:53

(5.E13) Her. �o�ø �� I��
��� K��Æ
� ���
 ��ºø
;

Meg. vßkoi c›q eNsim Imdqd dustuweE ��
��;

Her. ��	Æ� �b )Ø
ıH
 L� �º�
 I����ı�Æ
;

Meg. ¼�Øº�
, ¥
� ÆsŁ�� ��Ø º�ªø, �e �ı��ı	��.

(HF 558–61)

Her. Was I so lacking in friends when I was absent?

Meg. What friends does a man in misfortune have?

Her. Did they think so little of the battles I fought

with the Minyans?

Meg. Once more I say: misfortune has no friends.

The continuity between lines 558 and 559 is obvious, but Megara

makes a transition from speciWc (Heracles) to generic (any �ı��ı	��)

here, so that here what precedes the interrogative is strictly speaking

inferable, not given information.54

In Pentheus’ questions in (5.E14), ‘what are the rites?’ seems

naturally to be followed by ‘what beneWt do they impart?’, where it

is presupposed that there will be some kind of beneWt. Here again,

rather than assuming Focus function for one of the earlier constitu-

ents or assuming a clause-Wnal Focus position, I propose that all the

words from 	�Ø to Ł��ı�Ø
 (‘it beneWts them’) can be read as the

Topic of this clause:

(5.E14) Pe. �a �� ZæªØ� K��d ��
� N��Æ
 	�
�� ��Ø;

Di. ¼ææ��� I�ÆŒ	����Ø�Ø
 �N��
ÆØ �æ��H
.

Pe. ’wei d‘ flmgsim toEsi húousim ��
Æ;

Di. �P Ł��Ø� IŒ�F�Æ� �� , ��Ø �� ¼�Ø� �N��
ÆØ.

(Bacch. 471–4)

53 HF 1114 also features verb and subject, both clearly given information, preced-
ing the interrogative: (t ��Œ
�
· �r ªaæ ŒÆd ŒÆŒH� �æ���ø
 K���.) j pq›ssy d‘ Kc¿
�� ºı�æe
 �y �ÆŒæıææ��E�; However, I believe that we should read Kª� as unemphatic
here, and consider it a postpositive rather than a Mobile element, so that on this
reading, only one Mobile, the verb, precedes the interrogative. See Dik (2003) on the
nominative of the personal pronoun as postpositive.
54 Here, as in some of the other examples below, an indeWnite reading cannot be

excluded entirely.
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Pe. These rites—what is their nature?

Di. They may not be told to the uninitiated.

Pe. But those who perform them—what

kind of beneWt do they get?

Di. You are not allowed to hear—though

the rites are well worth knowing.

As I mentioned above (see n.48) IA 698 is the only instance in

Euripides of ��� at the end of the trimeter line. I think we can assume

that what precedes the interrogative is topical given the nature of the

conversation between Agamemnon and Clytemnestra:

(5.E15) Cly. ��h
��Æ �b
 �s
 �ÆE�� �r�� ‹�fiø ŒÆ�fi �
��Æ�,

ª�
�ı� �b ����ı 	T��Ł�
, �ÆŁ�E
 Ł�ºø.

Ag. `YªØ
Æ Łıª���æ Kª�
��� � `�ø��F �Æ�æ��.

Cly. taútgm dº hmgtHm j heHm ’feune ���;

Ag. ˘���· (IA 695–9)

Cly. Well, I know the name of the man to

whom you promised our daughter,

yet I would like to know what family and

what region he comes from—

Ag. Aegina was the daughter of Asopus.

Cly. And was it a god or mortal married her?

Ag. Zeus.

Clytemnestra knows, as any Greek would, how genealogies work.

Given the name of a woman, the natural next question would be who

married her.55

In (5.E16), it is given from the context (133 ‹����
, 137

K���º��Æ�Ø
) that Odysseus will pay for any food Silenus has to oVer:

(5.E16) Si. ŒÆd �ıæe� O��Æ� ��Ø ŒÆd ��e� ª�ºÆ.

Od. KŒ��æ���· �H� ªaæ K���º��Æ�Ø
 �æ���Ø.

Si. sù d‘ Imtidþseir, �N�� ��Ø, 	æı�e
 ����
;

(Cyc. 136–8)

55 In fact the manuscript reads . . .  �ı�� �Ø� and Kovacs, though printing the
interrogative, follows the manuscript in translating ‘And was it god or mortal married
her?’. The indeWnite would remove the diYculty of the late interrogative, but the answer
in the next line reads more naturally with the interrogative than with the indeWnite.
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Si. And there is curdled cheese and also cows’ milk.

Od. Bring them out: daylight beWts merchandise.

Si. But you, tell me, how much gold will you

give in exchange?

However, in this case, it is perhaps more likely to suggest, in part

because of the intervening �N�� ��Ø, that we should read the line as

having a contrastive Topic ��, followed by a Focus I
�Ø����Ø�: ‘and

you will pay me for it, tell me, how much?’. On this reading, then,

	æı�e
 ����
 would not be part of the clause proper.56

All in all, I do not see that these few instances should lead us to

assume a clause-Wnal Focus position, as assumed by Battezzato.

Rather, I prefer a more unitary account of the data, which does,

admittedly, mean that we need to allow for a deWnition of Topic as

comprising more than one constituent.

5 .6 CONCLUSION

Based on my interpretation of the evidence from Sophocles and

Euripides, I have argued in this chapter that in both authors, ques-

tions show a distribution of pragmatically marked information over

the clause that is compatible with a Topic-Focus-verb pattern. The

majority of questions (§ 5.2) do not feature a Topic constituent, and

the sole Focus constituent is the question word.57Matters were more

interesting in § 5.3, where I discussed the instances of questions that

I interpret as containing multiple Focus constituents. Most of these

questions are in fact a character’s emotional reaction to the situation

they are confronted with, which sets them apart from the questions

I discuss in other parts of this chapter. §§ 5.4 and 5.5 concentrated on

the traditional problem of the postponed interrogative. Thomson

(1939a) had established, if not in quite those terms, that these

56 A Wnal example of a late interrogative is Hel. 113 	æ�
�
 �� K���
Æ�� ¼ºº�
 K

"æ��fi Æ p¸som; Again, the Mobiles preceding the interrogative present given informa-
tion (¼ºº�
 refers to the period of the siege of Troy, a point of shared information).
57 And similarly, the corresponding constituent in the answer will have Focus and

comes Wrst in a clause without a Topic constituent.
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questions tend to be continuative (note the high frequency of ��) and

to have a word that can be described as Topic in initial position,

thereby making the fundamental point that we should think not of

interrogatives as postponed in such cases, but of other elements being

given priority. Battezzato (2000) constitutes an advance in that,

unlike Thomson, he is interested in more than the mere fact of

postposition of the interrogative: it is equally important to examine

what type of constituents take clause-initial position, and where in

the clause the interrogative ends up: immediately following the Wrst

Mobile, or elsewhere. I have argued that there is no need, however, to

assume that clause-Wnal position is an alternative ‘landing place’ for

interrogatives, or Focus elements in general. The highly limited

number of clause-Wnal interrogatives can be explained otherwise: as

I argued in Dik (1995) regarding similar sentences in Herodotus, in

some rare cases a Topic will consist of more than one constituent,

and this appears to be the case in (5.12) and similar instances as well.
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6

Back to the Trimeter

6.1 INTRODUCTION: TRIMETERS ARE

NOT LIMERICKS*

My discussion up to this point has ignored the importance of metre.

Throughout chapter 5, I asked readers to suspend their usual frame of

analysis and follow an approach that treats text written in iambic

trimeters as if it were mere prose. I will here return to the trimeter

line and its real or supposed eVects on the placement of words. By way

of introduction, consider a diVerent genre of poetry for a moment:

There was a young lady from Kent
Who said that she knew what it meant
When men asked her to dine,
Gave her cocktails and wine.
She knew what it meant but she went.

The limerick can serve as an illustration of two important points.

First, despite the formal constraints of the limerick form, no rule of

English grammar is violated here, as far as I can tell.1 In other words,

limericks follow the rules of English. My approach to tragic dialogue

* I here want to acknowledge my indebtedness to C. J. Ruijgh for Wrst making me
aware in his lectures ofmany of the issues I discuss in this chapter, especially § 6.4, whose
title ‘reculer pour mieux sauter’ is his characterization of prepositives at line end.
Needless to say, while the section title is in homage to my teacher, I take full responsi-
bility for any and all egregious errors and subversions in the pages which follow.
1 We might have wished for a coordinating conjunction at the start of line 4.

Further study of the genre does make clear, of course, that certain turns of phrase
(There was an X fromY) are disproportionately frequent, and this is no doubt due not
only to convention but also, originally, to the convenience of this formula for the
opening line.



so far has been to treat trimeters as if they were limericks, so to speak,

in that I have assumed the primacy of rules of grammar throughout.2

There is a second observation, however, to be made about the

limerick, and that is the importance of the end of the line: the words

at line end tend to be highly salient, and itmakes good sense to read the

lineswithmajor stress on these last words.3This, Iwill argue, is a crucial

diVerence between limericks and trimeters: one of the points I will be

making in this chapter is that in the trimeter, line end is not a locus for

salient words. While line beginning and line end in the trimeter have

both been treated as positions of emphasis, there is little evidence to

support this claim in the case of the end of the line. The beginning of

the line is another matter: in most cases, this will also be the beginning

of a clause, so that reading the Wrst word in a line as marked is in

accordance both with my analysis of how Greek clauses work, and

with the traditional assumption about line-initial words. Since the

correlation of line-beginning with clause-beginning is so strong, it

is to be expected that a ‘native listener’ would tend to think of all

line-beginnings as a locus for marked words.

But what exactly is the relationship between line and clause? Let

me start with the strongest claim that has been made, which is that

there is no relation at all between position in the line and emphasis.4

This position is actually less unreasonable than it sounds. Consider

once again the example from OT:

2 By ‘rules of grammar’ in the case of the limerick I mean rules that exist for the
spoken language and for prose. In the long literary tradition of English, prose and
poetry rules for word order have grown apart. In the case of early Greek poetry, and
I would even include the Wfth century, I would agree with Slings (1992: 100) that
‘standards of grammatical correctness are ultimately derived from those of spoken
Greek’ so that we do not necessarily have to assume this gulf between poetry and
other uses of language as in English. Metrical tendencies in the trimeter did not
develop in isolation from the words, so that it stands to reason that there is a great
deal of symmetry between metrical and grammatical units from the start, with metre
only later coming into its own as a more independent mode of expression.
3 This stress pattern is reinforced by the rhyme scheme, a regular feature of English

poetry that is absent from classical Greek poetry. The same end-stress is possible in
spoken English and we could claim that English and limericks are a natural Wt for
each other, in much the same way as Aristotle observed that the iambic trimeter was
��ºØ��Æ º�Œ�ØŒ�
, closest to the spoken language (Poet. 1449a24–5).
4 This is the position of Headlam, followed and elaborated by Thomson. See

further below.
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(6.1) Cr. kgfi star �Æ�Œ� �ı
�ı	�
�Æ� �P liAˆ

Þ��fi � Œ�Æ
�E
 
Ø
, Iººa �f
 �º�Ł�Ø 	�æH
.

(Soph. OT 122–3)

He said that robbers encountered them

and killed him;

he died not through one man’s strength,

but by the hands of many.

As I argued in chapter 1, the placement and the salience of the words

ºfi ����� and �Øfi A in line 122 can be described very well in other than

metrical terms: preverbal elements are pragmatically marked (chap-

ter 3), and so are modiWers which precede their noun (chapter 4).

And in fact, a mere glance at line 123 will show that a description of

the Wrst and last word in the line as positions for marked words

cannot be the whole story: in that line, neither Þ��fi � nor 	�æH


stands out as ºfi ����� and �Øfi A do in line 122.

For a second illustration, consider once again the various permu-

tations of the sentence pattern as discussed in chapter 3, and how the

elements there identiWed as Topic, Focus, verb, and Remainder are

distributed over the line. Table 6.1 presents an overview of the

Table 6.1 The clause pattern in the trimeter line

Topic Focus Verb Remainder ex. no.: notes

�� ��Ø pqþtg Ł�
�Ø� ¼
 — (3.1) necessary enj.
� �� K�c łı	c ��ºÆØ te† hmgjem — (3.2) necessary enj.
Klod �ØŒæe� ��Ł
�Œ�
 — (3.3) —
�¥�� �b
 tehmAs � , — — (3.4) necessary enj.
— heoEr ��Ł
�Œ�
 �y��� (3.5) —
— K� K��F ��Ł
�Œ�
 — (3.6) —
— K
 �ÆP�fiH Ł�
fi �� — (3.7) —
— ŒÆŁ� ���
c
 h›mgfi r· — (3.8) necessary enj.
— Ai” lym Zºøº�
· — (3.17) —
— cumc ��Ł
�Œ� — (3.18) —
— tehmAsim — (3.9) —
— tehmAsim –
�æ�� (3.10) —
— q ��Ł
�Œ�
 ˇN����ı �Æ��æ (3.11) —
— te† hmgjem � ��ºÆØ
Æ (3.13) —
te† hmgj� Kª� — — (3.19) —
hmÞ§ sjei dº ����Ø� — — (3.20) —
h›moi �b
 ÆP��� — — (3.21) —
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instantiations of the clause pattern much like table 3.1 in chapter 3,

but with this diVerence, that elements in line-initial position have

been printed in bold.5

This small sample already shows a great deal of variation in how

clauses are placed in the trimeter structure in general, and in par-

ticular, in the pragmatic status of words in line-initial position:6

There appear four constituents with Topic function, eight with

Focus function, and two verbs that I did not consider pragmatically

marked—(3.2) and (3.8). These two verbs are in enjambment, and

the constituents that immediately precede them in the previous line

have Focus. These one-word enjambments, resulting in an early stop,

will be discussed further in sections 6.2 and 6.3 below. In two other

cases, the line break separates Topic from Focus—(3.1) and (3.4):

these clauses are examples of what has been called (following Choero-

boscus, in Heph. 226.20) �r��� %���Œº�Ø�
, where punctuation falls

late in the line. I will return to this pattern in section 6.4.

What can we conclude from the table? Clearly, there is no simple

one-to-one relationship between pragmatic status and position in the

trimeter line. The only constituents in this sample that do not appear

in line-initial position are the ones marked ‘Remainder’, which is in

itself an interesting Wnding, but otherwise, it is mostly the variation in

position that impresses. In a nutshell, this table presents the problems

of interpretation when we look at single instances of enjambment.

While ‘die’ will probably never be a completely forgettable word like

‘be’ (on which more below), it is hard to argue that line-initial Ł�
fi ��

in (3.8) is any more marked than the same word in (3.7), where it

appears at line end, or that the line-initial Focus constituent �æ��� in

(3.1) is more so than ��ºÆØ in (3.2) or �ØŒæ�� in (3.3).

What evidence is there that metre should be taken into account?

Consider table 6.2, and what it tells us about words at line end.7 In the

5 Not all rows feature such a constituent, since some clauses follow a conjunction
in line-initial position, e.g. example (3.6) and others fall entirely in the second half of
the line, such as (3.7).
6 The table only includes the instances discussed in the Wrst overview of clause

patterns in Sophocles, and I have omitted the ‘all-new’ sentences in this table—
(3.14)–(3.16)—of which two also had a verb in clause-initial position, as well as
(3.12), which for the purposes of this discussion is identical to (3.11).
7 This table is reproduced from Dik (1998: 55). Percentages for ‘average iamb’ are

based on my counts of Trachiniae and Antigone. For the individual words, all
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left-hand column, a number of verbs are listed which all feature

iambic forms, most often from the aorist: �ÆŁ�E
, �ÆŁ�
, ŁÆ
�E
,

etc. All of these iambic forms would Wt equally well in any of the

slots in the trimeter for iambic words, but in fact they are not equally

divided over the trimeter. The numbers in parentheses give the

percentages rather than raw numbers, and so are most easily com-

pared. Of iambic forms of ���	ø, 9% occur line-initially, 26% in

position 3, etc. For my present purposes, the most interesting part is

the column marked 11, which gives the percentage of these words

that occur in Wnal position in the line. The average iambic word goes

in that slot roughly half of the time but the verb forms I have looked

at do not follow the same distribution. In the table, I have ordered

them by the frequency of their occurrence in Wnal position. The

forms of ŒıæH and �ıª	�
ø turn out to have the highest percentages

in Wnal position, whereas ���	ø and Ł
fi ��Œø show the lowest per-

centages. My conclusion from these numbers is that they provide

further support for the idea that the end of the line is not a position

for salient information—which would explain why ŒıæH and

�ıª	�
ø are so well at home there. It will be clear that such a

conclusion necessarily makes untenable the assumption that

position in the line is meaningless. Rather, it seems clear from these

numbers8 that some positions in the line are more meaningless than

instances in Sophocles of iambic forms belonging to the lexemes listed were counted,
and listed from left to right is the number of occurrences in their possible positions in
the line, signiWed by the position of the Wrst syllable, so that 1 ¼ an iambic word
starting in position 1 (following Maas’s convention of numbering the positions in the
trimeter line as 1 to 12).

8 Granted that the sample is small.

Table 6.2 Localization of iambic forms of ���	ø, Ł
fi ��Œø, �Æ
Ł�
ø, ºÆ���
ø,

ŒıæH, and �ıª	�
ø in Sophocles

Lexeme 1 (%) 3 (%) 5 (%) 7 (%) 9 (%) 11 (%) Total

average iamb (13) (11) (<1) (11) (11) (53) —
���	ø 2 (9) 6 (26) 1 (4) 3 (13) 3 (13) 8 (35) 23
Ł
fi ��Œø 10 (13) 10 (13) — 4 (5) 9 (12) 44 (57) 77
�Æ
Ł�
ø 4 (7) 7 (13) — 4 (7) 7 (13) 32 (59) 54
ºÆ���
ø 4 (5) 10 (13) — 2 (3) 5 (6) 57 (73) 78
ŒıæH 1 (3) — — 2 (6) 4 (12) 26 (79) 33
�ıª	�
ø — 2 (7) — 2 (7) 1 (4) 23 (82) 28
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others—which presumably entails that other positions are, shall we

say, less meaningless. Also, if we once again roughly equate line end

with clause end, these numbers are another indication that salient

elements are more likely to come early in the clause than later.9

It is not just verb forms for which line end is non-salient. To take

two examples of other parts of speech, the adverb ŒÆºH� patterns

with ���	ø (38%, or 22 of 58, at line end), while forms of �æ����,

and especially its frequent genitive plural, come close to the numbers

for ŒıæH (76%, or 42 of 55, at line end). If we look closer at the few

instances of ŒÆºH� at line end, still fewer (12 instances, or 20%) are

actually clause-Wnal: many are immediately followed by a verb in

necessary enjambment (e.g. ŒÆºH� j ��æ�Ø
�� ¼
 Aj. 1073 j º�ªø El.

252 j ��Ø�Æ El. 526 j �æ��ÆØ��
 Ant. 271), which, needless to say,

results in clausal word order that is perfectly in line with prose usage.

On the other hand, just about half of all instances (27, or 49%) of

�æ���� are both line-Wnal and clause-Wnal.

From these widely diVering statistics for words similar in form,10

I conclude that word shape is not the sole determinant of position.

The example of ŒÆºH� shows how the association of line end with

emphasis can come about: in fact the perceived emphasis in many

cases is due to enjambment eVects (compare liAˆ j Þ��fi � in (6.1)

above) rather than anything else.

This chapter aims to give a clearer idea of how the two dimensions

of grammar and metre interact. While it is certainly possible to look

9 We will see many instances in this chapter of lines and clauses that do not
coincide; nevertheless, the majority do. Schein (1979: 45) states that ‘in the Sopho-
clean trimeter there are relatively fewer quadrisyllabic and pentesyllabic words at
positions 10 and 12 than in the Aeschylean trimeter. Since words of these shapes tend
to be verbs, this means that there are relatively fewer verbs near and at the end of the
Sophoclean line, and therefore that the line tends to be end-stopped less frequently’,
but it seems to me that this line of reasoning is problematic. We know that the
Sophoclean line is end-stopped less frequently, but verbs are not necessarily clause-
Wnal. In fact, of the quadrisyllabic words that Wt positions 10 and 12, in Sophocles
almost 91% (1650 out of 1818) occur in positions 10 and 12, and almost 89% (1245
out of 1399, not counting PV; counting PV, 88%, or 1494 out of 1689) in Aeschylus
(Schein’s numbers). Perhaps the confusion is due to the higher general frequency of
longer vs. shorter words in Aeschylus, so that comparatively more long words occur
in any position.
10 One may quite reasonably object that ŒÆºH� and �æ���� are not of similar

shape, but the forms of �æ���� are predominantly iambic not pyrrhic in shape: the
genitive plural occurs the most.
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at what happens at other points in the trimeter line, such as the

caesura, here I will concentrate on the line break, the strongest

rhythmical boundary in the trimeter line, and look at cases in

which the two units of expression—line and clause—are not coex-

tensive. The line break is all the more interesting because the tragic

poets diVer signiWcantly in what kinds of line break they allow and do

not allow, as documented by, among others, Humborg (1909) and

Descroix (1931/1987: 288–95).

Given these diVerences among the tragedians, it is tempting to step

back from the discussion of individual examples, and construct a nar-

rative about the three tragedians which could run as follows. In Aes-

chylus’ day, trimeter dialogue has not come into its own yet. The

requirements for a perfectly ‘overdetermined’ classic trimeter line, a

seamless composition in terms of word choice, word order, syntax,

and rhythmic eVect, at times still elude Aeschylus, resulting in enjamb-

ments such as in (6.A1) below, in which word choice, word order, and

syntax are all unobjectionable but the line-initial position of �r
ÆØ is

unfortunate. Sophocles and Euripides, by contrast, are masters of the

form.Their lines seem todeal eVortlesslywith all the formal constraints,

turningwhatwasnecessity (Verszwang) inAeschylus intovirtuosity. But

this virtuosity takes on very diVerent form in the two authors. Syntactic

and rhythmic parallelism, or ‘concinnity’ of clause and line are a higher

priority for Euripides, while Sophocles, the innovator, exploits the line

boundary for pragmatic eVect with utter disregard for syntax.

This account is something of an exaggeration but the tendencies

are there. As it happens, some prime candidates for what one might

point to as instances of compositional diYculty in Aeschylus were

adduced by Headlam (1891) in On Editing Aeschylus, an attack on

Verrall’s 1889 edition of Aeschylus’ Agamemnon. Consider (6.A1), in

which clause-Wnal �r
ÆØ is at the same time line-initial:

(6.A1) Cho. �ØŒ�
 �hæØ� � ��
� Œı
e� ��Œ�


ermai, �Æ����Ø �� z
 I
�ıæ���Ø ��
�
.

(Aesch. Ag. 1093–4)

Methinks the stranger is keen-scented as a hound;

she is on the trail where she will discover blood.

Verrall incurred Headlam’s ridicule for his treatment of these lines.

He had used some particularly egregious special pleading to claim
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emphasis for �r
ÆØ (Verrall 1889: 127): ‘�r
ÆØ; note the emphasis; ‘‘The

strange woman is indeed, it seems, keen at a scent’’.’ As Headlam

noted (1891: 6): ‘There has been no reference of any kind to her

keenness of scent.’ Rather, Headlam insisted, words at the beginning

of the trimeter line that are followed by pause (i.e. words coming at

the end of a syntactical unit), which were commonly treated as

emphatic in commentaries, should not be considered emphatic at

all on the basis of their position in the line or of the following pause.

While it is not only Aeschylus who uses up valuable real estate for

�r
ÆØ,11 in Sophocles examples of enjambment that seem quite as

colourless as this are few.12 (6.2) is a case in point. Line-initial �r
ÆØ

does not seem pragmatically marked here:13

(6.2) Oe. �� �B�Æ ����� j �� Œº���
�� ŒÆºB�

����
 Þ������ T��º��Æ ª�ª
��ÆØ,

�N ��� ª� �Ł�
Æ� �Æ�d Ł����������Æ�

ermai, ��
Æ� �b �e
 ŒÆŒ����
�
 ��
�


�fi� �Ø
 �¥Æ� �� ŒÆd ��
Æ� IæŒ�E
 	�Ø
; (OC 258–62)

What help comes from fame, or from a

Wne reputation

that Xows away in vain,

seeing that Athens, they say, has most reverence

for the gods,

and alone can protect the aZicted stranger,

and alone can give him aid?

As in (6.A1), the position of �r
ÆØ in (6.2) is unobjectionable from the

point of view of the clause; but if we consider both dimensions of

11 See the list of examples from (mainly) Aeschylus given by Headlam (1891: 5–6).
Of course, �r
ÆØ is not necessarily always predictable and non-contrastive, but the
instances of enjambment of �r
ÆØ in Aeschylus do not seem to lend themselves at all
well to an interpretation as pragmatically marked. By way of contrast, compare this
example of Focus on �r
ÆØ in Sept. 592: �P ªaæ ��Œ�E
 ¼æØ����, Iºº� ermai Ł�º�Ø.
12 There are four line-initial instances of �r
ÆØ in Sophocles: OT 403 (clause-Wnal),

550; OC 261 (clause-Wnal, see (6.2)), 935. Aeschylean and Sophoclean cases feature
enjambment as in (6.2), and typically, there are clear candidates for Focus present in
predicate adjectives like Ł����������Æ� in (6.2) that precede the inWnitive, e.g. Aesch.
Supp. 388 Kªª��Æ�Æ ª�
�ı�, 453 ¼Ø�æØ� �Aºº�
 j ���e� ŒÆŒH
; Soph. OT 402 ª�æø
.
13 Victor Bers (p.c.) suggests the possibility of a veridical reading (‘that Athens is

indeed . . .’), but I believe that this amounts once again to special pleading, even if the
case for such a reading here is stronger than in (6.A1).
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ordering, clause and line, only one is really successful. Line-initial

position is not exploited to good eVect here. For a counterexample,

consider ����
 in line 259 of (6.2): its prominence can be said to be

marked twice over: both by its position preceding the participle and

by its line-initial position. The break before ����
 can be considered

a poetically eVective line break. The metre does not run in parallel

with the syntax of the clause; even so, it is not at odds with the clausal

prominence of ����
; rather, the metre reinforces it.14

Sophocles’ predilection for bold line breaks is shared only by the

author of PV. He frequently places conjunctions such as K��� at line

end and occasionally puts even the deWnite article there, followed by

its noun in the next line. Euripides too can place K��� in this position

(Heracl. 567; Or. 1161), but in Sophocles we Wnd no fewer than 24

instances. No deWnite articles in Euripides are placed at line-end as

they are in Sophocles. Line end, then, is a curious animal in the

Sophoclean trimeter. On the one hand, many of his line ends show

the characteristics of the ideal metrical period end: brevis in longo and

hiatus; on the other, he allows proclitics and elision at line end. It is as

if in Sophocles’ hands, period end was an option, not a rule, in the

trimeter. It is impossible in principle to decide for any single line

break in a tragic rhesis whether the author intended a special eVect by

it; however, in the case of Sophocles, there is every reason to expect

an eVect and weigh the possibilities.

6.1.1 Line end as a ‘Chunking Device’

Slings (1997) describes variousWgures of speech—anaphora, antithesis,

and chiasmus—which, as used in non-literary language,15 (1997: 175)

‘all have to do with strategies devised to give maximum accessibility to

the information as distributed over the clause or sentence.’ Of these

Wgures of speech, he describes (1997: 179) anaphora as originating in

14 The distribution of ����
 over the trimeter line constitutes more evidence that
wordshape is not a deciding factor in its placement. Only 7 out of 20 instances in
Sophocles, and 12 out of 39 in Euripides, come at the end of the line, where the
general tendency for iambic words is to occur in Wnal position roughly 50% of the
time (see table 6.2).
15 As for literary language, Slings continues, ‘it follows automatically that the

simpler the information supplied in a clause or sentence is, the higher the chances
are that the distribution phenomenon was experienced as ‘‘literary.’’ ’
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natural language as a ‘chunking device, a strategy that enables the user

to distribute complex information over several clauses.’ He continues:

‘Poetry, however, is not natural language use. It already has a chunking

device of its own: line end.’ This is a fair argument to make in trying to

explain the scarcity of certain types of anaphora in poetry, but I would

propose that not all line ends are created equal as ‘chunking devices.’ Let

us go back to the notion that line end typically coincideswith the end of

an intonation unit. This is largely true in Homeric epic, as shown in

Bakker (1997). Individual lines and parts of lines can be interpreted on

theirown, even if entire sentences frequently spanmultiple lines. In such

cases, syntax and metre are in parallel, with initial position in the line

coinciding with clause-initial position.When line breaks coincide with

what would be intonation breaks in naturally used language, line-initial

position only lends prominence to a word that would also have been

prominent in a prose clause (or, presumably, a spoken intonation unit).

Such use of the ‘chunking device’ of line break, then, we could place at

the low end of a scale of likely poetic eVect. By taking the comparison

with epic a bit further, we can consider line breaks that ‘chunk’ where

epic cannot to be formally marked, and therefore more likely to have

struck the audience of Sophocles’ time as poetically eVective.16

In this chapter (generally, but in § 6.4, in particular), I will argue

that such poetically eVective line breaks can frequently be observed in

Sophocles, and that this exploitation of both dimensions of ordering,

often reinforcing the pragmatics of the clause, sometimes adding an

additional accent, is crucial to an understanding of the interaction of

clause and line in Sophocles. Where we may detect compositional

diYculty in Aeschylus’ placement of words such as �r
ÆØ in (6.A1)

above, such examples are few and far between in Sophocles.17

In the following sections, I will Wrst of all return to the question of

enjambment (§§ 6.2 and 6.3). I start with a number of examples

of enjambment, involving a single run-on word, in which the same

line-initial words were judged emphatic by Jebb but unemphatic by

Thomson, Headlam’s student. These are followed by a more system-

atic discussion of all instances of this type of enjambment, involving

16 For notions of pause and possible pause, see in particular Stinton (1977a and b).
17 Compare with Headlam’s (1891: 5–6) catalogue of Aeschylean instances the

handful of Sophoclean instances of line-initial �r
ÆØ besides OC 261: OT 403, 550,
and OC 935.
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early pause, in Ajax (§ 6.3). Discussion of these examples, and the

distinction between syntactically diVerent kinds of enjambment, will

also allow for a more satisfactory account of the circumstances in

which line-Wnal words can be interpreted as marked: I will argue that

words at line end are typically marked only in the case of necessary

enjambment (as for instance �P��������Æ� in (6.2) above, where

�r
ÆØ is syntactically necessary). Conversely, the case for ‘emphasis’

on a run-on word is the strongest when there is free (adding)

enjambment (where the run-on word is not syntactically necessary).

In § 6.4, I turn to the converse of this form of enjambment, namely

those lines in which a clause starts near the end of a line, exempliWed

above by (3.1) and (3.4) in table 6.1, and discuss more generally some

peculiarities of line end in Sophocles. To devotees of Sophoclean

metre, these will be familiar, but I hope they will be interesting

nonetheless to other readers.

§ 6.5 concludes this chapter with a brief look at some of the ‘tools’

of versiWcation that the tragic poets used in achieving the classic

trimeter line. Just as we can take prose as a starting point for looking

at word order, the frequency of particular words and word types in

tragedy compared to other genres can perhaps bring us closer to the

strategies at work in composition. In other words: even though

Sophocles in particular strikes his readers as highly economical in

his word use, should we nevertheless want to speculate about ‘Wllers’

in his lines, and what are some candidates for that designation?

6.2 EMPHASIS ACCORDING TO JEBB

AND THOMSON

To a remarkable extent, individuals may disagree about the

location of ‘emphasis’ in a given passage of Greek, and an

individual may disagree with himself18 on diVerent occasions.

(Dover 1960: 33)

18 Or herself, as the case may be. I have changed my mind about a number of the
examples to follow in this section. I am grateful to the members of the Amsterdam
‘Hellenistenclub’ for their comments on an earlier version of this section, which
helped me a great deal.
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Few, if any, commentators on Sophocles have been as inXuential as

Jebb, and few were as outspoken on the subjects of word order and

emphasis. When one examines the instances Jebb commented on for

their irregular/unusual word order and/or emphasis, it soon turns

out that many of them concern cases of enjambment. Jebb described

such words in enjambment as ‘emphatic by place and pause’, with

‘pause’ referring to the punctuation early in the trimeter line.

His position was assailed quite vociferously by Thomson (1938:

ii.368–70).19 I will here consider a number of cases discussed by

both scholars. What will emerge, besides two strong convictions, is

that neither scholar is much concerned with the syntactic function of

the run-on element. Studies on the use of enjambment in Homer

have long distinguished between syntactically necessary words and

more independent additions to the clause (e.g. Parry 1929/1971, Kirk

1966, Higbie 1990).20 Compare the two run-on words in (6.3):21

(6.3) Or. ��ºº� I
�Ø�ø
�E�, � �� ›�e� �æÆ��
��ÆØ.

Iºº� �æ�� .

Ae. ���ª�F.

Or. ��d �Æ�Ø����
 ��æ��.

Ae. q �c ��ªø ��;

Or. �c �b
 �s
 ŒÆŁ� ���
c


h›mgfi r· �ıº��ÆØ ��E �� ��F�� ��Ø �ØŒæ�
.

	æB
 �� �PŁf� �r
ÆØ ��
�� ��E� �A�Ø
 ��Œ�
, 1505

‹��Ø� ��æÆ �æ����Ø
 ª� �H
 
��ø
 Ł�º�Ø,

jteßmeim· (El. 1501–7)

Or. You utter long replies, and the going is delayed!

Go!

Ae. Lead the way!

19 This is part of a larger discussion of word order by Thomson in the supplement
to the Oresteia edition (1938: ii.367–72).
20 See Higbie ch. 1 for an overview. While I will follow her in using ‘necessary’ and

‘violent’ as terms for the two strongest types of enjambment, I will reserve ‘violent’ for
prepositives (prepositions and the article) at line end, and postpositives at line begin-
ning. Examples of the former include Ant. 409–10 �e
 j 
�Œı
; of the latter Aj. 985–6
‹��
 ��	�� j �B�[Æ]. I will not consider conjunctions at line end (such as K���) ex-
amples of violent enjambment. Cf. discussion of this question by Ruijgh (1990b: 184).
21 It has been impossible in this chapter as elsewhere to maintain the line divisions

of the Greek in the English translations. On the impossibility in principle of main-
taining Greek word order in English translation, see Edwards (2001: 12–13, esp. n. 31).
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Or. You must go Wrst!

Ae. In case I should escape?

Or. No, in case you should die

where you please; I have to see that this tastes bitter

for you.

This punishment should come at once to all

who would act outside the laws—

death.

Jebb comments speciWcally on Œ���
�Ø
: ‘For the emphatic place of

the word, cp. 957 `YªØ�Ł�
.’ In fact, both Ł�
fi �� (1504) and Œ���
�Ø


(1507) are verse-initial and followed by pause. But how ‘emphatic’

are they? Let us Wrst consider the two words in their clauses. In our

Wrst clause it is clear enough that the verb Ł�
fi �� is necessary to

complete the clause. The adjunct ŒÆŁ� ���
�
 ‘as you like it’, which

precedes it, is the Focus element.22 As for Œ���
�Ø
, however, its

syntax is not quite as straightforward. Depending on how exactly

we take ��
�� . . . ��Œ�
 in line 1505 (this punishment I am here and

now exacting; the following punishment), Œ���
�Ø
 presents mere

iteration of known information, or a more pointed one-word clause.

Either way, however, this inWnitive is not syntactically integrated in

a preceding clause like Ł�
fi ��, and it can be classiWed as a Tail

constituent.23

As a result, the prominence of these two run-on words is very

diVerent. In the case of Ł�
fi ��, the line break makes it possible to

highlight it in addition to ŒÆŁ� ���
�
, the Focus of the clause, in a

way unavailable in prose, but there is no real need to understand it as

pragmatically marked.24 Œ���
�Ø
, as a single-word Tail, has no com-

petition, and would be equally prominent were this prose.25

22 See ch. 3, at (3.8) for earlier discussion of this clause.
23 Thomson (1938: 369) says of this kind of enjambment ‘the speaker throws it in

as an appendage to a sentence already structurally complete’. In the terms used by
Higbie (1990), ‘adding’ enjambment.
24 In other words, the only source of any prominence Ł�
fi �� has here is its line-

initial position. The audience expects marked words in line-initial position because of
the high incidence of clause beginnings, and indeed, as we saw above, verbs that are
inherently salient occur more often in line-initial position than verbs that are less so.
For this particular case, Ineke Sluiter (p.c.) suggests a play on ŒÆŁ� ���
c
 fBm.
25 In the preceding lines, �PŁf�, ��
�� and ��æÆ are marked by clause-internal

ordering. ª�, as Jebb remarks, does not have scope over �æ����Ø
 alone.
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I will continue Wrst of all with the instances discussed by Jebb

which are of the same type as Œ���
�Ø
 above: the words in enjamb-

ment are free additions to a clause that can be interpreted without

them.

(6.4) El. 
F
 �� �
�Œ� �PŒ��� ��Ø
, K� �b �c �º��ø,

‹�ø� �e
 ÆP��	�ØæÆ �Æ�æfi��ı ��
�ı

�f
 �fi B�� I��º�fi B �c ŒÆ��Œ
���Ø� Œ�Æ
�E


AYcishom· (El. 954–7)

But now, that he is no more, I look to you,

not to be afraid to kill with me your sister

the author of our father’s murder,

Aegisthus . . .

Jebb: ‘The mention of the murderer’s name is forcible here; and the

emphatic place given to it is in the manner of Sophocles.’ Thomson:

‘`YªØ�Ł�
 derives emphasis from its position in the sentence, not in

the verse; the speaker throws it in as an appendage to a sentence

already complete.’ As Thomson saw, Aegisthus is an afterthought

rather than strictly a part of the clause ending in Œ�Æ
�E
. As a one-

word utterance, ‘Aegisthus’ can receive all kinds of prominence in an

actor’s enunciation, but this prominence has nothing to do with

enjambment from the previous line. Also, `YªØ�Ł�
 does not present

‘new’ information. For the character, if not necessarily for the audi-

ence,26 �e
 ÆP��	�ØæÆ, Topic of the ‹�ø� clause, is co-referential with

Aegisthus.

We can compare two instances of line-initial `YªØ�Ł�
 in Euripi-

des’ Electra. In (6.E1) it is again co-referential with an earlier word.

Before we come to this example, we already know that Orestes has

killed Aegisthus. Electra has heard the news and welcomes her tri-

umphant brother with the words:

(6.E1) El. t ŒÆºº�
ØŒ�, �Æ�æe� KŒ 
ØŒ���æ�ı

ª�ª��, � ˇæ���Æ, �B� ��� � (º�fiø ��	��,

���ÆØ Œ���� �B� ����æ�	ø
 I
���Æ�Æ.

lŒ�Ø� ªaæ �PŒ I	æ�E�
 �Œ�º�Łæ�
 �æÆ�g


26 Strictly speaking, we do not know whether Electra will single out Aegisthus or
Clytemnestra.
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IªH
� K� �YŒ�ı� Iººa ��º��Ø�
 Œ�Æ
g


AYcishom, n� �e
 �Æ��æÆ ŒI�e
 þº���
.

(Eur. El. 880–5)

O Orestes, glorious in victory, son of the

man who won

the prize of victory in the war at Troy,

accept this garland for the tresses of your hair!

You have come home: you have run no futile furlong

but have destroyed your enemy

Aegisthus, who killed your father and mine.

In line 885, `YªØ�Ł�
, with the following relative clause, stands in

apposition to ��º��Ø�
, so that the enjambment functions in much the

same way as in (6.4) above, with the name Aegisthus not necessary to

form a syntactically complete clause. Focus lies on ‘(You have returned

victorious, not from a trivial footrace but) having killed an enemy ’.27

In (6.E2), however, `YªØ�Ł�
 is syntactically necessary.28 While

`YªØ�Ł�
 in (6.E1) can again be interpreted as a Tail, not an integral

part of the preceding clause (‘having killed an enemy, Aegisthus (that

is), who . . .’), this is a non-obvious way of reading (6.E2), which

therefore is a more clear-cut instance of a predictable, non-emphatic

word in enjambment, with the Focus on another part of the clause:

Orestes responds to Electra ‘after the gods, praise me—’

(6.E2) Or. lŒø ªaæ �P º�ª�Ø�Ø
 Iºº� æª�Ø� Œ�Æ
g


AYcishom· ‰� �b �fiH ���� �N��
ÆØ ����

�æ��ŁH��
, ÆP�e
 �e
 ŁÆ
�
�Æ ��Ø ��æø,

(Eur. El. 893–5)

I arrive having killed Aegisthus, not in

word but in deed:

and in order to add to your clear knowledge of this,

I bring you the dead man himself.

27 Note also the other run-on items in line-initial position in this passage: 881
ª�ª�� follows the Focus of that participial phrase, 884 IªH
[Æ] follows the participle,
whereas its salient modiWers precede.
28 This is not to claim, of course, that ‘kill’ can never occur without an object

argument. The distinction between necessary and non-necessary elements is not an
absolute one, but there is still an important qualitative diVerence between (6.E2) and the
earlier instances, where Aegisthus’ name comes in apposition to an earlier reference.
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The Focus of the participial phrase lies on �P º�ª�Ø�Ø
 Iºº� æª�Ø�

(which precedes the participle): ‘I have really done it now.’ As is clear

from the preceding lines, there is no reason to read the run-on word

as having an eVect like ‘and the victim is . . . Aegisthus’.29

Returning to Sophocles, (6.5) is an instance of a rare stop follow-

ing a line-initial monosyllable.30

(6.5) Guard ��º�� ª� ��
��Ø ��Fæ� K
�Œ���
 ��º�E


soß· Œ�N �e ���b
 K��æH, �æ��ø �� ‹�ø�.

(Ant. 233–4)

But in the end the thought that prevailed

was that of coming here

to you; and even if what I say amounts to nothing, still I

will tell you.

Jebb: ‘For the emphatic place of ��� cf. 273 and 46n.’ The guard to

whom it had fallen to report to Creon has just told us how afraid he

was and how he dragged his feet accordingly. But Wnally common

sense prevailed and he went. It seems clear to me that in this situation

��Fæ� is co-referential with ��� and therefore ��� is more an after-

thought or gesture of deference than that it carries the main Focus.

Rather, preverbal ��Fæ� has Focus in the clause; ���, as a Tail, can be

given prominence at the actor’s discretion (‘to come here, to you’). In

(6.6), adduced by Jebb, ��� appears unemphatic:

(6.6) Guard ��º�� �� ‹�� �P�b
 q
 Kæ�ı
H�Ø
 �º��
,

º�ª�Ø �Ø� �x�, n ��
�Æ� K� ����
 Œ�æÆ


�F�ÆØ ���fiø �æ�h�æ�ł�
· �P ªaæ �Y	���


�h�� I
�Ø�ø
�E
 �hŁ� ‹�ø� �æH
��� ŒÆºH�

�æ��ÆØ��
. q
 �� › �FŁ�� ‰� I
�Ø����


sod ��hæª�
 �Y� ��F�� Œ�P	d Œæı����
.

(Ant. 268–73)

29 Diggle prefers to delete ‰� . . . �æ��ŁH��
, so that ÆP�e
 �e
 ŁÆ
�
�Æ would
follow it immediately. Omission does not make a diVerence to my interpretation of
`YªØ�Ł�
 here. Incidentally, if we retain these words, 895 �æ��ŁH��
 is a case of
necessary enjambment, following preverbal Focus ����.
30 Denniston (1936: 74): 20 instances in Sophocles, one of which is followed by

a full stop (Phil. 1443); three by a colon, as here.
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And Wnally, when our search had done us no good,

one of us said a thing that made us all bow

our heads

to the ground in terror; for we could not

answer him nor see what action would help us

escape disaster.

What he said was that we had to report

the matter to you and not conceal it.

The Focus of the ‰� clause has taken the form of ‘X and not Y’, viz.

report, not hide. The identity of the person reported to is a secondary

issue, and ��� is as unremarkable as the other words following the

predicate: ��hæª�
 �Y� ��F��. Even though monosyllabic enclitics are

not found in line-initial position,31 in this case it is tempting to read

��� as postpositive, immediately following the Wrst Mobile word of

the ‰� clause. Thomson remarks: ‘In tragic dialogue the accented

forms of the personal pronouns are constantly used where prose

would use the enclitic forms’.32

Jebb does not comment on �æ��ÆØ��
 in 272, itself not salient, but

in necessary enjambment following the Focus constituent ŒÆºH�. It is

of course the prerogative of commentators to discuss only a subset of

the instances of a particular phenomenon—and in fact it is not

humanly possible to do anything else—but it is curious to Wnd no

comment on instances of this type of enjambment, where the doc-

trine of ‘emphasis by place and pause’ seems well-nigh impossible to

uphold.

With (6.7) and (6.8) we reach the grey area between necessary and

free enjambment. The run-on words here are not free additions to

the clause, but neither are they absolutely necessary:

(6.7) Is. q ªaæ 
��E� Ł����Ø
 ��� , I��ææ���
 ��º�Ø;

An. �e
 ª�F
 K�e
, ŒÆd �e
 �e
, j
 �f �c Ł�ºfi ��,

Idekv¸m· �P ªaæ �c �æ���F�� ±º����ÆØ. (Ant. 44–6)

31 Elided disyllables do occur, though rarely: ���� in OT 1085, �B�� in Aj. 986.
32 The Guard uses a line-initial �æe� ��F in Ant. 408 (below, in (6.55)), which lends

credence to the idea that this is a deferential strategy on his part, as suggested on (6.5)
above. Other line-initial instances of ��� are marked (I list only those instances that
are not also clause-initial): OT 840 (the same as you), Trach. 422 (will bear witness to
you that he has heard this from me), OC 577 (my body as a gift for you).
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Is. Are you thinking of burying him, when it has been

forbidden to the city?

An. Well, I will bury my brother, and yours, if you will not;

I will not be caught betraying him.

Jebb: ‘I��º��
 emphasised by position as Wrst word, with a pause

after it’. Thomson’s reaction: ‘No, the order is designed to emphasise

�e
 ��
, which, had it been followed by I��º��
, would not have been

emphatic: ‘‘I’ll bury my brother, and if you won’t, yours.’’’ However,

Jebb is curiously inconsistent in his treatment of this passage. Earlier

on he says: ‘The whole thought is ‘‘I will certainly do my duty, and

thine, if thou wilt not, to a brother.’’. . . this thought can be poetically

expressed by saying, ‘‘I will certainly bury my brother, and thine, if

thou wilt not.’’ ’ Thus Jebb’s ‘poetic expression’ comes very close to

Thomson’s interpretation of the line.

As to my own view of this sentence, Wrst of all one should bear in

mind that the whole clause consists of only one noun phrase plus a

parenthesis. The order of the possessive pronouns relative to the

noun is such that the primary Focus is on the possessives. Undeni-

ably, Antigone’s answer to Ismene’s I��ææ���
 could have been sim-

ply: ‘Of course (I mean to bury him,) he’s my brother,’ but that would

have removed the antagonism of line 45 as it stands: I’m going to do

the right thing, what about you?

GriYth ad loc. remarks that ‘it would be possible (though un-

usually abrupt) to understand 45 by itself, without express mention

of I��º��
� . As we have seen in other instances above, it is especially

these free additions that leave the possibility open for an additional

Focus on the word in enjambment. The eVect then would be once

again to throw the incriminating ‘brother’ in Ismene’s face. While

Thomson, in pointing to the possessives as primary, was correct, the

distance between �e
 ��
 and I��º��
, created by the conditional and

the line break, does allow a secondary emphasis on I��º��
.

(6.8) Mess. ŒÆº�E ªaæ ÆP�e
 ��ººa ��ººÆ	fi B Ł���·

‘t �y��� �y���, ˇN����ı�, �� ��ºº���


wyqeEm; ��ºÆØ �c �I�e ��F �æÆ��
��ÆØ.’ (OC 1626–8)

For the god called him often and from many places:

‘You there, Oedipus, why do we wait

to go? You have been delayed too long!’
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Jebb: ‘cp. the emphatic place of ��E�ÆØ, O.T. 278.’ Thomson: ‘There is

no emphasis on 	øæ�E
, which might well be omitted in translation:

‘‘why delay?’’.’ �� ��ºº���
 and its variations are indeed commonly

used without a following inWnitive.33 On the other hand, this 	øæ�E


has a very speciWc destination, which makes it harder to dismiss it as

insigniWcant.34

(6.9) is another instance of an inWnitive carried over to the next

line, referred to by Jebb in discussing (6.8) above. In this case, it may

still be argued that the auxiliary, in this case 	ø, can be read as a

main verb, but this is not as persuasive as in the case of (6.8):

(6.9) Cho. u���æ �� IæÆE�
 ºÆ���, z�� , ¼
Æ�, KæH.

�h�� Œ�Æ
�
 ªaæ �h�� �e
 Œ�Æ
�
�� 	ø

deEnai. �e �b  ����Æ ��F ���łÆ
��� q


#����ı ���� �N��E
, ‹��Ø� �YæªÆ��Æ� ����. (OT 276–9)

As you have put me upon oath, so, my lord,

shall I speak.

I did not kill him, neither can I point to the killer.

But the enquiry was the task of Phoebus who

has sent the message,

so that he should tell us who it is that did the deed.

Jebb, on ��E�ÆØ: ‘Note the emphatic position of the word: the speaker

knows not that he is face to face with the slayer.’ Thomson: ‘There is

no emphasis on ��E�ÆØ: ‘‘Neither did I kill him nor can I tell you who

did [my italics].’’ ’

There are several formal arguments that support Thomson’s in-

terpretation here: the �h�� . . . �h�� phrase and the parallelism of

Œ�Æ
�
 . . . Œ�Æ
�
�[Æ] both seem to point in the direction of Focus

33 As in, among others, Aesch. Ag. 908, Sept. 99; PV 36; Eur. El. 757, Alc. 255, Hec.
1094, Hel. 1593, etc.; Ar.: Nub. 1298, Lys. 128. Nauck even suggested reading
�� ��ºº���
; j 	�æ�Ø.
34 	øæ�E
 in OC 1020, when read in the transmitted order, following 1019:

����e
 �� K�b j 	øæ�E
, is more problematic (in that no special signiWcance or con-
trast would seem to attach to it), but this is solved (along with other diYculties) by
Housman’s transposition of 1028–33 to come between 1019 and 1020 (adopted in the
OCT). The only remaining line where a form of 	øæ�E
 seems unemphatic in line-
initial position isOT 619: ‹�Æ
 �Æ	�� �Ø� ���Ø��ıº��ø
 º�Łæfi Æ j 	øæfi B, �Æ	f
 ��E ŒI�b
��ıº���Ø
 ��ºØ
.
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on Œ�Æ
�
�[Æ] rather than ��E�ÆØ in the second clause. Note, too, that

Œ�Æ
�
�[Æ] is immediately preverbal, i.e. in the position stipulated

for Focus elements. Once again, we see that the run-on word is not

the Focus of the clause, and it could be argued that it is as much an

afterthought or clariWcation (‘I don’t have the killer, (so as to be

able) to point him out to you’) as #����ı is in the next line. The line

break does allow an actor to give prominence to ��E�ÆØ, but there

is no indication from the context that suggests that this is neces-

sary. Oedipus responds to the positive, second part, of the chorus’s

response: Phoebus’ message needs to be veriWed.

As to the dramatic irony presented by ��E�ÆØ (the chorus leader

is actually very much in the position to point his Wnger at the

killer), there is no reason to assume that only elements with Focus

function—which would be the elements (presented by the author as

those) which the character deems the most salient of his or her

utterance—can be ‘carriers’ of dramatic irony.35

In (6.10), Wnally, there can be no question that the run-on word is

necessary, nor can it be denied that the notion of burial is central to

the Antigone. But what are we to make of the pragmatics of this short

clause:

(6.10) An. �h�� i
 Œ�º���ÆØ�� �h�� ¼
, �N Ł�º�Ø� �Ø

�æ����Ø
, K��F ª� i
 ���ø� �æfi��� ���Æ.

Iºº� Y�Ł� ›���Æ ��Ø36 ��Œ�E, Œ�E
�
 �� Kªg

h›xy. ŒÆº�
 ��Ø ��F�� ��Ø���fi � ŁÆ
�E
. (Ant. 69–72)

I would not tell you to do it, and even if

you were willing

to act after all I would not be content for

you to act with me!

But you be the kind of person you have decided to be,

and I shall bury him! It is honourable for me to

do this and die.

35 Quite the contrary: since the character should appear to be unaware of the force
of ��E�ÆØ, undue emphasis on this word would spoil the eVect, as much as the
addition ‘nudge, nudge, wink, wink’ would. For another instance of dramatically
crucial information which to the character speaking must be irrelevant, see the
discussion of �æØ�ºÆE� ±�Æ�Ø��E� in ch. 8, at (8.3).
36 So the OCT. GriYth (1999) rightly, to my mind, prints ��d in 71. See below.
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Jebb calls Ł�łø emphatic by place and pause. Thomson [reading

›��EÆ]: ‘There is no emphasis on Ł�łø: what Antigone says (with a

contemptuous toss of the head) is ‘‘Go your own way—I ’ll bury my

brother.’’ ’

In order to come to a decision about the interpretation of Œ�E
�
 ��

Kªg j Ł�łø it is Wrst of all necessary to decide on the clause preceding

it. Antigone is reacting to Ismene’s unwillingness to act, which she

has defended in lines 61–2:

(6.11) Is. Iºº� K

��E
 	æc ��F�� �b
 cumaEw� ˆti

’vulem, ‰� �æe� ¼
�æÆ� �P �Æ	�ı��
Æ· (Ant. 61–2)

Why, we must remember that we are women,

who cannot Wght against men.

‘We are women’ (so there is nothing we can do about it).37 On the

basis of these lines it seems indeed preferable to read Antigone’s

counter as: You be the kind of person you38 want to be—which in

turn produces a context that strongly suggests reading the second

clause as ‘I ’m going to bury him’ with Focus on Kª�, not Ł�łø. If we

wish to interpret Ł�łø as the Focus of the second clause, it is unclear

to me how the two clauses make a coherent unit. What, then, remains

of Ł�łø as emphatic? I believe that while the necessary enjambment

Wrst of all highlights Kª�,39 the line break allows—but does not

force—an actor to highlight both words. Taking my cue from Slings’s

37 Another case of necessary enjambment, not commented on by Jebb. The choice
of �ı��
 as the one run-on word following the conjunction ‹�Ø at line end suggests
that this state is necessarily unchangeable, which saves the run-on word from being
entirely without force (compare, however, �F
ÆØ in (6.35), which does not seem to me
to carry this nuance). The prolepsis here deviates from usual practice in that
ªı
ÆEŒ[�] is not Topic but Focus of the clause.
38 Reading ��d (see above, n. 36).
39 Kª� is frequent at line end. Other cases of Kª� with Focus in this position will

typically be in P2 of a short clause starting at or after the main caesura (P2#). Many
instances are postpositive (p)—on Kª� as postpositive see Dik (2003)—usually
following a main verb and clause-Wnal, without enjambment (p#), but sometimes
followed by participial or inWnitive clauses (p*). In Ant., the other instances of line-
Wnal Kª� are: 39 (Focus, violent enj.), 71, 85 (P2#), 319 (P2#), 390 (p), 547 (Focus#),
552 (p#), 655 (p*), 668 (p*), 886 (p#), 900 (violent enj. as at 71), 913 (p), 1014 (P2#),
1042 (p?), 1092 (p), 1099 (P2#), 1166 (p*), 1211 (p#). There are ten instances of line-
initial position. As becomes clear from these examples, line end and pragmatic status
do not show a clear correlation: there are many unmarked cases, and many with
Focus function. Clausal position is a better predictor of pragmatic status.
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description of hyperbaton (2000: 126), another ‘chunking device’,

I would say that Sophocles uses the line break here to achieve, within

the information unit, an eVect which in spoken language could only

be achieved by using two information units. The line end, following

on what are merely an object and subject constituent, is highly

marked.

Finally, reconsider lines 69–70. �æ����Ø
 is in the same position as

Ł�łø and is also followed by pause. As far as I can tell, no one has

suggested that it is emphatic.40 Ł�º�Ø� is the Focus of the conditional

clause. Much like ��E�ÆØ in (6.3), the inWnitive �æ����Ø
 comes as a

less violent enjambment than Ł�łø.

(6.12) similarly is a case of necessary enjambment, since �Øº�ø will

normally take a direct object:41

(6.12) An. �h��Ø �ı
�	Ł�Ø
, Iººa �ı��Øº�E
 �ı
.

Cr. Œ��ø 
ı
 KºŁ�F�� , �N �Øº����
, ��º�Ø

jeßmour· (Ant. 523–5)

An. I have no enemies by birth, but I have

friends by birth.

Cr. Then go below and love those friends,

if you must love them!

Creon’s riposte to Antigone’s �ı��Øº�E
 makes a pseudo-concession:

if you insist on �Øº�E
, then go ahead and love—your dead brothers,

that is. We might understand ��º�Ø in the Wrst instance as a one-word

apodosis to the conditional (you insist on love? then go ahead, love!).

Read this way, Œ��
�ı� would become an unexpected sting in the tail,

and cause us to reinterpret ��º�Ø as not the Focus of a one-word

clause but Topic to the Focus Œ��
�ı� in the next line. However, it

seems more natural to read the imperative as Topic in the Wrst

40 It is true, of course, that the Allerweltsverb �æ����Ø
 here refers to performing
the burial, but compare the line-initial position of �æ��ÆØ��
 in Ant. 272 (above,
(6.6)), where no such special reference is present. On the other hand, the abrupt line
break before �æAª�Æ at Ant. 238–9 (¼ (6.60)) speaks in favour of treating this
�æ����Ø
 with more respect than commentators have done.
41 Jebb: ‘for the pause after the emphatic word cf. 46’. Thomson: ‘The emphatic

word is Œ��ø: there is no emphasis on Œ��
�ı� . . .’ While Thomson is right about
Œ��ø, this is not particularly relevant for our interpretation of the ��º�Ø clause. It is
possible to read ��º�Ø as Focus in the Wrst instance, and have a reinterpretation as
Topic forced by the addition of Œ��
�ı�.
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instance, following as it does on �Øº����
, with Œ��
�ı� in the next

line as Focus.

This instance is the only example among the ones discussed here

where I do believe that there is a strong case for the run-on word as

the Focus of the clause, but I should point out that here we have a

main clause that only started with the last word of the previous line.

We will see more instances of this in § 6.4.42 In other words, while

I believe that here is an instance of a run-on word that should indeed

be analysed as Focus of its clause, this word in fact appears in the

clausal Focus position, following an initial Topic. In this case, then,

while metre and syntax may seem at Wrst sight to be at odds, they in

fact appear to reinforce each other.

On the basis of the above examples, and the other instances of

enjambment in their immediate context, which were left unremarked

on by Jebb,43 there is reason to suspect that the phenomenon of

‘emphasis by place and pause’ is a chimera, at least when we under-

stand it to refer to an element that is an integral part of the clause and

appears, despite its salience, late in a clause. In the next section I will

give a more systematic overview of the cases of enjambment in Ajax

with similar formal characteristics, in order to give a more balanced

picture of how enjambment functions in that play.

6 .3 ENJAMBMENT IN AJAX

After the examples discussed in the preceding pages, which share the

history of being picked out as emphatic by Jebb and as unemphatic

by Thomson, it is time for a more systematic approach to the

42 El. 365–7 is very similar: 
F
 �� K�e
 �Æ�æe� j ��
�ø
 Iæ����ı �ÆE�Æ Œ�ŒºB�ŁÆØ,
ŒÆº�F j �B� ���æ�� ‘But as things are, when you could be called the daughter of the
noblest of men, be called the child of your mother!’ In both cases, the repeated verbs
are juxtaposed, and again the imperative takes clause-initial position, while the Focus
element takes line-initial position. In El. 1055–6, there is no such salient object to the
imperative, and it seems likely that we should here read the imperative as Focus:
Iºº� �N ��Æı�fi B �ıª	�
�Ø� ��Œ�F�� �Ø j �æ�
�E
, �æ�
�Ø ��ØÆFŁ� . . .
43 Ł�
fi �� in (6.4) is followed by a colon, �æ��ÆØ��
 in (6.6) by a full stop. ª�ª�� in

(6.E1) and �æ����Ø
 in (6.11) are clause-Wnal but not followed by such strong
punctuation.
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problem. Our view of the correct interpretation of these instances

must depend not just on our understanding of individual lines

that have apparently resisted the emergence of scholarly consensus

but also, and I hope more readily, on the interpretation of words in

other lines that share these formal characteristics. If it turns out

that many of these elements are in fact pragmatically marked, argu-

ments in favour of reading run-on words like ��E�ÆØ as marked gain

credibility.

The occurrence of pauses in the tragic trimeter was the subject of

Denniston’s ‘Pauses in the Tragic Senarius’ (1936), but his was an

inventory of the frequency of various pauses rather than an inquiry

into the eVects of these pauses.44 In this section, I will be concerned

with one of the groups of pauses that Denniston investigated: I have

examined instances where punctuation is absent45 at the end of the

line preceding the line with the early pause, that is, I have searched

for cases of true enjambment rather than exceptionally short clauses.

I have also eliminated from consideration cases where the punctu-

ation was clause-internal, as in (6.13), where the whole of line 297 is

the direct object of ¼ªø
:46

(6.13) Tec. �Y�ø �� K�BºŁ� �ı
����ı� ¼ªø
 ›��F

taúqour, Œ�
Æ� ���BæÆ�, �h�æ�
 �� ¼ªæÆ
. (Aj. 296–7)

But he came in bringing with him bound

bulls, herdsmen’s dogs, and woolly prizes.

This leaves a series of instances that at least in their punctuation are

similar to the cases discussed above. There is a short run-on into the

next line of at most two words; typically the punctuation will be at or

before position 3.

44 Denniston, incidentally, did not hold the view that all run-on words followed by
early stops were necessarily emphatic (1936: 76): ‘In some cases the word carried over
is emphatic . . . But this is not by any means (as Wilamowitz, on HF 326, implies)
always so. The word carried over is sometimes of very slight importance.’
45 Or at least weaker than the punctuation following the word in enjambment. See

e.g. Aj. 68–9.
46 Similarly asyndetic: Aj. 59–60 Kªg �b ��Ø�H
�� ¼
�æÆ �Æ
Ø��Ø
 
���Ø� j þ�æı
�
,

�N���Æºº�
 �N� �æŒ� ŒÆŒ�. Short clauses: 515 �ºc
 ��F (adding enjambment), 844
ª����Ł� but see below, § 6.4, for comparable examples). There is early punctuation,
but not clause end, in 289 (vocative, so also in 482, 575, 1269), 692, and 824.
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What follows is a complete inventory of the instances found in

Sophocles’ Ajax, occasionally supplemented with similar cases from

the rest of the Sophoclean corpus.

My questions have been the following: Which element in the

clause as a whole is the most likely Focus element? Is the run-on

element a necessary addition, or is the preceding clause syntactically

complete? Is the run-on element pragmatically marked?

6.3.1 Proper Names and Pronouns

I start with instances of proper names and personal pronouns. A num-

ber of these are co-referential with a constituent earlier in the clause,

much like `YªØ�Ł�
 in (6.5) above. I analyse these proper names as

Tail constituents. The words they are co-referential with are all prag-

matically marked, as was the case in (6.5):

(6.14) Aj. ŒÆd ��E�
 Z��Æ �Æ�æd ��º��ø �Æ
�d�

TekalHmi; �H� �� �º����Æ� ���� �N�Ø��E
 . . . (Aj. 462–3)

What kind of face shall I to show to my father Telamon

when I appear?

How ever shall he bring himself to look at me . . .

As I argued in chapter 5, at (5.26), �Æ�æ� has Focus: How am I going

to face my father (of all people)? Telamon is mentioned for the Wrst

time here.47

(6.15) Cho. ��
�� ��c ��æÆıº�� K���� 
���ı�;

Tec. Ng �º��ø
.

Cho. �c
 ��ıæ�º����
 �����æ�
 
����
 ›æH

Te† jlgssam, �YŒ�fiø �fiH�� �ıªŒ�ŒæÆ��
�
. (Aj. 892–5)

Cho. Whose cry came from the cover of the wood nearby?

Tec. Alas for me!

Cho. I see the unhappy bride of the spear,

Tecmessa, lost in that lament!

47 The wordshape "�ºÆ�H
Ø can Wt elsewhere, but in practice only the genitive
"�ºÆ�H
�� occurs in another position in the line. �Æ
��� seems no more than a Wller
in the Wnal position of the line.
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Tecmessa reappears on stage here. In a sense 894 is the answer to 892:

whose cry was this? �c
 . . . 
����
 has Focus.

(6.16) Aj. �f �� , t �e
 ÆN�f
 �PæÆ
e
 �Ø�æ�ºÆ�H


��Gkie, �Æ�æfi�Æ
 �c
 K�c
 ‹�Æ
 	Ł�
Æ

Y�fi ��, K�Ø�	g
 	æı��
ø��
 �
�Æ


¼ªª�Øº�
 ¼�Æ� �a� K�a� ��æ�
 �� K�e


ª�æ�
�Ø �Æ�æd �fi B �� �ı���
fiø �æ��fiH. (Aj. 845–9)

But do you who drive your chariot through high heaven,

Sun, when you see my native land,

check your golden rein and

announce my ruin and my fate

to my aged father and to the unhappy one

who nursed me.

We can identify �� as Helios by the invocation in line 845 alone. The

addition of the proper name in 846 rounds oV the introduction of

the new Topic; this order of description followed by proper name is

conventional, see for instance the opening lines of Electra and Phil-

octetes.48

In all three of these instances the proper name that occurs in

line-initial position is strictly speaking predictable from the pre-

ceding line, but the line-initial position of the proper name at

introduction (or reintroduction, in the case of Tecmessa) serves to

highlight it nevertheless. Since they are not in necessary enjamb-

ment, but are Tail constituents in ‘adding’ enjambment, the eVect of

their position is more similar to initial position than Wnal position

in a clause.49

48 El. 1–2 $ ! ��F ��æÆ��ª��Æ
��� K
 "æ��fi Æ ���b j �ªÆ���
�
�� �ÆE . . . Phil 3–4
t ŒæÆ�����ı �Æ�æe� � ¯ºº�
ø
 �æÆ��d� j �	Øºº�ø� �ÆE ˝�����º���, etc. See Nor-
den, Agnostos Theos on Partizipialstil der Prädikation (1913: 166 f.). Y�fi �� in 847 is
not the most salient part of the temporal clause, and a number of alternatives could
have done just as well (e.g. ‘when you reach’). Contrast the clause-initial verbs
K�Ø�	�
 and ¼ªª�Øº�
. I have not looked at clustering of enjambment. It is doubtless
attractive to associate the high incidence of enjambment with the almost lyrical
nature of this passage but this is doubtful; see for instance the words of the Stranger
in the opening scene of OC, in which, outside of stichomythia, hardly a clause ends at
line end. Frequent enjambment also in the Guard’s words in Ant. 249–58.
49 I should note in addition that it is diYcult to accommodate the word shapes of

Telamon and Helios elsewhere in the line.
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In the next example Salamis, part of the same series of invocations

that included Helios in (6.16) above, functions in a very similar way.

It is co-referential with ªB� . . . �NŒ��Æ� in the previous line:

(6.17) Aj. t ��ªª��, t ªB� ƒ�æe
 �NŒ��Æ� ����


SakalEmor, t �Æ�æfiH�
 '���Æ� ��Łæ�
, . . . (Aj. 859–60)

O light, O sacred plain of my own land

of Salamis, O pedestal of my native hearth, . . .

This is the third time (after lines 135, 596) in the play that Ajax’s ªB

�NŒ��Æ, Salamis, is invoked, so that the name, much like the names in

the previous examples, does not constitute particularly salient new

information here, but in this list of invocations the name of Salamis

in line-initial position achieves a similar eVect to that of Helios.

I have left one exceptional instanceof a propername to the last.While

the names in examples (6.14) to (6.17) were co-referential with another

constituent, this is not the case in (6.18), the introduction of Ajax’s

name in the play.50Our hero is introduced as amodiWer in the genitive:

(6.18) Ath. I�d ��
, t �ÆE ¸Ææ���ı, ����æŒ� ��

��Eæ�
 �Ø
� K	ŁæH
 ±æ���ÆØ Ł�æ���
�
·

ŒÆd 
F
 K�d �Œ�
ÆE� �� 
Æı�ØŒÆE� ›æH

AYamtor, 
ŁÆ ���Ø
 K�	���
 	�Ø,

��ºÆØ Œı
�ª���F
�Æ ŒÆd ���æ����
�
 5

Y	
� �a Œ��
�ı 
��	�æÆ	Ł� , ‹�ø� Y�fi ��

�Y�� 
��
 �Y�� �PŒ 
��
. (Aj. 1–7)

Always, son of Laertes, my eye is on you

as you prowl about to snatch some opportunity

against your enemies;

and now I see you by the hut of Ajax near the ships,

where he occupies the last position,

a long while on his trail and scanning

his newly made footprints, to see

whether he is inside or not . . .

50 This enjambment occurs within a longer sentence that goes on for several lines
after the run-on word, but there is clearly a boundary at this point. The modiWer
following the noun does not constitute a necessary enjambment, so in that sense this
case is quite comparable to the others. The parallelism with lines 1–2, however, causes
us to expect a participle clause, which indeed follows in 5.
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Ajax’s name must be highly salient from a number of perspectives:

the audience hears Ajax’s name for the Wrst time, and undeniably,

Odysseus was not looking for just any of his K	Łæ��, as he makes clear

in lines 18–20:

(6.18a) Od. ŒÆd 
F
 K��ª
ø� �s �� K�� I
�æd �ı���
�E

���Ø
 ŒıŒº�F
�� , `YÆ
�Ø �fiH �ÆŒ����æfiø.

Œ�E
�
 ª�æ, �P��
� ¼ºº�
, N	
��ø ��ºÆØ. (Aj. 18–20)

And now you have rightly guessed that

I am circling round

on the trail of an enemy, Ajax the shieldbearer.

For it is he and no other I have long been tracking . . .

Thirdly, Athena herself knows what Ajax has just done (9–10, 13) so

she should be aware that Odysseus is not just looking for trouble.

However, her words seem to lay more emphasis on Odysseus’ activ-

ities (1–2 I�d ��EæÆ
 ±æ���ÆØ Ł�æ���
�
 and 5–7) than the particular

selection of Ajax. In line 4, the expected supplementary participle

after ›æH is postponed by a line with the name of Ajax and a relative

clause. Examples like this one, to which we can add the mention of

Aegisthus in (6.4), Telamon in (6.14), and Tecmessa in (6.15), leave

the impression that line-initial position is attractive when it comes to

naming important participants, regardless of their pragmatic func-

tion in the clause itself.51

In the following examples the run-on words refer to Ajax as well,

either in the form of the proper name or as a pronoun, serving as a

genitive modiWer:

(6.19) Tec. ŒÆ� �Ø� �ØŒæe
 �æ���Ł�ª�Æ ������H
 Kæ�E

º�ª�Ø� N���ø
, ‘Y���� �c
 ›��ı
��Ø


AYamtor, n� ��ªØ���
 Y�	ı�� ��æÆ��F,

�¥Æ� ºÆ�æ��Æ� I
Ł� ‹��ı  �º�ı �æ���Ø: � (Aj. 500–3)

And one of my masters shall let fall bitter words

like these: ‘Look upon the concubine

51 It is especially attractive to introduce characters this way, without being too
explicit about it (‘that other actor you see, dear audience, is Pylades’). Pylades gets
this treatment in El. 16. Also, compare the explicit introduction by Oedipus of
Polybus in OT 774 with the mention of his name in the context of Oedipus’ fear of
killing his father in OT 827.
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of Ajax, who was the army’s mightiest man,

and see what servitude she endures after

being so envied!’

(6.20) Tec. �ƒ �� �s
 ª�º�
�ø
 ŒI�Ø	ÆØæ�
�ø
 ŒÆŒ�E�

toEr toFd� · Y�ø� ��Ø, Œ�N �º���
�Æ �c � ��Ł�ı
,

ŁÆ
�
�� i
 �N����ØÆ
 K
 	æ��fi Æ ��æ��. (Aj. 961–3)

Well, let them laugh and rejoice at his sorrows!

Even if they did not miss him while he lived,

now that he is dead they may lament him in the

urgency of battle.

(6.21) Tec. ��F ��ºÆ�. �� ªaæ ��Œ
�


te toFde; ��F ��Ø ªB� Œıæ�E �B� "æfiø����; (Aj. 983–4)

Alas, unhappy one! What of his child,

where in the Trojan land is he?

In all three cases, the modiWer presents predictable if not always easily

omissible information. The entire line taken up by `YÆ
��� and the

following relative clause in (6.19), line 502, is omissible without the

reference �c
 ›��ı
��Ø
 becoming unclear, but the clause is more

speciWc than ‹��ı  �º�ı in the next line in describing Tecmessa’s

earlier good fortune. The two pronominal modiWers following their

more salient nouns are unmarked.52

TheWnal tworeferences toAjax inrun-onwordsare (6.22) and(6.23):

(6.22) Ath. ŁÆæ�H
 �b ���
�, ���b �ı���æa
 ��	�ı,

tem ±mdq� · Kªg ªaæ O����ø
 I����æ���ı�

ÆPªa� I���æ�ø �c
 �æ���łØ
 �N�Ø��E
. (Aj. 68–70)

Stay to meet the man with conWdence, do not expect

disaster;53

I shall divert the rays of his eyes

so that he cannot see you.

52 On marked and unmarked possessives see above, ch. 4. The pronoun ÆP��F,
which would seem to be the functional equivalent of these genitives, is avoided in
line-initial position (and typically placed in 4–5), except in its locative meaning. The
only example of non-locative line-initial ÆP��F I Wnd is OC 1015: Æƒ �b �ı���æÆd j
ÆP��F �Æ
�º�Ø�, ¼�ØÆØ �� I�ı
ÆŁ�E
.
53 I follow Lloyd-Jones in construing �e
 ¼
�æ[Æ] with ���
� here.
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‘The man’, referring of course to Ajax, is equivalent to a pronominal

expression ‘him’, and there seems to be no reason to attribute special

emphasis to it here.54

(6.23) Teu. �y��� �� Œæ�ł�Ø; ��E�
 �PŒ Kæ�E ŒÆŒe


�e
 KŒ ��æe� ª�ªH�Æ ��º����ı 
�Ł�
,

�e
 ��Øº�fi Æ �æ���
�Æ ŒÆd ŒÆŒÆ
�æ�fi Æ

se† , ��º�Æ�� `YÆ�, j ��º�Ø�Ø
, ‰� �a �a

Œæ��� ŁÆ
�
��� ŒÆd ����ı� 
���Ø�Ø ����.

(Aj. 1012–16)

What will he keep back? What evil will he not

speak of me,

the bastard born of the prize he won in battle,

the betrayer, in my cowardice and weakness,

of you, dearest Ajax, or in my cunning, so that

with you dead I might control your lordship and

your house?

This is a convenient instance to discuss two questions at once. First,

should we really read a pause before this vocative? Second, what is ��

doing here? Jebb predictably states: ‘the place of the pronoun is em-

phatic: ‘‘thee’’—for whom I would gladly have died.’ I would like to

propose that �� in fact showsmore of a resemblance with postpositives.

It follows ŒÆŒÆ
�æ�fi Æ just as �æ���
�Æ follows ��Øº�fi Æ.55 The eVect of this

ordering, I believe, is that the marked element in this clause, where it

cannot be followed by a governing verb (as are ��Øº�fi Æ and ����ı�), is

given prominence by virtue of the pronoun that follows it.

6.3.2 Other Nouns

I start with run-on nouns that follow a modiWer in the previous line.

In these cases—(6.24) to (6.27)—the modiWer is the more salient

element of the noun phrase:

54 See for other examples of the quasi-pronominal arthrous use of I
�æ Aj. 99,
Ant. 402.
55 For an example from prose, see Dem. 18.299 �P º�Ł�Ø� K���	Ø�Æ �c
 ��ºØ
 �P�b

�º�
Ł�Ø� Kª�, where the (here unemphatic) pronoun Kª� similarly follows the Focus
of a verbless clause. See further on this issue Dik (2003).
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(6.24) Aj. Iºº� �r�Ø �æ�� �� º�ı�æa ŒÆd �ÆæÆŒ���ı�

keilHmar, ‰� i
 º��ÆŁ� ±ª
��Æ� K�a

�B
Ø
 �Ææ�EÆ
 K�Æº��ø�ÆØ Ł�A�· (Aj. 654–6)

But I shall go to the meadows by the shore where I can

wash myself, so that I can clean oV the dirt upon me

and escape the grievous anger of the goddess.

I do not see a special signiWcance to º�Ø�H
Æ�. From what precedes,

we know where (�ÆæÆŒ���ı�) Ajax is headed and for what purpose

(º�ı�æ�).

(6.25) Mess. "�FŒæ�� ��æ���Ø
 ¼æ�Ø )ı��ø
 I�e

jqglmHm· (Aj. 720–1)

Teucer is here, just back from the hills of Mysia . . .

The more salient part of the noun phrase, )ı��ø
, precedes. I see no

reason to attach special value to Œæ��
H
.56

(6.26) Cho. Iºº� �Y	��Æ� ��Ø, �æe� �e Œ�æ�Ø�
 �æÆ��d�

cmþlgr, Ł��E�Ø
 ‰� ŒÆ�ÆººÆ	Łfi B 	�º�ı. (Aj. 743–4)

Why, he is gone; he had turned his thoughts in a

more proWtable

direction, to be reconciled with the gods with whom

he had been angry.

Again, the salient �e Œ�æ�Ø�
, preceding the participle �æÆ����, has

been given precedence over ª
����, which would seem to be quite

dispensable.

(6.27) Teu. �P ª�æ �Ø �B� �B� �o
�Œ� K��æÆ����Æ��

cumaij¸r, u���æ �ƒ ��
�ı ��ºº�F �º�fiø,

Iºº� �o
�	� ‹æŒø
 �r�Ø
 q
 K�������,

��F �� �P��
· (Aj. 1111–14)

For he did not go to war for the sake of your

wife, like those who are weighed down with

heavy labour,

56 For another toponym followed by run-on nouns see El. 32–3 �
�	� ƒŒ���

�e —ıŁØŒe
 j �Æ
��E�
 and OT 70–1 K� �a —ıŁØŒa j ���łÆ #����ı ���ÆŁ� . . . 242–3
‰� �e —ıŁØŒe
 Ł��F j �Æ
��E�
 K����
�
. El. 32–3 is the best parallel in that, here too,
the run-on noun is clause-Wnal.
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but because of the oaths that bound him,

not because of you . . .

(6.28) Teu. K��d ŒÆº�
 ��Ø ��F�� ���æ��
�ı��
fiø

ŁÆ
�E
 �æ���ºø� �Aºº�
 j �B� �B� ��bæ

cumaij¸r, j ��F ��F Ł� ›�Æ���
�� º�ªø; (Aj. 1310–12)

Since I am proud to die before all Wghting

for him rather than for your wife,

or shall I say for you and your brother?

Teucer makes clear on two diVerent occasions that the aVairs of the

Atreidae are of little importance to him. Ajax didn’t come to Troy

because of Helen, and Teucer will gladly die for Ajax, not for Helen or

whatever other concern of Agamemnon’s. In both cases, ªı
ÆØŒ�� is

predictable.

(6.29) Tec. ŒIªg � �Ø�º���ø ŒÆd º�ªø, ‘�� 	æB�Æ �æfi A�,

`YÆ�; �� ��
�� ¼Œº���� �hŁ� ��� Iªª�ºø


Œº�Ł�d� I��æ�fi A� ��EæÆ
 �h�� ��ı Œº�ø


s›kpiccor; Iººa 
F
 ª� �A� �o��Ø ��æÆ���: �
(Aj. 288–91)

And I objected, saying, ‘What are you doing,

Ajax?Why are you starting on this expedition unbidden,

when you have not been summoned by messengers,

nor heard

any trumpet? Why, now all the army is asleep!’

��º�Øªª�� cannot be said to be totally predictable; however, it is not

indispensable. Tecmessa is merely making the point that Ajax had no

reason to go out in the dead of night. The order in the �h�� clauses is

chiastic. It is understandable that following ¼Œº���� the speciWcation

��� Iªª�ºø
 has to precede Œº�Ł���: ‘You are uncalled, not having

been called’ makes little sense. The second �h�� then dismisses the

possibility that Ajax heard a general alarm.

In (6.30), the phrase �Æ�B� ¼��Øæ�
 is interrupted by the line

break. This is a case of necessary enjambment, and as in the case of

adjectival modiWers above, I believe that the genitival modiWer here is

the more salient part of the clause (this in contrast to the post-

nominal possessives in examples (6.19) to (6.21) above):
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(6.30) Ag. �h ���� K���Ø
 ��
�� �e
 
�Œæe
 �Æ�B�

±loiqom, Iººa �æe� ��Æ
 Ł�ł�Ø
 K��F. (Aj. 1326–7)

He says he will not leave this corpse unburied,

but will bury it against my will.

I concludewith one instancewhere I amuncertain about the status of

the run-onword(6.31)andonewhere therun-onwordhasFocus(6.32):

(6.31) Teu. ¼æØ��� � ˇ�ı���F, ��
�� 	ø �� K�ÆØ
��ÆØ

k¸coisi· ŒÆ� �� ł�ı�Æ� Kº����� ��º�. (Aj. 1381–2)

Noble Odysseus, in my speech I can approve you

in every matter; and you have altogether belied

my expectations.

With some hesitation, I regard this example as a run-on word that,

even though it is not in necessary enjambment, is not particularly

salient. After all, where we see º�ª�Ø, a contrast with æªÆ is usually

not far behind.57 And sure enough, after Teucer’s opening praises, he

will go on to deny Odysseus permission to participate in the burial

rites for Ajax. I doubt, however, that this can already be read into

º�ª�Ø�Ø here—this would make the lines a less than fulsome compli-

ment, which they surely are intended to be. Rather, Teucer broaches

the subject a dozen lines further on (1393–4): �b �� , t ª�æÆØ�F ���æ�Æ

¸Æ�æ��ı �Æ�æ��, j ����ı �b
 OŒ
H ��F�� K�ØłÆ��Ø
 KA
 . . .

(6.32) Teu. ��Ø�F��� J
 ��ØfiH�� O
�Ø�� �Ø� ���æ�
;

n� KŒ �Æ�æe� ��
 �N�Ø "�ºÆ�H
�� ª�ª��,

‹��Ø� ��æÆ��F �a �æH�� IæØ�����Æ� K�c


Y�	�Ø ��
�ı
�
 ����æ� , m ����Ø �b
 q


basßkeia, ¸Æ�����
���· ŒŒæØ��
 �� 
Ø


��æ��� KŒ��
fiø � �øŒ�
 �ºŒ��
�� ª�
��.

(Aj. 1298–1303)

Does such a man as you reproach with his origin

such a one as I,

57 In order to avoid such an implied words-deeds contrast, Jebb takes º�ª�Ø�Ø as
‘for your words’, which seems problematic. Teucer’s praise includes practical aid
(�Ææ����� in 1384). All in all, whether we decide that º�ª�Ø�Ø refers to Teucer’s or
Odysseus’ words, in both cases it has to be non-contrastive. Compare for line-initial
º�ª�Ø� that is contrastive (and preverbal) e.g. Aj. 1160, El. 1360.
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whose father was Telamon,

who as the army’s greatest prize for valour

won as bedfellow my mother, who was by birth

a princess, daughter of Laomedon, and she was given

as a special

gift by Alcmene’s son?

This instance is diVerent from the others treated here in that there

are not one but two ‘irregularities’. Not only is there a pause early

in 1302, there is also a late pause in 1301. We will see more examples

of this in § 6.4. In this case one ‘Mobile’ word precedes the line

end. ����Ø, the Topic, is followed by the Focus �Æ��º�ØÆ in the next line.

6.3.3 Verbs

In my discussion I will start with the semantically ‘lightest’ verbs,

where it is most likely that preceding constituents have Focus, mov-

ing on to those instances where it seems that the run-on verb carries

more semantic and, ultimately, pragmatic, weight.

(6.33) Aj. q ��P���æØ���
 Œ�
Æ��� K��æ�ı �� ‹��ı;

Ath. ªøª� · � ˇ�ı���Æ �e
 �e
 K
�����
 º�ªø.

Aj. l�Ø����, t �����Ø
Æ, �������� �ø

hajeE· ŁÆ
�E
 ªaæ ÆP�e
 �h �� �ø Ł�ºø. (Aj. 103–6)

Aj. Did you ask me where the cunning fox was?

Ath. I did; I mean your rival, Odysseus.

Aj. Mistress, he sits inside, the most welcome of prisoners!

I do not want him to die yet.

The verb ŁÆŒ�E does not present salient information. The following

ŁÆ
�E
, which is contrastive, does not force us to read it with con-

trastive Focus. Rather, it contrasts with ��������. Strictly speaking

ŁÆŒ�E is not a copula, of course, but here it functions in a similar way.

We saw similar instances in examples (6.A1) and (6.2) above; the

following are the closest equivalents in Ajax:

(6.34) Aj. › �b
 ��Æª�f� ����Œ�
 fi w �����Æ���

ce† moit � ±m, �Y �fiø ŒÆd º�ª� ��ŁÆØ �	�º�, . . . (Aj. 815–16)
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The killer stands where it will be sharpest,

if one has time to work it out . . .

In the relative clause the superlative �����Æ��� has Focus, and the

copula ª�
�Ø�� ¼
 follows in its wake.

(6.35) Cho. ‹��Ø� �� , � ˇ�ı���F, �c º�ª�Ø ª
��fi � ���e


vFmai, ��Ø�F��
 Z
�Æ, �Hæ�� K��� I
�æ. (Aj. 1374–5)

Odysseus, whoever says that you are not wise in

your judgement,

when you are like this, is a fool!

This example brings us close to the �r
ÆØ instance discussed by Verrall

thatWrst incurredHeadlam’s ridicule (Verrall 1889: 127). The fact that a

verb like �F
ÆØ—which here, unlike �ı��
 in (6.11), has to be fully

synonymouswith �r
ÆØ for the following ��Ø�F��
 flmta tomake sense—

occurs in this position would seem to constitute an immediate case

against the assumption that these enjambments are always emphatic.

(6.36) Tec. `YÆ� ‹�� ��E
 Iæ��ø� 
����Æªc�

jeEtai, Œæı�Æ�fiø �Æ�ª�
fiø ��æØ��ı	��. (Aj. 898–9)

Here lies Ajax, lately killed,

spitted upon a sword sunk deep into his body!

I have followed the OCT punctuation, but one wonders whether it is

necessary to punctuate after Œ�E�ÆØ. If we grant that this is a case of early

pause and should therefore be included in our listing, it is clear that

there is an aYnity with the three previous examples. Œ�E�ÆØ can func-

tion as another non-salient quasi-copula, but of course it also has the

more pregnantmeaning ‘lie dead’.58 Even that is not particularly salient

following 
����Æª��, however, so I would read Iæ��ø� 
����Æª�� as

Focus and Œ�E�ÆØ as an instance of a non-salient necessary enjambment.

(6.37) Tec. �Y��Ø, ��Œ
�
, �æe� �xÆ ��ıº��Æ�  ıªa

wyqoFlem, �x�Ø 
fiH
 K����A�Ø
 �Œ����. (Aj. 944–5)

Alas, my son, to what a yoke of slavery

we are coming! Such are the masters that now

stand over us.

58 In the latter use, it occurs in line-initial position at OT 972 and Ant. 1240, but
the more neutral meaning is also found: Phil. 503.
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Moving on to other verbs that contribute little information, in

	øæ�F��
 we have another of the many intransitive verbs, close in

meaning to a copula (‘how we become slaves’), with the Focus of the

clause on an earlier element, here �xÆ ��ıº��Æ�  ıª�.

(6.38) Men. �P ª�æ ���� �h�� i
 K
 ��º�Ø 
���Ø ŒÆºH�

ve† qoimt � ¼
, 
ŁÆ �c ŒÆŁ����Œ�Ø ���� . . .

(Aj. 1073–4)

The laws of a city can never function well

where no one is afraid . . .

Focus is on ŒÆºH�.59 This is not exactly a frequent collocation with

��æø; but then the adverbs of choice are negative. ��æ�Ø
�� ¼
 is

necessary but predictable.

(6.39) Ag. ŒÆ���Ø ����F��
 ª� K������Æ�ŁÆØ ��ŒH,

�N  H
 �	Øºº�f� �H
 ‹�ºø
 �H
 z
 ��æØ

Œæ�
�Ø
 ��ºº� Œæ���� IæØ����Æ� �Ø
�,

�PŒ ¼
 �Ø� Æh�� �Ææł�
 ¼ºº�� I
�� K��F.


F
 �� Æh�� ��æ�E�ÆØ �ø�d �Æ
��ıæªfiH �æ�
Æ�

’pqanam, I
�æe� ��F�� I���Æ
��� Œæ���. (Aj. 441–6)

Yet so much I think I well know, that

if Achilles were alive and were to award the prize

of valour

in a contest for his own arms,

no other would receive them but I.

But now the sons of Atreus have made them over to an

unscrupulous fellow, pushing aside this man’s mighty

deeds.

Again the main verb does not present salient information. The recipi-

ent Odysseus, �ø�d �Æ
��ıæªfiH �æ�
Æ�, is the Focus of the clause.

(6.40) Cho. `YÆ�, 	�Ø
 �� i
 �rŒ��
 ‰� ŒIªg �æ�
d

he† koil � ±m· ÆN
���� ªaæ i
 �a �B��� ��. (Aj. 525–6)

59 I read �h�� i
 K
 ��º�Ø as extra-clausal and 
���Ø as the Topic of this sentence.
‘For even where cities are concerned, laws would never . . .’
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Ajax, I would wish you to have pity, as I do;

yes, you should approve her words.

The line-initial verb provides grammatical ‘closure’ to the sentence

but is not particularly salient. What matters is clause-initial 	�Ø
 ��

i
 �rŒ��
.60

(6.41) Ag. ŒÆd ��d �æ���æ��
 ��F�� Kªg �e ��æ�ÆŒ�


˙qH ��	� , �N �c 
�F
 ŒÆ�ÆŒ���fi � �Ø
�· (Aj. 1255–6)

And I see this remedy in store for you,

soon, if you do not acquire some sense . . .

Agamemnon is threatening Teucer, warning him that he will be

forced to submit to higher authority if he does not give in. Note

that Kª�, postpositive,61 strengthens ��F�[�]. The line-initial main

verb ›æH is not particularly salient compared to the embedded

clause, much like Ł�º�Ø�� ¼
 in the previous example.

(6.42) Teu. ��ØÆF�� I
cæ ����æª��, K
 ª�æfi Æ �Ææ��,

KqeE, �æe� �P�b
 �N� æØ
 Łı�����
��. (Aj. 1017–18)

Such words will be uttered by a man who is irascible,

Werce in old age, and quick to quarrel angrily over

nothing.

In 1012, Teucer had said �y��� �� Œæ�ł�Ø; ��E�
 �PŒ Kæ�E ŒÆŒ�
 . . . and

this clause comes at the end of the catalogue of imagined taunts. The

verb Kæ�E is predictable.62

With these last instances we have reached ‘full verbs’. In this group

we Wnd the best candidates for pragmatically marked line-initial

elements. So far, the verbs were mostly predictable and colourless;

in the next set of cases they carry more weight, and in some cases,

especially with contrastive Focus or complex Focus, it can be argued

that the line-initial element has Focus function.

60 A similar example occurs in the kommos, 428–9: where the auxiliary 	ømerely
serves as a syntactic supplement to the Focused �h . . . �P�� which show the chorus’s
despair of any way out.
61 I have argued elsewhere that such a postpositive use of Kª� has to be recognized

(Dik 2003).
62 A similar example in the kommos, 410–11:t �ı���ºÆØ
Æ, ��Ø��� ¼
�æÆ 	æ��Ø��
 j

vymeEm, L �æ��Ł�
 �y��� �PŒ �º� ���� ¼
. Here ��Ø��[�] and the relative clause that
follows it react to Ajax’s words far more speciWcally than the verb �ø
�E
.
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(6.43) Od. u��� �PŒ i
 K
��Œø� ª� I�Ø�� �Ø�� ��Ø·

�P ª�æ �Ø ��F��
, Iººa ��f� Ł�H
 
���ı�

vheßqoir ±m. ¼
�æÆ �� �P ��ŒÆØ�
, �N Ł�
�Ø,

�º����Ø
 �e
 K�Łº�
, �P�� Ka
 �Ø�H
 Œıæfi B�.

(Aj. 1342–5)

And so you cannot dishonour him without injustice;

for you would be destroying not him, but the laws

of the gods.

It is unjust to injure a noble man, if he is dead,

even if it happens that you hate him.

In this Wrst instance, even without the preceding line, the Focus of the

sentence is clear from the �P . . . Iºº� construction.

(6.44) Aj. Œ�E
�Ø �� K��ªª�ºH�Ø
 KŒ����ıª����,

K��F �b
 �P	 'Œ�
���· �N �� �Ø� Ł�H


bk›ptoi, ��ª�Ø �i
 	T ŒÆŒe� �e
 Œæ�����
Æ.

(Aj. 454–6)

And they have escaped and are laughing at me;

the fault is not mine, but if one of the gods

does harm, even the coward may escape the

stronger man.

It was only thanks to divine interference that Ajax’s enemies escaped

scot-free, and this is how he explains his failure. Should we consider

�Ø� Ł�H
 contrastive Focus, and �º����Ø as clearly given from the

context? It is equally defensible, I believe, to regard �Ø� Ł�H
 as

contrastive Topic (contrasting with K��F ��
), and �º����Ø as con-

trastive Focus.63 As Thomson would have pointed out, the ordering

here is equally acceptable in prose, so that there is no reason to

associate the pragmatic status of �º����Øwith its line-initial position.

(6.45) Aj. ŒÆd 
F
 �� 	æc �æA
; ‹��Ø� K��Æ
H� Ł��E�

Kwhaßqolai, �Ø��E �� �� ¯ºº�
ø
 ��æÆ���,

	Ł�Ø �b "æ��Æ �A�Æ ŒÆd ����Æ ����. (Aj. 457–9)

63 In the following clause, ��ª�Ø resumes the earlier KŒ����ıª���� as Topic and 	T
ŒÆŒ�� is the Focus.
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And now what must I do, I who patently am hated

by the gods,

and loathed by the army of the Greeks,

and hated, too, by Troy and by these plains?

In this passage we face a similar dilemma. Can we regard K	ŁÆ�æ��ÆØ

as merely supplementing a verb after the Focus Ł��E�, or is it itself the

Focus of the clause? A ��
 to follow Ł��E� is unfortunately not there to

help us out.64

(6.46) Aj. ��Øªaæ �e º�Ø�e
 �N�����ŁÆ �b
 Ł��E�

eYjeim, �ÆŁ������ŁÆ �� ��æ���Æ� ����Ø
. (Aj. 666–7)

Therefore for the future we shall learn to yield to

the gods,

and we shall learn to reverence the sons of Atreus.

In this passage at least there is a completely parallel construction. The

embedded clauses have Ł��E� and ��æ���Æ� as their Topics and �YŒ�Ø


and ����Ø
 have Focus.

In the following example the Wrst line looks at Wrst sight like one

long series of predicatives:

(6.47) Teu. ±ªg Œºıg
 �����
�� KŒ���g
 �b
 J


u“ peste† mafom, 
F
 �� ›æH
 I��ººı�ÆØ. (Aj. 1000–1)

When I heard it, poor fellow, while I was still far oV

I mourned quietly, but now that I can see I am

stricken to death!

In fact, after a Wrst scene-setting participle Œºı�
 and the comment-

ing �����
��, the clause has a contrastive Topic in KŒ����
 (followed

in the next clause by ›æH
), and a Focus ������
Æ �
 (followed in the

next clause by I��ººı�ÆØ). A translation that attempts to reXect the

Greek ends up with an overload of preposed dependent clauses.65

The last group of examples that I will discuss here all involve

imperatives in line-initial position. All things being equal, imperatives

tend to bemore salient than indicatives, and so tend to appear early in

64 The two following clauses have the verbs �Ø��E and 	Ł�Ø as their Topics but that
does not help us in deciding the pragmatic function of K	ŁÆ�æ��ÆØ.
65 I reordered slightly Lloyd-Jones’s translation ‘when I heard it, poor fellow,

I mourned quietly [Focus] while I was still far oV [Topic], but now that I can see
[Topic] I am stricken to death [Focus]’
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the clause. In the examples below, however, this eVect is often dimin-

ished in that other elements precede which are also candidates

for Focus, while the imperative can be either predicted from the

immediate context, as in (6.48), or is semantically light, comparable

to the verbs discussed early in this section, e.g. ŁÆŒ�E in (6.33), that

were combined with predicate nominatives with Focus.

(6.48) Tec. ‹�Æ
 ŒÆ���	fi � �ÆFŁ� , ›��F ŒI��d ŁÆ
�E


ehwou· �� ªaæ ��E  B
 �� ��F ��Ł
�Œ����; (Aj. 392–3)

When you pray for that, at the same time pray for

death for me!

Why must I live when you are dead?

The salient elements are ›��F ŒI��� in the embedded clause rather than

�h	�ı, which resumes compound66 ŒÆ���	fi � from the temporal clause.

(6.49) Aj. Iºº� ‰� ��	�� �e
 �ÆE�Æ ��
�� X�� ��	�ı,

ŒÆd �H�Æ ��Œ��ı, ���� K�Ø�Œ�
�ı� ª��ı�

d›jque. Œ�æ�Æ ��Ø �Øº��Œ�Ø���
 ªı
�. (Aj. 578–80)

Come, now speedily take the boy,

and bar the doors, and make no weeping in front of

the hut;

surely women are prone to lamentation!

The run-on imperative is the third in a series, all of which have the

imperative at clause end, preceded by Topic constituents (�e
 �ÆE�Æ

��
��, �H�Æ). With the internal object K�Ø�Œ�
�ı� ª��ı� already given

as Focus ‘no out of doors crying’ the imperative ��Œæı� oVers

virtually no new information.

(6.50) Aj. ���E� Ł� , '�ÆEæ�Ø, �ÆP�a �fi B�� ��Ø ����

tilAte, "��Œæfiø �� , j
 ��ºfi �, ����
Æ��

��º�Ø
 �b
 ��H
, �P
��E
 �� ��E
 –�Æ· (Aj. 687–9)

And do you, my companions, honour my commands

as she does, and when Teucer comes, tell him

to have care for me, and to be loyal to you.

The chorus is to do exactly what Ajax has told Tecmessa to do

(�ÆP�a . . . ����); this is the Focus of the sentence. That they are to

66 Compound-simplex iteration. For references to the literature seeDiggle (1981: 18).
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do this out of respect for him is the added nuance of �Ø�A��, which

otherwise functions as a mere ‘do’.67

(6.51) Mess. ‘¼
Æ��Æ, ��E� ¼ºº�Ø�Ø
 �æª��ø
 ��ºÆ�

i” sty, ŒÆŁ� ��A� �� �h���� K
æ���Ø ��	�.’ (Aj. 774–5)

‘Queen, stand by the other Argives;

where I am the enemy shall never break through.’

Ajax haughtily dismisses Athena and tells her to go and help another

contingent. ¼ºº�Ø�Ø
 has Focus, the verb is a necessary but predictable

supplement. Later in the play we Wnd a close parallel. In 1182 the

Focus is ªı
ÆEŒ�� I
�� I
�æH
:

(6.52) Teu. ���E� �� �c ªı
ÆEŒ�� I
�� I
�æH
 ��ºÆ�

paqe† stat� , Iºº� Iæ�ª��� , ��� Kªg ��ºø

����ı ��º�Ł�d� �fiH��, Œi
 ����d� Kfi A. (Aj. 1182–4)

And do you men not stand around like women,

but render aid, until I return

from taking care of his grave, even if everyone

forbids it.

6.3.4. Interim Conclusion

Once we step away from the narrow selection of examples discussed

in § 6.2, enjambment seems less of a force than Jebb and others have

assumed. In dealing with individual cases, it is important to distin-

guish necessary enjambment, where the run-on word rarely seems

salient, and ‘adding’ enjambment, where the run-on word really

forms a new, separate unit, so that it can be prosodically marked

like any clause-initial word.68

Exceptional instances of salient run-onwords in necessary enjamb-

ment, as in (6.12) and (6.46), involve clauses that start late in the

preceding line, so that the run-on word can occupy a clausal Focus

position. In § 6.4 we will see many more instances of line breaks that

result in Focus constituents occupying line-initial position.

67 For the ordering of lines 684–6, cf. below, § 6.4, examples (6.73) and (6.74).
68 The most violent types of enjambment, with elision or prepositive at line end

(deWnite article, preposition – not following amodiWer as in (6.25) and (6.28) above –,
or negation) do not occur in Ajax. See further below, section 6.3.
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6.4 RECULER POUR MIEUX SAUTER

So far I have concentrated on line breaks that fall late in a clause, with

one word running on into the next line. We saw that in relatively few

cases is the run-on word of much interest. It is an attractive assump-

tion, but a hard one to prove, that �c �b
 �s
 ŒÆŁ� ���
c
 j Ł�
fi ��,
compared to K
 �ÆP�fiH Ł�
fi �� j, sets the adverbial expression in greater

relief and/or provides some secondary Focus for the run-on element.

This form of enjambment, however, is only one among several ways

in which clauses can straddle lines. Some of the most spectacular line

breaks in Sophocles are in fact the result, not of clauses running over

by a word or two into the next line, but of clauses starting with only a

word or two just before line end and then running on into the next

line. A strategy especially used by Sophocles, which I have already

mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, is the placing of a

conjunction such as K��� at or near line end. An example is Oedipus’

famous remark to Teiresias:

(6.53) Tei. �Y��æ �� ª� K��d �B� Iº�Ł��Æ� �Ł�
��.

Oe. Iºº� ��Ø, �ºc
 ���· ��d �b ��F�� �PŒ ��� , Kped

�ı�ºe� �� �� t�Æ ��
 �� 
�F
 �� �� Z��Æ�� �r.

(OT 369–71)

Tei. Yes, if the truth has any strength.

Oe. It has, except for you; you are without it, since

you are blind in your ears, in your mind, and in

your eyes.

The anticipation caused by the conjunction K��� at line end receives

a pay-oV with a memorable line here. I will return to this pattern

below, but there are even more strident line breaks. In a handful of

cases in Sophocles there is elision at line end:69

(6.54) Tei. Kªg �h�� K�Æı�e
 �h�� �� Iºªı
H· �� taFt �

¼ººø� Kº�ª	�Ø�; �P ªaæ i
 ��Ł�Ø� ��ı. (OT 332–3)

I shall give pain neither to you nor to myself.

Why do you

question me in vain? You cannot learn from me.

69 See Descroix (1931/1987: 292) for an inventory.
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In this example, the rules of line end (the expected hiatus and brevis

in longo) are Xouted, and the suggestion of some break in phrasing

that normally comes with line end is overridden. The necessary

enjambment allows prominence for �ÆF�[Æ]; ¼ººø� is line-initial

and in the preverbal Focus position.70

Another small group of remarkable line breaks are those following

prepositives at line-end: deWnite articles, prepositions, and nega-

tives.71 In (6.55), the guard reports to Creon on the eVorts to undo

the burial of Polyneices and ends a line with a deWnite article:

(6.55) Guard ��Ø�F��
 q
 �e �æAª�� . ‹�ø� ªaæ lŒ���


�æe� ��F �a ���
� KŒ�E
� K����Øº���
�Ø,

�A�Æ
 Œ�
Ø
 ��æÆ
��� m ŒÆ��E	� tem


�Œı
, �ı�H
 �� �H�Æ ªı�
��Æ
��� �s . . .

(Ant. 407–10)

It was like this! When we went back

after those terrible threats of yours,

we swept away all the dust that covered the

corpse, carefully stripped the mouldering body . . .

The end of line 409 is at once an unexceptionable line-end, as far as

metre is concerned, and an absolutely unacceptable syntactic boundary.

What can we make of these two seemingly contradictory signals of

continuity and discontinuity at the same time? One possible interpret-

ation is that the guard hesitates before uttering the word 
�Œı
 (‘the, er,

corpse’), given the horrendousness of his task of undoing this burial and

the state of the mouldering corpse. The violent enjambment brings

about a secondary Focus on an otherwise predictable element, which

might have been referred to by an unemphatic pronoun.72 We could

say that the penthemimeral caesura in line 410 replicates this eVect in

a small way, by halting ever so slightly before �H�Æ.

70 For more examples of this type of question, in which the interrogative is
followed by additional (Focus) elements, see § 5.3 above.
71 See again Descroix (1931/1987: 291) for an inventory; I omit most of his

examples of prepositions at line end, since I only include prepositions that are not
already preceded by modiWers, as for instance in (6.25) and (6.28) above.
72 Or even left out. ŒÆ��E	� alone could conceivably have done the job, or 
Ø
might

have been used. Surprisingly, Webster ad Phil. 260 f. (¼ (6.56) below) says that ‘in the
late plays this binding together of two lines always seems to be emotional’, but
explicitly excludes Ant. 409.
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In the following example from Philoctetes, the immediate situation

is less gruesome, but one might well claim that the ‘two generals’ are

not people whom Philoctetes enjoys thinking about. Perhaps the line

end after the deWnite article happens for the same reason that makes

Philoctetes use descriptive paraphrases for the hated sons of Atreus

and for Odysseus rather than names or patronymics:

(6.56) Ph. ‹�� �Y�� Kª� ��Ø Œ�E
��, n
 Œº��Ø� Y�ø�

�H
 � ˙æÆŒº��ø
 Z
�Æ �������
 ‹�ºø
,

› ��F —��Æ
��� �ÆE� #Øº�Œ�����, n
 oi“

�Ø���d ��æÆ��ª�d 	T ˚��Æºº�
ø
 ¼
Æ�

ææØłÆ
 ÆN�	æH� z�� KæB��
 . . . (Phil. 261–5)

I am he whom you have perhaps heard

to be the master of the weapons of Heracles,

the son of Poeas, Philoctetes, whom the

two generals and the lord of the Cephallenians

despicably threw out into this desolation . . .

The two remaining instances of deWnite article at line end lend

support to the idea that the word following the deWnite article is

salient. The modiWers �Æı�B� in (6.57) and �YŒ�Ø in (6.58) are both

clearly contrastive:

(6.57) El. Iºº� q ����
Æ�, t ��ºÆØ
Æ, ŒI�d to£r

�Æı�B� ŒÆŒ�E�Ø ŒI�d ��E� K��E� ª�ºfi A�; (El. 879–80)

Are you mad, poor creature, and are you

mocking your own troubles as well as mine?

The line break before the possessive �Æı�B� gives it prominence in

addition to the explicit contrast with K��E�.

(6.58) Oe. . . . ª�æ�
�Æªøª�E, ��ººa �b
 ŒÆ�� Iªæ�Æ


oº�
 ¼�Ø��� 
�º���ı� �� Iºø��
�,

��ºº�E�Ø �� Z��æ�Ø� �º��ı �� ŒÆ��Æ�Ø

��	Ł�F�Æ �º��ø
 �����æ� �ª�E�ÆØ �a tBr

�YŒ�Ø �ØÆ����, �N �Æ�cæ �æ��c
 	�Ø. (OC 348–52)

. . . she guides an aged man, straying often through

the wild

jungle without food or footwear,
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and vexed often by rain and scorching sun,

the unhappy one gives second place to her

home comforts, if her father can be cared for.

Oedipus is in the process of a comparison between his sons and

daughters. The sons are stay-at-home good-for-nothings (343

ŒÆ�� �rŒ�
 �NŒ�ıæ�F�Ø
), whereas his daughters do all the hard work

with no thought for home.

Besides the deWnite articles at immediate line end (Maas’s position

12), there are also deWnite articles in position 11 followed by post-

positive, the most frequent combination being �e ª�æ, as in (6.59):73

(6.59) Oe. �N �� Æs �Ø� ¼ºº�
 �r��
 j � � ¼ºº�� 	Ł�
e�

�e
 ÆP��	�ØæÆ, �c �Øø���ø· te caq

Œ�æ��� ��ºH � ªg 	M 	�æØ� �æ��Œ�����ÆØ. (OT 230–2)

But if someone knows another of you, or a foreigner,

to be the killer, let him not be silent; for I

can dispense rewards and gratitude also shall be his.

73 Given such examples as (6.59), I am not sure that one can really claim that �e
ª�æ enjambment or any of the other kinds of enjambment discussed in this section
actually (GriYth ad Ant. 67–8) ‘mark the concluding gnome’. Of seven instances of �e
ª�æ at line end, three are articular inWnitive constructions (OT 1389–90, Ant. 67–8,
Trach. 434–5), which we can consider gnomic; and four are not: OT 231–2, Ant. 238–
9, Trach. 742–3, Phil. 674–5. Of these four, Trach. 742–3 �e ªaæ j �Æ
Łb
 ��� i
 ��
ÆØ��
i
 Iª�
���
 ���E
; can be considered a gnome in the form of a rhetorical question. Of
the twenty-four cases of K��� at line end, I would describe at most three or four as
introducing a gnomic statement (El. 1053–4 ��ººB� I
��Æ� ŒÆd �e Ł�æA�ŁÆØ Œ�
�, OT
613–14 	æ�
�� ��ŒÆØ�
 ¼
�æÆ ���Œ
ı�Ø
 ��
��, OT 376–7 ƒŒÆ
e� ���ººø
 (dubious),
OC 1115 �ÆE� ��ºØŒÆE��� ��ØŒæe� K�ÆæŒ�E º�ª�� (disregarding the demonstrative
taking the place of a more general expression)); the remaining twenty, such as
(6.53) above, are too individuated to be considered gnomic (Aj. 490–1, 916–17,
1330–1, OT 326–7, 370–1 (¼ (6.53)), 433–4, 705–6, 985–6, 1417–18, Ant. 389–90
(¼ (6.68)), 538–9, Trach. 320–1, 457–8, 732–3, OC 566–7, 732–3, 956–8 (¼ (6.71)),
1151–2, 1334–5, 1405–6). Given the high frequencies of both enjambment and
gnomic expression in Sophocles, not to mention the high frequency of these ‘con-
clusions’ in the back and forth of dialogue, I think the correlation is hard to prove one
way or the other. I myself am tempted to see these continuations at line end as an
attempt to ‘hold the Xoor’. Once speakers have uttered a prepositive, they can pause,
but it would be very impolite to interrupt them. The speeches in which line-initial
K��� is found are 39 lines long on average, and only two out of twenty-four are three
lines or fewer in length (one of which is Neoptolemus’ aborted narrative at Phil. 332);
the speeches in which line-Wnal K��� is found average 14 lines, and twelve of twenty-
four are three lines or fewer in length.
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To have something, anything, follow the prepositive word at line end

makes the break less harsh,74 but it is tempting to see eVects similar

to the ‘bare’ deWnite articles here, as for instance in another response

from the guard about the burial of Polyneices (see also above, (6.55)):

(6.60) Cr. �� �� K��d
 ¼
Ł� �y ��
�� 	�Ø� IŁı��Æ
;

Guard �æ��ÆØ Ł�ºø ��Ø �æH�Æ �I�Æı��F· te caq

�æAª�� �h�� �æÆ�� �h�� �r��
 ‹��Ø� q
 › �æH
,

�P�� i
 �ØŒÆ�ø� K� ŒÆŒe
 ����Ø�� �Ø. (Ant. 237–40)

Cr. But what is it that so troubles you?

Guard First I want to tell you about myself; for I

did not do the deed, nor did I see who did,

and I could not with justice come to any harm.

The guard once again uses an interesting line break. As with the

interpretation of the break before 
�Œı
 in (6.55) above, we could

suggest here that ‘the, er, matter’ of Polyneices’ burial is something

that the guard prefers not to talk about at all, especially in the

presence of Creon.

Turning to prepositions, I am aware of only three instances in

Sophocles of prepositions at line end (that is, prepositions that are

not preceded by modiWers and not in anastrophe). Aristophanes has

just such a line break in his Thesmophoriazusae, in the introduction

of the complaint against Euripides in the assembly. The announce-

ment has just been made that Euripides is the Wrst item of business

(378–9 	æ��Æ�� �Ø
 �æH�Æ ��æd ¯PæØ����ı, j ‹ �Ø 	æc �ÆŁ�E
 KŒ�E
�
),

when the Wrst speaker obliges, and launches into her attack:

(6.Ar1) Mica �Øº��Ø��fi Æ �b
 �P���Øfi A �a �g Ł�g

º���ı�� I
����
 t ªı
ÆEŒ��· Iººa ªaæ

�Ææ�ø� ��æø ��ºÆØ
Æ ��ºf
 X�� 	æ�
�


�æ���ºÆŒØ ���
Æ� ›æH�� ��A� u“ pe

¯PæØ����ı ��F �B� ºÆ	Æ
��øº��æ�Æ�

ŒÆd ��ººa ŒÆd �Æ
��E � IŒ�ı���Æ� ŒÆŒ�.

(Ar. Thesmo. 383–8)

74 In Homer, short prepositives cannot come at line end but larger prepositive
groups can, as in Il. 1.340 �Y ���� �� Æs�� j; 1.578 Z�æÆ �c Æs�� j.
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By the Twain, I have not risen to speak,

fellow women, out of any personal ambition; no, but

because I have long unhappily endured

seeing us get dragged through the mire by

Euripides, son of that herb-selling woman,

and subjected to the whole gamut of slurs.

The line break after ��� is not so much one of suspense, since all

women know that it is Euripides who is the intended target of the

speech, but I am tempted to compare it to a ceremonial drum roll, with

the mention of the guilty party postponed till the end, and then Wlling

an entire trimeter (with another deWnite article preceding the caesura):

besmirched by. . .Euripides, the son of—the greengrocer woman!

In the case of Sophocles, it is harder to tell what to make of the

three instances we have, which occur in OT, Philoctetes, and OC—

examples (6.61) to (6.63) respectively.75 The example in OT is per-

haps the most straightforward:

(6.61) Oe. ��ØŁ��, j �PŒ ��ØŁ��, ‰� 	æ��� �� Kpd

�e
 ���
��Æ
�Ø
 ¼
�æÆ ���łÆ�ŁÆ� �Ø
Æ; (OT 555–6)

Did you or did you not persuade me that I ought to

send someone for

the much-revered prophet?

Oedipus’ use of ���
��Æ
�Ø� is reminiscent of Philoctetes’ �Ø����

��æÆ��ª�� in (6.56) above. Clearly Oedipus is not expressing his

awe here (nor does he with �y��� › ����� in 568). As Jebb points

out, many ���
�� compounds are used sarcastically.

Turning to (6.62), the ‘Merchant’ had told Philoctetes a nicely

rehearsed story earlier but now seems to be at a loss as to how to react

to Philoctetes’ strong emotions:

(6.62) Ph. �Y��Ø ��ºÆ�· q Œ�E
��, � �A�Æ �º���,

�� �N� �	ÆØ�f� þ����
 ����Æ� ���º�E
;

��Ø�Ł����ÆØ ªaæ z�� ŒI� 0Ø��ı ŁÆ
g


�æe� �H� I
�ºŁ�E
, u���æ ��Œ��
�ı �Æ��æ.

75 The only instance of preposition at line end in Euripides is El. 852–3, Kª
��Ł� ��
��e j ª�æ�
��� K
 ����Ø�Ø
 Iæ	Æ��ı �Ø
��. It is puzzling that an entire line is spent on the
description of an anonymous character who will not play a role in the rest of the play.
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Mer. �PŒ �r�� Kªg �ÆF�� · Iºº� Kªg �b
 �r�� Kpd


ÆF
, ��fiH
 �� ‹�ø� ¼æØ��Æ �ı���æ�Ø Ł���.

(Phil. 622–7)

Ph. Alas for me! Did that man, that utter plague,

swear that he would bring me to the Achaeans?

I shall as soon be persuaded to return from Hades

to the world of light after my death, like his father!

Mer. I know nothing of this; but I will go to the

ship, and may the god help you as best he may!

The Merchant tries to sound non-committal and to get out of the

way as soon as possible, to—his ship, leaving Philoctetes and Neop-

tolemus with a conventional farewell. Are we meant to hear the

Merchant hesitate for a moment before he states his destination?76

The third instance of preposition at line end is (6.63):

(6.63) Oe. K��d �b
 �P	 ›�ø��· º�����ÆØ ªaæ Km

�fiH �c ��
Æ�ŁÆØ ���� ›æA
, �ı�E
 ŒÆŒ�E
· (OC 495–6)

I cannot go, for I fall short

for lack of strength and of vision, two aZictions;

Here again, there may be some ambiguity in the preposition. Oedi-

pus stays behind in—, but what follows the preposition after the line

break is not a location, which we might have expected.

Finally, there are some instances of negatives at line end.77 Typic-

ally these negatives do not negate just the one word that immediately

follows. In fact it is hard to point to a single instance, but (6.63)

might qualify, if only because every other single constituent in this

sentence is also negated.78

76 The destination has so far been expressed as �æe� 
ÆF
 (lines 125, 132, 461),
a more regular preposition to use for this concrete object.
77 Compare Descroix’s inventory (1931/1987: 291): (�h) Ant. 5 (single constituent:

(6.64)), El. 1466 ����� ¼
�ı �Ł�
�ı �b
 �P j ����øŒ�� (‘orthotone-like’, cf. (6.65)),
1491 (¼ (6.65)), (��) Ant. 324 �N �b �ÆF�Æ �c j �Æ
�E�� ��Ø ��f� �æH
�Æ�, OT 1461
(¼(6.67)), Phil. 912 (see n. 79 below), OC 1175 (see n. 78 below). Even more clause-
like and therefore less harsh are �e �� Ant. 27, Trach. 90 (for clause-Wnal �e �� at line
end, see Aj. 96 and Ant. 443); �e �c �P Ant. 544, OT 1232. Emphatic negatives
introducing clauses can Wll the entire second colon, as in Phil. 611 ‰� �P �� ���� j
(similar examples in OT 328, OC 1023).
78 OC 1175–6 �c �æA
 L lc j 	æfi � �Ø� has only one word following, but this is also

the ‘entire following clause’.
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(6.64) An. �P�b
 ªaæ �h�� Iºª�Ø
e
 �h�� ¼��� ¼��æ

�h�� ÆN�	æe
 �h�� ¼�Ø��
 K�Ł� , ›��E�
 oP

�H
 �H
 �� ŒI�H
 �PŒ Z�ø�� Kªg ŒÆŒH
. (Ant. 4–6)

No, there is nothing painful or laden with destruction

or shameful or dishonouring among

your sorrows and mine that I have not witnessed.

The negation �P is much less frequent than �� at line end. When it

appears, it is often used in such a way that it can be interpreted as

orthotone in the Wrst instance, as in (6.65), a pattern which resembles

clause-Wnal orthotone �h as in (6.66).

(6.65) Or. 	øæ�E� i
 �Y�ø �f
 ��	�Ø· º�ªø
 ªaæ oP


F
 K��Ø
 ±ª�
, Iººa �B� łı	B� ��æØ. (El. 1491–2)

Go inside at once! It is not talk,

but your life, that is the issue.

Unusually, the negative in (6.65) has scope over the preceding º�ªø
,

not the following 
F
. The part of the clause before the line break gets

a Topic-Focus structure much like that in (6.66):

(6.66) Guard › �b
 ªaæ M��
Ø���, �ı���æ�� �b
 oh,

º���c �� ¼ª�� ���ª�
��� S� K�B
 Œ�
Ø�.

(Ant. 255–6)

He had vanished, not buried in a tomb,

but covered with a light dust, as though put there

by someone to avoid pollution.

More typically, the negation at line end is ��, which can have scope

over the entire following clause as in (6.67), which makes this group

of prepositives more closely aYliated with conjunctions and less with

the deWnite article or prepositions.79

79 One case of �� is complicated as a result of the very condensed expression, but it
follows the general pattern. In Phil. 912–13 ºØ�g
 �b
 �PŒ ªøª�, ºı��æH� �b lc j
����ø �� �Aºº�
 ‘it is not the thought that I will desert you, but rather the thought
that I will take you on a journey that will cause you grief ’, ºı��æH� is the presupposed
information that is shared between Philoctetes and Neoptolemus: hurting Philoctetes
is what Neoptolemus admits he is likely to do, but not by leaving him, as Philoctetes
suspects, but precisely by taking him.
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(6.67) Oe. �Æ��ø
 �b �H
 �b
 Iæ��
ø
 �� ��Ø, ˚æ��
,

�æ��Łfi B ��æØ�
Æ
· ¼
�æ�� �N��
, u��� lc

���
Ø
 ���b �	�E
, 
Ł� i
 t�Ø, ��F ���ı·

(OT 1459–61)

But as to my children, do not take thought

for the males, for they are men, and wherever

they are will never fail to get a living.

All in all, we can generalize that if the negation does behave as a

prepositive, it is more likely to be placed at line end if it serves as an

‘upbeat’ not to a single word but to the following clause, in much the

same way as did K��� in (6.53), the very Wrst example of this section.80

As I mentioned earlier, line breaks after conjunctions are not quite as

violent as those following other prepositives (see Fraenkel 1965: 41,

Ruijgh 1990b: 184), so that this brings us to the end of this short

catalogue of the syntactically most violent line breaks.81

Line breaks following conjunction are a favourite with Sophocles

(for instance, twenty-four instances of K��� in this position as against

only two in Euripides; one in PV 384). What does this line break

achieve that is not achieved by having K��� in line-initial position?

Consider again the clause pattern. The Focus, the single most

important element of a clause, will often be preceded by other

elements: Topic constituents for one, but also by conjunctions and

particles and the occasional Setting constituent. All this ‘clutter’ can

cause the Focus element to end up in a position that is not particu-

larly prominent, unless a line break intervenes to lend a new dimen-

sion of prominence besides that of the clause. In fact, we Wnd

numerous instances in Sophocles where conjunctions, in particular,

are placed at line end, when they Wt just as well at the opening of

lines. But why spend a precious line-initial slot on K���, or ‹�Ø, when

this is not necessary? Consider (6.68):

80 Not surprisingly, a number of instances of �� at line end appear in combination
with conjunctions (�N Ant. 324, u��� OT 1461), relatives (– OC 1175), or with the
deWnite article that introduces an articular inWnitive (above, n. 77).
81 I omit here the examples of line-initial postpositives, the phenomenon that is

the converse of prepositives at line end. Examples in Sophocles are Aj. 985–6 �P	 ‹��

��	�� j dBt � ÆP�e
 ¼��Ø� ��Fæ�, OT 1084–5 ��Ø���� �� KŒ�f� �PŒ i
 K��ºŁ�Ø�� �Ø j pot �
¼ºº��.
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(6.68) Guard ¼
Æ�, �æ���E�Ø
 �P��
 K��� I������
.

ł����Ø ªaæ � � ��
�ØÆ �c
 ª
���
· Kped

�	�ºfi B ��Ł� l��Ø
 ��Fæ� i
 K���	�ı
 Kª� . . .

(Ant. 388–90)

King, there is nothing that mortals can swear is

impossible!

For second thoughts show one’s judgment to be

wrong; why,

I scarcely would have thought I would come here

again . . .

Here the conjunction is placed at the end of the line, and the Focus

constituent �	�ºfi B gains prominence from its line-initial position, in

addition to its clause-initial position, and the postpositive ���� in its

wake.82

If there is a Topic constituent, K��� plus Topic can be placed in the

preceding line for a similar eVect, as in (6.69) and (6.70):83

(6.69) El. Iºº� t ŒÆ��ª
�Ł� , z�� ‹�ø� ŒÆd ��d ��º�


ŒÆd ��P�e
 ��ÆØ, t›sd� Kped tar g“ domar

�æe� ��F ºÆ��F�Æ Œ�PŒ K�a� KŒ������
. (El. 1301–3)

Brother, your pleasure shall be

mine also; since my delight

I got from you, and it is not my own.

(6.70) Oe. Z
��Æ ��
�
 ����Æ
���; �P ªaæ �c �� ª�

�H�� �P�b �¼æªÆ �¼�� · Kped t› c� ’qca lou

����
Ł��� K��d �Aºº�
 j ���æÆŒ��Æ . . . (OC 265–7)

82 Similar instances: OT 326–7 K��d j ��
��� �� �æ��Œı
�F��
 �¥�� ƒŒ��æØ�Ø, 433–4
K��d j �	�ºfi B �� i
 �YŒ�ı� ��f� K��f� K���Øº���
, Trach. 320–1 K��d j ŒÆd �ı���æ� ��Ø �c
�N��
ÆØ �� ª� l�Ø� �r. Ant. 923–4 has Topic and Focus in second line: K��� ª� �c j �c

�ı�����ØÆ
 �P����F�� KŒ������
, similarly Aj. 1330–1 K��d j ��º�
 �� Kªg ��ªØ���

�æª��ø
 
��ø (��º�
 Topic, ��ªØ���
 Focus, with postpositives �� Kª� separating the
two), and OT 705–6 K��d j �� ª� �N� 'Æı�e
 �A
 Kº�ıŁ�æ�E ����Æ. For a full listing of
line-end K��� instances in Sophocles, see n. 73 above.
83 Not all constituents following K��� are so easily classiWed. In OT 1266–7 K��d �b

ªfi B j Œ�Ø�� �º��ø
, I am unsure as to the pragmatic status of ªfi B. The hiatus (cf.
Stinton 1977b) and the enjambment make us wait for Œ�Ø��, however, which acquires
added prominence as a result.
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simply from fear of my name? For it is not my

person or my actions that you fear; why, my actions

consisted in suVering rather than in doing . . .

The Focus constituents (�æe� ��F, ����
Ł��[Æ]) are placed in line-

initial position.84

In (6.71), a more involved example, which ranges over three lines,

both Topic and Focus of themain clause end up in line-initial position:

(6.71) Cr. K��d

Kqglßa ��, Œ�N ��ŒÆØ� ‹�ø� º�ªø,

slijqem ��Ł��Ø· (OC 956–8)

Since

even if my plea is just, my solitude

makes me powerless; . . .

In all these cases we may say that the line breaks, while they break up

syntactic units, serve to highlight those elements that are pragmatic-

ally marked—this in contrast to the cases that we saw in §§ 6.2 and

6.3, both of necessary enjambment (where the line-initial run-on

word was not particularly salient), and the cases of adding enjamb-

ment (where no syntactic unit was broken up).

The group of K��� clauses which I have treated at some length here

is just one sample of Sophocles’ special preferences for these enjamb-

ments. The conjunction ‹�Ø occurs at line end all but three times in

Sophocles; in Aeschylus only once outside PV (Eum. 98; there are six

instances at line end in PV); in Euripides, there are just three in-

stances of ‹�Ø at line end (Bacch. 173,Med. 560, Cyc. 421; Phoen. 1617

�r�� ‹�Ø is clause Wnal).

While the examples above featured clauses starting late in the line,

this is not a necessary condition for Focus constituents to follow the

line break, as is shown by (6.72), another pattern familiar to readers

of Sophocles:

84 Lloyd-Jones and Wilson print Hertel’s �� . . . Y�ŁØ, which makes no diVerence to
my analysis here, except that a �� rather than ��ı makes the line break even more
keenly felt as interrupting the syntax, thereby heightening still more the eVect of line-
initial ����
Ł��� .
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(6.72) Guard �e �b
 ªaæ ÆP�e
 KŒ ŒÆŒH
 ����ıª�
ÆØ

l�Ø���
, K� ŒÆŒe
 �b ��f� ��º�ı� ¼ª�Ø


Iºª�Ø
�
. (Ant. 437–9)

For to have escaped oneself from trouble is

most pleasant, but to bring friends into danger is

painful.

Here the Wrst Topic constituent (�e �b
 . . . ����ıª�
ÆØ) Wlls an entire

line, followed by the Focus l�Ø���
 in the next, where the second

Topic Wlls out the line, to be followed in turn by its Focus, Iºª�Ø
�
, in

the third line.

The same eVect can be seen with imperatives. While in § 6.3 above

we saw a number of imperatives that seemed rather predictable, the

tendency to place imperatives in initial position in the clause is real,

and examples such as (6.73) are an indication that when that position

is taken, line-initial position is a good second best. The availability of

the dimension of the line in addition to that of the clause means that

clauses can open with miscellaneous ‘clutter’ but still have impera-

tives in prominent position, as here. Once ‹�ø� ��	Ø��Æ has opened

line 1410, we wait until the next line for the imperatives:

(6.73) Oe. Iºº� , �P ªaæ ÆP�A
 �Ł� L ���b �æA
 ŒÆº�
,

ˆpyr t›wista pqer heHm ’ny le† pou 1410

ŒÆº�łÆ�� , j ��
���Æ�� , j ŁÆº���Ø�


KŒæ�łÆ�� , 
ŁÆ ������ �N��ł��Ł� �Ø.

Y�� , I�Ø��Æ�� I
�æe� IŁº��ı ŁØª�E
·

��Ł��Ł�, �c �������· �I�a ªaæ ŒÆŒa

�P��d� �x�� �� �ºc
 K��F ��æ�Ø
 �æ��H
.

(OT 1409–15)

But since it is hateful to speak of hateful deeds,

as soon as possible, I beg you, hide me somewhere

abroad, or kill me, or hurl me into the sea,

where you shall never again see me!

Come, condescend to touch a man accursed!

Do as I say, do not be afraid! For there is

no human being who can bear my woes but I.

In 1409 �æe� Ł�H
 is used postpositively to follow clause-initial ‹�ø�

��	Ø��Æ, and the next Mobile element �ø is also followed by two
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postpositives, ensuring that both elements are prominent. Pragmat-

ically both of these Wrst constituents can be analysed as Focus. Even

though the imperative comes as the third Mobile constituent of the

sentence as a whole, and even though the enjambment can be

classiWed as necessary, the imperative is not like the imperatives

discussed in § 6.3 above (e.g. ¥��ø in (6.51)) in that it is not nearly

as predictable in its meaning, but of course the prominence we

perceive in the imperative ŒÆº�łÆ�[�] is due in large part to the

fact that it is the Wrst in a string of imperatives.

In (6.74) similarly, the imperative in line 229 appears to be post-

poned to line-initial position, but the passage features a number of

diVerent ways in which the boundaries between lines are exploited:

(6.74) Ph. Iºº� �NŒ���Æ
��� ¼
�æÆ �����
�
, ��
�
,

æ���
 z�� Œ¼�Øº�
, ŒÆŒ����
�
,

vymÞsat� , �Y��æ ‰� ��º�Ø �æ���Œ���.

Iºº� I
�Æ���łÆ�Ł� · �P ªaæ �NŒe� oht � Klº 230

u“ lHm ±�Ææ��E
 ��F�� ª� �hŁ� ��A� K��F.

Ne. Iºº� , t ��
� , Y�ŁØ ��F�� �æH��
, oomeja

1Ekkgme† r K���
· ��F�� ªaæ ���ºfi � �ÆŁ�E
.

(Phil. 227–33)

Ph. Take pity on an unhappy man, alone,

aZicted like this without a companion or a friend,

and speak, if indeed you come as friends!

But answer me! It is not right that I

should miss this from you or you from me.

Ne. Why, stranger, Wrst know this, that we are

Greeks! That is what you wish to learn.

The Wrst Mobile in the sentence, �NŒ���Æ
���, should of course be

understood as imperative as well. The string of miserable adjectives

Wlls a line and a half, resulting in line-initial position for �ø
��Æ�� in

229. The break between lines 230 and 231 separates the two Focus

constituents K�� and ��H
.85 In line 232, Wnally, we see another

example of a conjunction at line end, resulting in line-initial position

for the Focus constituent � ‚ºº�
��.

85 See ch. 4 for further examples of contrastive use of personal pronouns.
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Lines 230 and 232 are a good illustration of the paradoxical status

of the line break here. Both lines have all the characteristics of

metrical period end: there is brevis in longo, and hiatus between the

word at line end and the word opening the next line. At the same

time, the syntax (speciWcally, �h�� and �o
�ŒÆ) makes it abundantly

clear that this line end is not an end at all. The clash of rhythm and

syntax is evident, and the result, I believe, is increased prominence

for the Mobile words involved.86

All in all, line breaks are highly salient in the instances discussed in

this section, where they occur at or near the beginning of a clause. In

these cases the enjambment tends to be necessary rather than ‘add-

ing’, and listener’s expectations are more obviously Xouted than in

the case of adding enjambment. In rare cases, such unexpected line

breaks bring about a secondary eVect, as in (6.55), where the clausal

Focus is the verb; more often, the manipulation of line and clause

gives further relief to constituents which can also be considered

marked in a clausal analysis. It appears that Sophocles does not

break his lines at random, disregarding the clause; rather, line bound-

aries are used as a means to achieve additional prominence.

6 .5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have looked at some of the metrical characteristics of

the iambic trimeter, concentrating on the line break, the strongest

rhythmical boundary available to the poets. The interaction between

clause and line is most evident at the line break, but similar phe-

nomena can be observed at the midpoint of the line. While my main

aim throughout this book is to urge an interpretation of word order

that is not based on metre in the Wrst instance, in this chapter I have

sought to illustrate the major ways in which Sophocles exploits the

line break as a ‘chunking device’, to use the terminology introduced

to Greek literature by Slings (1997).

86 As often, the prominence of K�� and ��H
 becomes overdetermined: In the case
of K��, emphatic form of the Wrst-person pronoun, initial Mobile in the embedded
clause; in the case of ��H
, initial position in the line, preverbal position in the
dependent clause.
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In his book on the iambic trimeter, Descroix (1931/1987: 334 f.)

makes a number of suggestions about particular lexical items that the

poets made use of to round out their trimeters. He concentrates on

the disyllabic words at line end. These are very frequent, but how do

we go about proving that these were put in by choice?

First of all, as Descroix argues, conscious choice seems to be in play

since, despite Aristotle’s assurances that the trimeter comes so nat-

urally to Greek speakers, the percentage of these disyllabics is higher

in tragedy than in comedy, and also signiWcantly higher than in prose

(Descroix 1931/1987: 335). Secondly, the Ionic words that the tra-

gedians borrow tend to yield convenient disyllabic iambic forms,

which can replace diVerently shaped Attic words: ��æ��, Œ�æÆ, ����,

Œºı�
, ŁÆ
�
, Œ�Æ
�
, ��º�
, with which can be contrasted Attic

��æÆ���, Œ��Æº�, �H�, IŒ���Æ�, I��ŁÆ
�
, I��Œ���
Æ�, KºŁ�
.

Thirdly, there is the high frequency of disyllabic participles (some

of which were included in table 6.2 above), and a handful of nouns:

Ł���, �æ����, 	Ł�
 (in their iambic forms) and adjectives, for ex-

ample ŒÆº�� and ŒÆŒ��.

How do we prove that these words are used in disproportionate

number? Should we not make allowances for subject matter? Subject

matter as an argument for high frequency sounds reasonable in the

case of some of these words, such as ŒÆº�� and ŒÆŒ��, but is surely

more problematic in the case of the iambic forms of ���� ‘foot’,

Table 6.3 Fillers? Frequencies per 10,000 words in the tragedians, Aristophanes,

and Plato

Aeschylus Sophocles Euripides Aristophanes Plato

���� 6 5 12 4 1
ŒÆº�� 9 17 21 18 27
ŒÆŒ�� 17 31 28 16 10
‹�� 189 179 168 40 14
�y��� 50 104 40 195 188
(K)Œ�E
�� 5 27 11 16 18
Kª� 84 167 131 188 124
�� 72 100 105 130 55

F
 34 50 28 46 31
I�� 7 19 9 8 14
���� 15 42 27 25 18
��ºÆØ 3 10 3 6 3
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which in Euripides occurs about 12 times in every 10, 000 words

(177 times in 147,582 words), which is twice the rate of Aeschylus

and Sophocles, three times that of Aristophanes, and twelve times

that of Plato.

In table 6.3 I present the frequencies per 10,000 words of ���� and

the adjectives ŒÆº�� and ŒÆŒ�� in the tragic poets compared to

Aristophanes and Plato but I concentrate on words that are less likely

to strike an audience as out of place at any time in dialogue. The

personal pronouns, demonstratives, and temporal adverbs in this

table87 show remarkable frequency in the tragedians and in Sopho-

cles in particular as compared to Plato. Somewhat lower frequencies

for all words are to be expected for Plato, given the much higher

frequency of the deWnite article in that corpus, but the frequency of

especially the demonstrative ‹�� cannot be explained in this way.

Generally, the frequency of demonstratives and the personal pro-

nouns may to some extent be ascribed to ‘mask language’ and to the

higher degree of aVect in tragic dialogue as opposed to comedy or

Platonic dialogue, but I believe that they are also an important

category that should be added to Descroix’s inventory of, dare I say

it, possible ‘Wllers’ of the trimeter. We will encounter several such

possible Wller uses in the next chapter.

87 Data are in part based on Perseus’ word frequency tool (e.g. http://www.
perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/persfreq?lookup¼egw&lang¼greek for the forms of the
Wrst-person pronoun) and in part on TLG searches. The numbers for Kª� and ��
include all forms of the Wrst- and second-person pronouns, singular and plural. For
the form Kª� alone, the frequencies per 10,000 are: Aeschylus 28; Sophocles 56;
Euripides 40; Aristophanes 59; Plato 41.
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7

Back to the Text:

Four Readings in Sophocles’ Electra

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Individual chapters from chapter 3 onwards have presented an as-

sembly of lines and half-lines found scattered in the tragic corpus.

Most of the time, I have refrained from discussing anything in those

lines that was not immediately relevant to the questions central to

that particular chapter. In this chapter, I will discuss a number of

short passages in their entirety in order to oVer a better synthesis of

the argument of the whole of this book, and to show how I would

apply Wndings based on various highly restricted sets of data (occur-

rences of Ł
fi ��Œø, ��ªÆ�, K���, and the like) to the ‘random’ selection

of a passage, any passage, of tragic trimeters.

The particular selection of passages is not wholly unmotivated,

however. First of all, in § 7.2, I oVer a pendant to Schein’s (1979:

46–50) ‘explication de métrique’ of Electra 516–27, part of his

book on the iambic trimeter in Aeschylus and Sophocles. What I

seek to oVer here is a description of word order in these lines, often

complementing this earlier work, sometimes oVering alternative

approaches.

For the other readings in this chapter I have taken three passages

from the same play, which vary widely from a number of perspec-

tives. Schein’s selected passage is taken from a speech by Clytemnes-

tra directed at Electra. These two characters are openly at odds with

each other. In § 7.3, I return to the prologue of the play and discuss

Orestes’ Wrst lines, which are addressed to the Paedagogus (23–37).



Like Clytemnestra’s lines in § 7.2, this is an extended speech by one

character, but this time the addressee is a trusted co-conspirator, and

the words are words of praise and instruction rather than reproach.

In § 7.4, I discuss the entrance of the Paedagogus and his exchange

with Clytemnestra leading up to his extended messenger speech

(660–80). This passage has frequent changes of speaker; the tone

(apart from the lines exchanged between Clytemnestra and Electra) is

friendly. In § 7.5, Wnally, I turn to the recognition scene between

Electra and Orestes.

The purpose of selecting passages with such disparate character-

istics is not to argue for diVerent modes of interpretation for each.

Rather, I would say that these friends and enemies express their

diVerences in a common language. My focus in this chapter will be

on assessing what word-order phenomena in all four of these pas-

sages my approach does and does not account for.

The format of the discussion will change gradually throughout this

chapter. In the Wrst two sections, I print text and translation followed

by a line-for-line commentary on word order in the passage. In § 7.4,

I still provide this commentary, but I also print the Greek text in such

a way as to represent my analysis graphically. In general, I have

refrained from such graphic representation in previous sections

and previous chapters, since it might have the eVect of cutting

discussion short before it has even started. In § 7.5, Wnally, treating

the longest passage of all, I again print the text as in § 7.4, but only

comment on more complicated or problematic cases.

7 .2 ELECTRA 516–27

Cly. I
�Ø��
� ��
, ‰� �ØŒÆ�, Æs ��æ��fi �.

�P ªaæ ��æ���� `YªØ�Ł��, ‹� �� K��E	� I�d

�� ��Ø ŁıæÆ�Æ
 ª� �s�Æ
 ÆN�	�
�Ø
 ��º�ı�·


F
 �� ‰� ¼����� KŒ�E
��, �P�b
 K
�æ��fi �

K��F ª�· ŒÆ���Ø ��ººa �æe� ��ºº��� �� �c 520

K��E�Æ� ‰� ŁæÆ��EÆ ŒÆd ��æÆ ��Œ��

¼æ	ø, ŒÆŁı�æ� �ı�Æ ŒÆd �b ŒÆd �a ��.
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Kªg �� o�æØ
 �b
 �PŒ 	ø, ŒÆŒH� �� ��

º�ªø ŒÆŒH� Œºı�F�Æ �æe� ��Ł�
 ŁÆ��.

�Æ�cæ ª�æ, �P�b
 ¼ºº�, ��d �æ��	��� I�d, 525

‰� K� K��F ��Ł
�Œ�
. K� K��F· ŒÆºH�

��Ø�Æ· �H
�� ¼æ
��Ø� �PŒ 
���� ��Ø. (El. 516–27)

You are ranging about once more, it seems, at large;

because Aegisthus is not here, he who always used to prevent you

from shaming your family at least outside the house.

But now that he is away, you show no respect

for me; and you have declared often and to many people

that I am insolent and rule unjustly,

doing violence to you and what is yours.

I do no violence, but I abuse you because

you often abuse me.

Your father, and nothing else, is always your pretext,

because I killed him. I know it well;

I cannot deny it.

516 Schein1 notes that the line-initial I
�Ø��
� is of a rare shape

for this position. I would describe it as the Focus of this clause. It is

followed by several elements which primarily serve to highlight it,

and the Wnite verb. Schein states that ‘Æs modiWes ( . . . ) ��æ��fi �’, but

it is not clear what this is based on: parentheses such as ‰� �ØŒÆ�,

conventionally set oV by commas in our editions, can be followed by

postpositives which belong in the main clause.2 I take Æs, then, with

the participle.3 Main clause analysis: Focus-verb.

517 I take it that here, as in 519 below, it is the absence of

Aegisthus that is the point of Clytemnestra’s utterance ‘Aegisthus is

not here’. The postponed subjects `YªØ�Ł�� and KŒ�E
�� (in 519

1 Reference throughout is to Schein’s metrical commentary on Soph. El. 516–27
(Schein 1979: 46–9), to which this section may usefully be compared.
2 Cf. Eur. Or. 1577 �P����æ� · I
�ªŒ� �� , ‰� �ØŒ�, sou Œºı�E
; Pl. Phd. 106e5

K�Ø�
��� ¼æÆ ŁÆ
���ı K�d �e
 ¼
Łæø��
 �e �b
 Ł
���
, ‰� �ØŒ�
, aPtoF I��Ł
fi ��Œ�Ø.
Like Æs, these words are postpositive. For further references see Barrett ad Hipp. 327
(on enclitics following vocatives), adding Ar. Ran. 1272, Hdt. 1.39.1, Eur. Hel. 1166,
Heracl. 981, Tro. 288, Lysias 30.1, Pl. Symp. 201c6, Theocr. Id. 2.95.
3 This, incidentally, in agreement with Jebb’s translation: ‘At large once more, it

seems, thou rangest.’
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below) follow the verb; they are predictable information. The relative

clause with K��E	� prepares the ground for the dependent clause in

the next line; the line end eVected here is comparable to that eVected

by conjunctions such as K��� or ‹�Ø at line end.4 On I��, frequent in

this position, see below, line 525.

518 The two salient words here are ŁıæÆ�Æ
 (preceding the parti-

ciple, followed by ª�) and ÆN�	�
�Ø
: don’t go out and embarrass us.5

��º�ı� ‘the family’ is predictable, and follows the verb.

519–20 The line opens with the Setting element 
F
 ��, which is

further explained by the ‰� clause (see above on 517: ¼����Ø with

Focus). In the main clause �P��
 has Focus. The sentence could have

ended here, at the end of the line, but it does not: Clytemnestra lashes

out with K��F ª� (520). The audience is forced to reinterpret the

latter half of 519, which looked like a complete sentence already.

The eVect is that of ‘adding enjambment’, an addition that gains force

because it is unexpected.6

520–1 As Schein remarks, the prepositive ŒÆ���Ø occurs at the

end of the Wrst colon. This adds to the prominence of the start of

the second colon with its polyptoton ��ººa �æe� ��ºº��� (complex

Focus7). K��E�Æ� (521) is a good example of necessary enjambment,

which by virtue of the suspense created by a ‘missing’ verb at line

end, an eVect strengthened by the postpositives at the end

of the preceding line, further highlights ��ººa �æe� ��ºº���, whose

4 I would not, then, call this ‘semi-complete non-essential enjambment’ (Schein).
This seems to be getting the wrong end of the stick. In itself the relative clause up to
I�� does not tell us much; what it does tell us is that something is to follow it. The
enjambment that follows, then, is the raison d’être of the relative clause.
5 I note in passing that �s�Æ
 takes the position in the line regarded by Schein

(1979: 30–1) and van Raalte (1986: 175) as highly apposite for focal words, which is
clearly not the case here. See further Dik (1998: 62).
6 To my mind, arguing (as Schein does) from the presence of K��F ª� that the

enjambment is essential, is to adopt a static approach to the textual end product, in
which K��F ª� is construed as an argument with K
�æ��fi �. I prefer a more procedural
approach in which, at the end of line 519, a spectator or reader does not feel the
suspense of a missing argument (cf. OT 1056 ���b
 K
�æÆ�fi B�, where there is no
second argument). On the other hand, in line 517, the presence of subject, object, and
verb may bear superWcial resemblance to a complete clause (hence Schein’s classiWca-
tion as ‘non-essential’ enjambment), but there is clearly more to follow.
7 The Wrst instance in these lines of a clause, and a colon, with more than one

focused element.
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prominence, then, has been achieved in many ways, from lexical/

rhetorical to clausal to rhythmical. All in all, 520 is the Wrst line in

this passage with markedly unprosaic word-order eVects: K��F ª� late

in its clause, but marked by enjambment; the postpositives �� ��

following the second, rather than the Wrst mobile in the clause.8

521 In the ‰� clause, preverbal ŁæÆ��EÆ and ��æÆ ��Œ�� are Focus,

again followed by a necessary enjambment with ¼æ	ø.

522 It is diYcult todetermine thepragmatic statusofŒÆŁı�æ� �ı�Æ

Œ�º. Does the participle merely reiterate the charge made in the

previous line, now specifying Electra as the target, that is, should

we read it as Topic with ŒÆd �b ŒÆd �a �� as Focus? Alternatively, we

can read it as Focus of the clause, which is then taken up by o�æØ
 in

the next line. It seems clear, at any rate, that both participle and

object are marked, and their distribution over two cola allows both

elements prominence.

523 Clytemnestra switches to her own perspective of the situation

with the Topic Kª�. She denies the charge of o�æØ� and only admits to

the returning of taunts. After Kª�, the clause is subdivided,9 with

o�æØ� the Topic of the Wrst subclause (‘hubris, no’). The expected

second part would be ‘taunts, yes’, with ŒÆŒH� as Topic, but things

turn out to be more complicated than that in the next line.

524 Clytemnestra wants to stress that her ŒÆŒH� ke† ceim is a result

of ŒÆŒH� jkueEm. With necessary enjambment, the main verb º�ªø

ends up in a position that we have seen was not very forceful in the

case of K��E�Æ� and ¼æ	ø in lines 521 and 522. This lack of force

would work well here too, because it is natural for Clytemnestra to

downplay her own part in the conXict (º�ªø), as opposed to Electra’s.

The repetition of the adverb and the antithesis then serve to highlight

Œºı�F�Æ in the participle phrase.10

8 The postpositives may be seen as ‘enabling’ the enjambment. After all, º�ª�Ø� vel
sim. could have taken their place. As it is, they contribute to the suspense of the
delayed verb.

9 See Dik (1995: ch. 3) for discussion, for the term ‘subdivided’ Ruijgh (1990a).
10 I lean toward describing the adverb as Topic in both phrases, and the verb forms

as Focus ‘taunt you I do, but only because I get taunted’. Alternatively, one might
speculate that the adverb-verb combination really functions as one expression, in
which case, onemight consider the whole of ŒÆŒH� º�ªø as Topic and ŒÆŒH� Œºı�F�Æ
as Focus (following Jebb’s intuition that ‘in [this] line, ŒÆŒH� Œºı�F�Æ, etc. are the
emphatic words: ‘‘Insolent [Topic] I am not [Focus]; my words to you [Topic] are
only such as you address to me [Focus].’’ ’
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525 This line turns to the central theme of Electra’s recriminations:

�Æ��æ. Its importance is conveyed by its initial position in clause and

line, and further highlighted by �P�b
 ¼ºº�. Commentators point out

that �Æ��æ is proleptic and should be understood as part of the ‰�

clause in the next line; however, as Schein points out, it seems that

sense can be made of ��d11 �æ��	��� I�� without the following line:

‘You always12 throw your father, nothing else, in my face’ vel sim., with

the reference to the person standing for the larger situation.

526 Agamemnon, the subject of the ‰� clause, has been eVectively

introduced in the previous line, so that it is not necessary here.

Preverbal K� K��F is Focus in the clause, which is further borne out

by the repetition. The adverb ŒÆºH� takes its canonical preverbal

(Focus) position, with the suspense caused by the following necessary

enjambment of ��Ø�Æ adding prominence to it, as was the case with

the enjambments of the verbs K��E�Æ� and ¼æ	ø in lines 521 and 522.

527 �H
�� ¼æ
��Ø� is an inferable Topic. From ‘the facts’, the no-

tion ‘denial of the facts’ can be inferred, that is, it forms a valid,

presupposed, starting point for a sentence, rather than itself being

asserted. The assertion (Focus) is �PŒ 
���Ø. As in 519 and 523, the

negation is the Wrst element in the second colon (and it opens the line

at 517 and 518). As it is prone to be used as Focus, it is not surprising

that the negation often turns up at the beginning of a metrical unit.

7 .3 ORESTES TO THE PAEDAGOGUS: LINES 23–37

In contrast to Clytaemestra and her addressee Electra, Orestes is on

excellent terms with the Paedagogus. In this passage from the

11 It seems preferable to me to read ��Ø as postpositive (like Æs in 516) despite the
parenthesis.
12 Always (I��) here for the second time in this passage. The word is, of course, a

universal staple in heated argument, but it also has a convenient shape to Wll out a
trimeter. Half of the instances of I�� in the trimeter (30 of 59) occur at line end. Of all
authors of the classical period in the Perseus corpus, Sophocles uses it most fre-
quently (as of Summer 2004: see <http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/persfreq?
lookup¼a)ei/>). The only authors in the Perseus corpus who use it more frequently
are Callimachus and Theocritus. See also above, § 6.5.
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beginning of the play, Orestes praises the Paedagogus, requests his

advice, and recounts the story of his consultation of the oracle.

Or. t ��º�Æ�� I
�æH
 �æ����ºø
, u� ��Ø �Æ�B

����EÆ �Æ�
�Ø� K�Łºe� �N� ��A� ª�ª��.

u���æ ªaæ ¥���� �Pª�
��, Œi
 fi q ª�æø
, 25

K
 ��E�Ø ��Ø
�E� Łı�e
 �PŒ I��º���
,

Iºº� OæŁe
 �s� ¥����Ø
, ‰�Æ��ø� �b �f

��A� �� O�æ�
�Ø� ŒÆP�e� K
 �æ���Ø� ��fi �.

��Øªaæ �a �b
 ���Æ
�Æ ��º��ø, �f �b

O��EÆ
 IŒ�c
 ��E� K��E� º�ª�Ø� �Ø����, 30

�N �� �Ø ŒÆØæ�F �ıª	�
ø, ��Ł�æ����
.

Kªg ªaæ �
�	� ƒŒ���
 �e —ıŁØŒe


�Æ
��E�
, ‰� ��Ł�Ø�� ‹�fiø �æ��fiø �Æ�æd

��ŒÆ� Iæ����
 �H
 ��
�ı��
�ø
 ��æÆ,

	æfi B ��Ø ��ØÆFŁ� › #�E��� z
 ����fi � ��	Æ· 35

¼�Œ�ı�
 ÆP�e
 I����ø
 �� ŒÆd ��æÆ��F

��º�Ø�Ø Œº�łÆØ 	�Øæe� K
��Œ�ı� ��Æª��. (El. 23–37)

Dearest of retainers, how clearly

you show your loyalty to us!

Just as a noble horse, even if he is old,

does not lose his spirit in a time of danger,

but pricks up his ear, just so do you

urge us on and yourself are foremost in support.

So I will explain my decisions, and do you

lend a prompt ear to my words,

and if I do not hit the mark, correct me!

When I went to the Pythian

oracle to learn how I might get

vengeance for my father on his murderers,

Phoebus gave me a prophecy which you shall soon hear;

that alone, without the help of armed men or of an army,

I should accomplish by cunning the slaughter done by a

righteous hand.

23 Orestes addresses the Paedagogus with the superlative ��º�Æ��,

which as a superlative is inherently salient, and is treated as such here.

Since Orestes is not actually picking him out of a group of �æ����º�Ø,
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it is not to be expected that the genitive would precede in this case.13

Pace Kells, the noun I
�æH
 has its common role of generic noun

here (cf. Dover 1961: 837), so that there is no need to emphasize it

in the translation. I
�æH
 is the head noun, so that its position

preceding �æ����ºø
 is what we would expect by default. With

Lloyd-Jones, then, we should translate ‘O dearest of servants’ rather

than (Kells ad loc.) ‘O dearest of men-servants’ (Kells’s emphasis).

Below (§ 7.4) we will see an exception to the default ordering in

��
ÆØ ªı
ÆEŒ��.

23–4 The Wrst Mobile constituent is �Æ�B ����EÆ. This constitu-

ent as a whole has Focus and precedes the verb �Æ�
�Ø�. The modiWer

�Æ�B precedes its noun here. Forms of �Æ��� are frequently found in

Wnal position in the line (e.g. just above in El. 18, where the adjective

is postposed: 'fiHÆ ŒØ
�E �Ł�ª�Æ�� Oæ
�Łø
 �Æ�B). In line 23 the ad-

jective is surely more relevant than in line 18, where 'fiHÆ is the key:

birdsong is another sign that a new day is starting.14 More formally,

the importance of �Æ�B in 23 is borne out by ‰�, which allows an

English paraphrase making use of a cleft construction: ‘how clear are

the signs that you show me . . .’15

The participle phrase opens with its Focus K�Łº��. Its remaining

constituents would seem to be equally predictable. The position of

�N� ��A�, preceding the participle, suggests prominence, however,

and possibly we can connect this to the particular meaning that

K�Łº�� takes on here. Orestes is not concerned with the Paedagogus’

general excellence of character, but with how the man is showing

himself to be the best servant he could have wished for: it is really

loyalty that is at issue here.

25 The simile starts with the comparandum: like the Paedagogus,

a good horse will also be obedient and reliable when it matters.

I would analyse ¥���� �Pª�
�� as a Theme. The Theme introduces

13 As it does in e.g. Hdt. 1.8.1 when Candaules picks out Gyges as his conWdant:
q
 ª�æ �ƒ �H
 ÆN	����æø
 ˆ�ª��.
14 Jebb takes �Æ�B in 18 as proleptic, which at least has the advantage of giving a

reason for its presence here.
15 Similarly Kaibel on the relative importance of the adjective: ‘das innere Object

inhärirt dem Verbum, und man hört nur die prädicative Bestimmung heraus
�Æ�H� �Æ�
�Ø� oder �Æ
�æe� �x.’ Incidentally, Kells seems to be the only critic who
does not take ª�ª�� as a supplementary participle.
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a new referent, ‘in relation to which the content of the ensuing clause

is to be interpreted’ (S. C. Dik 1997b : 389), and it is a separate

intonation unit from the Wnite clauses that follow it.16 The noun

and adjective are in default order. The concessive clause that follows

has the verb immediately after the conjunction, which is the expected

and usual ordering in conditionals and concessives, given that in

such clauses it is most often the verb that has Focus.17

25–6 The combination of Theme and concessive clause of line 25

is followed in 26 by the Wrst of the two u���æ clauses. A Setting

phrase K
 ��E�Ø ��Ø
�E� precedes the clause proper,18 in which Łı��


(Topic) precedes the verb (Focus).

27–8 The second u���æ clause has OæŁe
 �s� as its Focus. The

adjective, which is proleptic, precedes the noun. With ‰�Æ��ø� ��we

reach the main clause. The status of �� is interesting. On the one

hand, we reach a possible clause end here: ‘Just as a good horse does

not lose heart but rather gets ready for action, just so do you!’ If

the sentence had ended with the end of the line, then, we would

have interpreted �� as Focus. (28) Instead, the sentence continues

with a ��-ŒÆ� construction. The Wrst elements in these parallel clauses

(��A� and ÆP���) are contrastive Topics, with O�æ�
�Ø� and

K
 �æ���Ø� as the respective Focus constituents: ‘us, you exhort;

yourself, you are in the Wrst ranks.’ Given how the sentence, following

‰�Æ��ø� �b ��, develops into a ‘subdivided’ clause (see Dik 1995,

§ 3.1.4 and Ruijgh 1990a), with ‘Subtopics’ ��A� and ÆP���, we

cannot analyse �� as the Focus of the apodosis; rather, it introduces

16 A constructed English example of such a Theme, followed by a dependent
clause, followed by a Setting: My grandmother, even when she was very old, on a
Sunday you could count on her to . . . In the case of line 25, the nominative is
syntactically unproblematic, but nominative case is typical of Theme constituents
generally, hence the grammarians’ nominativus pendens for those cases in which the
Theme referent does not become the subject of the ensuing Wnite clause, as in line 32
below (see Slings 1992 and 1997: 192 f. for an analysis of nominativus pendens
constructions in Greek from Homer to the classical period).
17 I have not discussed clauses with a copulative verb in this book; forms of �N��

and their position in the clause form a subject in themselves, which is made especially
complicated by the frequent postpositive behaviour of the verb. In this case, however,
the subjunctive takes a position that lexical verbs regularly take as well. For the
behaviour of esse in Latin, see Adams (1994b).
18 The Setting has scope over both Wnite clauses, and by implication, over the

apodosis as well.
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its main topic. Since �� comes at line end, and the subdivided clause

follows, it becomes attractive to analyse it as another Theme con-

stituent like ¥���� �Pª�
�� above.19

29 This line begins with a short ��
 clause, which is followed by a

�� clause that takes up the two lines that follow. The Wrst elements of

the ��
 and �� clauses are not parallel, but this of course is a not

infrequent occurrence outside the strictest formalism as found in

Isocrates.20 Kaibel, sensibly to my mind, comments : ‘Die Auslassung

von Kª� besagt, dass Or. nicht sowohl den Unterschied der Person als

der Sache betonen will’. I take �a ���Æ
�Æ as Topic of the ��
 clause.

Orestes will Wrst lay out (��º��ø as Focus) his plan, then it is up to

the Paedagogus to correct it. Once again the pronoun ��, which is

clause-initial, but practically at line end, can be interpreted as a

Theme. Before we reach the main clause verb, ��Ł�æ����
, with

which �� should be construed, at the end of line 31, there is a

participle phrase and a conditional clause that intervene.

30 The participle phrase, with imperative force, contains two

noun phrases with preposed modiWers. O��EÆ
 is similar in import-

ance to OæŁ�
 in line 27 above: ‘listen closely’ is what Orestes urges the

Paedagogus to do. The possessive K��E� can be understood as marked

given the presence of the second-person pronoun in the immediate

context, but more generally it behaves as we would expect it to

behave in a noun phrase which is tantamount to a Wrst-person

reference: listen to my words—listen to me.21 I interpret the two

noun phrases as having complex Focus: the lack of parallelism men-

tioned earlier is here followed by two syntactically parallel phrases

that pair the Paedagogus’ IŒ��, listening, to Orestes’ º�ª�Ø, his

speaking. The peculiar choice of the verb ���ø�Ø implies that this

listening is a reciprocal act from addressee to speaker.

31 In the conditional clause I tentatively analyse ŒÆØæ�F as Focus.

The fact that �� precedes it rather than the verb makes me lean in this

19 For an example from Herodotus, see e.g. 2.35.3 ta ±whea �ƒ �b
 ¼
�æ�� K�d �H

Œ��Æº�ø
 ��æ��ı�Ø, Æƒ �b ªı
ÆEŒ�� K�d �H
 þ�ø
. With a similar subject constitu-
ent: . . . �B� �æ�Æ��ŁÆ
�����JFqor ÆP��� �� ��ªÆ ��
Ł�� K��Ø��Æ�� ŒÆd ��E�Ø ¼ºº�Ø�Ø
�æ��E�� �A�Ø �H
 qæ	� ��
Ł�� ��Ø���ŁÆØ (Hdt. 2.1.1).
20 Examples from Herodotus in Dik (1995: § 3.2.3). See esp. Hdt. 5.94.1 �o�ø

��
 . . . � (���fi � �� . . .
21 See § 4.3.
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direction (�Ø ‘in some respect’ does not fall under the scope of ��).

For the rest, it is very diYcult to decide the relative importance of

this noun and the verb �ıª	�
ø. Both are open to ‘weaker’ and

‘stronger’ interpretations. The noun, we might interpret as blandly

as ‘the present moment’ or as strongly as to amount to ‘all the right

answers’, while �ıª	�
ø can be analysed as semantically heavier ‘hit

the mark’ rather than the blander ‘get’. At the very end of this

sentence, and at line end, comes the main clause which consists of

just the imperative.

32 This line opensOrestes’ narrative of his consultation of the oracle

at Delphi.22 Once again, as in line 25 after ¥���� �Pª�
��, a dependent

clause intervenes between the personal pronoun and the main clause,

and we can consider Kª� a Theme constituent. In this case, however,

the Theme constituent does not also become the subject of the main

clause, so that we can speak of a nominativus pendens, which never-

theless is mitigated by the fact that the two immediately following

dependent clauses do have Kª� as their subject. The combination

of this Theme and the conjunction �
�ŒÆ preceding the caesura

leads to a ritardando eVect not unlike that created by conjunctions

at line end.

32–3 The structure of the temporal clause itself is straightforward.

In temporal clauses, Focus will typically fall on verbs, as here on

ƒŒ���
. The adjective —ıŁØŒ�
 precedes its noun. It is similarly

preposed in OT 70 and 242, where it also refers to the oracle, and

only postposed in El. 49, where the reference is not to the oracle but

to the games.23 A total of four examples is not nearly suYcient to

have probative value, but I would suggest that the informational

value of the head noun is much less in the case of —ıŁØŒe
 �Æ
��E�


than in the case of ¼Łº�Ø�Ø —ıŁØŒ�E�Ø
. Whereas �Æ
��E�
 is practically

predictable, ¼Łº�Ø�Ø is more informative than —ıŁØŒ�E�Ø
 about the

nature of Orestes’ fatal accident.

22 Orestes uses a standard opening for a narrative. Compare Lys. 1.6: � ¯ªg ª�æ, t
�Ł�
ÆE�Ø, K��Ø�c ���� ��Ø ªB�ÆØ ŒÆd ªı
ÆEŒÆ MªÆª���
 �N� �c
 �NŒ�Æ
 . . . The marked
form and position of the personal pronoun in El. 32 and in this example from Lysias
are due at least in part to the episodic boundary rather than to strict considerations of
participant reference.
23 ��Ł
�Œ� � ˇæ����� K� I
ÆªŒÆ�Æ� ��	��, j ±hkoisi PuhijoEsim KŒ �æ�	�º��ø
 j

���æø
 ŒıºØ�Ł��� (El. 48–50).
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33–4 Following the purpose clause, which consists solely of the

verb ��Ł�Ø�Ø (Focus), comes an indirect question with rather a lot of

constituents preceding the verb compared to the direct questions I

discussed in § 5.3: following the question constituent ‹�fiø �æ��fiø, we

Wnd both �Æ�æ� and ��ŒÆ�. The verse boundary between �Æ�æ� and

��ŒÆ�makes it easier to accommodate multiple Focus constituents, as

argued by Slings.24

35 The main clause starts with the verb (Focus). The next most

important element in this clause is ��ØÆF�Æ, which prepares for the

relative clause. The predictable subject #�E��� takes last position in

the main clause. In the relative clause, I take ����fi � as Focus. The

adverb ��	Æ comes at line end, which is the regular position for the

unelided form of this word in Sophocles.25

36–7 Phoebus’ instructions are contained in these two lines. The

key words, viz. the answer to ‹�fiø �æ��fiø of line 33, are placed at

the beginning of each line: ¼�Œ�ı�
 ÆP��
 and ��º�Ø�Ø. In line 36, the

genitives in the second half of the line further explain ¼�Œ�ı�
 ÆP��
.

The third Focus element, ��º�Ø�Ø, follows in 37, preceding the inWni-

tive Œº�łÆØ. The second half of line 37 contains predictable informa-

tion (for which many lexically ‘lighter’ formulations are equally

possible: exact rightful vengeance, do the deed, etc.). I do not go

along with Lloyd-Jones and Wilson, who, following Lange, print a

genitive singular K
��Œ�ı rather than the accusative plural of the MSS,

24 See also above, ch. 6. In Slings’s view, the line boundary is one of the ‘chunking
devices’ available to the poet.
25 All ten unelided instances, eight of which are also clause-Wnal. The elided forms

are more ‘proselike’ in their behaviour, coming clause-initially, often accompanied by
¼
 and other particles. This combination is also found at line end. Clause-Wnal
instances in prose are rare; these instances are typically still pragmatically marked
but simply part of an extremely short clause, as at Plato Chrm. 159e10 (�Æ	�ø�—
there are no examples in Plato of clause-Wnal ��	Æ except in a one-word utterance).
Given the high frequency of ��	Æ in Sophocles (in the Perseus corpus of Summer
2004 he is the author with the highest frequency, cf. <http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/
cgi-bin/persfreq?lookup¼ta/xa>), and the high frequency at clause end, I conclude
that these instances are most likely not to be interpreted as marked, but rather as
‘Wllers’. The following instances from OT bear this out, I believe. In these, the
pragmatic analysis is more clear-cut, and I conclude that we do not need to assign
��	Æ Focus function here either: OT 373 (Focus on �P	d �H
��), 421 (Focus on �P	d
����ø
��), 936 (K��æH), 1295 (Ł�Æ�Æ).
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since I think that the adjective is better taken as in marked position

with ��Æª�� than postposed with 	�Øæ��.26

7.4 THE PAEDAGOGUS ARRIVES AT THE PALACE:

LINES 660–80

The Paedagogus, disguised as a visitor from Phocis, addresses Wrst

the chorus, then Clytemnestra. Electra interrupts. In contrast to the

passages in §§ 7.2 and 7.3, then, there is a number of speakers

(Paedagogus, chorus, Clytemnestra, Electra), and in contrast to the

open hostility in the former passage and the mutual trust in the

latter, the tone is friendly27 here, but the reality is otherwise. Cly-

temnestra thinks she is on excellent terms with the Paedagogus, but

from the Wrst word he utters, he misrepresents his identity, and goes

on to deceive his addressees, Clytemnestra in particular. The audi-

ence are left to admire the manner in which the Paedagogus carries

out Orestes’ instructions.28

Pae. ne† mai ªı
ÆEŒ��, pHr i
 �N����
 �Æ�H� 660

�N toF tuq›mmou ���Æ�� `Nª��Ł�ı ����;

Cho. t›d � K���
, t ��
� · aPter fi XŒÆ�Æ� ŒÆºH�.

Pae. q ŒÆd ���Ææ�Æ tÞmd� K��ØŒ� ø
 ŒıæH

Œ��
�ı; pqe† pei ªaæ ‰� túqammor �N��æA
.

Cho. l›kista ��
�ø
· l�� ��Ø jeßmg ��æÆ. 665

Pae. t 	ÆEæ� , ¼
Æ��Æ. sod ��æø
 lŒø º�ª�ı�

g“ deEr vßkou �Ææ� I
�æe� `Nª��Łfiø Ł� ›��F.

Cly. Kden›lgm �e Þ�Ł�
· �N��
ÆØ �� ��ı

pqþtista 	æfi � ø tßr �� I�����Øº�
 �æ��H
.

26 Kaibel oVers a rationale for 	�Øæ��, in pointing out that it brings in the second
element of ÆP��	�Øæ�Æ, after ÆP��
 in the previous line. While it is part of the
‘Remainder’ elements following Œº�łÆØ, 	�Øæ�� is highlighted by appearing Wrst in
its noun phrase, and at the opening of the second colon.
27 Compare Lloyd (1999: 36): ‘The tone of these opening exchanges (660–72) is

elevated and courteous.’
28 In this section and the next one, I have formatted the Greek text to represent my

analysis graphically. Underline indicates Topic; bold indicates Focus (a combination
of these two, as in 678, indicates uncertainty on my part). Wide spacing indicates
Theme. In one-word clauses such as �N�� in 671 I have not marked Focus.
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Pae. Vamoteùr ˙ Vyjeúr, �æAª�Æ ��æ��
ø
 le† ca. 670

Cly. �e poEom, t ��
� ; �N��. �Ææa vßkou ªaæ J


Imdq¸r, s›v‘ �r�Æ, pqosvikeEr º���Ø� k¸cour.

Pae. te† hmgj� �Oqe† stgr· K
 bqaweE �ı
Ł�d� º�ªø.

El. �D � ªg ��ºÆØ
� , flkyka �fi B�� K
 ���æfi Æ.

Cly. tß ���, tß ���, t ��E
�; �c taútgr Œº��. 675

Pae. ŁÆ
�
�� � ˇæ����
 mFm te jad p›kai º�ªø.

El. Ipyk¸lgm �����
��, oPde† m �N�� �Ø.

Cly. �f �b
 ta sautBr �æA��� , K��d �b sú, ��
�,

tIkghºr �N��, ty— Ð tq¸py— �Ø�ººı�ÆØ;

Pae. jIpelp¸lgm �æe� �ÆF�Æ ŒÆd te pAm �æ��ø. 680

(El. 660–80)

Pae. Ladies of Mycenae, how can I know for certain

if this is the house of the king, Aegisthus?

Cho. This is it, stranger; your own guess is correct.

Pae. Should I be right in guessing this lady is his wife?

She has the aspect of a queen.

Cho. Yes indeed! Here she is!

Pae. Hail, royal lady! I bring to you and

to Aegisthus good news from a friend.

Cly. I accept the omen! But Wrst I want

to know from you who among mortals sent you.

Pae. Phanoteus the Phocian, furthering an important matter.

Cly. What is that, stranger? Tell me, for you come, I know,

from a friend, and the words you utter will be friendly words.

Pae. Orestes is dead! There you have it in a word!

El. Ah me, misery! I am lost this day!

Cly. What are you saying? What, stranger? Do not listen to her!

Pae. I said then and I say now that Orestes is dead.

El. Misery, I am ruined, I am no more!

Cly. Do you mind your own business, but do you, stranger, tell me

the truth! How did he die?

Pae. I was sent for this purpose, and I will tell you all!

660 The Paedagogus fronts ��
ÆØ, rather than ªı
ÆEŒ��, in his

address to the chorus. The audience know that the chorus are not

��
ÆØ to him, so that for them, the tone is now properly set: the

Paedagogus will manage to appear trustworthy, but his words will be
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a web of lies. The interrogative takes Wrst position in his question,

with �Æ�H� relegated to a position following the verb. The tone of the

question is polite; Lloyd29 contrasts Aegisthus in 1442.

661 The indirect question starts with ��F �ıæ�

�ı ���Æ�[Æ]

before the caesura. Of these words, the possessive ��F �ıæ�

�ı is

the most salient part: ‘the house that belongs to the king . . .’ The

second half of the line features Wrst a logically redundant apposition

`Nª��Ł�ı, which, similarly to adding enjambment, has the advantage

of further highlighting Aegisthus ( . . . to the king, to Aegisthus?). The

pronoun ����, which we can assume is accompanied by a gesture

toward the palace, follows at line end. One option, then, is to analyse

��F �ıæ�

�ı ���Æ�� `Nª��Ł�ı together as Topic, and ���� as Focus of

the clause. We can paraphrase this as ‘if the house that belongs to the

king, to Aegisthus, is this one?30 But there are problems with this

analysis, in particular with the status of the deictic ����. There are

good indications that we should not necessarily read it as marked.

First of all, both ���� and ���� in their unelided form are extremely

frequent at line end, which is not a position where we expect marked

words to show up with such frequency, especially if line end regularly

coincides with clause end, which it does.31 In view of parallels (El. 10,

and especially Phil. 36 and 37), it is better to analyse the Wrst colon by

itself with a Focus ��F �ıæ�

�ı, followed by the second colon in

which the apposition `Nª��Ł�ı as Wrst constituent of the Tail is

prominent as described above. I would paraphrase, then, inelegantly

but I think more accurately: ‘if it is the house that belongs to the king

29 Lloyd (‘Sophocles in the light of face-threat politeness theory’, 2006: 233).
30 Earlier, the Paedagogus had pointed out several landmarks to Orestes in a very

similar way: Argos: �e ªaæ �ÆºÆØe
 @æª�� ����Ł�Ø� ���� (El. 4). In this case I do
analyse ���� as Focus, following the non-restrictive relative clause, ����Ł�Ø�. El. 10, in
which the Paedagogus points out the palace, is a closer parallel. Given ›æA
 in the
preceding line, we can construe this line perfectly well without the deictic:
��º��Ł�æ�
 �� �H�Æ —�º��Ø�H
 ����. The proper name —�º��Ø�H
 like `Nª��Ł�ı
in 661 opens the second colon, and is as predictable (and at the same time, as loaded
with meaning).
31 The frequency of forms of ‹�� in tragedy is astonishing (in comparison to other

genres represented in the Perseus corpus); for numbers, see § 6.5 above. This
frequency gradually declines from Aeschylus to Euripides. I regard the frequent
(line- and) clause-Wnal instances, which are alien to prose usage, as likely ‘Wllers’.
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(Focus), to Aegisthus that is, this here.’ Similarly in El. 10 and Phil.

36–7 I would analyse the deictics as omissible.32

662 The chorus replies, placing ���� with Focus in initial position:

this is it, stranger. In the next clause ÆP��� has Focus: you Wgured it

out by yourself ! ŒÆºH� is placed at line end like �Æ�H� in 660.

663–4 The next question of the Paedagogus concerns Clytemnes-

tra. Since a spouse, ���Ææ�Æ, can be safely inferred33 from the earlier

mention of an adult male, it can be used as Topic here, followed by

��
�� as Focus: am I also right that his spouse is this woman? The

enjambment of Œ��
�ı is adding enjambment, resulting again in a

highlighted reference to Aegisthus.

664 The impersonal verb �æ���Ø comes Wrst. The postpositive

ª�æ just before the caesura results in greater prominence for the

‘delayed’34 dependent clause, with ��æÆ

�� as its Focus.

665 The chorus’s answer places the superlative Wrst (see above,

§ 7.3, on line 23).35 The nominal sentence that follows is straightfor-

ward to understand, but harder to describe formally. I take it that the

chorus says, the one we are looking at right now (l��, Topic) is the

one we were talking about (Œ��
�, Focus).

666 Jebb gives parallels for t 	ÆEæ� and comments that ‘the t

preWxed to 	ÆEæ� marks joyous excitement’. This does not seem all

that Wtting a description of the atmosphere at this point. As to the

construction and its ordering, all these examples are followed by the

vocative, as here, so that it is unclear whether we should not construe

t with the vocative that follows.

32 I italicize the constituents I analyse as Focus in Phil. 36 (second colon) and
37: . . . ŒÆd �ıæ�E � ›��F ����. :: Œ��
�ı �e Ł��Æ�æØ��Æ ���Æ�
�Ø� ����. There is no need
to take Œ��
�ı as predicative with Lloyd-Jones: ‘the treasures that you are describing
must be his.’ Rather, Odysseus says ‘you are talking about his stockpile’ (����: that you
are seeing).
33 The inferable status is also the reason why in English, we can use the deWnite

expression ‘his wife’.
34 Delayed in the sense of the discrepancy between syntax and rhythm here. �æ���Ø

needs to be construed with a dependent clause, which only follows after the caesura.
This eVect of ‘reculer pour mieux sauter’ is comparable to the use of e.g. �e ª�æ at line
end (see above, § 6.4).
35 The ordering ��
�ø
 ��ºØ��Æ is more frequent in Plato (e.g. Lysis 205e1), but

both occur (e.g. �. �. at Prt. 331b5). Both variants can be said to be functionally
motivated: one for fronting the superlative, one for fronting the equally ‘preferential’
(in Dover’s sense) ��
�ø
.
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666–7 The Paedagogus’ Wrst words to Clytemnestra place her at the

beginning of the clause as the Focus: ‘It is to you that I have come

bringing’. As far as clausalword order is concerned, this leaves the rest of

these lines as the ‘Remainder’.However, thenounphrases contained in it

can be analysed for their internal structure. The object º�ª�ı� j ���E�,
thanks to the line break, has an eVect similar toTopicY2hyperbaton (cf.

DevineandStephens2000: 97 f.).The linebreakdivides thenounphrase

in two, achieving an eVect similar to English ‘words that are pleasant’,

allowing the noun and the modiWer to be highlighted in turn.

The second noun phrase juxtaposes the second adjective to the Wrst,

overriding a default tendency for the ordering I
cæ ��º��. The noun

I
�æ�� is predictable and colourless: ‘good news from a friend ’ sums up

these two noun phrases. Following the caesura, we Wnd the ‘pay-oV’ for

the prominent ��� at the beginning of the sentence: for you, and for

Aegisthus as well. It turns out that the Focus on ��� can be seen as

motivated not just by a backward-looking ‘It’s you I’ve come to see’, but

also, despite the lack of an earlier ��, by the forward connection to

`Nª��Łfiø Ł� ›��F. There is no need to follow Kells in describing this

placement of ��� and`Nª��Łfiø as ‘interlaced hyperbaton’.

668 Whether K������
 here means ‘accept’ (the omen)36 or

‘understand’ (what you have said), the verb is a better candidate

for Focus than the direct object, which could have been omitted.

668–9 �N��
ÆØ, here in the sense of �Æ
Ł�
�Ø
, is the Topic of this

clause, followed by the Focus �æ��Ø��Æ in the next line. In the

indirect question the only Mobile that precedes the verb is the

question word, as usual. �æ��H
 (Remainder) Wlls out the line.37

670 The answer is straightforward. Orestes had instructed

the Paedagogus, tell them that ��
�� �b
 �r j #øŒ�ø� �Ææ� I
�æe�

#Æ
���ø� lŒø
 (44–5). He has made abundantly clear that he is a

36 Thus English commentators generally. Kaibel sticks with the more general
sense. Lloyd (1999: 36): ‘Sophocles alludes to the practice of exploiting an utterance
as an omen by imposing upon it a meaning of one’s own, diVerent from that intended
by the speaker.’ On the other hand, the way in which Clytemnestra continues seems to
suggest that she considers the Paedagogus’ opening remarks irrelevant rather than an
omen. She reminds him of standard practice for messengers: First tell me who sent
you (669). Then give me your news (671).
37 The frequency at line end of �æ��H
 puts it on a par with forms of ŒıæH and

�ıª	�
ø (see § 6.2). Only in a very few instances does this word obtain a more
marked position (two of these in Ajax’s ‘deception speech’: Aj. 664, 683).
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��
��, and since Clytemnestra has asked ���, he now naturally places

the name Wrst and the ethnic second. The participle phrase that

follows shows Topic Y2 hyperbaton (see Devine and Stephens 2000:

97 f., and, for a similar eVect of the line break, above on º�ª�ı� ���E�

in lines 666–7): ‘a matter . . . of importance.’

671 The beginning of Clytemnestra’s answer is a series of short

bursts consisting of no more than one Mobile each, so that there is

nothing I have to say about this line until after the caesura.

671–2 The noun phrases that in lines 666–7 were relegated to the

part of the clause following the verb, here return, with some variation,

preceding the verb. This time the modiWers precede; the link between

qualityof source andqualityof news is forgedby the parallelismbut also

by the near-repetition of ��º��-�æ���Øº��. The position of informa-

tionally light I
�æ�� at the opening of the line is at Wrst sight surprising,

but we can read it as preparing the way for the contrast between

the nouns: friendly man—friendly words. This eVect is strengthened

by the fact that I
�æ�� is followed by the parenthesis ���� �r�Æ. The

form of this line, then, manages to convey both highlighting of the

two modiWers, but thanks to the line break and the interjection it

also brings out the contrasting nouns I
�æ�� and º�ª�ı�. This is why

all four of these words are printed in wide spacing, which blurs the

distinction, but at least makes it clear that the pairs of modiWers and

nouns can both be considered marked. The parenthesis ���� �r�Æ,

Wnally, places the object (Focus) where it is regularly found in prose.

673 In this line the Paedagogus announces Orestes’ death in an

‘all-new’ sentence. For discussion, see chapter 3, at (3.15). The ‘meta

statement’ that follows places the Focus K
 �æÆ	�E at the beginning of

the clause.

674 Electra interrupts for the Wrst time here. After her outburst �D

� ªg ��ºÆØ
[Æ], the verb has Focus in the clause that follows. The

temporal phrase follows as Remainder.

675 Clytemnestra is shocked too. She repeats her question (Focus

on ��), and instructs the Paedagogus to listen not to Electra (Focus on

�Æ����), but—this partly by implication—to herself.

676 The Paedagogus pretends he is losing patience. Rather than

giving Focus to the answer that is requested, the answer is relegated

to a participle phrase with Topic function; the adverbs 
F
 �� ŒÆd

��ºÆØ have Focus. In the participle phrase the verb precedes the
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subject, as in the earlier all-new statement, but here I think the

postposed subject is more likely postposed because it is predictable.

677 As she did with ZºøºÆ in line 674, Electra places the verb

I�øº���
 Wrst in its clause; in the second clause �P��
 has Focus.

678–9 Clytemnestra lashes out at Electra in the Wrst half of this

line. �� ��
 is a contrastive Topic, to be followed by K��d �� in the next

clause. �a �Æı�B� is the Focus in the Wrst clause, ‘you go and do your

own thing’. Then she turns back to the Paedagogus. This next clause is

not as straightforward. It seems clear that K��� is Topic and �Iº�Ł��

Focus, but what are we to make of the �� in between? I am tempted to

classify it as Focus, but in any case, the vocative and the line break

that intervene between �� and �Iº�Ł�� allow for prominence for both

those elements.38 The question that Wlls the remainder of line 679

opens with the question word in Focus position as usual.

680 The Paedagogus replies that to answer this last question was

precisely what he came to do: ‘I was sent for that purpose.’ The

anaphoric �æe� �ÆF�Æ is relegated to a position following the verb,

when we might also have seen it used as a Topic. In the second half of

the clause, �e �A
 ‘the whole story’ has Focus.

7 .5 THE RECOGNITION SCENE: LINES 1171–226

The recognition scene barely needs introduction, except to point out

that this is the most emotional scene of the four I discuss in this

chapter. The rapid stichomythia ends in antilabe. Because the passage

is so lengthy, I do not discuss every single clause, but restrict myself to

a few comments, while indicating the basic analysis in the graphic

representation of the Greek. For the meaning of the various ways in

which the Greek text is formatted, see note 28 above. Due to the

length of this passage, I do not include a translation.

Cho. hmgtoF ���ıŒÆ� �Æ�æ��, � ˙º�Œ�æÆ, �æ�
�Ø·

38 The separation of K��d �b �� from the rest of the clause is also suggestive of
colon formation, or in other words, that we should read this as a Theme. ‘Now
between me and you, stranger, tell me . . .’
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Ł
��e� �� �Oqe† stgr· u��� �c kßam ���
�·

pAsim caq g“ lEm toFt� O���º��ÆØ �ÆŁ�E
.

Or. ��F ��F, tß º��ø; poE k¸cym I��	Æ
H


ºŁø; jqateEm ªaæ �PŒ��Ø ªº����� �Ł�
ø. 1175

El. tß �� �	�� ¼ºª��; pqer tß toFt� �N�g
 Œıæ�E�;

Or. q sem �e Œº�Ø
e
 �r��� � ˙º�Œ�æÆ� ����;

El. t¸d� ��� KŒ�E
�, ŒÆd l›k � Ihkßyr 	�
.

Or. �Y��Ø �ÆºÆ�
�� pæÆ �B��� �ı���æA�.

El. �P �� ���� , t ��
� , Ilv� Klod ���
�Ø� ����; 1180

Or. t �H�� Itßlyr jIhe† yr K�ŁÆæ��
�
.

El. �h��Ø ���� ±kkgm j � lº �ı�����E�, ��
�.

Or. ��F �B� Imúlvou dusl¸qou �� �B� �æ��B�,

El. tß �� ���� , t ��
� , zd � K�Ø�Œ��H
 ���
�Ø�;

Or. ‹�� �PŒ ¼æ� jˆ dg �H
 K�H
 Kªg ŒÆŒH
. 1185

El. Km ty— Ð �Ø�ª
ø� ��F�� �H
 �Næ���
ø
;

Or. ›æH
 �� pokkoEr K��æ���ı�Æ
 ¼ºª��Ø
.

El. ŒÆd �c
 ›æfi A� ª� paFqa �H
 K�H
 ŒÆŒH
.

Or. ŒÆd pHr ª�
�Ø�� i
 �H
�� �� Kwhßy �º���Ø
;

El. ›Ł��
�Œ� �N�d toEr vomeFsi ��
�æ����. 1190

Or. ��E� ��F; p¸hem toFt‘ K������
Æ� ŒÆŒ�
;

El. ��E� �Æ�æ��. �r�Æ ��E��� doukeúy ��fi Æ.

Or. tßr ª�æ �� Im›cjg– tfi Bde �æ��æ���Ø �æ��H
;

El. lÞtgq ŒÆº�E�ÆØ· ���æd �� oPdºm K�Ø��E.

Or. tß �æH�Æ; ����æÆ weqsdm, j kúlg– ���ı; 1195

El. ŒÆd weqsd ŒÆd kúlaisi ŒÆd pAsim ŒÆŒ�E�.

Or. �P�� ���Ææ��ø
 �P�� › Œøº��ø
 p›qa;

El. �P �BŁ� . Æ r q m c › q l o i s ù �æ�hŁ�ŒÆ� �����
.

Or. t �������� , ‰� ›æH
 �� Kpoijtßqy ��ºÆØ.

El. l¸mor �æ��H
 
ı
 Y�Ł� Kpoijtßqar ����. 1200

Or. l¸mor ªaæ lŒø toEsi soEr IºªH
 ŒÆŒ�E�.

El. �P �� ��Ł� ��E
 nuccemcr lŒ�Ø� ��Ł�
;

Or. Kªg vq›sail � ¼
, �N �e �H
�� ehmoum ��æÆ.

El. Iºº� Kstdm �h
�ı
, u��� pqer pistar Kæ�E�.

Or. le† her ���� ¼ªª�� 
F
, ‹�ø� te pAm ��Łfi ��. 1205

El. �c �B�Æ �æe� Ł�H
 toFt¸ �� Kæª��fi �, ��
�.

Or. pihoF º�ª�
�Ø Œ�P	 a“ laqtÞsg– ����.

El. �� �æe� ª�
���ı �c � ne† kg– �a ��º�Æ�Æ.

Or. oh vgl‘ K���Ø
. El. œ t › k a i m‘ K c ¿ s e† h e m,
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� ˇæ���Æ, �B� �B� �N steqÞsolai �Æ�B�. 1210

Or. ehvgla ��
�Ø· �æe� ��Œ�� ªaæ �P ���
�Ø�.

El. pHr tem ham¸mt� Idekvem �P dßjg– ���
ø;

Or. �h ��Ø �æ���Œ�Ø tÞmde �æ���ø
�E
 ���Ø
.

El. ootyr ±til¸r �N�Ø ��F ��Ł
�Œ����;

Or. ¼�Ø��� oPdemer ��· ��F�� �� oPwd s¸m. 1215

El. �Y��æ ª� �Oqe† stou sHla �Æ��� ø ����.

Or. Iºº� oPj �Oqe† stou, �ºc
 k¸cy— ª� M�Œ���
�
.

El. poF �� ��� KŒ��
�ı ��F �ÆºÆØ��æ�ı �����;

Or. �PŒ ��Ø· ��F ªaæ  H
��� oPj ’stim �����.

El. pHr �r�Æ�, t �ÆE; Or. ł�F��� oPdºm z
 º�ªø. 1220

El. q ffi B ªaæ ±
�æ; Or. �Y��æ �łı	�� ª� Kcþ.

El. q ªaæ sù Œ�E
��; Or. tÞmde �æ���º�łÆ�� ��ı

��æÆªE�Æ �Æ�æe� ’jlah � �N savB º�ªø.

El. t vßktatom �H�. Or. ��º�Æ��
, �ı��Ææ�ıæH.

El. t �Ł�ª�� , Ivßjou; Or. ��Œ��� ±kkohem ��Łfi �. 1225

El. ’wy �� 	�æ��
; Or. ‰� �a º���� ’woir I��.

(El. 1171–226)

1171–2 Ł
���� ‘mortal’ is Focus in 1171 and becomes Topic in 1172.

1173 The dative �A�Ø
 ªaæ ��E
 has properties that make it a

likely Focus (�A�Ø
) but a Topic analysis cannot be excluded either,

because of the Wrst-person reference. If Focus, then we have two

Focus constituents here: ‘All of us can expect to suVer that’.

1174–5 The interrogative ��E takes Wrst position in its clause and

appears to be followed by the genitive modiWer º�ªø
 as if that were a

geographic entity like ªB�. I am tempted to return to the reading of

the MSS, I��	�
ø
, taking it as modifying º�ªø
. Reading the

participle, commentators disagree on how º�ªø
 should be con-

strued (Jebb: with ��E; Kaibel: with I��	Æ
H
; Kells: with both).

ºŁø follows in necessary enjambment.

1175 The following ª�æ clause is problematic in that ªº����� is

given prominence both by its position preceding the Wnite verb (even

though it depends on the inWnitive ŒæÆ��E
), and by the preceding

�PŒ��Ø, since negations typically have scope over the word that

immediately follows. Such narrow Focus on ªº����� (‘I can no

longer control my tongue, but everything else is Wne’) seems out of

place here, despite the happy event of recognition.
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1176 On these questions, see chapter 5. The interrogative comes

Wrst, as usual. The second question is an instance of the Q-X-V

pattern discussed in § 5.3. The ‘Wller’ Œıæ�E� Wlls out the line.

1177 See on 661 above. I take ��
 as Focus, followed by the subject

(Remainder). The second colon is on the pattern of El. 10 and 661,

highlighting the proper name.

1178 The Wrst half of the clause ���� has Focus (cf. on 662 above),

with KŒ�E
� the predictable subject (Remainder). In the second colon,

the adverbs are placed inmarked position preceding the participle 	�
.

1180 Focus on I��� K���. Electra expresses surprise at the

stranger’s reaction: surely this is not about me ? This is rephrased in

1182. ���� Remainder, would have been omissible (as also above on

661, 1177).

1181 Default ordering of noun and modiWer (K�ŁÆæ��
�
). The

adverbs are placed in marked position preceding K�ŁÆæ��
�
, as

above, 1178.

1182 See above on 1180.

1183 The marked adjectives are preposed.

1184 The two Focus constituents are separated by the vocative

(another ‘chunking device’). On this pattern of question (‘Q-X-V’),

see § 5.3.

1185 Possessive K�H
 preposed as the more eYcient reference: �a

K�a (ŒÆŒ�) ‘my situation’.

1188 Repeated ›æfi A� after ›æH
 here becomes Topic, with Focus

�ÆFæÆ.

1189 I read �H
�� as Topic of the inWnitival clause.

1190 The Wrst colon of this line is taken up by conjunction and

�N�� (in Wackernagel position). The eVect is much like the cases of

enjambment discussed in § 6.4, giving special prominence to

��E� ��
�F�Ø (Focus).

1191 Another Q-X-V question (see above on 1184), to be

expected in emotional exchanges.

1193 An example of an unemphatic, omissible �æ��H
 at line end.

1194 On the sentiment, see GriYth (1978). Repeated ���æ� be-

comes Topic.

1197 It is diYcult to decide whether the subject constituents

should indeed be analysed as Topic; I do so in part because of the
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deWnite articles, which carry the suggestion that embattled women

come naturally with defenders.

1198 I have marked the relative clause as a Theme. It introduces

the referent that functions as the Topic of the main clause, but the

construction is not fully integrated (nominativus pendens).

1200 ��
��: fronting (‘prolepsis’) of one of the two Focus con-

stituents belonging in the dependent (participle) clause. Obviously,

Orestes is the only one to have taken pity, not the only one to know.

Of the two Focus constituents one precedes the main verb, the other

is the participle itself, K��ØŒ��æÆ�.

1201 Same prolepsis construction; in this case the second Focus

constituent is Y��Ø� . . . ŒÆŒ�E�.

1202 I would read ��d
 (postpositive); �ıªª�
�� has Focus. The

truth is beginning to dawn on Electra.

1203 The status of Orestes’ Kª� is ambiguous. It can function,

after all, as the answer to Electra’s question: ‘Yes I am’. But this is too

far-fetched. The conditional shows that Focus must be on �æ��ÆØ�Ø,

with Kª� the Topic: ‘I could tell you, if . . .’

1209 Electra’s exclamation is extraclausal.

1210 The line seems to express two thoughts at once: Electra does

not want to be robbed of her brother (as in 1208), nor of the

opportunity to give her brother burial.

1211–12 I am not sure about the status of �æe� ��Œ��. Line 1212

gives the order we expect from prose, with the negation preceding

��Œfi �. Perhaps we should read �æe� ��Œ�� as Topic, and the negation

as Focus, as in a paraphrase ‘justiWed it is not’. But this is rather

strained.

1212 As many as three preverbal constituents, arguably all with

Focus. See § 5.3.

1216 On ���� see above on 661.

1222–3 The three clauses (�æ���º�łÆ�Æ—Œ�ÆŁ�—º�ªø) come

with three Focus constituents: ��
�� ‘look at this’ (followed in adding

enjambment by ��æÆªE�Æ �Æ�æ��); Œ�ÆŁ� ‘Wgure out’; �Æ�B ‘if I’m

right ’.

1226 I am tempted to read 	ø as subjunctive ‘Shall I . . . ?’ rather

than indicative, and to read Orestes’ response as ‘Yes, go ahead, as for

the rest of time (Topic) I wish you may hold me (Focus on 	�Ø�).’
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7.6 CONCLUSION

This concludes the four connected passages presented in this chapter.

The aim has been to show how the analysis of individual bits and

pieces, as carried out in earlier chapters, translates into a mode of

reading connected text, which any reader can take and apply to other

texts. While the mode of analysis has been the same in all four

passages, the distinctive character of monologue versus stichomythia

has shown up in the pragmatic analysis as well. In particular, the

various cohesive devices in stichomythia, such as frequent word

repetition, will have been apparent. § 7.2 showed that pragmatic

and metrical analysis are often quite compatible, and I hope that

my analysis, which has consisted of a large dose of pragmatics with a

bit of metre thrown in, will be followed by future metrical analyses

that will in their turn take pragmatic factors into account.
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8

Conclusion: Reading Word Order, Slowly

Athenians would sit in the theatre of Dionysus to watch a tragic

performance. Classicists can spend weeks, months, or an entire

career mulling over tragic texts. How can one activity ever approxi-

mate to the other? This book nevertheless constitutes an extended

attempt to reconstruct one aspect of the interpretive activity of a

native audience, namely their interpretation of word order. I have

argued that in spite of the formal constraints of poetry, we should

take word-order variation in tragic dialogue as seriously as we take it

in Greek prose. I presented a variety of evidence for this position in

chapters 3 to 5. In chapter 6, I considered the interaction of clause

and line, and Wnally I presented a set of sample readings in chapter 7.

Clearly, since in principle every line of tragic dialogue provides

‘evidence’ for word order, I have only discussed a fraction of what

one might discuss in a book like this. On the other hand, a linguist

might summarize the gist of the argument put forward here in a

dozen pages. After all, I have merely argued that Greek (in this case,

the stylized Attic Greek of tragedy) places Topic and Focus constitu-

ents early in the clause, and that marked modiWers appear early in the

noun phrase. It almost goes without saying that such ordering rules

are not unparalleled in the languages of the world. Similar statements

can be found about Seneca (Chafe 1994: 146 f.) or Papago/O’odham

(Payne 1987, 1992), to name but two languages.

If that really was all that there was to the question, I need not have

taken the trouble to write this book, and my readers could have been

spared the eVort of reading it. Why then do we Wnd ourselves at this

point? There is, of course, a number of things that the linguistic

précis left out, and these concern most particularly the literary and



poetic aspects of the grammatical rules just stipulated. We might say

that this is where we cross the line between linguistics proper and

philology. Famously, philology has been called the art of reading

slowly. Collectively, the discipline of classics reads slowly in ways

that are agreed upon, but our teachers and colleagues, and our own

reading of the primary texts, all aVect where and how each of us

individually slows down.

So how do I propose that we read word order slowly? In the Wrst

instance, the chapters of this book will have made for slow reading in

a more pedestrian sense. When single clauses from many tragedies

are presented out of context this naturally will slow down any reader.

But juxtaposing these clauses was a heuristic procedure that was

meant to cut down on as many variables as possible or, in other

words, to compare like with like, such as the clauses with verbs

meaning ‘die’ in chapter 3.

This is not the mode or the speed of reading that I would hope

readers come away with after reading this book. Reading equally

slowly all the time is not the ideal way of approaching texts. If we

are conscious of an audience listening to and interpreting tragic

dialogue in ‘real time’, we cannot remain in ‘armchair philologist’

mode forever, and dwell on every single word in isolation for an

unlimited amount of time. Like an actor who will have to choose

how to perform his lines, we have to choose how to read them. Or, to

continue the Nietzschean trope, we have to choose where exactly we

will read slowly.1 So for instance, to give a rather simpliWed para-

phrase of chapter 3, I would conclude that it is always a good idea to

slow down, so to speak, as one approaches the verb in a Greek clause.

A conclusion from chapter 4 would be that it is a good idea to slow

down for �Æ�æfiH�� in �Æ�æfi�fiø ˜Ø� but not necessarily in Ł��d

�Æ�æfiH�Ø. By extension, I would be less likely to slow down at (post-

posed) ��ºı	æ���ı� than at (preposed) ��º��Ł�æ�
 in (8.1):

1 I should stress that I am now talking about the philologist’s reading, not a
reconstruction of Greek intonation. I suggest that a philologist should slow down
where I would hypothesize intonational prominence in the original; ironically, in
reconstructing original prosody, it would be the end of the line where we expect
slowing down (general ‘downtrend’ and lengthening of Wnal syllable).
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(8.1) ���Œ�Ø
 )ıŒ�
Æ� �a� ��ºı	æ���ı� ›æA
,

��º��Ł�æ�
 �� �H�Æ —�º��Ø�H
 ���� . . . (El. 9–10)

. . . say that you see Mycenae, rich in gold,

and the house of the sons of Pelops here, rich in disasters . . .

This is not to say that an unequivocal interpretation presents itself

for the reader who slows down at such a ‘correct’ moment, caught up

by the preposed adjective, which happens to be one of three preposed

adjectives with associations of violence in the Paedagogus’ sketch of

our surroundings at the opening of the play.2 I have no business

deciding what exactly the ‘generic spectator’ (a dubious character at

best) should or should not have thought on hearing ��ºı	æ���ı� or

��º��Ł�æ�
. As others have pointed out, excess of meaning—or

seeming absence of meaning—is normal in tragedy as it is in oracular

language,3 and the range of possible associations invoked by the

opening lines of Electra is immense.

But this ‘excess of meaning’ does not stop interpretation in its

tracks, and linguists, especially those involved in pragmatics, live and

breathe in the reconstruction of communicative intentions of speakers

and communicative eVects on listeners. The contention of this book is

that, just as an English audience would pick up on an adjective that

receives stress by intonation, and would try to interpret that marking,

so a Greek audience would pick up on the preposing of the adjective

and try to interpret it. The parallel with oracular language is apt: the

mere notion that Croesus will destroy a great empire, or that the

Athenians will be saved by a wooden wall, does not lead automatically,

or even easily, to a Wnal interpretation. But on looking back, we know

how much signiWcance can be attached to these adjectives.

A pragmatic approach would conclude, then, that preposing an

adjective, or putting a word early in a clause, produces a certain

communicative eVect. Putting ourselves in the position of the

2 �N��æ��ºBª��, ºıŒ�Œ��
�ı are the other two. In an innocent landscape description,
the notions of venerability (�ÆºÆØ�
, Œº�Ø
��, both preposed as well) and riches
(��ºı	æ���ı�) would seem more at home. The Paedagogus selection of descriptive
adjectives is telling; what it tells, however, is indeterminate.
3 Most recently, Bruce Heiden. I wish to thank all the participants in the conference

on the language of Sophocles (Amsterdam, September 2003) for providing much
inspiration and food for thought.
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audience of a tragedy, where are we to suppose that this eVect

originates? I have placed at the centre of my analysis the back and

forth of dialogue, approaching these staged pieces of high art as if

they were private exchanges on which we happen to eavesdrop. It is a

natural action for any listener, be it someone involved in an exchange

or someone listening in on an exchange between third parties, to

attempt to reconstruct communicative intent. The characters on

stage are made to ascribe intent to each other and, by extension, so

do we as their audience. Characters and audience continually draw

inferences about what is being said, even if this process is rarely made

explicit. In a rare moment where this does happen, Tecmessa tells us

that when Ajax pronounced the gnome that it behoves women to be

silent, she took the hint and fell silent:4

(8.2) ‘ª�
ÆØ, ªı
ÆØ�d Œ����
 � �Øªc ��æ�Ø.’

ŒIªg lahoFs� º�� � , › �� K���Ł� ��
��. (Aj. 293–4)

‘Woman, women ought to be silent.’

I understood and stopped, and he left on his own.

Tecmessa, to put it anachronistically, shows her familiarity with one of

the Gricean cooperative principles, namely the maxim of relevance.

The apparent breach by Ajax of this maxim leads to an inference on

her part as to his communicative intent.5 As we listen to Tecmessa’s

account, this becomes an inference that we share with her.

Likewise, the audience must, in the Wrst instance, ascribe word

order in a line to the character that speaks the lines, not to an

omniscient author.6 Thus, highly signiWcant information need not

be presented in a pragmatically marked position. Iocaste happens to

mention where Laius met his death:

(8.3) ŒÆd �e
 ��
, u���æ ª� � ���Ø�, ��
�Ø ���b

ºfi ���Æd ��
���ı�� Km tqipkaEr a“ lanitoEr· (OT 715–16)

And he, as the story goes, was murdered one day by foreign

robbers at the place where three roads meet . . .

4 I owe this example to André Lardinois.
5 On his part, Ajax uses the common politeness strategy of indirectness to avoid

a face threat (Lloyd 2006).
6 The audience qua audience, that is. Fellow playwrights or critics are anothermatter.
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As far as Iocaste is concerned, the Focus of this clause is ��
�Ø . . . ºfi ���Æ�.

It was not her son, as predicted by the oracle, but strangers who killed

her husband. The location of the killing is irrelevant to Iocaste’s

argument, the refutation of the oracular wisdom. The crossroads

follows the verb as a Remainder constituent. For Oedipus, by contrast,

matters are quite diVerent. He has heard about the robbers before, but

this detail is new to him. The revelation leads to further questions, and

eventually he tells his side of the story. In his words, the crossroads

Wgures prominently:

(8.4) ŒÆ� ��Ø, ª�
ÆØ, �Iº�Łb� K��æH. tqipkBr

‹�� q Œ�º��Ł�ı �B��� ›��Ø��æH
 ��ºÆ� . . . (OT 800–1)

And I will tell you the truth, lady! When I was

walking near this meeting of three roads . . .

8 .1 POETIC FORM

All in all, I think I have shown how intimately my analysis of word

order is bound up with the essence of communication between

individuals and thereby, with the essence of what makes drama

work. Word order is one dimension of what a Greek clause commu-

nicates, and it is worth paying attention to.

What has become of poetic form in this approach? I would say that

many aspects of poetic style live happily side by side with, and are

enhanced by, word order. We cannot, of course, ‘reverse-engineer’ the

many variables that have to be weighed in the composition of a

trimeter line. There are too many factors that are by definition unrec-

overable, such as lexical choice, perhaps the most distinctive element

of the high style of tragedy. As for that, I would speculate that the

larger vocabulary of poetry, and the possibility to use dialect variants,

did not ‘cramp’ the tragedian’s style when it came to word order;

rather, it made for a wide range of possibilities. It would surely be a

mistake to think that a word of a particular shape, however difficult to

accommodate in the trimeter line, ends up in a certain position

because it had to, and that therefore its position contributes nothing

to meaning. This line of reasoning not only unduly privileges lexical
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choice above all else, but also disregards the receiving end: a listener

will still hear that intractable word in a particular position and will

interpret it accordingly.

In part because of the many unknowns, but also owing to the

consummate skills of the tragedians and the competing skills of

generations of readers, single lines of tragedy often give us the impres-

sion of overdetermination. Every word is the exact right word for

a host of reasons, and every word is in the exact right place for a

host of reasons. So a metrician and a pragmatist may both come up

with what, within their paradigm, is a satisfactory account of a line.

That having been said, I must point out that some old chestnuts of the

metrical approach really need to be regarded as such. One of these is

‘emphasis by place and pause’. Jebb’s doctrine about run-on words

needs to be revised in view of the different types of enjambment that

are possible. In the case of necessary enjambment, I have argued that it

is not the run-on word, but the word that comes at the end of the

previous line that deserves our full attention. Only in the case of

‘adding’ enjambment can it be maintained that the run-on word is

itself the highlighted element. The other old chestnut is that of em-

phasis at line end. The behaviour of words like �æ���� or ŒıæH at line-

end shows quite conclusively, to my mind, that when line end and

clause end coincide, we need not go to excessive lengths to find

‘emphasis’ in the final word of the line. Rather, line end emphasis,

when it occurs, derives from other factors, principally necessary en-

jambment. This conclusion is not new with me, of course, but I have

offered new evidence to support it, and evidence that is more objective

in nature than what was offered previously.

That final point leads me to the conclusion that there are indeed

places where one may safely read faster rather than slower, in Greek,

as well as in English. This is such a place. I trust my readers will

quickly return to some Greek and, from time to time, will read it at

a different speed than they did before.
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adjectives
position of 39
semantic types 39, 85
explanatory value of 85–86, 90–1

‘determining’ 39, 85, 90
‘qualifying’ 85, 90
‘quantifying’ 39, 85, 90

Agent (semantic function)
with Focus 49

‘all-new’ 54–5

‘certiWed’ phenomena 9, 10
chiasmus 23, 59, 78, 98, 114
‘chunking’ 23, 176, 236, 246
clause 11
clause boundary 19
clause pattern 9, 38
colon 19, 36
comedy 6
‘common core’ 3
communication 2, 252
compositional technique
diVerences among tragedians 174

compound-simplex iteration 207
‘Concomitants’ 28
conjunction at line end 209
constituent 24–6
co-operative principle 6, 252
counterpresuppositional 62, 109
curses 60

default ordering 84
deWnite article
at line end 210, 211

deixis 88
discontinuity (hyperbaton) 24, 84, 89
discourse analysis 3, 4
of literary texts 3

dramatic irony 187

eidos Sophokleion 12, 171
elision

at line end 209

emphasis 3, 178
‘by place and pause’ 178

enjambment 46, 173, 174 f.
at caesura 210
clustering 193
violent 179
necessary 179
of ‘Tail’ constituent 180
of verbs 201
of imperatives 206

extra-clausal 68

Wgura etymologica 161
Wller 192, 223, 239, 246
Focus 9, 17, 31–4

contrastive 48
multiple (complex) 37, 60, 71, 135
and line boundary 236

selecting 129
frames of expectation 27

‘given’ (versus new) 28
gnome 212, 252

head (of a noun phrase) 24
hyperbaton 24, 25, 61, 88, 100, 132, 189

‘Topic Y2 hyperbaton’ 25, 152, 241, 242
‘Y1 hyperbaton’ 150
‘interlaced’ 241

information Xow 27
intonation unit 17, 27
intractable word shape 24, 122

line break
eVective 176

localization 172

marked 34, 122
mask language 224
mimesis 7
Mobile 11, 14, 17
modiWer 24, 39–40



monosyllable
line-initial 183–4

negatives
at line end 215

‘new’ (versus given) 28
nominal modiWer 40
nominativus pendens 233,

235, 247
non-contrastive 44
noun phrase 24–26
‘Nuclei’ 28

oaths 60

parallelism 59, 78, 174
participle 26, 50
Focus of clause 65

philology 250
polyptoton 71, 109
possessive adjective 40
clustering of 108

‘postponed interrogative’
124, 136

with interrogative not in Focus
position 146

postpositives 11, 14, 17–22
following focused elements

20, 21
following punctuation 227
clustering 18, 25

Prague School 159
pragmatics 4
pragmatically marked 34,

35, 39
predictable 30
prepositives 18
at line end 209, 213, 214

prolepsis 10, 25, 247
proper names 80
enjambment of 192

prose 8, 10
psychological subject (Topic)
6¼ syntactical subject 57

q see postpositives
qualitative approach 30, 86
quasi-spoken 125
questions
see also ‘postponed interrogative’

deictic elements in 130–2
echo 136
Q-X-V 129
question word (Wh-) 125
yes-no 126

‘redundant correlation’ 85
Remainder 38, 44, 81

Setting 36
starting point 29, 31

see also Topic
stichomythia 140

Tail 35, 69, 100
Theme 35
‘thetic’ 54
Topic 9, 17, 31–4

contrastive 33, 47, 160
extended 148, 163
hierarchically organized 31, 158
not expressed 47, 51
verbs serving as 56–8

tragedians
diVerences among 174

translation 5
typical scenes 27

verb-initial clauses 54
verb-subject order 43–4, 48, 52
Verszwang 174
vocative 191, 246

word order
‘free’ 16
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I�� 230
I
�æ generic 232, 241
±
�æ anaphoric 52, 65
�æ���� 246
Kª� postpositive 204
�~N
ÆØ line-initial 175
�~ƒ� (ordering of) 119–21
��Ø
 clause-initial 147

����
 line-initial 176
��
—�� 33, 47, 116, 146
‹�� forms at line end 239
�PŒ—Iºº� 119
�æ����Ø
 line-initial 189
��	Æ 236
�e ª�æ introducing gnome?
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Index of Passages

Aeschylus
Agamemnon
908 186 n.
1093–4 174
1275–80 70
1316–20 70–1
1318 63 n.

Choephori
502–4 71
886–8 72
889–93 72
1001–6 72–3

Eumenides
98 219

Persae
230–1 160 n.
251–5 73
296–8 74
441–4 74
488–91 74

Prometheus Vinctus
36 186 n.

Septem contra Thebas
99 186 n.
550–2 75
592 175 n.
602–8 75–6
803–10 76–7
1013–18 77

Supplices
388 175 n.
453 175 n.

Aristophanes
Ecclesiazusae
320 150 n.
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1003 158 n.
1007 158 n.

Lysistrata
128 186 n.

Nubes
1298 186 n.

Ranae
1272 227 n.
1433–4 21

Thesmophoriazusae
383–8 213

Aristotle
Poetica
1449a24–5 169 n.

Choeroboscus
Scholia in Hephaestionem
226.20 171

[Demetrius]
De Elocutione
256 15 n.

Demosthenes
18.299 197 n.
[43.72] 97 n.
45.70 97
57.54 97 n.
57.67 97 n.

Euripides
Alcestis
56 45 n.
140 51 n.
178 60 n.
180–1 65 n.
247 51 n.
255 186 n.
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363 51 n.
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479 157 n.
518 55 n., 56 n.
527 52 n.
532–5 82
534 60 n., 66 n.
541 52 n.
633 52 n.
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720 59 n.
725 58 n., 51 n.
821 55 n., 56 n.
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Andromache
48 51 n.
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413 48 n.
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Helen
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279 52 n.
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714 (t) 48 n.
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1194 51 n.
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1208 157 n.
1212 60 n.
1215 50 n.
1216 52 n.
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Heraclidae
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548 157 n.
550 50 n.
558–61 164
559 157 n., 162 n.
714 157 n.
1114 164 n.
1181 162 n.
1246 162 n.
1268 51 n.
1382–4 50 n.
1415 158 n.
1419 158, 162 n.

Hippolytus
305 52 n.
327 227 n.
329 51 n.
407–9 60 n.
519 162 n.
664 51 n.
687–8 45 n.

693 60 n.
788 52 n., 53 n.
801 52 n., 53 n.
958 52 n.
1028 60 n.
1045 50 n.
1299 50 n.
1325 51 n.
1408 51 n.
1447 51 n.
1457 51 n.

Ion
254 49 n.
289 157 n.
353 157 n.
536 157 n.
565 50 n.
770 157 n.
800 157 n.
951 60 n.
952 51 n.
1004 157 n., 162 n.
1012 157 n., 162 n.
1019 50 n.
1112 60 n.
1120–1 50 n.
1207 60 n.
1220–1 49 n.
1256 49 n.
1259 60 n.
1301 51 n.
1417–20 162
1420 157 n.

Iphigenia Aulidensis
519 60 n.
658 60 n.
695–9 165
700 157 n.
712 157 n., 161
720–2 159
821 157 n.
890 159
941 49 n.
1007 51 n.
1353 51 n.
1354 162 n.
1366 160 n.
1419 60 n.
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Iphigenia Taurica
56 55 n.
58 52 n.
60 52 n.
102 51 n.
321 51 n., 58 n.
368 48 n.
373–4 66 n.
378 51 n.
489 60 n.
499 157 n., 159
532 51 n.
535 51 n.
548 52 n.
549 51 n.
614–25 139
615 48 n.
625 51 n., 157 n.
704 55 n.
916 157 n.
926 157 n.
985 56 n.
998 60 n.
1002 48 n.
1074 52 n.
1168 157 n.
1219 157 n.
1420–1 50 n.

Medea
83 58 n.
354 51 n.
386 51 n.
560 219
565–6 160 n.
704 51 n.
714–15 47 n.
788 50 n.
1035–6 52 n.
1065–6 78
1125 55 n.
1134 52 n.
1135 58 n.
1309 56 n.
1329 51 n.
1364 49 n.

Orestes
58–9 48 n.
101 157 n.
361 (t) 49 n.

446 51 n.
745 158 n.
749 157 n.
781 50 n.
939–40 48 n.
1027–8 50 n.
1033 51 n.
1040 50 n.
1161 176
1211–13 163
1232 47 n.
1296 55 n.
1301 51 n.
1557 51 n.
1577 227 n.
1611 157 n.

Phoenissae
412 158 n.
1076 52 n.
1193 52 n.
1313 47 n.
1338 162 n.
1349 55 n.
1617 219
1689 51 n.

[Rhesus]
683 60 n.
761 47 n.
800–1 50 n.
841 51 n.
847 56 n.
870 51 n.
875 60 n.

Supplices
125–8 160
529 51 n.
944 60 n.
1059–60 161
1060 157 n.

Troades
8–9 49 n.
39–42 78–9
74 162 n.
97 45 n.
288 227 n.
375 58 n., 66 n.
380 45 n., 56 n.
386–7 69
387 47 n.
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Euripides Troades (contd.)
391 60 n.
505 157 n.
510 51 n.
622 55 n.
630–1 50 n.
630 51 n.
641–2 48 n.
677 58 n.
730 56 n.
740–1 60 n.
772 51 n.
879 60 n.
899 157 n.
904 50 n., 51 n.
906 58 n.
935 58 n.
961 81
1055–6 60 n.
1168–9 58 n.,

66 n.
1181 51 n.
1223 60 n.

Herodotus
1.2.1 2.9
1.8.1 232 n.
1.8.3 86
1.10.2 19, 35
1.12.1 19
1.39.1 227 n.
1.73.3 148 n.
2.1.1 234 n.
2.35.3 234 n.
2.69.2 86 n.
2.91.2 86 n.
2.99.1 87
2.110.1 86 n.
2.111.4 86 n.
2.121.Æ1 86 n.
2.136.3–4 85
3.119.6 25
5.94.1 234 n.
7.62.2 29, 32 n.
7.225.2 86 n.

Homer
Iliad
1.340 213 n.
1.578 213 n.

Odyssey
1.170 129 n.

Lysias
1.4 107
1.5 108 n.
1.6 108 n., 235 n.
1.16 107
1.35 108 n.
1.39 108 n.
2.2 20
12.4 107 n.
30.1 227 n.

Plato
Apologia
20c4–6 137–8
29d4 68 n.

Charmides
159e10 236 n.

Crito
43a1 37, 129
43b1 129

Euthyphro
3e5–9 147
4a9–10 147

Gorgias
494d2–4 68 n.

Leges
743b1 20 n.

Lysis
205e1 240 n.

Meno
75d2–7 148
76a8 138

Phaedo
57b1–2 66
58c9 44 n.
58e4 44 n.
59e6–7 44 n.
69e6–70a7 43
70b10 20 n.
80c2–d5 43
106e5 227 n.
115c2–3 138

Protagoras
310b6–8 15
310c5–7 15
331b5 240 n.
333b4–5 20
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Respublica
349b 25 n.
434a 25 n.

Sophista
238b4 20 n.

Symposium
201c6 227 n.

Sophocles
Ajax
1–7 194
18–20 195
35 113 n.
38 128
40–2 131
46 127
48 126 n.
50 128
59–60 191 n.
68–70 196
68–9 191 n.
74 127
77 127 n.
84 127
89–90 132
95 126 n.
96 215 n.
97 128
97–9 51–2
99 197 n.
102 126, 128
103–6 201
105–10 66, 132–3
107 127 n., 142 n.
118–20 142
118 126 n.
269–70 130
282 127 n.
288–91 133, 199
288–9 127
289 191 n.
293–4 252
296–7 191
334 126 n.
341 127 n.
377 127 n.
386 126 n.
392–3 207
393 127 n.
410–11 204 n.

428–9 204 n.
430 127 n.
441–6 203
454–6 205
457–9 205
457 142 n.
460–4 134
462–3 192
463 127 n.
465 96 n.
466–8 67
473–6 134
482 191 n.
490–1 212 n.
496 52 n.
499 108 n.
500–3 195
510–11 91
510 108 n.
513 51 n.
515 191 n.
519 126 n.
525–6 203
530 108 n.
531–3 67
532 127 n., 128
537 135 n.
540 127 n.
568 114 n.
575 191 n.
578–80 207
585 127 n.
589 126 n.
593 126 n.
654–6 198
664 241 n.
666–7 206
668–77 142
683 241 n.
687–9 207
692 191 n.
720–1 198
731–4 143
733–5 124
735–6 91 n.
743–4 198
747 127 n.
774–5 208
787–8 135 n.
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Sophocles Ajax (contd.)
791 51 n., 126 n.
800 127 n.
809 127 n.
815–16 201
824 191 n.
842 49 n.
844 191 n.
845–9 193
850–1 94
859–60 194
892–5 192
892 127 n.
896 51 n.
898–9 202
905 127 n.
916–17 212 n.
920 127 n.
944–5 202
961–3 196
966–8 46
969–70 48
977–8 127
979 52 n.
983–4 196
984 127 n.
985–6 179 n., 217 n.
986 184 n.
1000–1 206
1006–12 143
1012–16 197
1012 127 n.
1015–16 114 n.
1017–18 204
1024 127 n.
1026 126 n.
1033 49 n.
1049 135 n.
1051 126 n.
1073–4 203
1073 173
1077 96 n., 102 n.
1100–11 135 n.
1100 157 n.
1111–14 198
1147–9 95
1158 126 n.
1160 200 n.
1182–4 208

1192–3 94 n.
1235 95
1236 127 n.
1253–4 93
1255–6 204
1269 191 n.
1273 126 n.
1280 135 n.
1290 127 n.
1291 126 n.
1298–1303 200
1310–12 199
1325 127 n.
1326–7 200
1328 126 n.
1330–1 218 n.
1342–5 205
1344 51 n.
1356 127 n.
1364 126 n.
1367 135 n.
1374–5 202
1381–2 200

Antigone
1 112
4–6 216
5 215 n.
7 138 n.
11–14 61, 120
27 215 n.
39 188 n.
44–6 184
55–7 120
58–9 50 n., 52 n.
61–2 188
67–8 212 n.
69–72 187
71 188 n.
85 188 n.
149–58 191 n.
170–4 61
170 120 n.
195 66 n.
198–201 98
229–30 131 n.
233–4 183
237–40 183
238–9 189 n., 212 n.
249–58 193 n.
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255–6 216
268–73 183
271 173
272 189 n.
319 188 n.
324 215 n., 217 n.
388–90 13, 218
389–90 212 n.
390 188 n.
402 142 n., 197 n.
407–10 210
408 184 n.
409 210 n.
409–10 179 n.
417–21 94
420–1 92 n.
437–9 220
443 215 n.
460–2 46 n.
517 56 n.
522 51 n.
523–5 189
524–5 64 n.
525 23
538–9 212 n.
544 215 n.
546 52 n.
547 188 n.
552 188 n.
559–60 45
635–40 101
655 188 n.
668 188 n.
750–1 48 n.
758–61 62
763 56 n.
769–72 153
839 96 n.
886 188 n.
900 188 n.
909–10 25
913 188 n.
923–4 218 n.
1014 188 n.
1042 188 n.
1078–9 114 n.
1092 188 n.
1099 188 n.
1166 188 n.

1172–3 51
1173–5 55
1175–6 96
1211 188 n.
1240 202 n.
1278–83 56

Electra
1–3 26, 62 n.
1–2 193 n.
4 239 n.
9–10 251
10 239 n.
16 195 n.
23–37 231–7
32–3 198 n.
47–50 554
48–50 235 n.
67 97
80–2 126
252 173
266 128
266–70 100
287–92 63
291 50 n.
296–7 113 n.
314–8 144
320 96 n.
328 135 n.
354 126 n.
365–7 190 n.
387–91 145
388 135 n.
407 126 n.
409 135 n.
411 96 n.
437 51 n.
516–27 226–30
523–7 48–9
526 173
558–9 135 n.
579 126 n.
582–3 22, 45
591 135 n.
602 54 n.
612 135 n.
660–80 237–43
670 96 n.
671–3 55
671 126 n.
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Sophocles Electra (contd.)
674 50 n.
769 135 n.
773 135 n.
777–9 99
788–90 118
808–12 145
812 128
879–80 211
883–4 135 n.
921 127
923 135 n.
924 51 n.
926 135 n.
927 51 n.
954–7 36, 99,

181
959–62 101
975 135 n.
1001 135 n.
1035–6 116
1053–4 212 n.
1055–6 190 n.
1103 135 n.
1149–56 57
1149 120 n.
1171–1226 243–8
1174 135 n.
1176 135 n.
1184 135 n.
1191 135 n.
1193 135 n.
1211–12 135
1212 135 n.
1301–3 218
1304–5 93
1346 135 n.
1349–50 116
1349 126 n.
1358 135 n.
1360 200 n.
1361–3 121
1400–2 146
1402 139 n.
1426 (lyr.) 53 n.
1430–1 142 n.
1450–1 123
1450 128
1466 215 n.

1482 50 n.
1491–2 216
1491 215 n.
1493–6 49
1493–4 130
1493 135 n.
1501–7 179
1501–4 50

Oedipus Coloneus
44–6 118
66–9 155
111–12 104
258–65 156
258–62 175
265–7 117, 218
299–307 105
301 103
305–6 103
322–3 108
328 117
332–3 116
335 154 n.
344 112 n.
348–52 211
355–6 115
357–8 154 n.
365–6 111
370 112 n.
382–4 117
401 154 n.
402 115 n.
411 115 n.
412 154 n.
414–17 108
457–60 95
495–6 215
559 112 n.
564 113 n.
566–7 212 n.
576 112 n.
577 184 n.
582 52 n.
588 109
599–600 115
607–11 58
621 112 n.
643 114 n.
647 95
655 113 n.
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664–7 106
667 103
729–31 104
732–3 212 n.
756 96 n.
757–8 112 n., 114 n.
787–90 109
794 112 n.
849–50 114 n.
904–6 113
924–7 115
935 175 n., 177 n.
939–43 109–10
956–8 219, 212 n.
963 112 n.
969–71 155 n.
979 108 n.
988–90 99
1014–15 118 n.
1015 196 n.
1020 186 n.
1023 215 n.
1040–1 46 n., 110
1115 212 n.
1130 113 n.
1151–2 212 n.
1170 154 n.
1173 108 n., 112 n.
1175–6 215 n.
1175 217 n.
1178 215 n.
1200 112 n.
1207 112 n.
1275 109 n.
1291–2 102
1293 112 n.
1305–7 67 n.
1327–30 110
1334–5 212 n.
1340 112 n.
1342 114 n.
1354–6 111
1405–6 212 n.
1441 51 n.
1471 94 n.
1528–9 108
1583 52 n., 53 n.
1613 58 n.
1626–8 185

1631–3 113
1653–9 64

Oedipus Tyrannus
1–3 127 n., 131
1 91 n.
14 118 n.
22–4 112 n.
70–1 198 n.
85–90 146–7, 149 n.
89 139 n.
106–9 148
118–19 69
118 51 n.
122–3 9–10, 23,

119, 170
126–9 149
230–2 212
242–3 198 n.
276–9 186
326–7 212 n., 218 n.
328 68 n., 215 n.
332–3 209
369–71 209
370–1 212 n.
373 236 n.
376–7 212 n.
402–3 175 n., 177 n.
415–21 149
421 236 n.
433–4 212 n.,

218 n.
550 175 n., 177 n.
555–6 214
558–60 150
613–15 120, 212 n.
619 186 n.
644–5 50 n.
705–6 212 n., 218 n.
715–16 252
740–1 159 n.
758–62 113
774 195 n.
800–1 253
821–2 113 n.
822 51 n.
827 195 n.
836–8 151
840 184 n.
854 108 n.
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Sophocles Oedipus Tyrannus (contd.)
855–6 46 n., 62
936 236 n.
941–3 52
948–9 49 n.
952–4 151
972 202 n.
985–6 212 n.
987–8 92
994–6 114
1025–7 151
1056 228 n.
1084–5 184 n., 217 n.
1121–6 152
1166 51 n.
1232 215 n.
1232–3 153
1234–5 55
1244–8 59
1266–7 218 n.
1295 236 n.
1389–90 212 n.
1409–15 220
1417–18 212 n.
1454 49 n.
1459–61 217
1461 215 n., 217 n.
1504–5 48 n.

Philoctetes
3–4 193 n.
36–7 240 n.
59 96 n.
76 51 n.
111–12 154 n.
227–33 221
261–5 211
327–8 93
329–33 53
332 212 n.
334 51 n., 69 n.
411 92
414 56 n.
416–18 68
426–30 47
428–30 33
435 56 n.
497 51 n.
503 202 n.

611 215 n.
622–7 214–5
674–5 212 n.
912–13 216 n.
933 96 n.
961 51 n.
962 50 n.
1019 51 n.
1030 50 n.
1035 50 n., 58 n.
1144 51 n.
1225 154 n.
1227 150, 152 n., 161
1285 51 n.
1404 154 n.
1443 183 n.
1444 51 n.

Trachiniae
3 51 n.
90 215 n.
185 114 n.
192 154 n.
236 96 n.
242 154 n.
288 96
320–1 212 n.,

218 n.
383 51 n.
399 92
403 137 n., 154 n.
422 184 n.
434–5 212 n.
457–8 212 n.
459 154 n.
465–7 98
545–6 154 n.
603 112 n.
667 96 n.
708 51 n.
714–18 155
732–3 212 n.
742–3 154 n., 212 n.
753 96
802 50 n.
817–18 154 n.
855 118 n.
874–7 53
1066 113 n.
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1102 113 n.
1133 112 n.
1144 51 n.
1168 96 n.
1231 154 n.

Theocritus
Idylls
2.95 227 n.

Thucydides
1.20.2 40

1.114.2 40
1.31.2 40
6.9.3 20, 35

Xenophon
Anabasis
1.2.7 37

[Xenophon]
Respublica Atheniensium
3.10 21
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